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ABSTRACT 
The focus of this study is the implementation of educational 
policy in bureaucratically organised government education systems. 
Its thesis is that policy implementation is a human concern resulting 
more in attention to instrumental administrative activity than to 
operationalising policy ideals or implementing educational program 
goals. The thesis develops the position that through the 
administrative actions of organisational members, program carriage, 
defined as one part of the implementation process, affords an 
opportunity for bureaucrats to enhance their power and authority while 
their actions unconsciously contribute to the reinforcement and 
replication of the system within which the implementation activity 
takes place. 
In developing this position, the thesis first explains the 
antipathetical character of Australian Commonwealth/State governmental 
relations in educational policy-making and implementation before 
identifying the dominant paradigmatic orientation of a generation of 
literature in the policy and implementation fields. That orientation, 
it is argued, is functionalist, emphasising determinist views of human 
nature, realist ontology, positivist epistemology and nomothetic 
research methodology. The thesis further argues that in the 
Australian educational setting, the functionalist orientation to 
policy and implementation is exemplified in 'classical' administrative 
approaches to the implementation of Commonwealth Government programs. 
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The literature review enables the focus of the thesis to be 
narrowed so that research is concentrated on what happens as 
educational policy and programs are prepared by government bureaucrats 
for dissemination and operation in schools. The outcomes of the 
review are twofold: (i) the formulation of a series of propositions 
about the implementation of educational programs by organisational 
members; and (ii) the more specific identification of the purpose of 
the study so that investigations are directed towards gathering data 
to facilitate the analysis and interpretation of what happens to 
educational policies and programs in the hands of implementers, what 
occurs as a result of what they do and why it happens in the way it 
does. 
The theoretical framework built for the study recognises a link 
between the activities of human beings involved in implementation and 
the implication of organisational structures in their conduct. 
Giddensian theory (1976, 1984) is used to develop the argument that as 
bureaucrats go about the tasks associated with the carriage of 
government programs, their actions are consciously and unconsciously 
influenced by physical and social structures unique to the 
organisations in which they work. The results of their actions 
produce both intended and unintended consequences which together 
contribute to the reproduction of the structures implicated in the 
action as well as to the replication of human organisational conduct. 
The theoretical frame is used to justify a qualitative 
IV 
methodology for the study. Participant observation is the major 
research tool employed in recording a case account of the 
implementation of a Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Program in 
an Australian State Government Department of Education. The study 
itself is restricted to one part of the implementation process only -
the carriage of the program through the planning and approval 
procedures prerequisite to its eventual dissemination and operation in 
the schools of the system. The closing chapters of the thesis present 
an analysis and discussion of the data, together with a theoretical 
explanation of program carriage before concluding with an outline of 
the implications of the study for further research. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Refining the Problem of the Thesis 
"That's the Commonwealth for you. They hold up some 
funds and then leave you high and dry" (Field Notes: SP25; 
5). 
This thesis is about educational policy implementation by 
government education authorities in Australia.[1] It is concerned with 
identifying what happens in policy implementation[2] in a federal 
political system and interpreting why it happens in the way it does. 
This concern has two sources, namely, scholarly writing about policy 
implementation over the past two decades and the research-based 
contention that policies in operation, more often than not, fail to 
live up to their makers' expectations. Yet in spite of the breadth of 
the policy 'failure', 'resistance' and 'adaptation' literature, 
educational policies continue to be developed and implemented by 
governments and their bureaucracies using the same 'classical' methods 
which contribute to the outcomes around which the themes in the 
literature revolve. 
Before elaborating these themes more fully, it is necessary to 
provide some contextual detail for tne study by describing Australian 
federal political structures implicated in educational provision and 
by recounting recent Australian history in educational policy-making 
and implementation. This is followed by a review of literature in the 
policy and implementation fields to facilitate the specification of 
the problem which is the focus of the thesis. I turn first to a 
description of Australian political structures implicated in 
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educational provision. 
Australian Political Structure and Educational Provision 
Australia is a federation of six States (Queensland, New South 
Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and Western Australia) and 
two Territories (the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital 
Territory[3]). The federal or Commonwealth Government has specific 
national[4] legislative and executive responsibilities while each of 
the States has a sovereign government. Educational provision under 
the Australian constitution is a responsibility reserved for the 
States, though Commonwealth Government involvement at all levels of 
education, pre-school, primary, secondary and tertiary, has increased 
in recent years through the use of Sections 51 and 96 of the 
constitution (see pages 3j 4). I move now to examine these 
developments and the relationship between the Commonwealth and State 
Governments over educational policy-making and implementation since 
the Second World War. I concentrate the examination on 
Commonwealth/State relationships over primary and secondary education 
because my concern lies with Commonwealth Government policies as they 
apply to State Government school systems. 
Commonwealth/State Relations in Educational Policy-making and 
Implementation 
In late nineteenth-century Terra Australis, the responsibility 
for the provision of schooling rested with six colonial governments, 
all of which had passed legislation endorsing 'free, compulsory and 
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secular' primary education by 1900 (Barcan: 198O; 151). The 
administrative responsibility for education was retained by those 
colonies as States under the Commonwealth Constitution after 
federation in 1901.[5] As a result, for the first half of this 
century, each State Government developed its own educational policies 
and programs and supported their implementation with State Government 
controlled financial resources. 
Since 1942, however, there has been a substantial change in the 
relationship between the Commonwealth and State Governments over 
educational funding, the development of educational policy and its 
implementation in schools in Australia. Although the watershed for 
the change in Commonwealth/State relationships was the granting of 
income-taxing powers to the Commonwealth Government in 1942, the 
amendment of Subsection xxiiiA of Section 51 of the Commonwealth 
Constitution (the Social Services Amendment) by the Chifley Labor 
Government[6] in 1946[7] provided the first opportunity for direct 
involvement by the Commonwealth Government in State educational 
matters. The amendment made it possible for the Commonwealth 
Government to offer financial assistance to students in all Australian 
States. Although the amendment did not legitimate Commonwealth 
Government entry into State educational policy-making, it did enable 
the Commonwealth Parliament to make laws 'with respect to the 
provision of benefits to students' (Harman and Beswick: 1984; 30). 
Further Commonwealth Government involvement in educational 
funding was initiated under the Menzies Liberal Government in 1964. 
Using Section 96 of the Commonwealth Constitution, namely. 
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During a period of ten years after the establishment of 
the Commonwealth and thereafter until the Parliament 
otherwise provides, the Parliament may grant financial 
assistance to any State on such terms and conditions as the 
Parliament thinks fit (Howard: 1968; xliii)., 
the Menzies Government offered moneys to the States for the specific 
purpose of constructing science laboratories in secondary schools. 
The Social Services Amendment of 1946 and the financial powers 
made possible under Section 96 of the Constitution, enabled successive 
Governments to move into the educational policy-making arena and led 
to an increase in Commonwealth influence upon the States in 
educational matters. Harman and Beswick (1984: 44) elaborate this 
view: 
The period 1965-75 saw a major expansion in the federal 
role from merely matching grants for capital and recurrent 
expenditure in universities, funds for secondary school 
science laboratories and limited scholarship schemes, to a 
situation where the Commonwealth Government was deeply 
financially involved in education at all levels, and was 
supporting the full costs of normal expenditure in all 
higher education institutions as well as providing a 
comprehensive program of student financial assistance 
through the tertiary education assistance scheme, as well as 
substantial funds for TAFE (Technical and Further 
Education), government and non-government schools and 
pre-schools. 
A series of commissions was established by the Commonwealth 
Government during this period to develop educational policies and 
programs and to monitor their implementation in Australia. One of 
these commissions was the Australian Schools Commission.[8] It was 
created by the Whitlam Labor Government which was returned to the 
treasury benches on a platform of social and educational reform in 
1972. The Commission was formed in 1973 after the acceptance of a 
report from an Interim Committee (the Karmel Committee). This 
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committee had been set up to: 
examine the position of government and non-government 
primary and secondary schools throughout Australia and to 
make recommendations on the immediate financial needs of 
those schools, the priorities within those needs and the 
measures appropriate to assist in meeting them (Interim 
Committee for the Australian Schools Commission: 1973; 
Preface). 
The committee's report, 'Schools in Australia', was instrumental 
in paving the way for the Australian Schools Commission to control 
Commonwealth financial involvement in primary and secondary schooling 
in all Australian States and Territories. 
The Schools Commission was constituted as a statutory body, 
empowered to act with some independence of the political views of the 
Government of the day. That independence was encapsulated in two of 
the functions recommended for the Commission by the Karmel Committee, 
namely: 
to inform the Minister, either at his request or on 
its own initiative, on the needs of primary and secondary 
schools throughout the nation; and 
to report annually to the Minister on its 
operations, the progress of its programs and the condition 
of the schools, and to issue from time to time such other 
reports as the Minister or the Commission may judge 
desirable (Interim Committee for the Australian Schools 
Commission: 1973; 132-133). 
In keeping with the spirit of these elements of its charter, the 
first action of the Commission was to recommend substantial injections 
of Commonwealth funds into public and private schooling in Australia 
through 'General Recurrent', 'General Buildings' and 'Specific Purpose 
Program' grants.[9] It was the Specific Purpose Programs which most 
clearly demonstrated the Commonwealth Government's entry into 
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educational policy-making and implementation. Programs such as 
Disadvantaged Schools, Multicultural Education and Geographically 
Isolated Students, were drawn from the differential commitment of 
successive Commonwealth Governments of the seventies and eighties, to 
the policy of equality of educational opportunity,[10] a guiding 
principle in the Karmel Committee's report. Figure 1 illustrates the 
introduction of Special Purpose Programs by the Commonwealth 
Government over the past decade. 
Transi t ion 
Education 
I Ethnic Education 
English Schools of Girls 
as a ] 
Second Severely Aboriginal 
Disadvantaged Special Language Handicapped Education 
Schools Education Geographically Children Participation Basic 
t I Isolated | j and Equity Learning 
Innovations Children in Children | Projects of | in 
Multicultural National Computer Primary 
Education Significance Education Schools 
I I I 
Professional Residential 
Development Institutions 
mo 1975 1980 1985 
Whitlam Eraser Hawke ^ 
Government Government Government 
Figure ]_^ Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Programs 1974-86 
The Special Purpose Programs identified in Figure 1, with the 
exception of the Innovations Program which was terminated in 1980, 
were in operation in 1986.[11] The figure shows that the Eraser 
Liberal Government (1975-83) and the Hawke Labor Government (1983-86) 
added to the number of programs originally introduced by the Whitlam 
Labor Government from 1972 to 1975. Consistent with the broad theme 
of the recommendations from the Karmel Committee's report, the bulk of 
the Special Purpose Programs concentrated on the distribution of 
Commonwealth Government moneys amongst groups of schools where 
children were considered to have unequal access to educational 
opportunities in Australia. 
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The quasi-autonomy of the Schools Commission from party political 
platforms lasted for little more than three years. Under the Eraser 
Liberal Government in 1975, the practice of providing specific 
Government guidelines for the Commission was introduced. The 
Commission was expected to prepare a response to the guidelines issued 
to it by the Government and to recommend the financial allocations for 
both 'General Recurrent' and 'Special Purpose Program' grants for each 
of the States and Territories. By 1985, control over the Schools 
Commission's activities rested firmly with the Hawke Labor 
Government.[12] As a consequence of this, Special Purpose Programs 
reflected Commonwealth Government policies and priorities rather than 
Schools Commission initiatives. The acceptance of Commonwealth 
Government Special Purpose Program funding placed a clear 
implementation onus on the States, reinforcing the adage that 'he who 
pays the piper calls the tune.' Thus it was the Commonwealth 
Government which emerged as the policy-maker while State Government 
and non-government education authorities performed the task of putting 
Commonwealth programs in place in public and private schools 
respectively. 
The tying of Commonwealth Government moneys to particular 
priorities, increased existing tensions between the Commonwealth and 
the States. These tensions Tannock (1975: 15) argues, had been 
evident since the early 1940's when discussions over the possible 
establishment of a Commonwealth educational council or standing 
committee, revealed the sensitivity of the States to 'intrusion by the 
Commonwealth in an area of accepted State responsibility. ' In the 
1970s and '80s, that sensitivity continued to provoke criticism of the 
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Commonwealth Government by State Government Ministers and Education 
Department Permanent Heads. Changes in the educational priorities of 
Commonwealth Governments exacerbated the tensions between the 
Commonwealth and the States. As the Schools Commission itself noted 
in its Report for 1986: 
The May Statement [a 'mini' budget statement made by 
the Hawke Labor Government in May,1985] decision to change 
the timetable for the Participation and Equity Program has 
reduced the funds available to the program in 1986 by 
$22.8m, or 50 percent. This has caused difficulties for 
school and system authorities which have entered into 
commitments on the basis of expectations generated by the 
enabling legislation and approved guidelines; and 
illustrates the need for stable agreements, mutual 
understanding, and confidence in the developing partnership 
between the Commonwealth and State authorities (Commonwealth 
Schools Commission: Report for 1986; 3). 
The temperate tone of this statement masks the strength of the 
tensions in Commonwealth/State relations over educational funding and 
the policies and programs those funds support. The views of one State 
Director General of Education (Berkeley: 1985; 6,7) imply that the 
Commonwealth Government is an unwelcome late starter on the 
educational scene in Australia: 
...it has become a fact of life today for senior 
administrators of a State education system in Australia that 
much of their working and of their waking time, is involved 
in consideration of issues arising out of Commonwealth-State 
relationships in education and of Commonwealth financial 
provisions for some aspects of the provision of schooling. 
In particular, issues concerned with Commonwealth 
contributions to the funding of State education frequently 
assume an importance far beyond their relative value. 
...[the] system of financing education in Australia, 
based on contributions of varying size from State and 
Commonwealth Governments, produced a system which was 
unnecessarily complex and fraught with anomalies. A very 
close association over the past decade with Commonwealth 
intervention in the financing of State education has not 
changed my opinion. Indeed it is much strengthened. As 
Director General I unfortunately spend more time in Canberra 
than in Cairns - a choice no self-respecting Queenslander 
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would freely make. 
The assertive tone of these remarks is quite different from the 
conciliatory stance adopted in the Schools Commission's (1986) report. 
Nevertheless, both statements together with the epigraph which heads 
the Chapter, are indicative of two issues which the brief history 
recounted here has raised, namely, tensions continue to exist and are 
likely to increase between the Commonwealth and the States over 
educational funding (Thomson: 1985; 472); and State Governments are 
faced with the task of implementing programs derived from Commonwealth 
Government initiated policies outside the compass of State Government 
control. These two issues narrow the focus of this thesis. Its 
concern is with policy implementation as it is undertaken by 
Australian government education authorities. More particularly, 
because recent educational history isolates the Commonwealth 
Government as policy-maker and the State Governments as implementers 
of programs derived from Commonwealth Government policy, this study is 
fixed on State Government implementation action. As a consequence, 
although research activity is directed towards interpreting what 
happens with Commonwealth educational policy inside a State Government 
education system, the study takes Commonwealth involvement in 
policy-making and administration into account. In short, a study of 
policy implementation at the State level is not insulated by 
geographical borders. The central focus of the thesis, however, is 
what happens during educational policy implementation within a State 
Government education system and why it happens in the way it does. 
Before posing the problem of this thesis in more specific terms, 
it is necessary to review the literature from both the 'policy' and 
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'implementation' fields so that a context is provided. The review is 
undertaken systematically, adopting a framework from Burrell and 
Morgan's (1979) meta-theoretical analysis of sociological theory. The 
framework facilitates the establishment of a key proposition in the 
thesis, namely, that the policy and implementation fields have a 
functionalist paradigmatic orientation. I turn now to the work of 
Burrell and Morgan (1979) to examine the terms 'paradigm' and 
'functionalism'. 
Social Theory Paradigms 
Burrell and Morgan (1979: 1-35) have differentiated four 
paradigms in their meta-analysis of social theory. They regard 
paradigms as being defined by: 
very basic meta-theoretical assumptions which 
underwrite the frame of reference, mode of theorising and 
modus operandi of the social theorists who operate within 
them. It is a term which is intended to emphasise the 
commonality of perspective which binds the work of a group 
of theorists together in such a way that they can be 
usefully regarded as approaching social theory within the 
bounds of the same problematic. This definition does not 
imply complete unity of thought. It allows for the fact 
that within the context of any given paradigm there will be 
much debate between theorists who adopt different 
standpoints. The paradigm does however, have an underlying 
unity in terms of its basic and often 'taken for granted' 
assumptions, which separate a group of theorists located in 
other paradigms (Burrell and Morgan: 1979; 23). 
Four paradigms - functionalism, interpretivism, radical 
structuralism and radical humanism - are illustrated in a reproduction 
of Burrell's and Morgan's (1979) diagram in Figure 2. 
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The sociolugy of radical change 
7S 
RADICAL HUMANIST RADICAL STRUCTURALIST 
Subjective ~^ Objective 
INTERPRETIVE FUNCTIONALIST 
The sociology of regulaiion 
Figure 2. Four paradigms for the analysis of social theory 
Although four paradigms are identified in Figure 2, for the 
purposes of this analysis, I examine the functionalist paradigm only, 
because it provides the conceptual tools used in the later review of 
literature from the policy and implementation fields. 
The Functionalist Paradigm 
Burrell and Morgan (1979: 1-3) construct their paradigms on the 
basis of four bi-polar dimensions drawn from what they term 
'subjective' and 'objective' approaches in social science. These 
bi-polar dimensions are concerned with fundamental sets of assumptions 
about ontology, epistemology, human nature and methodology. A brief 
description of the boundaries of each dimension is provided in order. 
First, nominalism is described as the subjective boundary of the 
ontological dimension. Nominalism admits of no 'real' structure to 
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the social world while realism, the objective boundary of the 
dimension, depicts the social world as existing outside and 
independent from the individual. Second, the subjective and objective 
boundaries of the epistemological dimension are defined as 
anti-positivism and positivism respectively. Burrell and Morgan 
(1979: 5) say that anti-positivist epistemology views the world as 
'essentially relativistic' and only able to be understood from the 
point of view of individuals themselves. Positivist epistemology, on 
the other hand, seeks to explain and predict human acts and events in 
the social world 'by searching for regularities and causal 
relationships between its constituent elements.' Third, the subjective 
end of the human nature dimension establishes a voluntarist view of 
people as 'completely autonomous and free-willed', while the objective 
end identifies a determinist view of human nature where people and 
their activities are shaped by their surrounding circumstances. 
Finally, the subjective and objective poles of the methodological 
dimension are described by Burrell and Morgan (1979: 6) as 
ideographic and nomothetic respectively. Ideographic approaches to 
social science methodology rely upon understandings of the social 
world gained through 'first-hand experience'. Nomothetic approaches 
employ scientific tests and accepted natural science research 
protocols. 
By using these four bi-polar dimensions, Burrell and Morgan 
(1979: 21-28) locate functionalism at the objective end of the 
'subjective/objective' axis. This location dei'ines functionalism as 
ontologically realist, epistemologically positivist, methodologically 
nomothetic and determinist in its view of human nature. 
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In addition. Figure 2 shows that in a two-way classification of 
sociology, Burrell and Morgan (1979: 16-19) argue that the 'sociology 
of regulation' is concerned with social order, social integration and 
cohesion, solidarity and consensus, individual and system needs 
satisfaction, social actuality and the status quo. In contrast, the 
'sociology of radical change' is concerned with conflict over social 
structures, social deprivation and domination and modes of 
emancipation. Using this two-way classification, functionalism is 
characterised as consistent with the sociology of regulation. 
The intersecting axes in Figure 2 define the parameters of the 
functionalist paradigm. Theories which fall within this paradigm, 
Burrell and Morgan (1979: 28) say, hold consciously or unconsciously, 
to similar assumptions to greater or lesser degree. Therefore, in 
general, functionalist theory assumes that society has a real 
existence and a systematic character oriented to produce an ordered 
and regulated state of affairs; social relations are viewed as 
concrete and tangible; and human behaviour is seen as context bound. 
The establishment of a functionalist orientation to social theory 
provides the base for analysing assumptions embedded in literature 
from the policy and implementation fields. I now address each field 
in turn. 
The Policy Field 
The review of literature in the policy field is divided into two 
sections. Section one contains an analysis of policy definitions. 
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Section two examines a series of policy theories and models. In both 
cases, it is argued that policy definition and policy theory rest upon 
functionalist assumptions. I turn first to policy definitions and 
their underlying assumptions. 
Policy Definitions and Underlying Assumptions 
In this section, three types of policy definition are discussed 
to explicate their underlying assumptions. 'Canopy', 'typological' 
and 'characteristics' definitions are shown to conform with Burrell 
and Morgan's (1979) analysis of functionalist theory. The review 
which follows develops a critique of the substance of policy 
definitions and teases out common elements before identifying 
assumptions upon which the definitions are based. Attention is paid 
now to these three tasks. 
:- Canopy Definitions of Policy 
Canopy or 'omnibus' definitions attempt to explain the sufficient 
and necessary conditions for a particular idea, object or event to be 
identified as an exemplar of the concept. This approach to policy 
definition results in general statements which provide a 'canopy' for 
examples of the concept. A discussion of definitions from several 
authors follows. 
Lasswell and Kaplan (1950: 71), often regarded as the seminal 
scholars in policy analysis, see policy as 'a projected program of 
goal values and practices.' In doing so, they place emphasis on 
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policy, not only as intention but also as practice. In short, policy 
is both purpose and product. Eulau and Prewitt (1973: 465) disagree 
with this view, regarding it as mechanistic. They argue that policy 
is not a statement of intentions but rather an 'out there' reality, 
observable in social action and able to be reconstructed through 
reflexive activity. As a result, they see policy as a theoretical 
construct: 
inferred from patterns of relevant choice behaviour. 
Policy is distinguished from policy goals, policy 
intentions, and policy choices. Policy is defined as a 
'standing decision' characterised by behavioural consistency 
and repetitiveness on the part of both those who make it and 
those who abide by it (Eulau and Prewitt: 1973; 465). 
This definition calls for the construction of policy from 
practice. It does not accept the 'givens' of policy intentions as an 
adequate explanation of the concept. Easton (1953), Dror (1968) and 
Jenkins (1978) however, argue that policy is about the choice of 
values associated with particular goal states. Dror (1968: 14) and 
Jenkins (1978: 15) include the choice of means to achieve selected 
goal states in their thinking. When this approach to the definition 
of the concept is taken, it is possible to view policy as written or 
spoken statements directed at valued social action. Wnether a policy 
is written is not fundamental to definition. The 'essence' of policy 
Easton (1953: 129-130) claims: 
lies in the fact that through it certain things are 
denied to some people and made possible to others. A 
policy, in other words, whether for a society, for a narrow 
association, or for any other group, consists of a web of 
decisions and actions that allocate values. 
The allocation of values as chosen goals, Jenkins (1978: 15) 
adds, 'should in principle' be achievable by those who choose them. 
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Positive and negative imperatives in the policy concept are identified 
by Dye (1978: 3) when he says: 'public policy is whatever 
governments choose to do or not to do.' 
This definition places as much importance on the rejection of 
particular goal states as it does on those goal states that are 
selected. It also leans towards policy as action rather than policy 
as intention. 
An attempt to pull together the three competing components of the 
policy concept - intentions, processes and products - is made by 
Harman (1978: 4), Edwards and Sharkansky (1978: 2) and Yeakey (1983: 
256). They argue that to be useful, policy definitions must 
accommodate all three. Harman (1978: 4) melds the components by 
saying: 
Policy can be viewed basically as a course of action or 
inaction towards the accomplishment of some intended or 
desired end. It embraces both what is actually intended and 
what occurs as a result of the intention. 
In summary, canopy definitions of policy tend to focus on 
'intentions or goals', 'processes or means' and 'products or ends'. 
Some analysts (Easton: 1953, Dror: 1968 and Jenkins: 1978) suggest 
that policy is best understood as the identification of goals while 
others (Eulau and Prewitt: 1973) accept as policy only the products 
of action. Although most accept that intentions are a necessary 
defining condition, they are not accepted by all as sufficient. 
Amongst the group of scholars cited here, it is Eulau and Prewitt 
(1973) who seem to break with conceptual orthodoxy with their call for 
the theoretical construction of policy from repeated patterns of human 
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action. Nevertheless, their concern with action or product as the 
basis of policy definition makes the break with tradition more 
apparent than real. 
:- Typological Definitions of Policy 
Typological definitions find common ground with 'canopy' 
explanations of the policy concept in that they rest upon the same 
three principal elements - goals, means and outcomes. However, 
authors adopting typological definition, prefer to differentiate 
policy types in order to contextualise their explanations. Several of 
these explanations are now addressed. 
A duality of 'active' and 'passive' policy is explored by 
Bachrach and Baratz (1963). They concentrate on passive policy 
because they believe that the deliberate decision by governments not 
to act - 'policy by omission' - is as significant an exercise of power 
as government action - 'policy by commission.' 
Lowi (1966) is best known for the 'distributive, redistributive 
and regulative' policy typology. When applied to the educational 
arena, this typology suggests that (i) distributive policies operate 
as compensatory programs designed to share resources differentially 
amongst particular groups; (ii) regulatory policies are evident in 
administrative procedures, professional conduct and school discipline; 
and (iii) redistributive policies appear as affirmative action 
programs or activity aimed at resource reallocation. Lowi suggests 
that all government policies can be classified as redistributive in 
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the first instance, because policy resources are raised through the 
taxation of all, yet not all taxpayers benefit equally from the 
distribution of the services provided from those taxes. Lowi's (1966) 
typology has been augmented by Salisbury and Heinz (1970) who have 
conceptualised 'structural' and 'allocative' policies. Their 
classification suggests that structural policies include Lowi's 
regulative type but explanation attends to a description of policies 
which establish the rules that govern the allocation of resources. 
Allocative policies are recognised by Salisbury and Heinz as those 
directing resources to people for their immediate benefit. 
Anderson (1979) distinguishes between 'substantive' and 
'procedural' policy types. Substantive policy is concerned with goal 
choices, procedural policy is concerned with questions of who will be 
involved in working towards those goals and how it will be done. 
Anderson (1979: 131) adds another dyad to his typology by saying that 
some policies may be 'material' (material policies provide tangible 
resources and effective power to their beneficiaries), and others 
'symbolic' (symbolic policies claim, at least in their rhetoric, to 
distribute advantages or disadvantages but they exist only in writing 
or speech and have no real impact on people). 
Although the group of scholars referred to above has approached 
policy definition through typology, it is clear that the policy 
categories they have enunciated have been constructed around the three 
components subsumed within canopy definitions of policy. These 
writers have no argument with goals, means and outcomes as the basis 
of the policy concept. Their typologies grow out of a desire to 
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understand the distinguishing features of particular policies. As a 
result, policy types carry weightings towards intentions, processes or 
products. For example, Anderson's (1979) substantive policy implies 
an emphasis on goal choice while procedural policy concentrates on 
means or implementation processes; symbolic policy pays lip service 
to desirable goals and material policy emphasises the aggregation of 
power and resources for the achievement of desired ends. 
To sum up, policy definitions through typology assume that goals, 
means and ends are understood as policy fundamentals and in so doing 
shift their concentration towards policies in practice, preferring 
classification as the tool for clarifying the concept. 
:- Characteristics Definitions of Policy 
The third approach to policy definition seeks explanation through 
recourse to sets of characteristics which, in combination, contribute 
to conceptual clarity. This style of definition does not attempt to 
make holistic statements about the policy concept. It prefers to 
isolate and explain significant factors or conditions considered 
important parts of the concept. Mann (1975) and Young (1982) are two 
scholars who address the task of policy definition through 
characteristics. Mann (1975: 11) says that policies are 
characterised by five attributes, namely, their public nature; 
consequentiality; complexity; uncertainty and the dominance of 
legitimately competing interests. This set of characteristics refers 
particularly to public policy legitimated by governments and avoids 
reference to the three components of the canopy definitions referred 
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to above. However, in its recognition of 'differing interests' it 
signals the importance of choosing goals from amongst opposing claims, 
and in its concentration on the practical concerns of 
consequentiality, complexity and uncertainty, it implies the special 
place of implementation processes in an understanding of the policy 
concept. 
Young's (1982: 2-4) analysis of policy characteristics has led 
him to assert that policy is future oriented, goal directed, values 
based and that policy involves strategies to achieve selected goal 
states. More importantly, however. Young (1982: 3) like Smith (1982: 
146) argues that the policy concept has a symbolic or visionary 
quality about it. 
Young's set of characteristics is consistent with the conceptual 
orthodoxy shared by canopy definitions of policy in its concern with 
the choice of goals and the selection of strategies as defining policy 
features. It does add a new dimension to the concept however, with 
its concern for the 'visionary' property of policy. Nevertheless, 
this visionary view of policy may be loosely translated as idealised 
desirable ends in view or chosen goal states. 
The three approaches to policy definition examined above have 
more commonalities than differences at their base. None of the 
definitions examined in the literature disputes that policies are 
built around goals, means or ends. What is disputed is what counts as 
policy. The literature points towards a consensus position which 
combines all three components in a series of processes - the choice of 
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goals and the choice of means to achieve those goals - leading to the 
manifestation of policies as ends in human activity. This 'process' 
or 'technical' view of the policy concept masks the idea of policy as 
the discourse of power contained in written documents and the wishes 
and impositions of powerful people in social encounters. These themes 
are revisited in the final chapter. The policy concept viewed as 
'process' appears 'soft' when contrasted with the 'hard' view of 
policy as a vehicle through which power is exercised. Both views of 
policy however, rest upon functionalist assumptions. Attention is now 
paid to identifying these assumptions in the policy definitions 
examined. 
Assumptions Underpinning 'Canopy', 'Typological' and 
^Characteristics' Definitions 
Using Burrell and Morgan's (1979) four bi-polar social science 
dimensions and dyadic classification of sociology, I argue that 
definitions of the policy concept examined above are enveloped within 
the functionalist paradigm. Ontologically, the definitions cited are 
in tune with realism for when policy is viewed as stated ends, there 
is an implied assumption that the social world exists as materially 
solid and that it has a rigidity about it which facilitates the 
description of how things are and enables choices of future goal 
states to be made. Moreover, determinist assumptions about human 
nature are tied to the policy definitions examined. If policy is as 
much about the choice of strategy to achieve specific ends as it is 
about the choice of the ends themselves, then those for whom policy is 
intended are construed as being able to be conditioned by their 
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circumstances. In other words human beings are viewed as products of 
their environments able to be 'constructed' by the policy process or 
controlled and changed in particular ways. Because policy definitions 
concentrate on goals or ends, the concept has an epistemologically 
positivist perspective. There is an implicit assumption that the 
social world is ordered and regulated embodied in the very process of 
establishing policy goals and working towards them. In other words, 
the prediction and control of human behaviour are hidden assumptions 
within definitions of policy. 
In summary, I conclude that definitions and explanations of the 
policy concept are based on a concern for social order, need 
satisfaction, problem-solving and social regulation - all 
characteristics consistent with functionalist social theory. Young 
(1982) and Smith (1982) are authors who come close to emancipation 
from the functionalist paradigm with their emphasis on policy as 
vision. This visionary characteristic is in keeping with assumptions 
about the potentiality of human nature which Burrell and Morgan 
(1979:32) see as a feature of the Radical Humanist paradigm. However, 
there is a paradox within Young's and Smith's explanations which keep 
them within the functionalist fold. Although the characteristic of 
policy as vision recognises human potentiality, attention to the other 
characteristics of chosen means and selected strategies to achieve 
visionary ends is set firmly in human actuality. 
I turn now from the functionalist orientation of policy 
definitions to policy theories. I argue that policy theories are 
consistent with the 'means/ends thinking' found in definitions of the 
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policy concept and that functionalist assumptions dominate literature 
in the field. 
Policy Theories 
Because the policy theory literature is extensive, I develop in 
this section a series of policy theory 'clusters' to facilitate the 
later explication of assumptions which are embedded in those theory 
'clusters'. At the outset, it is important to distinguish between the 
two terms - 'policy models' and 'policy theories'. For the purpose of 
this analysis, the term 'policy model' refers to a set or sequence of 
activities which illustrate a policy process. 'Policy theory' is seen 
more broadly as a generic explanation encompassing a number of policy 
processes. I now address the task of linking 'policy models' and 
'policy theories' with the functionalist paradigm of Burrell and 
Morgan's (1979) framework. 
:- Linking Policy Models" and Policy Theories with the 
Functionalist Paradigm 
In undertaking this task, first I form and justify a series of 
policy theory clusters before identifying and discussing their 
paradigmatic orientation. The policy theory clusters are constructed 
from two sources, namely, (i) theories described by Prunty (1984: 17) 
as common in the field; and (ii) policy development - policy process 
models identified in Harman's (1978) review of tne literature. The 
theories to which Prunty refers are Rational-comprehensive theory, 
Incrementalism, Political-systems theory. Group theory and Elite 
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theory while the models isolated by Harman are the Classical model, 
the Policy Process model,[13] an Organisational model, a Voting 
Behaviour model. Political Interest Group models. Bargaining models, a 
Deliberate Coercion model. Policy Change models and a Garbage-can 
model. The widely quoted Research, Development and Diffusion (R.D.D.) 
model is also included as I explain, with the aid of a series of 
diagrams, how the ten policy development/policy process models cluster 
around the five policy theories listed above. 
Rational-comprehensive theory and linked models 
Figure 3 illustrates the linkage between three policy models and 
Rational-comprehensive theory. It suggests two images through its use 
of double-ended arrows; one where theory informs model development 
and the other where models contribute to theory. These links in the 
diagram must be considered conceptual rather than historically 
factual. 
Rational-comprehensive Theory 
T le T le T le 
Classical Policy R.D.D. 
model Process model 
model 
Figure 3. Rational-comprehensive theory and linked models 
Rational-comprehensive theory is probably the best known 
policy-making theory. It is normative in its explanation of policy 
formation. Carley (1980: 11) summarises the theory thus: 
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1. A problem which requires action is identified and 
goals, values and objectives related to the problem are 
classified and organised. 
2. All important ways of solving the problem or 
achieving goals and objectives are listed - these are 
alternative strategies, courses of action or policies. 
3. The important consequences which would follow from 
each alternative strategy are predicted and the probability 
of these consequences occurring is estimated. 
4. The consequences of each strategy are then compared 
to the goals and objectives identified above. 
5. Finally, a policy or strategy is selected in which 
the consequences most closely match goals or objectives, or 
the problem is most nearly solved, or most benefit is got 
from equal cost, or equal benefit at least cost. 
These five steps or variations of them, are evident in each of 
the three policy models linked to Rational-comprehensive theory. An 
examination of the series of activities comprising the Classical model 
reveals its kinship with Rational-comprehensive theory. These 
activities are: recognising that a problem exists; inquiring into 
the problem; identifying goals and objectives; canvassing possible 
strategies to achieve objectives and evaluating the costs, benefits 
and consequences before choosing action. The linear nature of the 
Classical model and its use of set procedure in choosing goals and 
means, link it closely with Rational-comprehensive theory. 
The normative Policy Process model, through its six overlapping 
stages is also consonant with Rational-comprehensive theory. This 
model begins with policy initiation through dissatisfaction with 
current policy. Opinions about the policy are reformulated before 
policy alternatives are gathered and shaped into policy proposals from 
which one proposal is legitimised. The final stage in the Policy 
Process model involves the development of administrative procedures to 
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facilitate implementation. The highly predictive nature of the 
outcomes of this model links it directly with Rational-comprehensive 
theory. 
The third model which demonstrates these links is the Research, 
Development and Diffusion (R.D.D.) model. In this model, the policy 
process commences with research into existing policy effects. As a 
result of the analysis of research findings, new policy is developed 
before it is disseminated amongst those for whom it is intended. This 
model emphasises the implied 'centre-periphery' thinking of 
Rational-comprehensive theory and grounds its stages in objectivist 
assessments of social reality and a determination to move from 
perceptions of 'what is' to choices of 'what ought to be'. 
In summary then, the Rational-comprehensive policy theory cluster 
is bound together by common approaches to policy-making and 
implementation. Its concern is with logical sequence through 
deductive procedures which have predictable consequences of a 
normative character. 
Political-systems theory and linked models 
Figure 4 shows the link between an Organisational and a Voting 
Behaviour policy model and Political-systems theory. 
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Political-systems Theory 
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An A Voting 
Organizational Behaviour 
model model 
Figure 4. Political-systems theory and linked models 
The language of Political-systems theory seats its derivation 
firmly in the Parsonian idea of a technical social system (Mitchell: 
1968; 473). Inputs and outputs are key concepts of this theory. 
Societal values are seen as inputs or demands that certain courses of 
action be followed; resultant policies are viewed as outputs. Policy 
outputs may be altered as a result of feedback from the people the 
policies affect. In short, in Political-systems theory, policy 
outputs lead to new demands or inputs which generate further policy 
which leads to new demands and so on. 
As Figure 4 shows, two policy models are linked to it. The first 
of these is called an Organisational model. The lexicon of this model 
is consistent with Political-systems theory. Policy is regarded as 
outputs that are compatible with standard patterns of organisational 
behaviour. Although the policy process is seen as a complex activity, 
policy outputs are determined by organisational rules and routines 
which attempt to balance organisational goals, expectations and 
choices. Cyert and March (1963) have used the concept 'organisational 
learning' in their analysis of this model of policy development. 
Organisational learning is the result of experience over time and 
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'this produces changes in goals, rules and search procedures.' The 
organisational learning concept is in harmony with the view that in 
Political-systems theory, the system itself may be altered through a 
'feedback' or learning process. 
'Voting Behaviour' is the second model linked with 
Political-systems theory. Here, accounts of the policy process are 
explained as the result of voting behaviour. The focus of this model 
is on the 'input' processes of Political-systems theory. It is 
concerned with understanding how societal demands and supports are 
articulated through the behaviour of voters, and how policy outcomes 
can be predicted. 
To sum up, the conceptual links between Political-systems theory. 
Voting Behaviour and Organisational models are cemented through the 
engineering argot common amongst them. Policy-making is explained as 
a system-bound activity, feeding upon itself in the light of known 
demands. 
Group theory and linked models 
Figure 5 links Group theory with Bargaining and Political 
Interest Group Models. 
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Group Theory I 
-1 t 
Political Bargaining 
Interest models 
Group models 
Figure 5. Group theory and linked models 
Group theory explains the policy process in terms of competing 
group interest. Latham (1965: 35) argues that claims from competing 
groups in a social system create conflict. Through processes of 
mediation and arbitration by government, compromises are achieved or 
specific claims are supported. Resulting social policy may be seen as 
the victory spoils of stronger groups or coalitions among groups. 
This theory places heavy emphasis upon the group rather than upon 
government and in doing so, de-emphasises the involvement of 
government institutions, political leaders and private individuals in 
the policy process. 
Group theory has tangible links with Political Interest Group 
models. Truman (1951: 37) stresses the importance of pressure groups 
upon the policy-making process, arguing that it is impossible to 
explain or predict policies without taking external pressure into 
account. The relative weight of pressure from competing groups is 
dependent upon the nature and extent of the group's interests, the 
position and status the group holds in society and the characteristics 
of the government or organisation the group wishes to influence. 
Political Interest Group models thus appear as clones of Group theory. 
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where the core of policy-making is the arbitration of competing claims 
from amongst different social groups. The need for arbitration lies 
in group conflict which is at the heart of Group theory. 
It is conflict which is also the basis of Bargaining models of 
policy-making. Bargaining models see policies as the result of 
bargaining 'games.' In these games, rules, players and referees are 
brought together in competition. The outcomes of policy games are 
explained, not as solutions to particular problems but as the outcomes 
of umpiring decisions by officials open to the variety of influences 
evident amongst the players. Peterson (1976) shares his concern over 
the limitations of Bargaining models of policy development with Truman 
(1951) and Latham (1965). All three agree that policy questions are 
not settled solely through playing political and organisational games. 
To hold to that view overstates what separates people and 
underemphasises what keeps them together. 
The Group theory cluster, although coherent in itself, overlaps 
Political-systems theory by broadening the explanation of 'policy 
inputs'. Nevertheless, because Interest Group and Bargaining models 
are conflict-based and use the language of competition and 
arbitration, they form a logical cluster with Group theory. 
Elite theory and linked models 
Figure 6 illustrates the link between Elite theory and a 
'Deliberate Coercion' model. 
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Elite Theory 
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A Deliberate 
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model 
Figure 6. Elite theory and linked models 
Elite theory rests upon a belief that power in policy-making is 
concentrated. Dye and Zeigler (1978: 6-7) explain the framework of 
the theory as: 
An elite few allocate values for society. The masses 
do not decide public policy. 
Elites are drawn disproportionately from the upper 
socio-economic strata of society. 
The movement of non-elites to elite positions must be 
slow to ensure social stability. 
Elites share consensus on the basic values of the 
social system. 
Public policy changes will be incremental not 
revolutionary. 
Active elites influence apathetic masses. 
Elite theory shares two of the tenets of Group theory - the 
dominance of the claims of a group with high status and power, and the 
incremental nature of policy reformulation. However, it differs 
significantly in the fact that power and domination, not competition 
and arbitration, are its informing concepts. 
Lowi's (1970: 315) 'Deliberate Coercion' model is linked with 
Elite theory. Lowi views policy as 'statements attempting to set 
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forth the purpose, the means and subjects of coercion.' In other 
words, the policy process is explained in two parts; choosing the 
goals and choosing the compliance methods. The consonance between 
Elite theory and Lowi's model can be inferred from the assumption that 
coercive means to particular ends can be applied to apathetic masses. 
Deliberate coercion places power in the hands of the policy-makers, 
not those for whom the policies are intended. Although Lowi does not 
explain the power of the few, a fact which Dye and Zeigler (1978) say 
lies at the heart of policy-making, the deliberate coercion model 
assumes that domination is crucial in the policy process. 
Incrementalism and linked models 
Figure 7 links Incrementalism with Policy Change and Garbage-can 
models. 
Incremental 
I 
Policy 
Change 
models 
ism 
t 
A 
Garbage-can 
model 
Figure 7. Incrementalism and linked models 
Incrementalism, also known as 'Disjointed Incrementalism', 
originated with the work of Lindblom (1959). Contrary to 
Rational-comprehensive theory, Incrementalism explains policy-making 
as a fragmented process, as serial rather than logically deductive. 
Policy is made and endlessly remade in the light of changing social 
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experiences. Policy development is an attempt to move away from known 
social ills rather than towards prespecified ends. The essential 
features of this theory are described by Yeakey (1983: 265) following 
Schoettle (1968) as: 
Choices are made in a given political universe, at the 
margin of the status quo. 
A restricted variety of policy alternatives is 
considered, and these alternatives are incremental or small 
changes in the status quo. 
A restricted number of consequences are considered for 
any given policy. 
Adjustments are made in the objectives of policy in 
order to conform to given means of policy, implying a 
reciprocal relationship between ends and means. 
Problems are reconstructed or transformed in the course 
of exploring relevant data. 
Analysis and evaluation occur sequentially, with the 
result that policy consists of a long chain of amended 
choices. 
Analysis and evaluation are oriented toward remedying a 
negatively perceived situation, rather than toward reaching 
a preconceived goal. 
Analysis and evaluation are undertaken throughout 
society; that is, the locus of these activities is 
fragmented and disjointed. 
Incremental theory then, explains policy-making as initiating 
small adjustments in social practices not comprehensive social change. 
The Policy Change models classified by Rose (1976) are in tune 
with Incrementalism. His 'static' model describes a situation where 
there is no discernible policy change over time, the 'cyclical' model 
explains the choice and operation of alternative policies from time to 
time and the 'linear' model identifies gradual policy steps or policy 
changes. Rose's Policy Change models are linked with Incrementalism 
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because they all treat the policy process as the making of minor 
adjustments in the status quo. 
The second model linked with Incrementalism in Figure 7 is the 
Garbage-can model. This model is more in harmony with policy 
stability than with radical policy change. Cohen and March (1974) 
apply the model to organisations which they describe as 'organised 
anarchies', for example, universities. Organised anarchies, they say, 
have unclear goals and policy decisions seem to emerge after some very 
complex interplay amongst problems, personnel, resources and 
solutions. The opportunity for choice in organised anarchies is 
likened to an empty vessel - a garbage-can - into which problems and 
solutions are dumped as they are raised. Policy results when solution 
and problem find each other. Given the loose coupling of problems and 
their solutions, a Garbage-can model explains policy change as a 
lottery, with little chance of concerted pressure from interested 
social groups for fundamental reform. 
The Incremental theory cluster is characterised by a firm faith 
in policy evolution. The cluster exhibits coherence through its 
adherence to social stability, slow or gradual change, conflict 
avoidance and policy goal impreciseness. 
Having developed a set of policy theory clusters, I turn now to 
argue that the theories and models cited, have functionalist 
assumptions embedded within them. In other words, policy theory 
clusters fall within the functionalist paradigm. 
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The Paradigmatic Orientation of Policy Theory Clusters 
In elaborating the position that all five policy theory clusters 
incorporate a functionalist perspective, I refer to the work of Prunty 
(1984) and Burrell and Morgan (1979). Prunty (1984: 4) justifies the 
view that the five policy theories used as the loci for the clusters 
outlined above, are themselves linked through allegiance to 
assumptions that are common to functionalist social theory. I extend 
Prunty's argument to demonstrate the overwhelming dominance of 
functionalism over theories and models of policy development and 
policy processes. To illustrate this position, Figure 8 superimposes 
the five policy theory clusters on Figure 2 - Burrell and Morgan's 
(1979) paradigms for the analysis of social theory. 
The sociology of radical change 
RADICAL HUMANIST i RADICAL STRUCTURALIST 
Subjective H Objective 
The sociology of regulation 
Figure 8. Policy theory clusters and social theory paradigms 
Figure 8 shows the five policy theory clusters enclosed, for the 
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most part, by functionalist boundaries. It also locates each cluster 
within the paradigm. I justify these locations in turn. 
The Political-systems theory cluster sits at the cornerstone of 
the functionalist paradigm. The theory and models which form this 
group share a technocratic conception of policy processes functioning 
within a technical 'social system'. The concern within the cluster 
for the achievement of equilibrium through policy processes emphasises 
the concept of system maintenance considered fundamental to the 
sociology of regulation. Furthermore, by subscribing to the concept 
of 'social system' the cluster espouses the essentials of objectivism 
drawn from the physical sciences. 
Figure 8 shows that the Group theory cluster falls within the 
functionalist paradigm. It is depicted in the lower left of the 
quadrant because of its attention to the power of the group, rather 
than the impact of the 'system' on the policy process, its central 
concern with the achievement of social equilibrium through the 
arbitration of competing claims and its epistemological and 
methodological grounding in the physical and biological sciences. The 
overlap between Group theory and Political-systems theory clusters 
occurs through a recognition of 'policy inputs' as fundamental to 
policy processes. Group theory comes closer to the boundary of the 
Interpretive paradigm because it moves towards a human emphasis at the 
expense of a system emphasis. 
The Elite theory cluster meshes with the Group theory cluster 
because views about the potential dominance of groups with high status 
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and a gradual approach to policy change are shared. The diagram 
places the Elite theory cluster close to the intersection of the axes 
with part of the cluster protruding into the Radical Structuralist and 
Radical Humanist paradigms. This location has been fixed because the 
cluster includes ambivalent assumptions about its subjective-objective 
orientation to social reality (Prunty: 1984; 24), and it employs the 
concepts of power and domination which are characteristic of the 
Sociology of Radical Change. 
The Rational-comprehensive theory cluster is sited towards the 
end of the subjective-objective axis. This location is warranted 
because the cluster assumes that facts and values can be separated 
through the application of human rationality. As a result, an 
objective orientation to social reality is apparent. This cluster 
assumes that the social world is 'real' and able to be changed in 
predictable ways through the exercise of rational policy processes. 
Because the theory cluster buries the genesis of the policy process in 
assessments of the status quo and because it is attuned to order, 
regulation and maintenance, it rests comfortably in the Sociology of 
Regulation corner. The Incremental theory cluster shares some of its 
explanations of the policy process with Rational-comprehensive theory, 
namely, its examination of policy alternatives and their consequences 
and its attention to stability and order through marginal adjustments 
to the status quo. The cluster invokes positivistic approaches to the 
evaluation of social problems which are seen as having an objective 
measurable reality. Because the cluster places some qualification on 
the efficacy of rationality in explaining the policy process, it is 
more appropriately located towards the centre of the functionalist 
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paradigm. 
The description and coding of policy definitions and policy 
theory clusters together with their mapping on Burrell and Morgan's 
paradigms of social theory, point to the conclusion that there is much 
more the same about the policy field than there is different. 
Similarities in the assumptions upon which policy definitions, policy 
theories and models rest, have been explicated. Differences have been 
shown to lie largely on the surface. To sum up, the policy field has 
clear functionalist boundaries which are firmly fixed in objectivist 
views of the social world. Policy theorists see that world as 
ontologically real and as a result, policy processes concentrate on 
diagnosing social ills which can be cured through policy development 
and implementation. Policy definitions and policy theories embody a 
deterministic view of human nature and are epistemologically 
positivist because they argue that society is ordered and able to be 
changed in predictable ways. Finally, the policy field is grounded in 
perceived social actuality. 
I turn now to the second of the fields which has a direct bearing 
on this thesis - the implementation field. An examination of 
scholarly work from this field is necessary because policy theory 
centres its attention on generic explanations of policy processes 
concentrating on policy development without similar attention being 
given to theoretical explanations of policy implementation. 
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The Implementation Field 
Reference to implementation is found in diverse areas of 
scholarly work. Political Science, Public Administration, Business 
Management, Agriculture, Industry, Commerce, Social Services and 
Education each record the significance of 'the implementation 
problem'. Work from these areas over the last two decades has been 
directed towards charting what happens during implementation and how 
it happens. This descriptive work has accumulated, though there is as 
yet, no definitive body of theory. Rather, the field is characterised 
by general statements about implementation developed from the analysis 
of individual policy implementation studies or the synthesis of 
cumulative data from a number of studies. 
I contend that the general ideas about implementation that have 
resulted from a generation of research and scholarly writing, are 
fixed firmly in the functionalist paradigm and are underpinned by 
determinist views of human nature, positivist epistemology, nomothetic 
methodology and realist ontology. To assist in the analysis of this 
claim. Figure 9 is drawn to overlay the works of a selection of 
implementation scholars[l4] on Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. Implementation ideas, policy theories and 
functionalism 
Figure 9 includes the names of implementation scholars as well as 
labels for some of the implementation analyses produced by them. No 
clear division between authors and ideas is depicted, though I argue 
later that from 'Classical Administrative Theory' which lies in the 
bottom right corner of the paradigm, there has been an identifiable 
movement towards the Interpretive paradigm over the last twenty years. 
I use the figure also, to indicate that there are some points of 
contact between the ideas of implementation authors and policy 
theories. Three loose constellations of authors and ideas are 
apparent. These I have labelled the 'Macro-rationalistic', the 
'Technical-systemic' and the 'Micro-instrumental' constellations. I 
move now to an explanation of the three implementation constellations, 
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substantive ideas about implementation developed within them and 
assumptions upon which each of the constellations is based. 
Technical-systemic Approaches to Implementation 
Technical-systemic approaches to i.mplementation are characterised 
by studies of large-scale public policy implementation within 
established institutional and organisational structures. This 
approach accepts policy goals as given and looks towards the 
explanation of resultant policy outcomes as contingent upon 
implementation 'mechanisms'. 
The keystone of Technical-systemic approaches is 'Classical 
Administrative Theory.' Although this approach is largely taken for 
granted in the literature, there is residue from its influence evident 
within all constellations. Nakamura and Smallwood (1980: 8-19) argue 
that implementation studies have been significantly influenced by 
'Classical Administrative Theory' through which organisations or 
institutions are viewed as implementation machinery designed to 
achieve policy outputs consistent with policy goals determined a 
priori, by decision-makers. This 'classical' view of public 
administration separates policy-making from policy implementation, 
reifies rational approaches to management, introduces the engineering 
concept of efficiency into the implementation process and relies upon 
hierarchical controls to minimise deviance from anticipated outcomes. 
In short, implementation is the administrative process through which 
the decisions made by a higher authority are faithfully reproduced as 
outcomes in the organisation at large. The normative element in this 
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view of implementation is recognised when it is understood that 
'Classical Administrative Theory' explains failure to achieve policy 
directives as the fault of the implementation procedures within the 
organisational 'machine'. 
Van Horn and Van Meter (1976) put forward a conceptual framework 
for the analysis of policy implementation concentrating on anticipated 
problems. As in 'Classical Administrative Theory' the model divorces 
implementation performance from policy-making and poses the central 
implementation problem as how to narrow the gap between policy 
intentions and policy outcomes achieved through organisational 
performance. The Van Horn, Van Meter (1976) model exhibits solidarity 
with political systems theory and its concern for the effective 
translation of inputs into outputs through organisational efficiency. 
The technical idiom of their implementation typology emphasises a 
predilection for predictability in putting policy into practice. 
Three independent variables affecting policy implementation are 
identified by Mazmanian and Sabatier (1981) in a general framework for 
the implementation process. They are the tractability of the problem 
addressed by the policy; the ability of the government statute or 
regulation to structure implementation; and the non-statutory 
variables affecting implementation. The framework sees implementation 
as a 'real' problem and adopts a positivistic approach to its 
explication. It accepts policy as a priori to implementation and 
implies that with fine tuning, the organisational machine can solve 
implementation problems. It says little however, about implementation 
and human beings, preferring to attend to the prediction of 
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performance outcomes within organisational systems. 
The implementation analysis carried out by Derthick (1972) 
concerns itself with relationships between policy choice, local 
implementation control and opposition to government processes. She 
questions the 'classical' administrative assumption that the 
policy-maker's interest, together with financial incentive and 
control, is sufficient to ensure implementation fidelity. Derthick's 
explanation of policy failure is couched in terms of problems created 
through central government intervention into local politics and 
concentrates on the contribution to those problems made by the 
implementation structures through which policy is carried. The 
emphasis given to the impact of 'structures' in the implementation 
process is a common theme throughout the Technical-systemic 
constellation. Derthick's work, although acknowledging the 
significance of political influence, accepts the traditional division 
between policy-making and policy implementation. In so doing, policy 
is assumed to be something that can be 'done' to people and 'done' 
effectively, if the implementation structures are appropriate. 
Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) see implementation as a 'seamless 
web of causal connections. ' They adopt the orthodox position that 
implementation proceeds once policy decisions have been reached. 
Their work is consistent with the 'fidelity' thesis in that, though 
they say it tongue in cheek, implementation is the straightforward 
matter of designing an effective mechanism to translate a policy goal 
into a desired outcome. Much less tongue in cheek is their assessment 
that making the simple occur is quite complex and involves a 
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recognition that, although institutional structures are not solely 
responsible for implementation failures, altering organisational 
mechanisms can contribute to more effective outcomes. Pressman and 
Wildavsky blame the complexity of public policies for implementation 
failure and call for far simpler policy goals as a remedy. 
The work of Bardach (1977) contains ideas consonant with those of 
other authors included in the Technical-systemic constellation even 
though it appears at first that by referring to 'group implementation 
games', a movement away from mechanistic conceptions of the 
implementation process is being made. However, by using an industrial 
metaphor, he explains implementation problems as similar to those 
involved in assembling a machine. Conflict-provoking 'implementation 
games' played by politicians and bureaucrats are seen as 
'illegitimate' disruptions. Bardach (1977: 84-90) suggests that to 
ensure policy outcomes match policy intentions, strategies designed to 
suppress 'implementation games' should be developed. He further 
suggests that political and bureaucratic games can be controlled 
through the use of authority. 
In summing up the import of literature in the Technical-systemic 
constellation, it is important to point out that 'policy failure' or 
'policy fidelity' is its primary theme. Writers express concern over 
the variations between policy expectations and policy outcomes and 
concentrate efforts on finding the technical or systemic factors which 
contribute to implementation 'fidelity' or 'failure'. I turn now to 
an exposure of assumptions that underpin the work reviewed within the 
Technical-systemic constellation. 
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Figure 9 locates Technical-systemic approaches to implementation 
towards the regulation end of the 'Y' axis and the objective end of 
the 'X' axis. An analysis of the ideas in this constellation isolates 
a number of sociological assumptions which provide a justification for 
that location. The constellation accepts the 'taken for granted' 
legitimacy of policy goals and views them as immutable 'givens'. 
Outcomes which differ from policy intentions are explained as the 
result of ineffective or inappropriate implementation strategies. The 
concentration on repairing or finetuning implementation strategies as 
well as the concern for creating efficient organisational structures, 
emphasises both the technical and systemic character of the 
constellation. In addition, the implicit assumption in the 
constellation is that policy implementation can change human beings in 
directions determined by policy-makers. As a result, humans are seen 
as parts of a machine-like system. Implementation, therefore, is more 
concerned with regulating human behaviour, behaviour which is grounded 
in an imagined social actuality, and behaviour which can be changed in 
predictable ways. In short, the Technical-systemic constellation 
addresses the explanation of policy implementation from a 
functionalist perspective and predicates its analyses on questions of 
technique. 
I now move to Macro-rationalistic approaches in the 
implementation field. 
Macro-rationalistic Approaches to Implementation 
Macro-rationalistic approaches to implementation are 
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characterised by a concern to explain the 'grand design' necessary to 
facilitate change and a reliance upon the power of logico-deductive 
reasoning in building organisational implementation efficiency. These 
approaches to implementation are placed on Figure 9 in a position 
which roughly overlays the Rational-comprehensive and Incremental 
policy theories, because of the assumed objectivity of the social 
world into which policies are injected, the unquestioned acceptance of 
rationality in solving social problems and the highly normative nature 
of policy implementation explanations. Figure 9 also illustrates the 
merging of ideas between the Technical-systemic and the 
Macro-rationalistic constellations. This merger is most apparent in 
the focus of implementation attention - the social or organisational 
system rather than the individual human actor. 
The implementation ideas to be interrogated in the 
Macro-rationalistic constellation are drawn from educational change 
and innovation literature because, following McDonald and Walker 
(1976: 4,5) this constellation sees policy impact, not policy-making, 
as the problem when implementation takes place within bureaucratic 
structures. 
Havelock (1971) argues that the Research, Development and 
Diffusion model more fully explained amongst policy models above, 
approaches implementation from the point of view of the innovator, 
denying decision-making amongst receivers who remain essentially 
passive throughout a process which is controlled and predictable as it 
moves outwards from initiator to acceptor. 
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Schon (1971) outlines the three basic assumptions upon which a 
Centre-periphery model of diffusion rests: (i) an innovation exists 
prior to diffusion; (ii) diffusion is the movement of an innovation 
from a centre out to its ultimate users; and (iii) direct diffusion 
is a centrally managed process requiring training and the provision of 
resources and incentives. Like the R.D.D. model, control of the 
process is regulated from the centre, casting the ultimate users of an 
innovation in a role dependent on incentives to induce change. The 
scientific metaphor Schon uses to explain social actions is evident in 
the language of the model. A positivistic epistemology undergirds the 
call on nomenclature from Physics in explicating failure in the system 
as central energy overload on the capacity of the periphery. Failures 
are seen as difficulties encountered at the periphery rather than the 
centre. Such a position has the capacity to caricature an innovation 
or new policy as 'taken for granted good' subject to inefficiencies as 
it moves out to the radii. 
The third model in the Macro-rationalistic constellation is the 
Proliferation of Centres model. In it, Schon (1971) differentiates 
between primary and secondary centres, the former managing and 
supporting the latter. The effect of proliferating centres is to 
multiply the diffusion effects within an organisational system. 
However, the centre still maintains decision-making control and 
assumes critical management and monitoring functions. When these 
functions are unable to be fulfilled, the system breaks down and is 
unable to stop transformations occurring in the central policy. This 
model is conceptually consonant with federal political systems like 
the one operating in Australia where centres at State, regional or 
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local level may transform the original policies of Commonwealth 
Governments. The industrial influences upon the model are revealed in 
the concepts, management, training and monitoring. Diffusion in an 
organisation is seen as a managerial task requiring the centre to 
train those responsible for system subcentres so that an innovation or 
policy in operation matches expectations. Monitoring performance from 
the centre is seen to assist in meeting those expectations. In 
fairness to Schon however, it must be added that he argues against the 
central control of the Centre-periphery and Proliferation of Centres 
models, saying that these approaches to diffusion doom innovation to 
implementation failure. 
The three models in the Macro-rationalistic constellation, 
although concentrating on generalising the diffusion of innovation or 
policy in large bureaucratic systems, are included in discussions of 
the implementation field because of their relevance to educational 
implementation, but more importantly, because diffusion and 
dissemination are often confused in bureaucracies for implementation. 
Such is the determinism which pervades these models that diffusion, 
which is seen as essentially a communication task, is considered 
sufficient for change in system behaviour to take place. When 
failures occur, the communication system and those organisational 
members who put the messages in place are deemed to be at fault. All 
three models make the assumption that 'what is' can be translated into 
'what ought to be' through the logical use of organisational 
structure. Also implicit in the constellation are assumptions that: 
(i) innovations or policies are rightly made by people remote from the 
implementation milieu; (ii) receivers are 'object like' passive 
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change acceptors able to be trained by managers in appropriate ways; 
and (iii) the organisational assessment of the need and direction for 
change is a rational and therefore valid expression of an objective 
social reality. Thus, the constellation's source in realist ontology 
and positivist epistemology is disclosed and its functionalist 
orientation revealed. 
I now turn to address the third constellation, Micro-instrumental 
approaches to implementation. 
Micro-instrumental Approaches to Implementation 
The label. Micro-instrumental, has been created for this 
constellation because scholarly work here tends to focus upon smaller 
organisational groups and individuals - a micro-dimension. In 
addition, studying implementation is seen as an analysis of practical 
questions about what people do and how they go about it - an 
instrumental dimension. 
Figure 9 shows no break between the Technical-systemic and 
Micro-instrumental constellations because both share a pragmatic 
perspective on implementation analysis. Furthermore, the 
Micro-instrumental constellation shares some common ground with Group 
and Elite policy theory clusters which ' emphasise the differential 
impact of groups and individuals on the policy process. The 
constellation is sited towards the left centre of the functionalist 
paradigm because its general ideas move away from the objectivity of 
the Macro-rationalistic and Technical-systemic approaches of the other 
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constellations. I hesitate to argue that the move is towards 
individualistic and idiosyncratic approaches to implementation 
approaches consistent with the Interpretive paradigm - because the 
Micro-instrumental constellation is rooted firmly in determinist 
assumptions about human nature. This proposition is elaborated later 
(see pages 58-60). 
The movement away from the two previous constellations is 
tangible as a shift in themes. A 'fidelity' or 'failure' theme is 
dominant in the Macro-rationalistic and Technical-systemic 
constellations expressed as ideas of policy 'failure' and 'gaps', 
'discrepancies' or 'slippage' between policy intentions and 
implementation action. It is 'adaptation' and 'resistance' themes 
which command the attention of scholars who adopt Micro-instrumental 
approaches to implementation research. These themes recognise a human 
element in implementation and add to the justification for locating 
the constellation near the centre boundary of the Functionalist 
paradigm. I now add detail to these general views. 
Havelock's (1969) description of a Social Interaction model of 
the diffusion of innovations led critiques of Macro-rationalistic 
approaches to implementation. Although this model emphasises that 
receiver needs are subject to sender definition, it sees personal 
interest, evaluation, trial and adoption as fundamental in explaining 
the implementation process. In short, the personal, not the system is 
a more fruitful focus in developing general understanding of 
innovation diffusion. Havelock (1969) took ideas from the Social 
Interaction model and joined them to the R.D.D. and Problem Solving 
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models,[15] in what he called a Linkage model of the diffusion 
process. Two systems constitute this model - a resource system and a 
user system, the former responding to user needs to develop solutions, 
the latter applying solutions and providing feedback on their 
adequacy. Havelock's Linkage model takes its place in the 
Micro-instrumental constellation because of its concentration on the 
user. However, the importance of the resource system in innovation 
development or solution-finding tends to return the model to the 
'top-down' approaches which characterised ideas within the 
Macro-rationalistic constellation. 
Studies of the spread of agricultural inventions by Hagerstrand 
(1973) are used by House (1975) in developing a model of 'Diffusion in 
Urban Societies'. He develops further the personal contact thesis 
posited in the Social Interaction model by arguing that more effective 
diffusion occurs through the use of interaction in the work hierarchy. 
House (1975) also introduced the 'Resistance' theme to implementation 
analysis arguing that during educational innovations, personal costs 
in time, effort, energy and money are high and that there are no 
guarantees that results justify costs. As a consequence. House sees 
teachers as reluctant partners in centrally directed implementation 
activity. There is a two-part problem built into the resistance 
theme, however. On the one hand, House isolates the importance of the 
individual in the diffusion and implementation of educational 
innovation while on the other, he defines resistance as a major factor 
in explaining educational inertia. The second part of the problem 
implies that innovations are created at a distance from those who 
implement them and that adjustments in an innovation are the result of 
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personal resistance to the will of the innovator. The concept of 
resistance contains a further complication - control of the innovation 
rests elsewhere and resistance occurs when attempts by factional 
groups to exercise power become apparent. The very idea of resistance 
assumes pressure from without and tacitly endorses the legitimacy of a 
priori policy or innovation. Nevertheless, House voices his 
opposition to a priori policy so readily accepted by the neighbouring 
constellations in Figure 9. His emphasis on the personal in 
implementation grows from his anathema to ideas in the 
Macro-rationalistic constellation where he sees central control as 
stifling 'legitimate expression of diversity' through a form of 
'cultural totalitarianism'. Of the ideas contributing to the 
Micro-instrumental constellation, those expressed by House have the 
potential for emancipation from the determinism which is 
characteristic of so much of the implementation field. That they do 
not reject this functionalist assumption is due partly to the problem 
explained above and partly to their normative nature. 
The work of Berman and McLaughlin (1974) is often cited as 
seminal in the educational implementation field. They define 
implementation as: 
the change process which occurs when an innovative 
project impinges upon an organisation (Berman and 
McLaughlin: 1974; 13). 
At first reading, this definition might lead to the placement of 
their work in the Technical-systemic constellation. However, their 
later attention to the import of the individual in the implementation 
process locates them amongst those concerned with Micro-instrumental 
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approaches to implementation. Berman and McLaughlin (1976: 352-353) 
introduced the 'Adaptation' theme into the implementation field, 
arguing that during implementation both organisation and implementer 
are changed. They say that their research supports the mutual 
adaptation thesis by demonstrating that fidelity to organisational 
goals is rare during implementation. 
In later work, McLaughlin (1984: 7,8) summarises a series of 
major findings from a decade of research. She says that in 
implementation, treatment effects are indirect; implementation 
choices dominate outcomes; the process is multi-stage and 
developmental; implementers pursue multiple and often competing 
goals; and decisions made closest to delivery level are most 
influential. The rhetoric of McLaughlin's work at times belies her 
point of entry to what she sees as a 'multi-stage developmental 
process'. She has a 'top-down' view of implementation which begins 
with organisational goals which it is known will be adjusted by 
individuals as the process proceeds. Policy-makers who do not heed 
this advice are facing an implementation reality in which policy goals 
will not be achieved. Berman and McLaughlin (1976: 353) advise that 
designing innovations or policies which can accommodate adaptations 
recognises the inevitability of mutations in the hands of 
implementers. In short, where implementation outcomes do not match 
policy or innovation intentions, excuses are centred on the vagaries 
of implementers. Putting it bluntly the blame is shifted from the 
system to the individual. 
Nevertheless, the fact that Berman and McLaughlin (1976: 353) 
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say that mutual adaptation of implementer and organisation is a 
desirable feature of implementation, justifies the location of their 
ideas towards the Sociology of Regulation in Figure 9. Adaptation is 
a biological concept used to explain evolutionary change. When 
applied to explanations of implementation, the adaptation thesis 
accounts for implementation as small adjustments in the status quo. 
When mutual adaptation is coupled with other outcomes of the 
implementation process identified by Berman and McLaughlin (1976: 
352), that is, 'non-implementation', 'co-optation' and 'technological 
learning', it is clear that these ideas share ontological roots and 
assumptions about human nature evident in other constellations. 
Hall and Loucks (1977) in reporting the Concerns Based Adoption 
Model (CBAM) of educational innovation, adoption and implementation, 
outline its structure in three systems: (i) the resource system, (ii) 
the user system and (iii) the collaborative system, namely, the 
combined activity of resource and user systems. The developers argue 
that the model is an eclectic one drawing on ideas from all 
constellations but particularly Havelock's (1969) Linkage model, 
explained above. The Concerns Based Adoption Model, by adding the 
collaborative system to Havelock's work underscores the importance of 
relationships between outside 'experts' and 'change agents' and the 
user system. 
Although the CBAM rests on Fuller's (1969) conceptualisation of 
the impact of educational change on individuals as a sequence of 
concerns for self, concerns for new tasks and concerns about the 
impact of those tasks on students, this apparent concentration on the 
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involvement of individuals in implementation is diluted when it is 
understood that knowledge about an innovation and its implementation 
rests with the resource system. This explanation implies that the 
resource system brings greater power over implementation to the 
collaborative system. As a result, the user system has the potential 
to be 'used' by a proselytising band of 'change agents'. 
An examination of what Hall and Loucks (1978) call the 
assumptions of the CBAM demonstrates the model's uncertainty over 
individual control of adoption and implementation. In summary form, 
these assumptions are: 
Change is a process, not a single event, following an 
administrative decision. 
Change strategies must be focused on the individual. 
As change is a personal experience, change agents must 
accommodate the feelings of individuals. 
Individuals pass through the stages of a developmental 
continuum during the change process. 
Staff development during change is best served by 
diagnosis and prescription. 
Change agents must work in systematic yet adaptive ways 
conscious of the stages through which individuals pass but 
in harmony with the needs of the organisation. 
Collectively, these assumptions about change have a determinist 
rather than a voluntarist view of human nature. They see 
implementation as a systematic process grounded in positivistic 
psychological knowledge of human behaviour. In other words, the CBAM 
rests comfortably within the objective and regulatory boundaries of 
the functionalist paradigm. 
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The ideas of Fullan (1982) are located in the Micro-instrumental 
constellation near those of House (1975). The dotted lines which show 
the constellation impinging on the Interpretive paradigm are drawn 
because Fullan (1982: 25-38) is torn between subjective and objective 
educational change realities. The definition which informs his model 
of change places his ideas squarely amongst the instrumentalists of 
this constellation: 
In theory, the purpose of educational change is 
presumably to help schools accomplish their goals more 
effectively by replacing some programs or practices with 
better ones (Fullan: 1982; 11). 
This definition is based on a view of society grounded in order 
and incremental change. It also implies that teachers require outside 
'help' to change but the idea of outside 'help' has the capacity to 
confuse the locus of control of the change. Fullan (1982: 40) 
synthesises what he calls a 'simplified overview' of the change 
process as a sequence of steps or phases involving: (i) the 
initiation or adoption of a particular policy, program or set of 
practices; (ii) the implementation of the change; (iii) the 
continuation of the policy, program or practices within the 
educational institution; and (iv) outcomes or the degree of 
improvement resulting. An explanation of the implementation component 
of this overview is summarised by Fullan (1982: 54) as: 
Implementation consists of the process of putting into 
practice an idea, program, or set of activities new to the 
people attempting or expected to change. The change may be 
externally imposed or voluntarily sought; explicitly 
defined in detail in advance or developed and adapted 
incrementally through use; designed to be used uniformly or 
deliberately planned so that users can make modifications 
according to their perceptions of the needs of the 
situation. 
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Fullan's definition of implementation covers all of the 
contingencies raised by authors in this and other constellations and 
because of this, conforms with their concerns over instrumental 
questions of technique or process. The functionalist perspective of 
Fullan's (1982) work is leavened by his criticism of the 'taken for 
granted good' of educational innovations (p.21), his advocacy for 
educational reform as 'no substitute for social reform' (p.12), his 
recognition that the supposed neutrality of 'experts' masks the fact 
that through innovation some people 'organise and control the lives of 
other people' (p.20), and his attention to 'shared meaning' amongst 
those who put change into practice (p.25). It is these views which 
shift Fullan's work to the far left centre of the Functionalist 
paradigm and which point towards the development of interpretivist 
approaches to understanding implementation. He shows the way himself 
by saying: 
Real change, whether desired or not, whether imposed or 
voluntarily pursued, represents a serious personal and 
collective experience characterised by ambivalence and 
uncertainty, and if the change works out it can result in a 
sense of mastery, accomplishment and professional growth... 
The anxieties of uncertainty and the joys of mastery are 
central to the subjective meaning of educational change, and 
to success or failure - facts which have not been recognised 
or appreciated in most attempts at reform (Fullan: 1982; 
26). 
The importance of subjective experience in implementation is 
confused however, by Fullan's (1982: 30) identification of three 
technical components involved in implementing any new 'policy or 
program': (i) new or revised materials; (ii) new teaching 
approaches; and (iii) the alteration of beliefs. These he sees as 
part of the objective reality of implementation for collectively 'they 
represent the means of achieving a particular educational goal or set 
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of goals.' 
The implementation ideas examined under the rubric of the 
Micro-instrumental constellation share several base assumptions. 
Although the constellation tends to build its ideas around the 
individual in the implementation process. Figure 9, through its 
illustration of the common ground shared by the Technical-systemic and 
Micro-instrumental constellations, indicates that meeting system 
requirements forms part of its 'given reality'. The frequent 
reference to the part systems or organisations play in implementation, 
anchors the constellation in objective views of the social world. 
Furthermore, none of the ideas described has the flavour of radical 
change. The Micro-instrumental constellation is more concerned with 
individual amelioration within evolving organisations. The emphasis 
is on regulated procedures in stable social systems leading to 
incremental institutional improvement. 
Before leaving the implementation field, two tasks are 
undertaken: I comment on the shared character of recent research 
studies; and I advance some general statements about trends in the 
literature. 
First, in an analysis of research into educational program 
implementation in Australia over the last ten years. Marsh (1986: 15) 
argues that in thirty studies analysed, concentration was centred on 
the impact of the innovation or program with increasing attention 
being paid over the past five years to measuring levels of 
implementation or use. This concentration has drawn attention away 
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from identifying and interpreting the involvement and influence of 
people in implementation activity. Marsh (1986: 13) describes this 
as an emphasis on 'positivistic research methodologies', an emphasis 
he suggests is consistent with implementation research trends in the 
United States[l6] where a shift to accounting for educational program 
outputs is occurring. 
Second, House (1983) has argued that the metaphors scholars use 
to make sense of the world have a quite profound effect on 
understanding. He says (1983: 6) that 'metaphor is essential to our 
most complicated thought processes and a vital intellectual tool that 
we use to understand the world.' If this is the case, understanding 
the 'implementation world' has been limited by metaphors taken from 
industry, agriculture, and the physical, biological and psychological 
sciences. It is significant to note, however, the shift in metaphors 
from the industrial and agricultural dominance of twenty years ago to 
a search within the social sciences for other ways of approaching 
implementation explanations. This may be partly explained because in 
education, industrial, agricultural and scientific metaphors are 
neither appropriate nor useful when trying to make sense of events 
with human actors engaged in social activity. In short, there is a 
nascent awareness that the implementation field has been shackled by 
metaphors which are only coherent within a functionalist perspective, 
and as a result, the search for understanding is now moving to the 
boundaries of the paradigm. Nevertheless, the functionalist chains 
which have imprisoned the implementation field for so long are not 
easily broken. The industrial metaphor of which House (1983) speaks 
is finding new implementation technocrats concerned to isolate the 
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component parts identified as critical in putting policy into place. 
Joyce and Showers (1982), Stallings (1982) and Sparks (1983) are 
educational scholars who exemplify the concern for 'technique' which 
continues to dominate functionalist thinking. Indeed they have 
approached implementation with the view that change is essentially 
personal, but their concentration on developing the skills of teachers 
through training, coaching and feedback, places their work alongside 
the determinism of others in the Micro-instrumental constellation. 
What appears in their work as a break with functionalist orthodoxy, is 
revealed on closer analysis, as work which is founded on the belief 
that solving the 'technical' problems of teaching leads to 
implementation success. 
I turn now to the task of refining and delimiting the problem 
that is central to this thesis. 
The Problem of the Thesis 
Educational policy implementation by government authorities in 
Australia was nominated at the outset as the focus of this thesis. In 
working towards a refinement of the general problem of the thesis, I 
first identify discordant notes about policy and its implementation 
based upon the review of the two fields presented above. These 
discordant notes are addressed implicitly in the purposes developed 
for the study later. 
Overall, the review of the policy and implementation fields 
underscores the strength of the functionalist framework within which 
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the fields have developed. However, it also indicates that 
definitions of policy, policy theory and implementation ideas are 
being shifted towards the Interpretive paradigm by some scholars. In 
fact, the review shows that there are several breaks with tradition 
which reject the power of Objectivism and the Sociology of Regulation 
over the two fields. These 'breaks' are seen in the work of Young 
(1982) and Smith (I982) with their approach to the policy concept as 
'vision', Lowi (1970) and Dye and Zeigler (1978), with their recourse 
to concepts of 'power' and 'domination' in policy theory, and House 
(1983) and Fullan (1982), with their recognition that in policy 
implementation, individual subjectivity requires understanding. I 
make use of Young's idea of policy as 'vision' in refining the problem 
of the thesis and attend to the other two breaks with policy 
implementation orthodoxy in Chapter Two. 
In Australian education there is substance to the policy as 
'vision' argument. Commonwealth Government educational policy has 
held the 'vision' of equality o"f opportunity, at least in public 
rhetoric, for over a generation (Smith: 1985; 16). When speaking of 
educational policy, I refer consistently to the overarching vision of 
equality of educational opportunity for youth in Australian schools. 
An analysis of that vision recognises that it contains particular 
relationships between ends and means, both essential elements of the 
policy concept. In educational policy there are four possible 
ends/means relationships: 
(i) educational policy which establishes common ends 
and which uses the same means to achieve those ends for all 
for whom the policy is intended; 
(ii) educational policy which establishes different 
ends for some while employing the same means to achieve 
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those different ends with those for whom the policy is 
intended; 
(iii) educational policy which establishes different 
ends for some and employs different means to achieve those 
ends with different groups of those for whom the policy is 
intended; and 
(iv) educational policy which establishes the same ends 
for all while employing different means to achieve those 
ends with some of those for whom the policy is intended. 
Although all of these expressions of the relationship between 
ends and means are possible at the point of educational policy 
implementation in schools, I argue that central to a visionary view of 
Australian educational policy, is what Rae (198I: 67-70) calls 
means-regarding equal opportunity. Means-regarding equal opportunity 
relates ends and means as in (iii) above. Standing astride 
Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Programs in education is the 
vision of equality of educational opportunity supporting a hope for 
greater equality of social outcomes. Special Purpose Programs 
translate this policy vision into guidelines which legitimise the use 
of unequal means with different groups of students to maximise 
individual opportunities in a range of education settings. 
This analysis therefore, differentiates between 'policy' and 
'program'. Educational policy contains a vision for students 
expressed as a particular relationship between ends and means. Policy 
is articulated as educational programs designed around specific goals 
and the means for achieving them. Programs are implicitly or 
explicitly linked to policy through their goals-means statements. 
Throughout subsequent Chapters, the terms 'policy' and 'program' are 
used with the above distinctions. 
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The dominion that functionalism holds over contemporary research 
into and writing about policy, policy theory and implementation, 
points to a series of characteristics embedded in Commonwealth 
Government Special Purpose Programs. I outline these characteristics 
in a set of postulates in Table 1. 
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT SPECIAL PURPOSE 
PROGRAMS ARE: 
(i) a-contextual; Commonwealth 
educational programs are designed 'context 
free' for any school or the 'typical' school. 
(ii) normative; Commonwealth 
educational programs state which values 
should be achieved by those for whom the 
programs are intended. 
(iii) predictive; Commonwealth 
educational programs, by setting ends are 
about predicting outcomes for those for whom 
the programs are intended. 
(iv) prescriptive; By choosing 
particular means to ends. Commonwealth 
educational programs prescribe procedures and 
products. 
(v) objective ; Commonwealth educational 
programs set down an imagined 'out there' 
objective reality to be transmitted to those 
for whom the programs are intended. 
(vi) technocratic; The 'input-output' 
concept of engineering logic is embodied in 
the 'means-ends' thinking of Commonwealth 
educational programs. 
(vii) positivist; The success or 
failure of Commonwealth educational programs 
is measured by 'outcome' tests, surveys and 
evaluations. 
(viii) theoretical; Commonwealth 
educational programs have a 
hypothetical-theoretical construct based in 
'rational' approaches to program development. 
(ix) incrementalist; Once developed, 
Commonwealth educational programs adjust 
marginally on feedback or assume a degree of 
immobility and even a degenerative quality in 
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the face of social change. 
(x) regulatory: Commonwealth 
educational programs are about control and 
conformity to political and bureaucratic 
expectations. 
Table 1. Characteristics of Commonwealth Special Purpose 
Programs 
The contents of Table 1 are interpreted to mean that the 
characteristics of Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Programs 
are functionalist in their language and orientation. The postulates 
in the table identify the importance of program 'inputs' and 
'outputs', a feature that is in harmony with the Political-systems 
theory cluster, while the justification for central control over 
program development is consonant with the Rational-comprehensive 
theory cluster described earlier. Moreover, Commonwealth educational 
programs are built on 'rational' assessments of the educational 
context drawn from positivistic evaluations and accountability 
statements prepared within the States as well as political assessments 
of the social and economic climate. Table 1 is also used here as the 
basis for making the assertion that in Australian education, many of 
the postulates listed suggest that functionalist theory informs 
Commonwealth Government policy development and State Government 
implementation action. For example, the review of literature in this 
chapter warrants the correlate that Commonwealth Government Special 
Purpose Programs are informed by theory which is normative, 
predictive, rationalist, technocratic, incrementalist and regulatory 
while State Government approaches to implementation are rationalist, 
technocratic, incrementalist and regulatory. As a whole, the table is 
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used to postulate that the Commonwealth Government operates on a 
'classical' administrative approach to program development. It sees 
itself as the policy initiator and the State Governments as 
implementers of Commonwealth educational policy and derivative 
programs. This 'classical' approach sets a functionalist bias on the 
ideas which inform educational program implementation within the 
various States. The Table further implies an acceptance by State 
Government education authorities of 'Classical Administrative Theory' 
in the implementation of Commonwealth Government Special Purpose 
programs. Given that State Governments recognise the Commonwealth as 
program developer, implementation is seen as an administrative matter 
controlled centrally within State Government bureaucracies. 
Implementation relies upon effective management of dissemination 
strategies and the monitoring of activity at the organisational 
periphery so that efficient use of program resources is made. 
Implementation approaches are weighted towards ideas from the 
Macro-rationalistic and Technical-systemic constellations presented 
earlier in the Chapter, and they form a comfortable union with the 
functionalist orientation to Commonwealth educational programs and 
their development as postulated in Table 1. 
The application of analyses from the policy and implementation 
fields as postulates about Commonwealth Government Special Purpose 
Programs suggests a number of propositions germaine to educational 
policy and program implementation. These are: 
(i) Educational program implementers use functionalist 
approaches to implementation. 
(ii) The regulatory nature of functionalist 
implementation approaches emphasises central control and 
system needs. 
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(iii) The instrumental character of functionalist 
implementation approaches emphasises technocratic solutions 
to implementation problems. 
(iv) Functionalist implementation approaches rely upon 
the use of rational organisational procedures. 
This thesis centres research attention on these four propositions 
as they apply to policy and program implementation in government 
education systems in Australia. In the Australian federal political 
system however, program 'carriage'[17] is an identifiable part of 
implementation, strategically placed between program development, and 
program dissemination and operation. Program 'carriage' is seen as 
significant in shaping how an educational program is ultimately 
communicated to teachers. Together, program 'carriage' and program 
'dissemination' and 'operation' constitute what is referred to as 
'implementation' in the chapters which follow. The four propositions 
are also consistent with the reasoning behind the postulates about 
Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Programs set down in Table 1. 
Those postulates isolate the Commonwealth Government as program 
developer and distinguish the State Governments as implementers or 
program 'carriers', 'disseminators' and 'operators'. As a result, the 
thesis problem is now refined in the question - 'What happens to 
educational policy and programs in the hands of program implementers, 
and why does it happen in the way it does?' 
The propositions at the crux of this problem fix the focus for 
investigation on policy, programs, people and organisations bound 
together in implementation activity. The purposes of this study 
therefore are; (i) to identify what happens to policy vision and 
program goals and means in the hands of people charged with 
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implementation responsibility; (ii) to isolate what happens as a 
result of what they do; and (iii) to interpret why it happens in the 
way it does. More specifically, in the Australian educational 
context, the study is directed towards the implementation of 
Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Programs in State Government 
education authorities. The study is restricted to program carriage 
within Government bureaucracy. It does not pursue program 
implementation in the schools themselves. 
Summary 
This chapter, by tracing recent history in Australian educational 
policy and program development, has indicated the growing importance 
of Commonwealth/State relations over implementation activity. That 
activity, through a review of literature in the policy and 
implementation fields and reference to Burrell and Morgan's (1979) 
meta-theoretical analysis of social theory, has been shown to rest 
upon common functionalist assumptions. Although the review pointed to 
several breaks with the functionalist orientation, it was proposed in 
refining the general problem of the thesis, that the actions of people 
in government education authorities which implement Commonwealth 
Government Special Purpose Programs are dominated by functionalist 
orthodoxy. 
The balance of the thesis is arranged in five chapters. Chapter 
Two explains and adopts a theoretical position on the relationship 
between human action and social and physical structures before 
applying the theoretical frame developed to the program implementation 
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activity of people in organisational settings. The theoretical frame 
is used to justify the study's qualitative methodology which is 
delineated in Chapter Three. Chapter Four presents the results of the 
study in a participant-observer's account of the carriage of a 
particular Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Program in one 
Australian State Government education authority, while Chapter Five 
uses the conceptual tools from the theoretical frame and propositions 
drawn from the context of the study in an analysis of the results. 
Chapter Six completes the thesis with a summary of the study, its 
major conclusions and implications for further research. 
I turn now to Chapter Two, where I develop and discuss a 
theoretical framework in which the tasks set by the problem of the 
thesis are contextualised. 
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END NOTES 
1. There are both government and non-government education 
authorities in Australia. Aldrich-Langen (1983: 3) describes the 
Australian education system as one in which public schools are run by 
government authorities while 'a variety of non-government agencies 
provide private/parochial schooling. ' 
2. The terms 'policy' and 'implementation' are defined in the 
final part of the Chapter (see pages 62, 66). 
3. The Australian Capital Territory containing Canberra, the 
national capital, is a landlocked segment of the State of New South 
Wales. The territory includes a coastal annexe located at Jervis Bay 
on the eastern Australian coast south of Sydney. 
4. The word 'national' does not appear in the Australian 
Constitution. What is commonly regarded as the Australian nation is 
referred to as an 'indissoluble Federal Commonwealth' in the 
introduction to the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 
(Howard: 1968; xxviii). In this name, the term 'commonwealth' is 
taken to mean a federation of States, while the term 'federal' is 
understood as defining a system of government in which several States 
unite under a central authority but remain independent in internal 
affairs. The terms 'federal', 'commonwealth' and 'national' appear 
frequently in this thesis. In both political and lay language they 
are often used interchangeably when referring to Australia's central 
government. 
5. Aldrich-Langen (1983: 3) describes present organisational 
arrangements where 'the Commonwealth Government administers public 
education in the Australian Capital Territory but not directly in the 
States and the Northern Territory.' In each State she says, 'the 
public school system is answerable to the State's Parliament through 
the State's Minister of Education.' 
6. Since the Second World War Australian governments have been 
formed by either Labor or Liberal political parties. Traditionally, 
Labor governments have espoused reformist social democratic principles 
while Liberal governments have represented conservative interests. 
Governments are further distinguished by using the name of the serving 
Prime Minister, hence, 'Chifley Labor Government.' 
7. The granting of income-taxing powers to the Commonwealth 
Government in 1942, established a set of procedures for tax-sharing 
amongst the Australian States and Territories. Harman and Smart 
(1982) argue that this power over financial resources provided the 
Commonwealth Government with the means to fund assistance to students 
made possible by the Social Services Amendment of 1946. 
8. The name of the Commission was later changed to the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission (Australia) by the Eraser Liberal 
Government in 198I. 
9. General Recurrent Grants accounted for the bulk of the 
financial allocations to State and Territory Governments. These 
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grants were used for salaries and other resource provision. Special 
Purpose Program Grants were typically designed to target funds on 
particular areas of need and could be spent on augmenting school 
resources, curriculum development projects, staff development 
activities and the like. General building grants and funds for 
Primary and Secondary school libraries were also included in 
Commonwealth Government allocations at this time. 
10. A more detailed description of the concept 'equality of 
educational opportunity' is provided later in the Chapter as is a 
discussion of the distinction between the terms 'policy' and 'program' 
(see pages 61-62). 
11. The Commonwealth Government's budget of August, 1986 
announced the cessation of the Multicultural Education and 
Professional Development Programs as well as placing financial 
restrictions on several other Special Purpose Programs. (The 
Transition Education Program had been replaced earlier, 
in 1984, by the Participation and Equity Program.) These 
expenditure restricting measures were part ot a package of policies in 
response to an emerging economic downturn in Australia. 
12. The power of the Commonwealth Schools Commission was further 
weakened by the transference of a number of its administrative tasks 
to the Commonwealth Education Department during 1985 and a significant 
reduction in its staff numbers after the Commonwealth Government's May 
'mini' budget statement of 1987. The Commission is now clearly only a 
government advisory body (Commonwealth Schools Commission: Report for 
1986). 
13. Lasswell's (1956) 'Functional Process theory' exhibits 
characteristics common to the 'Policy Process model' and is subsumed 
under that heading for the purpose of this analysis. 
14. The selection of implementation ideas used, embraces 
scholarly work frequently cited in literature related to educational 
policy implementation. 
15. The Problem Solving model referred to explains 
implementation as a solution-seeking exercise in the hands of users in 
co-operation with outside change agents. 
16. An examination of recent United States studies undertaken by 
Massey (I983), Stedman (1984), Fletcher (1984), Brieschke (1983), 
Stoker (1983), McClomb (1984), Norling (1984), Brown (1984), Sumi 
(1983) and Edwards (1985) supports the view that positivistic 
methodologies are favoured by researchers in the implementation field. 
17. Program 'carriage' is the term used for the planning process 
which precedes program dissemination and operation. Program 
'carriage' involves the selection and development of working proposals 
by members of educational organisations and the approval for their 
dissemination and operation in school systems by relevant authorities. 
Organisational members who participate in the planning and 
approval-seeking process are referred to as program 'carriers'. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Developing a Theoretical Frame 
"It's bloody ridiculous that we have to do this" (Field 
Notes; SP11; 10). 
In Chapter One, four propositions about educational program 
implementation were enunciated. These are summarised and restated as: 
When confronted with implementation responsibilities, 
educational program implementers rely upon functionalist 
implementation approaches which emphasise central control, 
system needs, technocratic solutions of an incremental kind 
and the acceptance of rational organisational procedures. 
This statement reflects the conclusion from Chapter One, that 
policy and implementation thought and action are dominated by 
functionalist assumptions in the Australian government school system. 
Since the focus of the thesis has been fixed on the activities of 
educational program 'carriers' within government bureaucracy, the 
summary proposition clearly implies that the actions of 'carriers' 
within their organisations have a conscious and/or unconscious 
functionalist derivation. Moreover, 'resistance', 'adaptation' and 
'failure' themes in the implementation literature suggest that at the 
heart of the summary proposition lies the implication that, 
theoretically, educational program implementation is concerned with 
human agency which produces, or fails to produce, particular results 
within identifiable social and physical structures. The importance of 
theoretical conceptions of action and structure[1] which I define 
later, emerges from the literature review of the policy and 
implementation fields presented in the previous chapter. The review 
indicates that although there are several 'interpretivist breaks' with 
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policy and implementation orthodoxy, the two fields retain a 
functionalist orientation. That orientation accepts the primacy of 
the 'social system' over the actor and it advantages the system in 
analyses of implementation activity at the expense of individual 
creativity in putting educational programs into practice. However, 
the 'interpretivist breaks' revealed in the review, are unclear about 
the relationship between individual subjectivity and 'objective' 
social structures in the implementation process. This perceived 
inadequacy of the fields strengthens the argument for elaborating 
theoretically the action-structure implications of the prepositional 
statement which introduced this Chapter. To interpret what happens 
during program implementation and why it happens in the way it does, a 
theoretical explanation of human conduct (the interpretivist 
subjective component of the implementation process), and social and 
physical structures (the functionalist, objective component of the 
implementation process), is a necessary first step. 
This Chapter establishes a theoretical orientation towards human 
action and structure and interaction between them, in order to probe 
what program implementers do and why they do it in a particular 
organisational setting. The task of contextualising the theoretical 
frame amongst program implementers in an educational organisation 
follows and the Chapter concludes by addressing the question of the 
recovery of meaning from social interaction as a prelude to Chapter 
Three. There, a justification for the use of interpretive research 
methods consistent with Glaser and Strauss' (1973) approach to 
grounded theory is presented. 
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I now turn to the explication of a theoretical position on human 
action and structure. 
Human Action and Structure 
There is a tension between two sociological perspectives implied 
in theories of human action and structure. In general terms, 
interpretivist social theory inclines towards voluntarist views of 
human nature, while functionalist theory is determinist in its 
orientation. Burrell and Morgan (1979: 5-6) however, argue that 
there is an 'intermediate standpoint which allows for the influence of 
both situational and voluntary factors in accounting for the 
activities of human beings' (Burrell and Morgan; 1979; 6). It is 
this intermediate standpoint which provides the foundation for the 
development of a theoretical framework to account for human conduct in 
educational program implementation activity within an organisational 
setting. 
In this section I argue that human action and social and physical 
structures are inextricably linked. These structures constitute human 
conduct and simultaneously, are constituted by it. As a result, 
structures are produced and reproduced through recursive interaction 
between them and their human agents (Giddens: 1979). An elaboration 
of this theoretical frame requires an understanding of the terms 
'human action' and 'social and physical structures' and a range of 
concepts coincidental to them.[2] The account that is presented here 
then, establishes a theoretical stance on concepts considered 
fundamental to an understanding of the dialectical relationship 
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between human action and social and physical structures. I now 
address both action and structure and related concepts through an 
examination of human action. In doing so, I take the position that 
structures exist co-extensively in and through the knowledgeable 
actions of people as they go about their daily lives.[3] 
Human Action 
Human action as it takes place in the stream of events which 
constitutes the flow of everyday activities, is tangible and 
observable amongst actors in the modes or acts of speech, gesture and 
movement. Following Giddens (1976, 1984), action is conceived as 
being consciously understood by actors, yet unconsciously conditioned 
by social and physical structures and linked through acts, to intended 
results while producing unintended consequences. The three general 
components of this interpretation of human action - action as 
consciously understood, action as unconsciously conditioned and action 
as consequence producing - are related in Figure 10.[4] 
if Unconscious structural ^Conscious understanding /'Acts^-, Consequences, 
I conditioning of action "^ ^"; of action /' * of action \ 
Figure 10. General components of human action 
Figure 10, through the use of continuous and broken lines, 
illustrates the direct and indirect relationship between the general 
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components of human action. The figure shows that action itself is 
'reflexive'[5] in that its consequences feed back on both the 
conscious understanding of and the unconscious conditioning of further 
action. The reflexive nature of action is addressed later in the 
Chapter. The model of action illustrated in Figure 10 is predicated 
upon its applicability to any moment in time and its implication 
continuously over time. It also assumes that the conscious 
understanding of action is not a discrete entity in itself, separate 
from its unconscious conditioning or its consequences. Nevertheless, 
the limitations of the written word make a discussion of the three 
components of the model a serial matter. The central episode of that 
serial, the conscious understanding of action, is addressed first. 
:- Action as Consciously Understood 
Human action, Giddens (1984; xvi) argues, has a cognitive[6] 
component to it. Support for this thesis is expressed by sociologists 
in different explanations of the influence that human cognitive 
faculties have on action. Because cognitive faculties are brought 
into play in human action, action carries with it the actor's 
conscious understanding. An actor's conscious understanding of action 
is embedded in a complex interlacing of purposes for action, 
justifications of action and the continuous 'reflexive monitoring of 
action' in interactive settings (Giddens: 1984; 28). The 
interlacing of these three key concepts of 'action as consciously 
understood' - action as purposive, action as justificatory and the 
'reflexive monitoring of action' in interactive settings - is 
represented in Figure 11. 
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—action "* 
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Figure 11 . Key conce 
Justifications 
^ ^ f action 
/ 
1 
\ 
/ Acts 
1 1 \ ' \ ' 
\ ' • 
ipts of a c t i o n as consc ious ly understood 
The continuous lines in Figure 11 indicate a reciprocal 
relationship between purposes for and justifications of action leading 
to acts referred to earlier as speech, gesture or movement. Acts are 
the means through which the reflexive monitoring of action is 
accomplished and this is depicted by the broken line 'feedback' loop 
in the figure. These abstract relationships are concretised in the 
discussion which follows. 
Human action, Wilson suggests (in Douglas: 1973; 67), expresses 
purpose and purposes are constantly subject to revision according to 
the perception of those involved in social interaction. As a result, 
the purposive elements of human action are constantly open to change 
in and through interaction, though not in unlimited ways because of 
the binding effects of accepted social organisation and everyday 
discourse rule-sets. An actor's revision of purposes through 
interaction immediately suggests an interconnection between the 
purposes for and justifications of human action as illustrated in 
Figure 11. Such a reciprocity includes the notion of social 
interaction as an essentially interpretive process through which the 
purposes for and justifications of action change over time (Wilson in 
Douglas: 1973; 67,68). 
The purposive nature of human action is supported by Giddens 
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(1984; 6) in his explanation of motivation as; 
the potential for action rather than the mode in which 
action is chronically carried out by the agent. 
This view of motivation is similar to the idea of 'in-order-to' 
motives for action suggested by Schutz (in Shapiro: 1981; 102). 
'In-order-to' motives carry an agent's subjective meaning for action 
as a personal accounting for a projected act. The concept of human 
action as purposive is further supported by Schwayder's argument (in 
Shapiro: 1981; 99) that for an action to be identified as an action, 
it must be linked to a 'responsible' agent, an individual who 
consciously understands action purposes. Giddens (1984; 5-6) also 
holds to this position but adds that purposes for action may be 
brought into an actor's 'discursive consciousness' from time to time. 
However, for the most part, purposes remain within 'practical 
consciousness' and are not articulated in speech. 
Differentiating between discursive and practical consciousness is 
important in understanding the second of the key concepts in the 
conscious understanding of action - 'action as justification'. In 
support of this concept, Giddens (1984: xxiii) argues that: 
What agents know about what they do, and why they do it 
- their knowledgeability as agents - is largely carried in 
practical consciousness. 
It is logical therefore, to include action justification within 
practical consciousness, as justification from the 'inside' 
understanding which does not require discursive expression (Burrell 
and Morgan: 1979; 5). The justification of action, whether it is 
carried in practical consciousness, or carried out discursively. 
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assists actors to account for their actions in ways that make those 
actions sensible to themselves and others (Burrell and Morgan; 1979; 
5), In short, the concept of action as justification recognises the 
accounting practices used by individuals to explain their actions in 
the world (Burrell and Morgan; 1979; 36). 
Wilson locates the view of action as justification firmly in 
individual consciousness by pressing the point that human action is 
not only subject to revision on reflection but 'consciously understood 
while it is occurring' (Wilson in Douglas; 1973; 76). Giddens 
(1984: 5) calls this process of justification 'the rationalisation of 
action' and believes that individuals: 
routinely and for the most part without fuss, maintain 
a continuing 'theoretical understanding' of the grounds of 
their activity. 
The continuous theoretical understanding of action suggests 
constant reflection on action by actors. This suggestion leads to the 
third of the key concepts of action as consciously understood - the 
reflexive monitoring of action. 
Figure 11 identifies the link between the justification of action 
and the reflexive monitoring of action as 'acts'. In identifying this 
link, a distinction between 'acts' and 'action' is immediately 
implied. Action is seen as continuous in the flow of everyday life, 
but like speech which is 'fixed' in writing, human action is 'fixed' 
in acts, the observable evidence of action (Schutz; 1967 and Ricoeur; 
1971). It is human 'acts' which provide the initiating circumstances 
for individuals to monitor their own action in interactive settings. 
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Because human beings have the ability to understand 'what they are 
doing while they are doing it', they have in Giddens' (1984: xiv) 
terms, a 'reflexive capacity' which enables them consciously to 
monitor the conditions of their own behaviour. In other words, as 
interaction takes place between human beings, through observable acts, 
actors have a capacity for self-monitoring and in so doing may make 
adjustments to implicit justifications of their purposes or revisions 
in their purposes for further projected acts. This linkage between 
the reflexive monitoring of action, justification of action and 
purposes for action, is shown by the broken line in Figure 11. Figure 
12 diagrams an interactive setting between two agents and illustrates 
that acts are initiating focal points for the reflexive monitoring of 
action by each individual. Further use will be made of Figure 12 
later in this section. 
Purposes for 
action 
Justifications 
" of action 
Acts Justifications 
of action 
Purposes for 
"action 
Reflexive monitoring 
Figure 12. Action as consciously understood in interaction 
between individuals 
In summary then, action as consciously understood by human beings 
embraces three key concepts. Together, they identify human action, 
whether expressed in speech, gesture or movement and whether 
instantaneous or extended over time, as a complex interplay amongst 
the purposes for and justifications of action and the continuous 
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reflexive monitoring of action as it takes place concretely in the 
form of acts amongst interacting human beings. 
Before moving from the centrepiece of the theory of action 
illustrated in Figure 10, three further points must be made because 
they have a significant bearing upon action as consciously understood. 
First, it is important to note that the conscious understanding of 
action recognises that, in everyday activities, habits or routines 
dilute the need to bring the purposes for and justifications of action 
into discursive consciousness. Shapiro (198I: IO6) supports this 
view by suggesting that most action in the stream of everyday life, 
while it does involve cognitive faculties, 'is not purposive in a 
conscious deliberative sense.' In similar vein, Giddens (1984: xxiii) 
believes that routine is a 'basic element of day to day social life', 
encompassing whatever is done habitually. Habitual or 'recursive 
activity', although it is carried out consciously, is not deliberately 
and continuously influenced by motives or purposes. Rather the 
purposes for action are entrenched in 'recursive practices' which make 
up the bulk of social life. These recursive practices or action 
routines, reproduce the circumstances which make habitual action such 
an essential part of daily life (Giddens: 1984; 2). However, the 
significance of routine in daily life does not undermine the view of 
action as consciously understood. Rather, it reinforces the 
importance of the cognitive contribution to all human action over 
time, because without that contribution, the purposes for and 
justification of action routines would remain immutable, outside the 
influence of human consciousness. 
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Second, it must be emphasised that the exercise of power is 
fundamental to all human action. Actors retain in their conscious 
understanding of action a knowledge of their ability to convert their 
purposes into acts designed to effect chosen results. In this sense 
then, power is seen in Giddens' (1984; 16) terms as 'transformative 
capacity' - a capacity which Burrell and Morgan (1979: 278) argue is 
inherent in the conscious understanding of actors and which enables 
them to create their own realities. This capacity also enables actors 
to recognise the realities they do not have the power to create. 
Further elucidation of the concept of power in human action will be 
undertaken with the discussion of the unconscious conditioning of 
action later in the Chapter. 
Third, it must be remembered that because all human action has a 
cognitive component to it, the use of language is one of the 
imperatives in the conscious understanding of action. Indeed, Giddens 
(1984; 245) asserts that: 
Language is a medium of social practice and as such is 
implicated in all the variegated activities in which social 
actors engage. 
Because language is such an integral feature of social activity, 
it plays its part in the production of the very human conduct of which 
it is a constituent itself. Linguistic ethnomethodologists add weight 
to this argument by advancing the view that language is the medium 
through which people shape their social worlds and the medium through 
which intersubjectively shared meanings are created and conveyed 
(Burrell and Morgan; 1979; 34-6). Gramsci (in Hoare and Smith; 
1971) extends the argument by asserting that every language contains 
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the elements of a 'conception of the world' and that the vocabulary 
available to a social group defines the limits of possible discourse 
about social conduct. In fact Gramsci (in Lears; 1985; 573) holds 
that language is a principal contributor in the production of a 
society's 'symbolic universe.'[7] When language is viewed in this way, 
the importance of speech as one of the shared 'acts' diagrammed in 
Figure 12, is emphasised. The illustration there encompasses the idea 
that through language 'acts' in interactive settings, the 
understanding of action may be brought into discursive consciousness. 
Further attention is paid to this point when considering the 
methodological implications of this theory of human action in the 
final part of the Chapter. 
I turn now to the second of the three general components of human 
action illustrated in Figure 10 - the unconscious structural 
conditioning of action. 
;- Action as Unconsciously Structurally Conditioned 
All human action is 'situated action' and as a result it carries 
the influence of the context in which it is conducted (Giddens: 1976; 
36). That context consists of the temporal, spatial and 
socio-regulative circumstances that surround human action. It is 
these circumstances that constitute the concept of 'structure' that 
lies at the heart of the view of human action as unconsciously 
conditioned. The two key concepts of action as unconsciously 
conditioned by structure, are illustrated in Figure 13. 
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Social rules -^ • Time-space locations 
Figure 13. Key concepts of action as unconsciously structurally 
conditioned 
Figure 13 identifies a reciprocal relationship between social 
regulation and the temporal and spatial aspects of action. The 
regulation of action or the social rules which condition human action 
are influenced by the moment and location of the action while 
simultaneously, the location and moment of the action influence the 
social rules employed. Each of the key concepts included in Figure 13 
is explained below. 
Social rules 
Interpretive sociologists have a concern for examining the 'taken 
for granted' realities of everyday life so that hidden processes can 
be uncovered and questioned (Burrell and Morgan; 1979; 35-6). These 
hidden processes have been referred to by Garfinkel (1967) as 
'underlying patterns' or 'documents' which leave their imprint on 
observable appearances of human behaviour; by Ardener (1978: 106) as 
'template structures' which, while being a part of human action as it 
is occurring, inform or 'shape' that action; by Giddens (1984; 17) 
as social structures one of whose essential features is rules which 
intrude on action in interactive settings; and by Schutz (1967) as 
'typified schemes' or 'formulae' which actors use to help them through 
social life. Each of these explanations contributes to an 
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understanding of the regulation of human action through unconsciously 
conditioned patterns of behaviour construed over time as applicable 
and acceptable in particular social settings. 
Giddens (1984; 16) links resources with rules in the unconscious 
conditioning of human action. This is a useful interpretation because 
it fuses the concept of power with the structures which are inherent 
in action. In short, rules which facilitate the constitution of 
meaning and which sanction social activity, 'cannot be conceptualised 
apart from resources' for it is resources which provide the 'media 
through which power is exercised' as people act in the world (Giddens; 
1984; 16). The relationship between rules and resources is 
significant not only for the bearing it has on the unconscious 
conditioning of human action, but because: 
the rules and resources drawn upon in the production 
and reproduction of social action are at the same time, the 
means of system reproduction (Giddens; 1984; 19). 
I return to this argument in the final part of the present 
section. 
In summary then, structure manifested as social rules is a 
powerful conditioner of human action. However, rules do not always 
remain as unconscious influences on dally social activity. For the 
most part, because individuals have accepted them as procedures for 
action, they reside outside the immediate conscious understanding of 
action as it occurs. 
I move now to the second of the key concepts of action as 
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unconsciously structurally conditioned - the time-space location of 
action. 
Time-space location 
As explained above, all human action is influenced by its 
temporal and spatial location and for the most part, unconsciously so. 
In interactive settings, the location of action is used by actors 
'largely in a tacit way' (Giddens; 1984; xxv). In other words, 
actors are often quite unaware of the way their actions are fixed by 
time and space. The location of action and interaction places a 
'taken for granted' given physical structure around human activity. 
In short, people act in particular ways because they happen to be in 
particular places at different times; and in those places and at 
those times, certain accepted patterns of behaviour are considered 
applicable and appropriate. 
Before turning to the final general component of human action 
drawn in Figure 10, several further points about the unconscious 
structural conditioning of action must be made. First, the 
'rules/locations reciprocity' and its influence on everyday activities 
is made more complex because of the differentiated positions held by 
actors in changing social settings. In these circumstances the social 
rules unconsciously conditioning action vary according to the 
positions occupied by interacting actors (Goffman in Giddens; 1984; 
xxiv). 
Second, as has already been mentioned above, habits or routines 
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are deeply embedded in human conduct in everyday life. Action 
routines are themselves automatically influenced by the reciprocal 
relationship between the social rules for and the time-space location 
of social interaction. As a result, for the most part, action 
routines are part of the unconscious conditioning of human action. 
Third, the unconscious structural conditioning of action cannot 
be divorced from action as consciously understood. Although the rules 
for and locations of action in everyday life remain largely outside 
the consciousness of actors, at times it is possible for the 
unconscious to become the conscious, either discursively or 
practically, as consciously articulated or 'taken for granted' 
constraints on human conduct respectively (Giddens: 1984; 176-79). 
This is not to say that all unconscious conditioners of action can be 
brought within an actor's consciousness. Rather, it recognises a 
fluidity between action as consciously understood and action as 
unconsciously conditioned, a fluidity which is not immediately 
apparent in the illustration in Figure 10. 
Fourth, because the meanings contained in the rules for and 
locations of action are themselves socially constructed (Berger and 
Luckmann; 1971, Hart: 1951), these social and physical structures, 
though unacknowledged by actors, contribute to the production of 
action and the reproduction of structure through that action. This 
statement identifies the link between the unconscious structural 
conditioning of action and the consequences of action as illustrated 
in Figure 10 by the broken lines. It also picks up the argument made 
earlier in this section that 'the rules and resources drawn upon in 
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the production and reproduction of social action are at the same time, 
the means of system reproduction.' Putting it another way, action 
which is unconsciously conditioned by the structures on which a social 
system is predicated, is instrumental in perpetuating that social 
system over extended periods of time (Giddens: 1984; 19). This 
final point exemplifies the impact that the unconscious conditioning 
and conscious understanding of action have on the consequences of 
human conduct, whether intended or unintended. It is to the 
consequences of action that I now turn. 
;- Consequences of Action 
The focal point for the reflexive monitoring of action has been 
identified as 'acts' in Figure 11. Acts themselves are the observable 
expressions of action but they are not regarded here as the 
consequences of action. Consequences of action are provoked by acts 
directly and indirectly (Kenny: 1970) or as Shapiro (1981: 120) 
says, 'an act is related to its results intrinsically and its 
consequences causally.' 'Results' and 'consequences' are glossed here 
as intended and unintended consequences respectively. The 
consequences of human action, unlike acts, are not able to be 
controlled by their instigators because consequences involve the 
action and acts of other actors. Giddens (1984: 11) elaborates this 
view by arguing: 
The consequences of what actors do, intentionally or 
unintentionally, are events which would not have happened if 
that actor had behaved differently but which are not within 
the scope of the agent's power to have brought about 
(regardless of what the agent's intentions were). 
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From this statement it can be seen that when explaining action 
there is a need to recognise events provoked by human acts which 
'exceed the control of the individual actor' (Shapiro; 1982; 122). 
Figure 14 illustrates the key concepts of the consequences of 
human action and indicates that acts can cause unintended consequences 
directly (indicated by the continuous line), as well as indirectly 
through intended results (indicated by the broken line). At the same 
time, the broken line suggests that unintended consequences may have 
the effect of producing the results intended in the first place. 
Acts . Intended consequences 
• — » -
— • Unintended consequences-^—' 
Figure 14. Key concepts in the consequences of action 
To sum up, the consequences of human action are events, both 
intended and unintended, outside the control of the actor who 
performed the act which initiated those events. The consequences of 
action, as indicated in Figure 10 feed back to influence both the 
unconscious conditioning of and conscious understanding of action. As 
a result, the acts of individuals may be subject to the impact of 
events which were consistent with original purposes and justifications 
for so acting, but also subject to the impact of events inconsistent 
with those purposes and justifications. The conception of human 
action constructed in this Chapter has linked four crucial features -
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action and structure, acts and events - in a co-extensive theory of 
action. Moreover, the theory of action portrayed in Figure 10 is 
considered applicable at an instant and continuous over a 'longue 
duree.' The theory rests upon the knowledge that integral to the 
expression of action in acts, are language, power, resources and the 
interpretive capacity of actors in social settings. 
I now turn to the task of contextualising the theoretical frame 
created by the general components of human action depicted in Figure 
10 and its key concepts represented in Figures 11, 12 and 14. 
Contextualising the Theoretical Frame 
It is appropriate here, to reiterate the general problem that 
sets the boundaries of this thesis, namely; 'What happens to 
educational policy and programs in the hands of program implementers 
and why does it happen in the way it does?' This is done because, in 
contextualising the theoretical frame, discussion centres on the 
social activity of human beings involved in the implementation of 
educational programs within bureaucratically organised education 
systems. To facilitate the task, a synthesis of the general 
components and key concepts of the theory of human action elaborated 
above, is made in Figure 15. 
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STRUCTURE ACTION ACTS EVENTS 
Rules ^ ^ _ ^ Time-space ^ ^Purposes Jusiificaiions / Acis'\ Iniendcd consequences ^ • 
locations o^r aciion f of aclion ~ \ ; | ^ Uiiiniended consequences 
•- BeQe.xjve itionjionng ..."•.-..,-' 
UNCONSCIOUS STRUCTURAL CONSCIOUS UNDERSTANDING CONSEQUENCES 
coNO,T,ON,«or.cT,o^ o..cT,o. or^cno. 
Figure 15. A synthesised diagram of human action 
Although the theory represented by Figure 15 has been based on a 
'Giddensian' analysis of everyday human activity - like chatting about 
the weather, beckoning a child to come in out of the rain or driving a 
motor vehicle - it is asserted that it has a capacity to inform the 
explanation of human action within organisations, because it is argued 
that the explanatory power of the general components and key concepts 
of the theory are generic and therefore applicable to human action no 
matter what the social setting. As an example of this argument I 
contend that in a bureaucratically organised social system, people 
charged with the responsibility for implementing educational programs 
go about their daily work, conscious of the general purpose for their 
activities. In other words, program implementers are likely to be 
aware that their conduct is directed towards the implementation of a 
'given' educational program within the schools of the system. In the 
activities of everyday life, no such general purpose for projected 
acts consistently and consciously informs human action. 
This is not to say that the action of program implementers has a 
singular purpose. Purposes other than the implementation of a 
particular program may impinge upon activities from time to time. 
Nevertheless, the example is given to highlight a difference in 
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degree, not in kind, between the use of the theory to explain human 
action in an 'organised' social setting and its use in explaining the 
more random social activities of everyday life. The example also 
serves to indicate that in a bureaucratically organised setting, 
different general components and key concepts of the theory may assume 
greater significance for the action and acts of program implementers 
than they do in the conduct of everyday life. 
To contextualise the theoretical frame, the components and 
concepts considered fruitful in approaching the task of explaining and 
interpreting the action of program implementers within a 
bureaucratically organised education system, are now discussed. 
The theory of action illustrated in Figure 15 points to the 
production and reproduction of the physical and social structures 
which unconsciously condition the action of program implementers. 
These structures include the accepted rules, overtly articulated or 
tacitly held as bureaucratic procedures defining the relationships 
between individuals and collectivities within the organisation, that 
impinge upon organisational life, as well as the 'work-time' office 
bound locations of bureaucratic activity. Although educational 
program implementers may initiate intended activity through their acts 
- that is, the dissemination and operation of specific programs in 
schools - at the same time, their acts produce unintended events which 
serve to reinforce and reproduce the very rules, procedures, positions 
and locations accepted as conditioners of their conduct. Although in 
everyday activities, the structures which condition action remain 
outside the consciousness of individuals for the most part, this is 
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not so much the case when program implementers go about their 
business. Because bureaucratic procedures and the various positions 
of individuals are carried consciously by implementers as part of the 
context of action, routine action is replaced by action which 
consciously derives its purposes and justifications from the limits of 
the 'social rules/time-space locations reciprocity.' In short, the 
structures conditioning implementation action are, more often than 
not, consciously understood by bureaucrats as they go about the social 
interaction associated with program implementation. The epigraph for 
the Chapter - 'It's bloody ridiculous that we have to do this.' - is a 
discursive illustration of the above conviction. In an educational 
setting, therefore, the location of implementation action - that is, 
its location in the context of historical time, its placement in and 
over a particular year and the geographic siting of the activity, 
together with the rules, procedures, positions and resources tied up 
in that activity, are, for the most part, consciously held 
conditioners of action. As such they constitute the notion of 
'constraints' on implementation activity, constraints which may be 
seen by program implementers as both enabling or restraining their 
implementation actions. Coincidentally, because a particular symbolic 
universe is endemic in organisational conduct, people are less 
conscious of its implication in their activities than they are of 
rules, procedures, positions, resources and locations. Nevertheless, 
as program implementers carry out their duties, they consciously 
exercise power relevant to their positions and acceptable within a 
broader set of power relationships both within and outside the 
bureaucratic hierarchy of the education system (Dornbusch and Scott; 
1975; 57). With this in mind, Figure 15 points to the implication 
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that the way power is used during educational program implementation, 
is reproduced through the activities of program implementers 
themselves. The concept of power, described as central to a theory of 
human action above, is seen as the crux of implementation activity. 
Power is essentially the capacity of program implementers to bring 
about intended results through their own acts. The use of the power 
concept in explaining the action of program implementers in an 
educational organisation, indicates that it is necessary to view an 
organisation as both a political and a bureaucratic system, the former 
emphasising the transformative capacity of individuals (Presdee; 
1985; 5), the latter emphasising collectively legitimated and 
normatively regulated authority (Dornbusch and Scott; 1975; 57). 
Inside an educational bureaucracy, power is linked to control 
over resources or to be quite specific, money (Salancik and Pfeffer: 
1977, Nyberg; 198I; 539 and Pfeffer; 198I; 7). Although the 
appropriation of money for educational programs may be made outside 
the educational bureaucracy by governments, much of its distribution 
against chosen priorities falls within the purview of program 
implementers. Set amounts of money are themselves conditioners of 
action, placing limits on or creating opportunities for projected 
implementation activity. 
Because individual power in bureaucratically organised systems is 
related to hierarchical position and to the place of the particular 
bureaucracy within the political system of the state as a whole, those 
who have the capacity to utilise resources and therefore exercise 
power and authority in one setting, may be unable to do so in another 
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(Clegg: 1979; 109). In short, in bureaucratic systems, powerful 
individuals may become powerless when time-space locations change. 
Giddens (1984: 16) explains this oscillation in the exercise of power 
as a regular feature of institutional interaction. At various times 
in institutions, actors may exercise autonomy while at other times 
they may be dependent upon the autonomy of others occupying senior 
positions. The location of interaction within an organisational 
setting then, is both a consciously understood constraint on action 
and an unconscious conditioner of that action. Amongst program 
implementers therefore, 'positional power' can both enable and 
constrain implementation action. 
It is apparent from the discussion so far, that most 
implementation action is consciously understood by program 
implementers as they go about their tasks with their colleagues. 
There is however, a 'sleep-walking' factor associated with the action 
of people in large organisational settings. Ardener (1978; 118) 
identifies this phenomenon with people carrying out functions quite 
automatically without understanding their own place within the 
organisation or the purposes of the organisation as a whole. Applied 
to the unconscious conditioning of implementation action, 
'sleep-walking' suggests that program implementers sometimes act 
automatically, unaware of the purpose and place of educational 
programs within the system at large. Automatic action carries with it 
a frequent unquestioning acceptance of the political, social and 
physical structures which constitute the context of program 
implementation. This is not to say that automatic action is 
necessarily irrational. Initial compliance with organisational 
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procedures may be the result of purposeful reflection upon the 
consequences of different courses of conduct but constant compliance 
under changing circumstances, without questioning organisational 
purposes, is somnambulistic. 
Figure 15, which synthesises the general components and key 
concepts of a theory of action, provides a framework with which to 
analyse the general thesis problem and the summary proposition which 
introduced this Chapter. That proposition exemplified the 
functionalist 'mind set' which has grasped implementation activity for 
a generation. The 'failure', 'resistance' and 'adaptation' themes 
mentioned earlier, have resulted from the application of predominantly 
nomothetic research methods which have taken educational programs 
rather than people, as their focus. The theoretical framework 
developed in this Chapter finds its genesis in people and their 
actions, not programs and their products, and in so doing, seeks to 
provide a set of conceptual tools for interpreting why program 
implementers do what they do and what happens as a result. The 
framework also establishes an orientation towards human agency and in 
so doing, lays the 'ground rules' for the methodology for the study. 
The methodological 'ground rules' suggested by the theoretical 
framework recognise the two discrete pairings set across the top of 
Figure 15, namely, action and structure, acts and events. These 
pairings are considered discrete because acts and events are 
observable phenomena while action and structure, for the most part, 
are not. As a result, what happens during program implementation can 
be observed through the acts of implementers and the events those acts 
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initiate. However, the purposes for, justifications of and the 
conditioning influence of social and physical structures upon action 
remain hidden from the observer. Explanation and interpretation of 
implementation action lie buried in the unconscious conditioning of 
and the conscious understanding of action as it occurs amongst program 
implementers. Acts and events must be seen as the means to bring the 
purposes for, justifications of and structural conditioning of 
implementation action to the 'surface'. With this in mind, the 
discursive explanations of action by program implementers become 
critical means to interpretive ends. Furthermore the events that 
program implementers initiate through their acts provide keys to 
understanding why implementation action occurs in the way it does. 
The methodological issues implied in the theoretical framework 
are addressed in detail in the study design presented in the following 
Chapter. It is to a description of the research design and its 
methodological justification that I now turn. 
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END NOTES 
1. Structure is defined as a combination of social and physical 
components. Social structures are regarded as the social rules which 
are inherent in human behaviour while physical structures are defined 
as the time-space locations in which social activity takes place. 
2. There is a governing caveat that it is important to recognise 
in any discussion of action and structure. The caveat is that the 
concepts of action and structure are social constructs themselves with 
no 'objective' existence of their own (Hart: 1951). Indeed they are 
social artifacts (Berger and Luckmann; 1971) and as a result, are 
subject to the contexts and rules tied together in human conduct in 
different social settings. There is an epistemological dilemma posed 
for social theorists by this caveat, namely: How can theoretical 
explanations of action and structure have 'objective' credibility, 
when they themselves are the result of 'subjective' reflection on 
human activity? Granting that this dilemma faces all social theorists 
is a necessary precondition to the formulation of an account of action 
and structure. 
3. This position suggests that individual actors carry with 
them, a conscious understanding of the social rules which flow through 
their conduct. 
4. It is recognised that the diagrams used in presenting the 
theoretical frame 'over-concretise' human action. However, they serve 
the purpose of focusing discussion on the general components and key 
concepts of the theory. 
5. There is potential ambiguity in the use of the term 
'reflexive' because it carries a dual meaning: (i) involuntary or 
instinctive action in response to a stimulus; and (ii) reference back 
to past activity. Although human action is conceived as being 
'reflexive' in both senses, it is the second or 'feed-back' sense 
which is emphasised here. 
6. It is important to stress that the cognitive component of 
human action involves cerebral processes through which the mind 
initiates action in the world. Cognitive activity may take place 
consciously under the direct control of an individual actor or 
unconsciously as habitual or involuntary action. 
7. Gramsci (in Hoare and Smith; 1971; 12) elaborates this 
position to argue that a given symbolic universe can become hegemonic 
in a society so that 'spontaneous consent (is) given by the great 
masses of the population to the general direction imposed on social 
life by the dominant fundamental group.' Such a position suggests that 
the concept of cultural hegemony is endemically embedded in social 
interaction as it takes place in the everyday events of daily life and 
that, more often than not, it fails to reach the level of discursive 
consciousness. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Justifying a Methodology 
"He's going to watch what we do" (Field Notes: BP01; 
3) 
This Chapter centres on identifying coherent research 
methodologies in harmony with the general problem of the thesis and 
justified by the theoretical framework constructed in Chapter Two. 
At the conclusion to Chapter One, the limits of the study were 
fixed on what was called program carriage activity within educational 
organisations. More specifically, since policy and program 
development and implementation in Australian education often involve 
interaction between Commonwealth and State Governments,[1] the study 
was planned to coincide with the introduction of a Commonwealth 
Government Special Purpose Program to the schools of a State education 
system. However, because of its concentration on program carriage 
activity, the research does not-seek to address the issue of program 
dissemination and operation in schools. Rather as Walker (1977: 6) 
advocates, the study is concerned with identifying and interpreting 
acts and events at the 'Bureau of Indian Affairs. ' In the Australian 
educational context, this calls for a convergence of research effort 
on the activities of bureaucrats at Commonwealth, State and Regional 
levels.[2] 
It will be recalled that the general problem of the thesis was 
refined in prepositional form from the literature review in Chapter 
One as: 
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When confronted with implementation responsibilities, 
educational program implementers rely upon functionalist 
implementation approaches which emphasise central control, 
system needs, technocratic solutions of an incremental kind 
and the acceptance of rational organisational procedures. 
Identifying and interpreting the three pivotal features of this 
problem, that is, what program implementers do during program 
carriage, what happens as a result of what they do and why it happens 
in the way it does, are obligatory research pursuits in 
reconceptualising educational policy and program implementation. 
This chapter then, expands the methodological implications of the 
theoretical framework for the study before providing a justification 
for the use of qualitative research methods in identifying and 
interpreting the actions of program carriers[3] in an educational 
organisation. This is followed by a description of the study design 
and the reasoning behind the choice of techniques used in data 
gathering. 
It is to an elaboration of the methodological implications of the 
theory of human action posed in Chapter Two, that I now turn. 
Methodological Implications 
At the outset, it is important to recognise that the articulation 
of a theoretical frame for the study carries with it an implicit 
assumption about the dialectical relationship between theory and data. 
That relationship is founded, not on the belief that theory is derived 
directly and inexorably from data but on the understanding that: 
Theory does not simply ^emerge' or ^come into being'. 
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Though it is argued that it is grounded in the facts of the 
situation it is not immediately revealed ... at some stage 
there must be a 'leap of the imagination' (Woods: 1982; 
2). 
The position argued here, is that no matter how the research task 
is approached, personal theoretical baggage is carried into the field, 
accompanies analysis and influences any 'leaps of imagination' taken; 
so much so, that the development of theory cannot be regarded as a 
strictly linear task beginning with data and ending with theory. As 
Woods (1982: 20) puts it, theory development 'is never a simple 
matching of theory against data. Rather, the theory provides 
guidelines for interpreting the data.' 
The dialectical relationship between theory and data is seen 
therefore, as an integral part of the methodological implications 
drawn from the framework for the study. It provides the research act 
with a theoretical stance against which both data and theory can be 
evaluated. Such a position in no way de-emphasises the importance of 
'grounded theory' development (Glaser and Strauss: 1967). Indeed, it 
rests upon the fact that theory is not something that is quite simply 
'uncovered' from research data, but something which benefits or 
suffers from the mediating effects of the researcher's mind (Burgess: 
1981). 
The epistemological and ontological canons built into the 
theoretical frame and the assumptions about human nature embedded 
within it, justify the methodological implications spelled out in this 
section. The theory of action professed in the preceding chapter, is 
neither wholly subjectivist nor single-mindedly objectivist in its 
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orientation. Though recognising the interpretive quality of human 
action and interaction, the theoretical frame gives credence to the 
combined influence of voluntary and situational factors on the 
production and reproduction of organisational life (Giddens: 1984; 
2). In short, the theory of human action enunciated earlier, is 
predicated upon an action/structure 'duality' (Giddens: 1984), not 
the 'dualism' represented by 'Traditional Sociological Positivism' on 
the one hand, and 'German Idealisra'[4] on the other (Burrell and 
Morgan: 1979; 8). As a consequence of this, methodologies which are 
consistent with the action/structure duality and which address the 
question of 'how the concepts of action, meaning and subjectivity 
should be specified and how they might relate to notions of structure 
and constraint' (Giddens: 1984; 2), are seen as essential for the 
study of human action within organisational settings. 
The theory of action posed in Chapter Two differentiated the 
pairings, action/structure and acts/events. These pairings, it was 
argued, carried important methodological implications for a study of 
the actions of program implementers within educational organisations. 
Acts and events were seen as the observable elements of human action, 
while action and structure remained largely 'invisible'. The view was 
also put that understanding and interpretation of the latter could be 
accomplished through an analysis of the former. With these points in 
mind, the use of observable acts and events in order to bring the 
purposes for, justifications of and structural conditioners of 
implementation action as well as relationships amongst them 'to the 
surface', suggests an interpretive orientation to research 
methodology. Because the concept of action is itself a social concept 
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(Hart; 1951) and because social and physical structures are tied 
together consciously and unconsciously in the expression of action in 
acts, explanation of action requires interpretation. Shapiro (I98I: 
112, 113) puts it thus; 
explanation of anything more meaningful than the 
physical movement of persons requires interpretation, and 
the more that this is recognised, the more it can become a 
self-conscious and systematically applied component of 
social and political analysis. 
Shapiro's statement points to a need for research to accept 
methods which recognise researchers as interpretive instruments. 
Moreover, the idea of the reflexive monitoring of action, through 
which interpretation of the meanings of situations and actions are 
formed and reformed by participants (Giddens; 1984; Wilson: 1970; 
and Silverman; 1970), reinforces the need for researchers to adopt 
interpretive approaches to ascertaining the hidden features of action 
in order to explain why things happen in the way they do. 
Interpretation in research then, requires that researchers make their 
constructions from the constructions of actual actors (Geertz; 1973; 
9). Recognition of this fact places an emphasis upon using discursive 
explanations of action and events in the research process (Ardener: 
1979; Silverman: 1973; and Shapiro; 1982). 
Because acts and events are the observable 'data' on which 
interpretation rests, contact with those acts and events is a 
methodological imperative for the researcher. This is not to say that 
the researcher must 'go native.' Putting oneself 'into another's skin' 
is difficult, to say the least, and as Geertz (1983: 58) has argued, 
assumes superhuman characteristics on the part of the researcher. 
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Although the need for closeness to the acts and events which provide 
the source of data is a methodological fundamental, analysis and 
interpretation can be accomplished by researchers without reliance 
upon 'magic' As Geertz (1983: 58) states; 
accounts of other people's subjectivities can be built 
up without recourse to pretensions to more-than-normal 
capacities for ego efacement and fellow feeling. 
This statement underscores the importance of the researcher as 
involved instrument and interpretive analyst in the research process. 
In summary, the methodological implications contained within the 
theoretical frame for the study point towards research approaches 
which fall under the inclusive term 'qualitative methodology', for it 
is qualitative methodologies which purport to cultivate the 
dialectical relationship between theory and data and the interpretive 
stance exposed above. I turn now to an examination of interpretive 
sociological perspectives and qualitative methodologies warranted by 
the theoretical frame. 
Interpretive Sociologies and Methodology 
Qualitative methodologies have as their building blocks actors' 
interpretations about their world - interpretations shared by 
researchers and used in analysing and explicating social life. The 
desire of qualitative researchers to 'see the world from the 
participant's point of view' is germaine to this genre of sociological 
methodology. In this section I examine research strategies bracketed 
within a range of interpretive sociological perspectives. In doing 
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so, reference is made to phenomenology, ethnomethodology and symbolic 
interactionism and their related qualitative methodologies. 
The goal of phenomenological sociology is to make the 
interpretations of actors themselves the focal points for research 
action, for it is through the interpretations of participants that the 
'subjective meaning of action' and therefore its purposes and 
justifications can be explained (Schutz in Shapiro: 1982; 102). In 
addition, a phenomenological approach concentrates upon the 
'typifications' through which actors experience others. Typifications 
are the modes of conduct which constitute the unconscious or 'taken 
for granted' bases of interaction in different social circumstances. 
To understand actors' subjective meanings of and typifications for 
action requires a methodology which builds empathy with actors so that 
sharing interpretations and typifications is facilitated. 
In applying a phenomenological perspective to the study of 
interaction in organisations, Jehenson (in Psathas: 1973; 220) 
argues that: 
the attention of the researcher be focused not on 
specific organisational behaviour but on the way 
organisational members interpret their own organisational 
world, which is nothing else than a special sphere of the 
individual's 'Lebenswelt' or life world. 
To add to this, the phenomenologist, through the interpretations 
of organisational members, seeks to identify and interpret the 
official system' of typifications in organisations which inform 
'organisationally approved' everyday actions (Jehenson in Psathas: 
1973; 221). A phenomenological approach to the study of 
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organisational life however, conceals an ambivalence towards the 
ontological status of social structures. By appearing to accept 
social organisations as 'given' realities in the world, the 
phenomenologist is denying the primacy of the foundational assumption 
that intersubjectively shared meanings constitute social reality. 
The ethnomethodologist and the symbolic interactionist, because 
of their roots in phenomenology are faced with similar difficulties. 
These two schools of sociological thought which share similar research 
goals (Denzin; 1970) attribute a 'precarious ontological status' to 
social reality preferring, when pressed, to argue that 'social reality 
comprises little more than a complex set of typifications which may be 
intersubjectively shared' (Burrell and Morgan: 1979; 24). 
Nevertheless, ethnomethodology and symbolic interactionism hold 
strongly to the conviction that understanding the world requires an 
investigation of the methods actors use to make sense of their actions 
in everyday life. 
In accomplishing this task, the study of the way people use 
symbolic forms in interaction and the inherent meaning in 'situated 
actions' are sources for inferring how actors negotiate their 
understanding of the world (Rogers; 1983; 84). In short, the 
symbolic interactionist and the ethnomethodologist admit that actors 
engage in 'common-sense' sociology during the course of their daily 
lives. Indeed, this 'cormnon-sense' sociology is instrumental in 
helping actors to interpret and maintain social order through their 
interaction with others (Garfinkel; 1967; vii, Burrell and Morgan: 
1979). In this way, the 'objective' status of social reality is 
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negated in favour of the 'social construction of reality' (Berger and 
Luckmann; 1971). 
The common qualitative methodological feature of the sociologies 
examined above indicates that there is much to be gained by 'getting 
close to participants' as they go about the business of daily social 
interaction. How the researcher does this so that the modes of action 
become fruitful data sources for the development of interpretive 
understandings of acts and events in social life, is often 
accomplished through the application of a range of ethnographic data 
gathering techniques. In fact, ethnography is a methodology 
consistently employed by phenomenologists, symbolic interactionists 
and ethnomethodologists in their social research. 
The methodological union with these interpretive sociologies is 
possible because of the goals, assumptions and projected outcomes of 
ethnographic research (Delamont and Atkinson: 198O; 139). 
Ethnography has as its focus the common-sense knowledge of actors and 
the activities of everyday life (Terhart: 1985; 455, Freeman and 
Jones; 198I; 1). Through this focus, the ethnographer tries to make 
sense of actors' 'taken for granted' constructions of 'reality', on 
the assumption that what people say and do, is consciously and 
unconsciously shaped by their social and physical locations (Karabel 
and Halsey; 1977). In making sense of experience, Terhart (1985: 
455) argues that the ethnographer; 
is not only interested in reconstructing the elements 
and structures of a given subjective frame of reference but 
also wants to know why and how it has developed this way. 
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Participant observation is regarded by ethnographers as their 
primary research technique. A variety of other tools however, adds to 
the ethnographic research kit - keeping logs and diaries, conducting 
interviews and gathering documents, to name a few (Bogdan and Biklen: 
1982). 
Using ethnographic techniques, a unique form of data is gathered. 
No matter what the lived experience of the ethnographer, nor the 
'feel' for the actors, their acts and the events in their lives, 
ethnography records one description only (Baldridge; 1971; 32). 
Once recorded, data becomes a 'dead stretch of experience' and as such 
'locks in' subsequent analysis within the researcher's frame of 
reference (Ardener: 1978; 110). Put in more colourful language, 
Ardener (1978: 111) explains ethnography as 'a kind of slaughter of 
experience and a dissection of the corpse'. This unique interpretive 
quality of ethnographic data is supported by Wilson (in Douglas: 
1973; 70) who describes it as a researcher's 'document' of experience 
requiring 'documentary interpretation' by the ethnographer. 
Applied to everyday organisational activity, ethnography demands 
that the researcher 'get close to' the experiences of members in order 
to share the common sense understandings which tacitly inform 
organisational life. From this 'closeness', descriptions of acts, be 
they direct speech, the writing of letters or the carrying of messages 
and accounts of events leading to organisational decisions, approvals 
or publications, are captured. In organisational ethnography, a 
discursive record is considered vital in facilitating the analysis of 
the common-sense features of organisational activity for: 
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Our words need not (but usually do) propose and thus 
sustain, our all too real technological/bureaucratic 
community. For in speaking authentically, we listen to 
language and affirm our responsibility for the commitments 
which our speech expresses... Whatever its topic, speech 
always expresses and sustains one possible way of living our 
lives together: it exemplifies organisational work 
(Silverman and Jones: 1976; 24). 
Consistent with Silverman's and Jones' (1976) view, a discursive 
record is essential because, as Frow (1985: 210) argues, the 
production of meaning in organisational life is a function of the 
organisation's 'genre of discourse' or 'way of speaking' within its 
social milieu. Furthermore, Frow (1985: 204) goes on to say that 
'power invests all discourse' and as a result, data which include 
strips of organisational discourse are basic requirements for the 
analysis and interpretation of power and its effects. 
A record of events is also crucial in analysing organisational 
activity, because human beings account for their past, present and 
future experiences through them. In short, events provide 'conceptual 
units' for framing individual and corporate experience (Frake: 1980; 
63). A record of events serves two further purposes for the 
organisational ethnographer. First, it provides the base data for the 
identification and interpretation of those strands of activity which 
are important to organisational members in coping with organisational 
life (Frake; 198O; 67) and second, as power in organisations is 
always instrumental and visible only through its effects (Presdee; 
1985; 3), it provides the foundation on which an analysis of the 
attribution of power can be constructed. 
The ethnographic methodology described above, however, does have 
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its limitations. Descriptive ethnography with its traditional 
concentration upon illuminating social interaction from the 
participant's point of view does not overcome the previously mentioned 
phenomenological difficulty with the 'reality' of social structures, 
nor does it promote the need for theoretically evaluating 'how and why 
reality comes to be constructed in particular ways' (Freeman and 
Jones: 198I; 12). It is 'critical ethnography', a newcomer to 
phenomenological sociology, that posits a methodology which 
encompasses the action/structure duality and the theory/data dialectic 
identified earlier, as crucial in approaching the study of human 
action in organisational settings. 
Critical ethnography takes the qualitative techniques of 
traditional ethnography - participant observation of the small scale -
as its means of gathering data but brings sociological theoretical 
formulations to the research process (Masemann: 1982; 1). In doing 
so, it finds its justificatory roots in one of the tenets of 'grounded 
theory development', namely, the use of theory to provide a 
perspective on human conduct and a theoretical stance towards data 
(Glaser and Strauss; 1967; 5). Because of this, critical 
ethnography embraces the issue of the researcher as data gathering 
instrument and the medium through which theory construction and 
reconstruction is accomplished. As a result, critical ethnography is 
more attuned to producing interpretations of social life in the 
discourse of sociology than in the language of lay actors themselves. 
In other words, the critical ethnographer: 
uses a language and concepts derived from perspectives 
that are not ultimately the actors', even though the method 
he uses to gather their perceptions is very similar to that 
used bv the ohenomenologists or the symbolic interactionists 
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(Masemann: 1982; 13). 
Finally, critical ethnography suggests a methodology for 
examining how individuals and groups of actors in given organisational 
locations create the shared understandings of organisational life 
which contribute to the generation and regeneration of organisational 
patterns and the production and reproduction of broader social 
structures (Thomas; 1983, Benson; 1977; 12). 
The discussion so far has proceeded deductively from the theory 
of human action described in Chapter Two. That theory contained 
assumptions about the individual and society and methodological 
implications which, taken together, justified interpretive approaches 
to social research and qualitative methods. Common goals and issues 
in Phenomenology, Symbolic Interactionism and Ethnomethodology were 
addressed and Ethnography and Critical Ethnography were identified as 
offering judicious methods for the study of human action and 
interaction in organisational settings where the reflexive 
relationship between social behaviour and social and physical 
structures is seen as problematic. In concluding this section, a 
series of general methodological principles drawn from the preceding 
discussion, is presented in Table 2 as a backdrop to the study design. 
Interpretive social research accepts the use of 
qualitative methods which; 
- study the small scale at first hand in order to 
address broader social structural issues; 
- anticipate a dialectical relationship between theory 
and data accompanying data gathering and analysis; 
- acknowledge the 'theoretical baggage' the researcher 
brings to the research act; 
- sanction the researcher as the major instrument; 
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- endorse ethnographic techniques for data gathering 
allowing the researcher to 'get close to' actors' conscious 
understandings; 
- see actors' discursive interpretations of acts and 
events as sources of data essential in identifying and 
interpreting the purposes for, justifications of and 
structural conditioners of action; 
- identify events as significant focal points around 
which analyses of power effects and the underlying 
structural conditioners of action can be built. 
Table 2. Methodological principles for the study 
The principles set down in Table 2 precis methodological 
imperatives for qualitative research design discussed in this chapter 
and act as criteria for selecting data gathering techniques. I now 
turn to the task of describing the thesis study and justifying its 
data gathering techniques. 
The Study Design 
It will be recollected that this thesis is concerned with 
educational policy and program implementation in education systems and 
with the general problem of what happens during program implementation 
and why it happens in the way it does. Its boundaries were 
established in Chapter One, confining the study's focus to what was 
called program carriage. With the general problem in mind and 
conscious of the theoretical frame and methodological criteria drawn 
from it, the study was designed around a single program implementation 
case, using a range of participant observation modes and roles in the 
data gathering process (Gold; 1958, Gans; 1962). 
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In describing the study design, it must be recognised that its 
description is reached with the benefit of logic constructed through 
'hindsight' (Kaplan; 1964). At the commencement of the research 
task, an Australian Commonwealth Government educational program, 
proposed in 1984 for implementation within the States and Territories 
during 1985, was selected as a typical case requiring 
Commonwealth/State Government interaction and internal State education 
authority activity in preparing the program for dissemination and 
operation in schools. 
The study began then, when a particular State Government was 
invited by the Commonwealth Government to take part in the 
implementation of a Special Purpose Program called 'Basic Learnings in 
Primary Schools' (BLIPS). The study records the activities of State 
Government bureaucrats as they determined how that program would be 
implemented in government schools and classrooms. Field work 
concluded when all of the required Commonwealth and State Government 
approvals for the program's dissemination and operation had been 
achieved. The study did not investigate how the BLIPS Program was 
ultimately operated in the 'tribes and villages' of the school system. 
It retained its concern throughout with the acts of 'head office'[5] 
personnel and the events those acts initiated. 
It was considered important at the outset, to begin the task of 
data gathering as soon as possible after the invitation to take part 
in the implementation of the program had been received by the State 
Minister for Education.[6] As the proposal to offer the program to the 
States was contained in the Commonwealth budget presentation of August 
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1984, some months elapsed before direct invitations were offered to 
State Governments, allowing time for the granting of formal approvals 
for the conduct of field research in the State Department of Education 
selected for the study. Approval was sought in a letter (an extract 
is included in Appendix 1) setting out the background to the research 
proposed and requesting permission, in the first instance, to observe 
the activities of departmental officers involved as a committee, in 
the carriage of the program.[7] This starting point was chosen because 
the Commonwealth Government usually stipulated the early involvement 
of State committees in the implementation of Special Purpose Programs. 
The letter seeking approval for the study also indicated that there 
was no preconceived set of instruments which would limit the data 
gathering process. On the contrary, it was argued that the design of 
the study allowed for the evolution of 'instrumentation' and the 
incorporation of additional data sources at successive stages of the 
research.[8] In other words, the data gathering task began with one 
certain source of data only - meetings of departmental officers 
brought together as a BLIPS Program implementation committee. The 
course the study would follow, began to suggest itself during the 
firpt meeting of that committee. It became apparent there, that most 
of the program carriage activity would fall to particular people and 
that these people occupied senior positions[9] within the Department 
of Education used in the study. In order to follow the acts and 
events of the program's carriage, it was necessary to 'shadow' these 
officers as they met with others and to work with them as informants. 
Typically then, the study consisted of identifying the officers 
involved in different activities and arranging to 'sit in' and observe 
them at work, followed by conversations with them about their 
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involvement. In this way, observation at formal committee meetings 
led to attendance at a number of smaller group meetings where officers 
went about addressing tasks and issues raised at committee meetings. 
From the initial meeting of the BLIPS Committee through to the 
conclusion of the study, almost a year elapsed. The year was taken up 
with attendance at formal BLIPS Committee meetings, observations of 
discussions amongst small groups of departmental officers, informal 
interviews and participation in a wide range of other routine 
work-related social situations. In addition, participation and 
observation were accompanied by the collection of minutes, telexes, 
letters, brochures and other documents pertinent to the activities of 
the officers responsible for the program's carriage. The range of 
organisational settings in which the study was undertaken demanded 
flexibility in the role of the participant observer, so much so that 
role mobility emerged as a necessary part of the research repertoire. 
The idea of role mobility was foreshadowed and finds support in 
the work of Gold (1958) and Gans (1962) who differentiated a range of 
modes and roles in participant observation. Gold (1958; 217-223) 
developed a typology of four modes of participant observation on a 
continuum from complete observer to complete participant, while Gans 
(1968: 302) distinguished three roles in his early ethnographic work, 
namely, the total participant, the research participant and the total 
researcher. 
In the study reported here, the different settings in which data 
gathering took place, required the use of each of Gold's modes of 
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participant observation. At the same time, changing from mode to mode 
necessitated an extension to the three roles identified by Gans. 
Figure 16 illustrates that extension and sets out links between the 
data gathering settings, modes of participant observation and the 
roles of the participant observer in the study. 
Formal 
committee 
meetings 
PARTICIPANT 
OBSERVATION 
SETTING 
PARTICIPANT 
OBSERVATION 
MODE 
PARTICIPANT 
OBSERVER'S 
ROLE 
Obse 
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with 
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in the 
social 
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Figure 16. Participant observation setting, mode and role in the 
study 
The illustration in Figure 16 indicates the variety of data 
gathering settings encountered in the study. It does not capture 
however, the fact that the settings overlapped on many occasions as 
departmental officers went about their program carriage tasks. 
Nevertheless, there is sufficient distinction between the settings to 
justify a systematic representation of the data gathering process. 
Figure 16 also establishes a link between setting, mode and role and 
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distinguishes the approaches adopted with departmental officers in 
different settings. Using the classification of settings shown in 
Figure 16 the study included six formal committee meetings, thirty-two 
sriiall group planning discussions, thirty-one informal interviews and 
twenty-nine routine work-related social situations, namely morning 
teas, lunches, car trips, walks, 'comfort breaks' and the like. A 
justification of the data gathering techniques used in these settings 
follows. 
Data Gathering Techniques 
Observation and interview are the two study techniques linked 
with the participant observer's role in Figure 16. Observation, 
because of its usage in formal program implementation coimnittee 
meetings, semi-formal small group planning discussions and routine 
work-related social situations, was the major data gathering 
technique. The primary purpose served by observation is to record 
events with 'precision over time' (Light in Van Maanen; 1979; 59). 
Organisational observation, of necessity, takes place in natural 
settings allowing for the recording of specific task elements which 
contribute to general organisational life. It is considered that the 
observation and recording of acts and events de-emphasises the need to 
rely upon the memories of organisational actors. In fact, observation 
provides the capacity to record what people actually do as they do it, 
a distinct advantage where the experiences of those involved in 
intense daily activity tend to crowd activities together causing the 
glossing of detail when recall is required (Light in Van Maanen: 
1979; 60). Furthermore, as observation requires the researcher to be 
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'on site', it facilitates the identification of concrete materials, 
like notes, letters and circulars which are influential components of 
organisational procedure and intrinsically related to the acts and 
events occurring. As a result, the document gathering net loses fewer 
potentially important data sources than it would if access to public 
documentation from official files i^ as its only avenue. Finally, 
because the duration of the BLIPS Program's carriage was anticipated 
to be some six months or more, it necessitated continuous observation 
of organisational activity so that sequences of acts and events and 
relationships between them could be recorded. In short, observation 
of activity over an extended period allowed for a logging of what 
happened in the 'longue duree' of daily organisational life. 
The data gathered during the observation of activities of State 
Department of Education officers were recorded in field notes as 
descriptions of people, places, times and events as well as reports of 
the substance of discussions and actual words used by individual 
actors. Some record of actors' utterances was considered essential 
because of the 'exemplification of organisational work through 
language', referred to earlier in the Chapter. Through its record of 
acts and events, observational data retained evidence of the surface 
features of action and interaction and provided the basis for 
identifying and interpreting the 'sleep-walking' element of everyday 
bureaucratic life, the 'unconscious structural conditioners' of the 
actions of departmental personnel and the power attributed to 
individuals, groups within the organisation or agencies outside it. 
Informal interviews with departmental officers supplemented the 
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observation undertaken in the study. Interviews of this kind were 
considered necessary adjuncts to observation because individual 
information free from the contextual influence of group settings was 
gained (Bogdan and Biklen: 1982; 135). The informal interviews were 
essentially conversations with actors. The term 'informal' is used to 
suggest an unstructured interaction which allows every interview to 
take on 'a shape of its own' as conversation proceeds (Bogdan and 
Biklen: 1982; 135, Ellen: 1984; 231-232). This 'unstructured' 
technique encourages respondents to talk about their personal 
interests and involvement with others in shared tasks and their 
understanding of their own and others' actions. The use of a cohort 
of informal interviews strengthens the reliability of information by 
providing an internal form of triangulation. This is a process 
through which the perspectives of a range of people on a given subject 
are recorded. When all interview respondents in a study share the 
same area of concern, common perceptions and unique explanations can 
be uncovered (Whyte; 1955; 358-365). 
The informal interviews in the study were conducted 
progressively, usually as a follow-up to formal committee meetings and 
semi-formal small group planning discussions. They sought to create 
an opportunity for departmental officers to explain their 
participation in and to articulate their ideas and opinions about the 
carriage of the BLIPS Program. Initiating questions, followed by 
probes arising naturally out of the topics and issues of the 
conversation were used to stimulate reflection on and talking about 
the program. Examples of initiating or 'opening' questions and probes 
which arose during the interviews are presented in Table 3. The 
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questions included in the table are illustrative only. Although the 
opening questions were planned, there was no premeditation associated 
with the probes. Nevertheless, because the interviews had their focus 
on the carriage of the BLIPS Program, probes concerning policy, 
program goals, proposal planning, controls and troubles entered the 
conversations regularly. 
Initiating or opening questions 
How do you feel about what's happening with the BLIPS Program? 
What do you think the BLIPS Program is really about? 
How have things been going? 
Probing Questions 
Why do you think those goals have been chosen? 
What' do you think of the proposals planned? 
Whose ideas were they? 
Would you have liked things to have happened differently? 
Why do you say so? 
Where is the trouble coming from? 
How do you feel about the control of the program? 
Who's stopping you from doing that? 
In what ways has the money helped? 
Table 3. Examples of informal interview questions 
Data from the informal interviews were recorded as brief notes 
during the course of conversation with departmental officers and 
'written up' as fully as possible immediately after each interview. 
This method of recording was found to be adequate and unobtrusive 
(Ellen: 1984; 236) and it reproduced the content of conversations as 
well as actual words used by respondents. These data were considered 
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fundamental to the task of analysing departmental officers' purposes 
for, justifications of and reflexive monitoring of action over time. 
Interview data were seen as interpretations of discursive 
consciousness and the means for analysing the enabling and 
constraining structural conditions which individuals voice as 
influencing their program implementation activities. 
A summary linking the data gathering settings in the study with 
chosen techniques and their purposes, together with projected data 
usage is presented in Table 4. 
Data 
Gathering 
Setting 
Technique Purpose Data Usage 
Formal com-
mittee meet-
ings 
Semi- formal 
small group 
discussions 
Unstructured 
interaction in 
routine work 
related social 
settings 
To capture a record of the longue duree 
of acts and events in the carriage of the 
BLIPS Program. 
Observation 
To provide a basis for: 
• identifying and interpreting enabling 
and constraining structural condition-
ers of program carriage activity. 
• analysing the attribution and exercise 
of power through its effects. 
• explicating 'sleepwalking' effects in or-
ganisational life. 
Informal con-
versation with I 
individuals | Informal 
Interview 
To record individual interpretations 
about the acts and events in the BLIPS 
Program's carriage. 
To provide a triangulation of perspec-
I lives on program carriage activity. 
analysing and interpreting individual 
and collective purposes for, justifica-
tions of and reflexive monitoring of 
implementation action. 
illuminating consciously understood 
constraints and unconscious structural 
conditioning of action. 
Table 4. Study design summary 
Before concluding the Chapter, the use of the process of 
indefinite triangulation' with the data must be clarified. This 
procedure designed by Cicourel (1973), defines the negotiable quality 
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of data gathered in participant observation studies. In Cicourel's 
(1973: 24) words; 
I use the term 'indefinite triangulation' to suggest 
that every procedure that seems to 'lock in' evidence, thus 
to claim a level of adequacy, can itself be subjected to the 
same sort of analysis that will in turn produce yet another 
indefinite triangulation of new particulars or a 
rearrangement of previously established particulars in 
'authoritative', 'final', 'formal' accounts. The indefinite 
triangulation notion attempts to make visible the practical 
and inherent reflexivity of everyday accounts. The 
elaboration of circumstances and particulars of an occasion 
can be subjected to an indefinite re-elaboration of the 
'same' or 'new' circumstances and particulars. 
Cicourel's concern over the 'indefinite' nature of data was 
shared during the study. As a result, the content of all field notes 
was seen as 'negotiable' with those whose activities they recorded. 
In preparing for the field work, a strict procedure was established 
and adhered to throughout the data gathering process. That procedure 
called for the return of computer print-outs of 'written up' field 
notes to departmental officers with an invitation to them to make 
adjustments to the notes in the light of recollections. In addition, 
an offer to discuss the interpretation contained in the record of 
activities was always included. This procedure resulted in several 
discussions with informants but only after the record of informal 
interviews had been returned to them for review. The substance of 
these discussions, in all four cases, concerned the removal of direct 
statements or collections of ideas contained in the field notes. 
Invariably the content of the 'offending' sections of the notes 
concerned individual views of political figures at State or 
Commonwealth Government levels, reactions to the decisions of senior 
departmental personnel or remarks about particular minority groups 
within the community at large or the school system in particular. The 
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field notes from formal committee meetings, informal small group 
planning discussions and routine work-related social situations did 
not attract calls for negotiation or revision throughout the study. 
The seeming anonymity for individuals in collective interaction 
appears to have lessened the proprietorial interest of informants in 
these records. Overall, it must be emphasised that the application of 
'indefinite triangulation' during the study resulted in very few 
requests for adjustment to the field notes after negotiations had been 
completed. Out of a total of ninety-eight separate field note files, 
only the interview data from three of the four cases mentioned above, 
required minor amendment before the informants were agreeable to the 
interpretation recorded. The fourth of these was not released by the 
informant for use in the study, even after the negotiation process. 
In summarising the study design and its data gathering 
techniques, it is important to reiterate the serendipitous character 
of ethnographic research. The sequence of program carriage activities 
could not be predicted nor was any attempt made to do so. Field work 
was governed by acts and events initiated by preceding acts and 
events. As a result, data gathering sites moved as informants moved 
about their business within the various head and regional offices of 
the Department of Education studied. The single strongest feature of 
the field work was the researcher's open access to the sites and 
officers involved in the BLIPS Program's carriage. No impediments 
were placed upon the field work by the Department of Education at any 
stage. In like manner, the study was designed so that data gathering 
'interfered' as little as possible with the 'normal' flow of program 
carriage action. Finally, by using internal and indefinite 
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triangulation amongst informants, the study produced plausible data, 
allowing analysis to be approached, confident that credible individual 
and collective interpretations of program carriage had been captured. 
It is to a presentation and analysis of the results of the study 
that Chapters Four and Five are directed, respectively. I turn now to 
Chapter Four where a description of what happened during the carriage 
of the BLIPS Program is recounted. 
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END NOTES 
1. Interaction over Commonwealth Government educational policy 
and programs affecting schools is managed, on a day-to-day basis, by 
Commonwealth and State Departments of Education and the Commonwealth 
Schools Commission. 
2. Inside a number of States in Australia, for example, 
Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia and Tasmania, 
the administration of education is shared between 'head' and regional 
offices, the latter being responsible to the former. 'Head Offices' 
are usually located in State capital cities while 'Regional Offices' 
are sited in suburban areas or provincial towns. Regions have 
arbitrarily determined geographic boundaries enclosing the government 
schools and colleges of the area. 
3. Program carriers are defined as those people who have a 
responsibility for or some involvement in planning and preparing a 
program for dissemination and operation in schools. They are but some 
of the 'program implementers' referred to in the summary proposition 
cited in the introductions to Chapters Two and Three, 
4. Burrell and Morgan (1979) argue that there have been two 
major intellectual traditions in social science over the past two 
hundred years - 'Sociological Positivism' and 'German Idealism.' The 
former relies upon 'the attempt to apply models and methods derived 
from the natural sciences to the study of human affairs' (Burrell and 
Morgan; 1979; 7); the latter rests upon the view 'that the ultimate 
reality of the universe lies in 'spirit' or 'idea' rather than in the 
data of sense perception' (Burrell and Morgan: 1979; 227). German 
Idealism is so named because it owes much to the work of authors like 
Kant, Goethe, Schiller and Hegel. 
5. 'Head Office' personnel are defined as officers of the 
capital city offices of the Department of Education. Although the 
study was concerned with acts and events surrounding activities at 
'head office' level, field work included visits to 'regional offices' 
affected by and included in program carriage activity. 
6. Consistent with past practice, the invitation from the 
Commonwealth Government to the State Government to take part in the 
implementation of the BLIPS Program indicated that a 'guidelines 
document' containing the program's goals, priorities and target groups 
of students would govern implementation action. The 'guidelines 
document' would also set down the resources allocated to each of the 
States and their education authorities and stipulate the 
administrative procedures expected in implementing the program. 
7. As the researcher involved, it was to my advantage that I had 
been an employee of the particular Department of Education selected 
for the study, for twenty years. At the time of the study, I was 
undertaking two years' part time study leave on a Departmentally 
approved scholarship. As a result, I faced no difficulty in gaining 
access to the officers responsible for the carriage of the BLIPS 
Program. 
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8. In the course of the study, two further approvals were 
sought; the first sought permission to follow the activities of head 
office personnel closely involved with the BLIPS Program, the second 
requested access to regional office staff to talk with them about 
program carriage activity at that level. 
9. In the Department of Education in which the BLIPS Program's 
carriage was studied, senior positions are regarded as the ranks from 
Inspector of Schools to Director General inclusive. The Director 
General is the organisation's chief permanent officer to whom all 
other officers are ultimately responsible. Between Director General 
and Inspector of Schools there lie a number of other senior positions. 
In descending order of seniority they are; Assistant Directors 
General, Divisional Directors, Deputy Directors and Assistant 
Directors. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Presenting Results 
"It's little wonder that frustration builds up when a 
new program has to be put in place" (Field Notes: SP10; 
2). 
The first stage in the analysis of the results of the study is 
presented in this Chapter. It provides a descriptive and interpretive 
account of acts and events in the carriage of the BLIPS Program by 
officers of an Australian State Government Department of Education[1] 
(see Appendix 2 for a diagrammatic representation of its 
organisational structure). The account constructs a web of activity 
within which the meaning of particular acts and events is discussed in 
Chapter Five. This course of action is adopted because as Volosinov 
(1929) argues, there is no meaning without context. An extrapolation 
of his thesis suggests that an understanding of the broad picture of 
organisational activity is coincidental with and essential for an 
analysis and interpretation of particular parts of it. To paint that 
picture, the Chapter traces a constellation of State and Commonwealth 
Government activities surrounding the carriage of the BLIPS Program 
through a series of official approval procedures, prior to its 
dissemination and operation in State Government schools. The data 
presentation is developed in keeping with the contextual, theoretical 
and methodological propositions established for the study in Chapters 
One, Two and Three respectively. These propositions are recapitulated 
and linked in condensed form in Figure 17 so that factors influencing 
the construction of this Chapter and the selection and analysis of 
data in Chapter Five are clear from the outset. 
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1.0 METHODOLOGICAL 
PROPOSITIONS 
^,1 Acts and events ai-e 
observable and r eco rdab l e 
phenomena which provide a 
means to d i scove r the 
purposes fo r , J u s t i f i c a t i o n s 
of and s t r u c t u r a l 
condit ioning involved in 
implementation a c t i o n , 
together with the in tended 
and unintended e f f e c t s of 
that actloiv. 
— jr~ 
1.2 The researcher brings 
a theoretical and 
therefore an interpretive 
perspective to the 
research act. 
2.0 CONTEXTUAL 
PROPOSITIONS 
2,1 In Australia, tensions 
exist between Commonwealth 
and State Governments over 
educational policy making, 
program development and 
implementation. 
2.2 Educational policy in 
Australia carries a 'vision' 
of equality of opportunity 
which is translated by 
Commonwealth Governments 
into Special Purpose 
Programs which are 
functionalist in their 
characteristics and 
assumptions. 
2,3 Program implementation 
in the Australian 
educational setting, is 
functionalist in 
orientation and is 
characterised by 'classical 
administrative approaches.' 
3.0 THEORETICAL 
PROPOSITIONS 
3.1 Program implementers 
initiate intended implementation 
activity but their acts and the 
events they provoke, produce 
unintended results which 
reinforce and reproduce the way 
power Is used in their organ-
isations as well as the rules, 
procedures, positions and 
locations accepted as 
structural conditioners of 
their conduct. 
3.2 The actions of program 
implementers carry multiple 
purposes and Justifications 
which undergo change through 
act and event monitoring. 
3.3 A dominant symbolic 
universe is unconsciously 
endemic in organisational life. 
X 
3,U In bureaucratic activity, 
the exercise of power Is 
related to position and 
location and is manifest 
through resource control. 
3.5 Positional power in an 
organisation may help and/or 
hinder implementation action. 
3.6 There is a 'sleep walking' 
factor in organisational life 
leading to tmreasoned, purpose-
less and/or repetitive activity. 
Figure 17. _A loose coupling of condensed methodological, 
contextual and theoretical propositions for the selection, 
presentation and analysis of data 
The propositions in Figure 17 explicate and reinforce the 
connection in this study between theory, research techniques and 
context. A loose coupling of these propositions is depicted through 
the use of the broken lines in the diagram. At the same time, these 
lines represent the study data, with the double-ended arrows 
indicating the theory/data dialectic explained in Chapter Three. In 
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other words, the broken lines imply that as data are brought to bear 
on an examination of the study propositions, they in turn, bear upon 
the examination of data. It is not intended that the figure conveys 
direct and/or sequential links between the propositions. Rather, it 
is argued that the propositions act as open influences on the 
selection and presentation of data in this Chapter and as focal points 
for discussion in Chapter Five. 
With these propositions in mind, the major purpose of the Chapter 
is to reconstruct sequences of acts and events which set the scene for 
Chapter Five where a more analytic interpretation of selected acts and 
events and their shaping is undertaken. This 'reconstruction' of 
events is consistent, not only with the study propositions but also 
with Frake's (198O: 63) view that personal experiences are recounted 
through 'sequences of occurrences' which concentrate on 'what is 
significant and reportable' about those experiences. To concentrate 
the 'significant and reportable', the account is presented in three 
dimensions[2] which isolate 'incidents' within 'networks of events' 
that are parts of the 'longue duree' of the BLIPS Program's carriage. 
This tripartite approach has been adopted because of the need to 
present the breadth of occurrences, as well as details of particular 
acts and events and their complex interdependencies as a background to 
the later discussion of the contextual and theoretical propositions 
noted in items 2.0 and 3.0 of Figure 17. 
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The Chapter is arranged in three sections. An advance organiser, 
in the form of a diagrammatic chronology of events, is presented and 
explained first, as a base for a general description of the 'longue 
duree' of the program's carriage. That description elaborates the 
chronology and locates particular 'networks of events' and 'incidents' 
within them. The final part of the Chapter identifies two of the 
'networks of events' as being central to the problem of the thesis and 
adds further descriptive detail to them. In each section of the 
Chapter, justifications for the accounts presented are linked back to 
specific propositions in Figure 17, I now address the first of these 
three sections. 
A Chronology of the BLIPS Program's Carriage 
The carriage of the BLIPS Program, from its proclamation by the 
Commonwealth Government, up to the point where all of the required 
governmental and bureaucratic approvals were achieved, commanded the 
attention of many people. A temporal summary of program carriage 
activity is presented in Figure 18 so that order can be brought to the 
description of the sequence of occurrences in the program's carriage 
and so that the 'networks of events' and 'incidents' can be explained 
within the broader context of intra- and extra-organisational 
interaction. 
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I Commonwealth Govemmeni sets down guidelines 
I for all Commonwealth Schools Commission's 
t Grants and Special Purpose Programs in Budget 
Papers 
AUG 
1984 I 
Commonwealth Minister issues these Government 
Guidelines to the Schools Commission for a 
detailed response 
SEPT 
1984 
I 
Schools Commission prepares a Response to 
Government Guidelines outlining funding details 
for Government and non-Government education 
authorities and the administrative arrangements 
for all Government Grants and Special Purpose 
Programs 
Schools Commission submits its Response to the 
Commonwealth Minister for approval 
Commonwealth Minister authorises the Schools 
Commission to implement the administrative 
arrangements for all Grants and Special Purpose 
Programs 
For the Basic Learning in Primary Schools 
Program, the Schools Commission invites States to 
send representatives to an Advisory Committee to 
report on appropriate guidelines for the Program 
OCT 
1984 
NOV 
1984 
DEC 
1984 
Y 
The Advisory Committee meets in State Capitals 
and prepares its report 
I 
The Advisory Committee submits its report to the 
Schools Commission 
Representative on the Advisory Committee for the 
BLIPS Program reports to the Case State 
Director-General of Education 
I 
Case State Director-General of Education requests 
Director of Primary Education to form an 
"Interim BLIPS Committee" 
Schools Commission officers discuss the report 
with the Commonwealth Minister and prepare a 
set of guidelines for the BLIPS Program in the 
light of those discussions 
JAN 
1985 I 
Schools Commission officers submit a draft set of 
guidelines to the Commonwealth Minister for 
approval 
FEB 
1985 I 
Interim BLIPS Committee meets under the 
chairmanship of the Director of Primary 
Education 
Director of Primary Education appoints the 
representative from the Commonwealth Advisory 
Committee as chairman of the Interim Committee 
Commonwealth Minister approves and sends 
BLIPS Program guidelines to State Ministers of 
Education with an invitation to assist in the 
implementation of the program 
MAR 
1985 
Schools Commission Chairman communicates in a 
similar fashion to the State Directors General of 
Education 
Case State Minister for Education requests 
Director General to implement the administrative 
arrangements set down in the BLIPS Program 
guidelines 
Director General requests Director of Primary 
Education and Director of Planning and Special 
Programs to implement the administrative 
arrangements for the BLIPS Program as set down 
in its guidelines 
Director General appoints chairman of the Interim 
BLIPS Committee as acting Executive Officer J 
(COM. next page) 
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Executive Officer prepares 
minute and attachments 
seeking approval from State 
Cabinet to participate with the 
Commonwealth in the BLIPS 
Program 
APRIL-
MAY 
1985 
Executive Officer prepares a 
submission seeking approval 
from the Commonwealth 
Minister for the types of 
proposals on which money 
will be expended — holds this 
submission while awaiting 
State Cabinet approval for the 
minute and attachments. 
i 
Executive Officer sends State 
Cabinet minute and 
attachments through Primary 
Director and Director of 
Planning and Special 
Programs to the Director 
General for approval 
Director General approves the 
wording of the Cabinet 
minute and attachment and 
takes same to Case State 
Minister for approval 
Case State Minister approves 
the minute and attachment 
and seeks approval from State 
Cabinet to participate with the 
Commonwealth in the 
Program 
JUNE 
1985 
State Cabinet approves 
participation in the BLIPS 
Program and endorses the 
proposals outlined in the 
attachment to the minute 
State Minister informs 
Commonwealth Minister of 
Education of the acceptance 
of the invitation to participate 
in the BLIPS Program 
State Minister informs the 
Director General of State 
Cabinet approval to 
participate in the BLIPS 
Program 
Director General informs 
Director of Primary 
Education and Director of 
Planning and Special 
Programs of approval to 
proceed 
Director of Primary 
Education sends the Case 
State's submission seeking 
approval for its proposals 
from the Commonwealth 
Minister, to the Director 
General for approval 
Director General approves the 
wording of the submission 
and sends it to the 
Commonwealth Minister 
through the Schools 
Commission Chairman 
Schools Commission 
Chairman sends 
recommendation seeking 
approval of the State 
submission to the 
Commonwealth Minister 
Commonwealth Minister 
approves the Case State's 
submission and informs the 
Schools Commission 
Schools Commission notifies 
the Commonwealth Treasury 
Secretary of the approval of 
the State submission 
Commonwealth Treasury 
Secretary approves the 
transmission of the funds for 
the BLIPS Program to the 
State Treasury 
Director General informs 
State Public Service Board 
Chairman of Cabinet approval 
for the creation of new 
classified positions for the 
implementation of the BLIPS 
Program 
Public Service Board creates 
position numbers and submits 
them through the Minister for 
Administrative Services to the 
Case State Cabinet for approval 
Schools Commission notifies 
ase State Director General of 
Education of approval with 
one exception to the purchase 
of a motor vehicle 
Cabinet approves the position 
numbers and the approval is 
communicated to the 
Department of Education 
through the Minister for 
Education 
Director General notifies 
Primary Director and Director 
of Planning and Special 
Programs of the approval and 
the exception 
f (Com. next page) 
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1 
JULY 
1985 
Director of Primary 
Education and Director of 
Planning and Special 
Programs prepare and submit 
an appeal against the 
exception to the Schools 
Commission Chairman via the 
Director General 
Director of Primary 
Education and Director of 
Planning and Special 
Programs request the BLIPS 
Executive Officer to prepare 
"contingency" plans for the 
expenditure of expected 
"surp lus" funds 
Schools Commission 
Chairman considers the 
appeal and reverses the 
decision 
• 
Case State Director General 
requests the Director of 
Primary Education to prepare 
job specifications for the 
classified positions 
Schools Commission 
Chairman notifies the 
Commonwealth Treasury 
Secretary of the approval for 
the exception 
I 
Director of Primary 
Education advertises the 
classified position in the 
Education Office Gazette 
AUGUST 
1985 
SEPT 
1985 
Schools Commission 
Chairman notifies the Case 
State Director General of the 
approval for the exception 
Commonwealth Treasury 
Secretary approves the 
transmission of the funds for 
the vehicle to the State 
Treasury 
I 
Director of Primary 
Education interviews and 
selects officers to fill the 
classified positions and 
submits their names through 
the Director General and the 
Minister of Education to the 
Case State Cabinet for approval 
OCT 
1985 
Cabinet approves the 
classified officers 
recommended for 
appointment and 
communicates the approval to 
the Department of Education 
through its Minister 
NOV 
1985 
Director of Primary Education 
authorises the Executive 
Officer to release the BLIPS 
Program guidelines for the 
expenditure of Regional grantsi 
Executive Officer visits 
Regions and presents 
guidelines to Regional 
Directors 
Director Primary 
Education submits an 
additional BLIPS proposal 
through the Director of 
Planning and Special 
Programs to the Director 
General for approval 
Case State Director General 
approves the wording of the 
additional proposal and 
forwards it to the Chairman 
of the Schools Commission 
for approval 
Regional Directors prepare 
and authorise proposals for 
the expenditure of Regional 
grants 
Schools Commission 
Chairman approves the 
additional proposal 
Schools Commission 
Chairman notifies the 
Commonwealth Treasury 
Secretary of the approval for 
the additional proposal 
Schools Commission 
Chairman notifies the Case 
State Director General of the 
approval of the additional 
proposal 
Commonwealth Treasury 
Secretary approves the 
transmission of the funds for 
the additional proposal to the 
State Treasury 
Figure 18, BLIPS Program Carriage Chronology 
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Figure 18 illustrates a span of sixteen months in the carriage of 
the BLIPS Program which began with the establishment of general 
guidelines for Commonwealth Special Purpose Programs in the Federal 
budget in August 1984. Four sets of official approvals shown in the 
months of June, August, October and November record important 
endpoints in the program carriage sequence. The chronology also 
highlights periods of intense activity, for example in May and June 
1985, and periods of little activity, for example in November and 
December 1984. The diagram sets out the public features of program 
carriage activity only and hides individual human involvement behind a 
collection of official positions. Figure 18 does not show that 
contributing to the formal actions of public officers like the 
Commonwealth Minister for Education, the Chairperson of the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission and the case State Director General of 
Education, are the everyday activities of a host of organisational 
members. Finally, the shaded sections of the chronology depict six 
'networks of events' in the carriage of the BLIPS Program. The first 
of these networks concerns the development of program carriage agendas 
following the report of a BLIPS National Advisory Committee; the 
second, the recasting of those agendas during the preparation of a 
State Government Cabinet minute[3]; the third, an appeal against a 
decision by the Commonwealth Schools Commission; the fourth, the 
appointment of a classified public service officer to implement BLIPS 
Program plans in government schools; the fifth, the development of 
'contingency plans' to expend all BLIPS Program funds; and the sixth, 
the involvement of Regions in the program carriage process. The first 
two 'networks of events' listed are those foreshadowed earlier in the 
Chapter as of major importance in shaping the carriage of the BLIPS 
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Program. Extended treatment of these networks is provided in the 
third part of the Chapter because the events recounted there are 
linked directly or indirectly with all other activity described. Each 
of the four remaining networks, although significant in the carriage 
of the program, are less far-reaching in their effects on its eventual 
dissemination and operation in schools. 
Figure 18 does not indicate that within each of the six 'networks 
of events' there lie a number of 'incidents' considered critical in 
analysing and interpreting the carriage of the BLIPS Program. All of 
these 'incidents' are sketched within the 'longue durSe' of program 
carriage but expanded description is restricted to 'incidents' in the 
two 'networks of events' identified as of major importance above. I 
turn now to add detail to the chronological summary presented in 
Figure 18. 
The 'Longue Duree' of the BLIPS Program's Carriage 
The first public information about the existence of a 
Commonwealth Special Purpose Program designed to address the basic 
learnings of primary school children was released with the 
Commonwealth Government budget papers in Canberra in August 1984. 
Each year in Australia, the budget presentation marks a genesis for 
official interaction between Commonwealth, State and Territory 
education authorities over educational program implementation. 
However, before a State or Territory authority is formally invited by 
the Commonwealth Government to take part in implementing programs, 
some established procedures supplementary to the presentation of the 
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budget estimates, require attention at the Commonwealth level. 
Commonwealth Procedures Prior to the Involvement of the Case 
State 
The events prior to the case State's official involvement with 
the BLIPS Program's implementation are shown in Figure 18 as taking 
place between August and November 1984. During that time, the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission began the task of responding to the 
Government's guidelines[4] for all educational programs and grants 
published with the budget papers. In association with this activity, 
the necessary drafting of the appropriation legislation was carried 
out consistent with Commonwealth Treasury requirements.[5] Upon 
completion of the Schools Commission's response to the Government 
guidelines, it was forwarded by the Commission to the Commonwealth 
Minister for Education and so to the Federal cabinet for approval.[6] 
Each year, the 'response' to Government guidelines contains multiple 
responses in fact, as all programs and grants administered by the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission are addressed in the one document. In 
general terms, the response by the Schools Commission to the 
Government's guidelines sets out a detailed description of the funds 
that the Commonwealth Government allocates to its programs and grants 
for the subsequent calendar year. Once the Commission's response has 
been approved by the Government, the way is clear for Commission 
officers, working under the authority of the Commonwealth Minister for 
Education, to develop specific guidelines for each of the Special 
Purpose Programs and General Recurrent Grants. The procedure 
described above follows the annual presentation of the Federal budget 
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enabling the guidelines for established Grants and Special Purpose 
Programs to be revised in the light of current Government allocations 
and approvals. Under optimum circumstances then, the implementation 
guidelines for each of the Special Purpose Programs are able to be 
offered officially to the States and Territories before the end of the 
calendar year in which the budget is presented. 
This was not the case however, with the Basic Learnings in 
Primary Schools Program in 1984. Although allocations for its 
differential funding in government and non-government schools 
throughout Australia were approved by the Commonwealth Government in 
September 1984, no implementation guidelines for the BLIPS Program 
were produced until early March 1985, thus markedly reducing its 1985 
implementation timeline. As is usual for a new Special Purpose 
Program, a process of consultation between States, Territories and 
Commonwealth education authorities was used to negotiate the program's 
guidelines, that is, its aims, priorities and administrative 
arrangements. The process of consultation over the guidelines for the 
BLIPS Program was conducted in a series of meetings in the latter part 
of 1984 (see Figure 18, September-December 1984). The first of these 
meetings was held in Canberra, the seat of Commonwealth Government, on 
September 10 and the last in a State capital, on December 7 1984. The 
State, Territory and Commonwealth officers who met to discuss the 
development of the guidelines for the BLIPS Program, were constituted 
as a 'National Advisory Committee'[7] to the Commonwealth Schools 
Commission. The Committee was asked, under the authority of the 
Commonwealth Minister for Education, to prepare recommendations for 
the program's guidelines for Ministerial approval. This was 
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important, as the offer of the BLIPS Program to State and Territory 
education authorities for implementation, was contingent upon the 
Minister's approval of those guidelines. 
While the National Advisory Committee was meeting in various 
capital cities in Australia, other procedures necessary for the 
program's eventual implementation were being completed. The drafting 
of legislation for the appropriation of moneys for all Commonwealth 
Recurrent Educational Grants and Special Purpose Programs was 
concluded and the required appropriation bill was passed in the 
Federal Parliament on October 10 1984. The only barrier remaining 
before State and Territory education authorities could be approached 
to participate in the BLIPS Program, was the Commonwealth Minister's 
approval of the program's implementation guidelines. Figure 18 notes 
that the Minister's approval was not received until March 1985. As a 
result, between October 1984 and March 1985, there was a deceleration 
in official proceedings. In the case State however, a series of 
events directly related to the carriage of the BLIPS Program was 
initiated despite the absence of an official Commonwealth invitation 
and formal program guidelines. These events, nevertheless, were 
sanctioned under the authority of the State Director General of 
Education. Attention is now paid to those events and the activities 
they produced in the carriage of the BLIPS Program in the case State. 
The Carriage of the BLIPS Program in the Case State 
After the last meeting of the National Advisory Committee in 
December, the case State's Director General of Education on the report 
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of his representative, instructed the Director of Primary Education to 
establish an interim committee (hereafter called the Interim BLIPS 
Committee), to commence preliminary planning for the implementation of 
the program in State Primary Schools. Such action was possible, it 
was argued, because the Department of Education had access to the 
report of the National Advisory Committee. Departmental officers felt 
that plans for the dissemination and operation of the program could be 
formulated on the basis of the knowledge contained within the report 
(Field Notes: BP01). This course of action was justified by them, on 
the grounds that an early start on the program's implementation could 
be made once the formal invitation to participate was received from 
the Commonwealth Minister for Education. 
The Interim BLIPS Committee, chaired by the Director of Primary 
Education, met for the first time on February 12 1985. It is a matter 
of record that the committee did not finalise proposals for the 
dissemination and operation of the program before the official 
guidelines were received from the Commonwealth Schools Commission late 
in March 1985. However, the meetings and small group planning 
discussions held during that time were used as forums for developing 
an implementation agenda - an agenda which had both overt and covert 
components. The events surrounding the construction of the agenda 
constitute the first of the two 'networks of events' of major 
importance referred to above. The description of these events in the 
final section of the Chapter establishes the basis for the later more 
detailed analysis in Chapter Five, of propositions 2.1, 3.1, 3.2 and 
3.3 from Figure 17. The thrust of that analysis is placed upon 
propositions 3.1 and 3.2 in an examination of the purposes for and 
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justification of the action of organisational members during agenda 
construction, as well as the structural conditioning of that 
action[8]. 
The Commonwealth guidelines for the implementation of the BLIPS 
Program, in 'advance copy' form (see Appendix 3), were sent to the 
case State's Director General on March 18 1985, three months after the 
final meeting of the National Advisory Committee, There was an 
immediate reaction of disappointment with the contents of the 'advance 
copy', amongst departmental officers because some of the substance of 
the document was in conflict with ideas on the implementation agenda 
already constructed by members of the Interim BLIPS Committee. 
Sentiments of anger and disenchantment were aired and discussed at the 
March 20 meeting of that Committee. 
The letter which accompanied the 'advance copy' of the guidelines 
(see Appendix 3) invited the State Director General to send a 
representative to Canberra to discuss: 
.,,the need for measures to be proposed by authorities 
for reporting on the progress of the program and for 
assessing its effects on the basic learning of the target 
group of children. 
The discussions about the 'advance copy' of the implementation 
guidelines amongst departmental officers and the members of the 
Interim BLIPS Committee made it clear that the business for the 
meeting in Canberra would include the case State's reaction to the 
implementation guidelines. That reaction was one which interpreted 
the guidelines as restrictive and contrary to some of the 
recommendations contained in the National Advisory Committee's report 
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to the Commonwealth Schools Commission. In spite of these feelings, 
suffice it to say, that the 'advance copy' of the BLIPS Program 
implementation guidelines was held as not negotiable by Commonwealth 
Schools Commission officers at the March 18 meeting in Canberra. In 
short, the implementation guidelines as approved by the Commonwealth 
Minister for Education were fixed as the basis for State and Territory 
implementation of the program in 1985. 
After the meeting in Canberra, described by the case State's 
departmental officers as 'fruitless', the official implementation 
guidelines were accepted as 'givens' as BLIPS proposals were selected 
and prepared for dissemination and operation in State schools. During 
this planning period, further more specific official approvals 
involving both the State Minister for Education and the State Cabinet, 
as well as the Commonwealth Minister for Education, were necessary 
before any precise information could be communicated to schools. At 
the State Government level, the official approvals required were: 
(i) agreement by the State Cabinet to participate with 
the Commonwealth Government in the implementation of the 
BLIPS Program and the 'endorsement' by State Cabinet of the 
proposals planned by the Department of Education for 
dissemination and operation in State schools; 
(ii) approval by the State Cabinet for the 'addition of 
a further eighteen positions to the approved Commonwealth 
funded establishment' of the Department of Education,[9] 
that is, approval to create eighteen new jobs to implement 
the program; 
(iii) approval by the State Cabinet for one of the 
eighteen positions to be at the Inspector of Schools level 
(1-15) in the Public Service;[10] 
(iv) approval by the State Cabinet for the purchase of 
a motor vehicle to service one of the BLIPS proposals 
planned for operation in an isolated area of the case State. 
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Figure 18 shows that the procedures associated with the 
preparation of the Cabinet minute and its explanatory attachments -
the formal mechanisms for seeking the mandatory approvals previously 
listed - were pursued up to May 1985. The period between March 20 and 
May 7 was one of intense activity for a number of officers within the 
Department of Education. On the first of those dates, the Interim 
BLIPS Committee held its third meeting to discuss the 'advance copy' 
of the program guidelines and necessary steps in planning for their 
dissemination and operation during 1985. On the second of those 
dates, formal approval for participation in the BLIPS Program was 
received from the State Cabinet (see Appendix 4). 
On the surface at least, the procedures chronicled for March and 
May 1985 in Figure 18, appear straightforward enough and standard for 
a public service organisation. However, the acts and events leading 
to the completion and submission of the Cabinet minute and its 
attachments are considered significant for the light they can throw 
upon propositions 2.1, 2.3, 3.1 and 3.2 from Figure 17, particularly 
those elements of these propositions which deal with the structural 
shaping of program carriage action, the reflexive monitoring of acts 
and events by organisational actors and the intended and unintended 
consequences of those acts and events. The 'network of events' 
between the two marker dates noted, provides matter for more rigorous 
description later - a description which includes details of several 
'incidents' concerned with changes in the construction of the program 
carriage agenda referred to above. 
At the Commonwealth Government level, a further set of approvals 
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was required before the BLIPS Program was fully authorised for 
dissemination and operation in the case State. Granting permission to 
proceed with specific proposals was the prerogative of the 
Commonwealth Minister for Education whose acquiescence was required 
before funds could be transmitted from the Commonwealth to the case 
State's Treasury. To gain the approvals, a submission detailing each 
of the proposals on which Commonwealth funds would be spent, as well 
as the administrative and evaluative procedures envisaged for them, 
was prepared by departmental officers. As a matter of expediency, the 
Commonwealth submission was prepared at the same time as the State 
Cabinet minute during May 1985 and despatched through the Schools 
Commission to the Commonwealth Minister for Education on May 15 1985, 
a week after the State Cabinet had agreed to participation in the 
program. Notification of permission to proceed and the transmission 
of funds to the case State's Treasury was received by the Director 
General of Education on July 11 1985. In the two months between 
submission and approval, negotiations to clarify the content of 
proposals in the State's submission were carried out in two telephone 
conversations between Commonwealth Schools Commission and State 
Department of Education officers. Once these negotiations were 
complete a waiting period followed, for without Commonwealth approval, 
the State Department of Education had no access to the funds necessary 
to implement its BLIPS proposals. As the epigraph at the head of the 
Chapter notes, this was frustrating for the people involved after an 
intense period of negotiation, planning, writing and rewriting on what 
was described as the 'time-consuming path' to official approval (Field 
Notes; IV01). 
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However, during the hiatus period between May and July, 
procedures connected with the appointment of BLIPS Program personnel 
to the eighteen positions mentioned above, were initiated. This was 
possible because the State Cabinet agreement to participate in the 
program endorsed the creation of the eighteen positions sought by the 
Department of Education (see Appendix 4). However, such are the 
bureaucratic rules relating to the appointment of public service 
officers, that a further series of approvals from the Department of 
Education itself, the Public Service Board and the State Cabinet, were 
necessary before some of those positions could be filled officially. 
As Figure 18 shows, the approval procedures were commenced soon after 
May 7 1985 but the appointment of officers to the eighteen positions 
was not completed until October 1985. 
The appointment of personnel to implement the BLIPS Program 
proposals constitutes the third 'network of events'. Within this 
network, the creation of one particular classified public service 
position is identified as a critical 'incident' because it caused 
intra-departmental conflict over the management of the BLIPS Program. 
Senior officers of the Planning and Special Programs Division opposed 
the appointment of a public servant at the 1-15 rank because it broke 
with the precedent of past program management appointments at the much 
lower V-8 rank (Field Notes; SP07; 2). (The V-8 scale in the Public 
Service is equivalent in salary and seniority to the rank of Deputy 
Principal in the school system, a much lower rank than the 1-15 or 
Inspector of Schools level.) Senior officers in the Primary Division 
expressed the view that the program required 'management at a high 
level of authority' and that a 1-15 position gave implementation 'the 
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clout it needed' (Field Notes: IV14; 4). Further data is added to 
this 'incident' in the description of the two significant 'networks of 
events' treated more fully in the third part of the chapter. This is 
done so that propositions 3.4 and 3.5 from Figure 17 - but principally 
proposition 3.4 with its concentration on power manifest in the 
control of organisational resources - can be addressed in Chapter 
Five. 
The Chairperson of the Commonwealth Schools Commission, in a June 
26 letter to the State Director General of Education indicated an 
overall endorsement of the case State's proposals (see Appendix 5). 
However, the letter included a refusal to fund one component of the 
submission because it required the purchase of a motor vehicle. The 
letter argued that 'it was considered inappropriate that the Program 
funds should be used for this purpose' and a 'revised proposal' was 
requested. Apart from this demur, the letter from the Commission's 
Chairperson reminded the Director General in accordance with usual 
procedure, that 'the grants must be committed to the approved programs 
by 31 December 1985' and that the Director General must certify the 
application of the funds to the approved programs 'by 30 June 1986 or 
such later date as the Minister determines.' In short, all orders for 
the expenditure of funds had to be placed by the end of the calendar 
year, and all moneys were to be spent and accounted for by the end of 
the financial year. 
The letter of approval referred to above provoked the fourth 
'network of events' in the carriage of the BLIPS Program. These 
events, illustrated in Figure 18 between the months of March and July 
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1985, were initiated by the acts of State departmental officers 
concerned about the refusal of the Schools Commission to fund the 
purchase of the motor vehicle. An extract from the letter indicates 
the terms of the refusal: 
I understand that the Mathematics Learning in Isolated 
Schools with Aboriginal or Migrant Students Project 
envisages the purchase of a motor vehicle. It is considered 
inappropriate that Program funds should be used for this 
purpose, and payment in relation to the project has 
therefore not been authorised (see Appendix 5). 
Departmental officers took immediate exception to the withholding 
of funds for the purchase of the motor vehicle and at a subsequent 
meeting between two senior officers of the Primary Division and 
Planning and Special Programs Division, the issue was raised , 
reactions were aired and action to appeal against the decision was 
planned (Field Notes: SP11; 1-10). 
This 'network of events' is considered important because it is 
used in Chapter Five as the basis for an examination of two factors 
incorporated in proposition 3.4 from Figure 17, that is, the 
consciously understood oscillation of power in organisations and the 
constraints that the location of interaction places upon the conduct 
of organisational actors. The events in this network concluded with a 
reversal of the original decision after a telex pointing out past 
practices was despatched by the case State's Department of Education 
to the Commonwealth Schools Commission (see Appendix 6). Notification 
of the success of the appeal was transmitted by telex from the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission to the Department of Education on 
August 6 1985 (see Appendix 7). 
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The letter which provoked 'the car business' (Field Notes: SP11: 
2) also initiated the fifth 'network of events' in the carriage of the 
BLIPS Program. The call for the 'commitment of funds' by December 31 
1985, resulted in departmental officers becoming involved in what they 
called, 'contingency planning'. This series of activities is recorded 
in Figure 18 as taking place between July and October I985. Because 
the approvals for the BLIPS Program were received late in the school 
year, it was felt that many of the proposals would not be able to 
commit the funds allocated before the deadline. It was decided 
therefore, that some additional measures to ensure the commitment of 
moneys and their eventual expenditure by June 1986 were essential. A 
discussion about contingency plans between two senior officers of the 
Planning and Special Programs Division and the Primary Division is an 
important 'incident' in this network because it set the tone for 
additional expenditure decisions which were ultimately taken. Those 
decisions included plans to fund relief teachers and teacher aides to 
help in the implementation of particular BLIPS proposals, the purchase 
of resources and supplementary grants to Regions.[11] This 'incident' 
provides the genesis for the later analysis of several propositions 
from Figure 17; propositions 2,3 and 3.3 which suggest an examination 
of the 'taken for granted' reliance upon functionalist approaches to 
implementation activity; proposition 3.1 which points to an 
exploration of the unconscious structural conditioning of program 
carriage action; and proposition 3.6 which calls for a critique of 
the 'sleep-walking' factor in organisational life. 
The contingency plans referred to above were finalised by 
officers of the Department of Education by October 1985, except for 
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one component which it was thought wise to submit to the Commonwealth 
Schools Commission for separate approval. This component concerned a 
proposal to work in schools with a proportion of Aboriginal children, 
on the development of ideas and materials useful in helping Aboriginal 
parents support their children's learning. The seeking and gaining of 
approval to proceed necessitated the preparation of another submission 
and its passage through the case State's Director General to the 
Chairperson of the Commonwealth Schools Commission. As Figure 18 
shows, final agreement was communicated to the State Department of 
Education in November 1985. 
While 'contingency planning' was under way, work on the proposals 
which had achieved all formal approvals had reached a point where it 
was necessary to approach personnel in the Regional Offices of the 
Department of Education for their involvement in the dissemination and 
operation of one particular BLIPS Program proposal. That proposal 
allocated each Region in the State $12 000 to foster school level 
activity in children's basic learnings. The activities surrounding 
the carriage of the program in two Regions[12] constitutes the last of 
the 'networks of events' signalled earlier in the Chapter, As a 
result of the contingency plans sketched above, the Regions were seen 
by officers of the Primary Division as instrumental in facilitating 
the commitment and expenditure of moneys during 1985, through the 
establishment of Regional BLIPS Projects based on guidelines issued 
from 'head office'.[13] However, the role of the Regions in the 
carriage of the BLIPS Program was not established without some initial 
intra- and extra-departmental conflict over the 'short implementation 
timeline' which remained in 1985 (Field Notes; SP30). This final 
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'network of events' is used in Chapter Five to focus discussion on 
part of proposition 3.1 from Figure 17, namely, the reproduction of 
the way power is used through the action of organisational actors. In 
addition, the description of this network provides for a further 
opportunity to examine propositions 2.2 and 2.3 to underscore the 
analysis of the intuitive reliance departmental officers had upon 
functionalist approaches to program implementation. 
In summarising the 'longue duree' of the BLIPS Program's carriage 
in the case State, it must be emphasised that a constellation rather 
than a strict sequence of events has been chronicled. The account 
reported so far however, does not register the detail of human action 
and interaction within the educational organisations involved. That 
detail is enveloped within the 'networks of events' and 'incidents' 
which are integral parts of the 'longue durS'e'. Attention is now 
directed to the first two of the six 'networks of events' and 
'incidents' within them, because together they provided the major 
impetus for subsequent program carriage activity. 
Two Significant 'Networks of Events' 
The two 'networks of events' identified earlier as of major 
importance in the carriage of the BLIPS Program are described in the 
order in which they appear in the chronology presented in Figure 18. 
The description is centred on the actions of organisational members, 
and the events initiated directly or indirectly by their actions. A 
more analytical interpretation of what happened as a result of those 
actions and why it happened in the way it did is set aside until 
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Chapter Five. I move then, to a description of the two significant 
'networks of events' in turn, 
1. The 'Network of Events' Surrounding the Use of the National 
Advisory Committee's Report 
As indicated in the account of the 'longue duree' of the BLIPS 
Program's carriage, a National Advisory Committee was established in 
September 1984, to gather information about children's basic learnings 
from amongst the States and Territories, to deliberate upon that 
information and to prepare a report on which a set of BLIPS Program 
implementation guidelines could be based. The National Advisory 
Committee was composed of people covering a range of education 
authority ranks from State Director General of Education to school 
Deputy Principal, the case State's representative being an Inspector 
of Schools (Field Notes; BP01; 5). The meetings of the committee in 
various States included school visits where Mathematics and Language 
Arts teaching was observed and discussed. The State meetings also 
included discussions with government and non-government education 
authority personnel and 'a lot of arguing about how to measure where 
we were at present with basic learnings in Primary Schools' (Field 
Notes: BP01; 3). 
The deliberations of the National Advisory Committee headed by 
the Chairperson of the Commonwealth Schools Commission, resulted in 
the view that Language Arts and Mathematics constituted the basic 
learnings in Primary Schools and that there would be no national 
testing program recommended. In addition, there was 'unanimous 
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agreement' that there should be no targeting of schools as had been 
the case in the Participation and Equity Program, a previous 
Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Program. In the words of one 
of the members of the National Advisory Committee: 'We agreed to 
target needs' (Field Notes: BP01; 8,9), 
After the final meeting of the National Advisory Committee, 
members understood that their report would be submitted by the Schools 
Commission Chairperson to the Commonwealth Minister for Education for 
endorsement. The previous section in the Chapter documents that 
events did not unfold as committee members anticipated. The formal 
issuing of BLIPS Program implementation guidelines which contained 
directions contrary to the committee's recommendations created 
'difficulties' for officers of the case State's Department of 
Education which had already begun to plan the broad directions of the 
program's implementation in that State (Field Notes: BP03). 
The Interim BLIPS Committee formed in the case State at the 
request of the Director General had already used copies of the 
National Advisory Committee's report as the basis for two meetings to 
discuss possible plans for the dissemination and operation of the 
BLIPS Program in State Schools. The observation data from those two 
committee meetings and related small group planning discussions point 
towards the period between January and March 1985, as one in which 
activity revolved around the casting of an agenda within which the 
program's dissemination and operation proposals might be planned. 
That agenda, rather than being shaped systematically, was the result 
of a haphazard series of acts and events, the cumulative effect of 
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which was to structure a cluster of ideas, concepts and values about 
the BLIPS Program and how it might be implemented in the case State. 
A description of what the agenda was, is outlined because agendas 
create opportunities for or place constraints upon the modus operandi 
and deliberations of individuals and groups of people. The 
description records ideas, concepts and values linked directly with 
the program's carriage - the overt agenda - and the purposes served 
through arranging the management of the program in particular ways 
the covert agenda. Each component of the agenda is now discussed. 
:- The Overt Agenda 
The most clearly observable part of the overt agenda cast between 
January and March 1985, was the set of proposals selected to form the 
nucleus of the case State's BLIPS Program. Two major areas made up 
this nucleus - the Early Literacy In-service Course (ELIC) and Primary 
Mathematics Syllabus implementation (see Appendix 10, page 1 for a 
description of the Early Literacy In-service Course). The proposal to 
attach the implementation of the Primary Mathematics Syllabus to the 
BLIPS Program posed potential problems because it was clearly a 
Departmental initiative funded from State Government sources under 
normal circumstances (see Appendix 8 for a draft outline of 
Mathematics Syllabus implementation expenditures initially sought from 
BLIPS Program funds). Nevertheless, it was agreed that even though 
the Mathematics Syllabus was a year one to year ten (1-10) 
development[14], it could be made to fit the BLIPS Program guidelines 
- tipped to emphasise the first three years of schooling - and so 
benefit from funding drawn from that source (Field Notes: BP02; 
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8,9). 
Throughout this period, the idea that the case State required 
flexibility in its interpretation of Commonwealth Government 
requirements gained a place on the overt agenda. Departmental 
officers voiced concerns over being restricted by the forthcoming 
official program guidelines which might discount their ability to make 
the BLIPS Program fit case State circumstances. In particular, they 
referred to their disagreement with ideas for 'targeting' funds on 
selected schools and the misplaced notion, as they described it, of 
focusing on the first three years of primary schooling when it was 
'well known' that the needs in the basic learnings were greatest in 
the middle and upper sections of the school (Field Notes; BP02; 7). 
A value was placed on 'flexible independence' over the manner in which 
the BLIPS Program funds could be spent. Being required by the 
Commonwealth Government's program guidelines to spend moneys in 
designated areas was considered restrictive and to be resisted if 
possible by departmental officers (Field Notes: BP02; 6,7). 
The observation and interview data include a number of references 
to anticipated implementation problems and where the responsibility 
for them was seen to lie. In all cases the point of blame was said to 
lie outside the case State and beyond the control of State Department 
of Education officers. In fact, the overt agenda included an 
acceptance of 'Canberra' and 'Senator Ryan' (The Commonwealth Minister 
for Education) as 'enemies' or 'interference' (Field Notes: BP03, 
BP04, SP01, IV01). In addition, 'cumbersome' bureaucratic 
administrative procedures were expected to impede the implementation 
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process in the case State, especially those procedures that were 
controlled by the Commonwealth Schools Commission and Senator Ryan 
(Field Notes: IV01; 1). Antagonism towards Canberra was one of the 
'taken for granted' understandings built into the overt agenda as this 
'network of events' unfolded. 
However, the overt agenda also included agreement amongst 
departmental officers that the four priority areas recommended by the 
National Advisory Committee for the BLIPS Program were appropriate for 
the case State. These priorities stated that BLIPS Program moneys 
should be spent on Teacher Development, Curriculum Development, 
Projects on Special Needs Groups and Parental Involvement and 
Participation in Education (see Appendix 9), 
In summary, the overt agenda, although it was never listed on 
paper or recited by departmental officers seriatim, included: an 
acceptance of and reliance on the recommendations of the National 
Advisory Committee as the basis for the BLIPS Program's implementation 
in the case State; an identification of potential Commonwealth/State 
conflict over the program's school targets and year level focus; the 
nomination of points of blame for anticipated implementation problems; 
the desirability of a flexible interpretation of the official 
implementation guidelines; and the selection of proposals which would 
meet existing needs within the State. The overt agenda therefore, was 
a complex of ideas, concepts and values accepted as relevant in the 
case State's context and necessary in developing a Commonwealth 
initiative so that it might serve the needs of the State education 
system as defined by departmental officers. The agenda contained a 
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delicate balance between tangible ideas like ELIC and Mathematics 
Syllabus implementation, a 'taken for granted' understanding of the 
concept of federal 'interference' and the valuing of 'flexible 
independence' in program implementation. The casting of the overt 
agenda was one part of this first significant 'network of events' 
only. Interview data from the study record the development of a 
covert agenda as well. 
:- The Covert Agenda 
The development of the covert agenda found its genesis in the 
fact that the BLIPS Program promised the expenditure of approximately 
one million dollars on primary schools in the case State. As this was 
the first Commonwealth Special Purpose Program with an exclusive focus 
on the primary school, the Primary Division within the State 
Department of Education had a vested interest in its implementation. 
Senior officers in that Division had been unhappy with their lack of 
access to Participation and Equity Program moneys - moneys which had 
been wholly directed to secondary schools - and as a result were 
concerned to ensure that the carriage of the BLIPS Program and its 
financial allocations were firmly within their control. The concern 
over the locus of control of the funds manifested itself in moves to 
gain approval to site the administration of the BLIPS Program within 
the Primary Division, not the Planning and Special Programs Division, 
as was usually the case. Officers of the Special Programs Branch (an 
organisational sub-unit of the Division of Planning and Special 
Programs), did not support this move because precedent would be broken 
and direct control over BLIPS moneys would reside outside the Branch 
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in the hands of what were said to be 'inexperienced people', namely. 
Primary Division personnel (Field Notes; IV04; 2). 
The evidence upon which the existence of a covert agenda is 
posited rests upon observation and interview data, examples of which 
are used in the more substantive interrogation of the study's 
theoretical foundations presented in Chapter Five. These data support 
the argument that officers of the Primary Division and the Division of 
Planning and Special Programs felt the influence of the covert agenda 
on the development of the overt agenda in a number of ways. First, 
Primary Division officers expressed the concern that members of the 
Special Programs Branch were monitoring the management of the program, 
waiting for mistakes to be made by the 'inexperienced' (Field Notes; 
SP08; 3). Second, officers from the Primary Division reported 
difficulties in learning the administrative procedures associated with 
the implementation of Special Purpose Programs because their advisers 
were officers of the Special Programs Branch (Field Notes: SP07; 3). 
Third, Primary Division personnel voiced their worries about the 
additional work created because of their desire to 'prove' that the 
administration of the BLIPS Program could be effectively managed 
within the Primary division (Field Notes: SP08; 3). 
Mention is also made here of the importance placed upon the 
acquisition of control over the BLIPS Program by Primary Division 
personnel in the face of concurrent restructuring discussions which 
were taking place within the case State's Department of Education at 
the time. It was the perception of some of its officers that the 
Primary Division was one of the Divisions under threat in any 
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restructuring and it was seen, therefore, as prudent to strengthen the 
Division wherever possible. The chance to do so through the BLIPS 
Program was described by senior officers of the Primary Division, as 
an opportunity 'too good to miss' (Field Notes; SP07; 2). In short, 
the covert agenda in the carriage of the BLIPS Program developed 
within a larger organisational context with an agenda of its own. 
The casting of the overt agenda for the BLIPS Program's carriage 
within the framework of an operating covert agenda before the release 
of official implementation guidelines by the Commonwealth Minister for 
Education, created tensions among departmental officers - tensions 
which surfaced as disappointment, anger and frustration when the 
guidelines were finally received. Reactions to the guidelines and the 
events those reactions initiated constitute the second significant 
'network of events' foreshadowed earlier. 
Figure 18 shows that the receipt of the official BLIPS Program 
guidelines from the Commonwealth Schools Commission provoked an 
intense period of activity from late March to early May 1985. That 
activity involved departmental officers in rounds of discussions and 
negotiations directed towards the preparation of a formal minute for 
submission by the State Minister for Education to the case State's 
Cabinet. Such a procedure is common practice and it conforms with 
State Cabinet directives. Before the Department of Education in 
question could participate in any Commonwealth Government program, it 
always required Cabinet agreement to accept the Commonwealth's offer 
of money. Gaining State Cabinet approval for the implementation of 
the BLIPS Program therefore clearly constitutes a significant 'network 
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of events' in the eyes of departmental members. 
The data recording the actions of officers responsible for 
preparing the Cabinet minute and its attachments indicate that 
recasting the overt agenda resulted from the receipt of the BLIPS 
Program's guidelines. At the same time, the data expose developments 
in the covert agenda described in preceding pages. Attention is now 
paid to the second significant 'network of events' - the preparation 
of the Cabinet minute and attachments -and 'incidents' within it. 
2. The 'Network of Events' Surrounding the Preparation of the 
Cabinet Minute and Attachments 
The preparation of the Cabinet minute and its attachments 
involved interaction between several senior officers from the Primary 
Division and the Division of Planning and Special Programs. The first 
meeting of two of those officers, one from each Division, took place 
on March 22 1985. Concern was raised there, about the need for haste 
in preparing the Cabinet minute so that approvals could be gained as 
quickly as possible (Field Notes; SP01; 6), Quick approval 
'turnarounds' (Field Notes: SP01; 2), it was argued, would 
facilitate the expenditure of moneys before the end of the calendar 
year. With this in mind, a rough budget was discussed as a means of 
'breaking up the funds' (Field notes; SP01; 3). Although the 
figures were 'plucked out of the air' (Field Notes; SP01; 3), it was 
agreed by the two officers that they would be used as a guide only and 
would not be finalised until full submissions had been developed for 
the ELIC and Mathematics proposals (Field Notes: SP01; 3). The two 
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officers also decided to hold over the final preparation of the 
Cabinet minute until the results of the April 10 meeting with the 
Commonwealth Schools Conmiission were known (Field Notes: SP01), 
During the fortnight leading up to that meeting in Canberra, work 
proceeded on the preparation of the ELIC and Maths proposals and 
discussions were held among officers of the two Divisions over the 
financial administration of the BLIPS Program. To facilitate the 
preparation of the attachment to the Cabinet minute and the submission 
it was known that Canberra would require, a writer was seconded from a 
school to the Primary Division staff on April 1 1985. It was the task 
of that writer to summarise proposals as attachments to the State 
Cabinet minute and to elaborate the summary into a full submission for 
the Commonwealth Schools Commission. With concrete knowledge of the 
Commonwealth's expectations after the April 10 meeting in Canberra, 
the preparation of the Cabinet minute proceeded quickly. The seconded 
writer concentrated on setting down a description of each of the 
proposals that would make up the total 'BLIPS Program package' after 
all relevant decisions about the proposals had been taken by senior 
officers of the Primary Division. The wording of the minute itself 
was undertaken by officers of the Planning and Special Programs 
Division. At the same time however, reactions to the wording of the 
attachment, principally by Special Programs Branch officers, initiated 
redraftings by the seconded writer. Three extracts from the 
observation data provide evidence of the activity involved in 
preparing the contents of the attachment: 
Thursday, April 18: By twelve o'clock, Mil [the 
seconded writer] was back in his office where he had a 
meeting with M08 [a senior officer from the Special Programs 
Branch] about M04's [another senior officer from that 
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Branch] comments on the draft attachment to the Cabinet 
minute which had been delivered to the Special Programs 
Branch the previous day. After the meeting with M08, Mil 
spent the next hour making adjustments to the attachment 
before having it retyped. These adjustments were drawn from 
notes pencilled on the original draft of the attachment by 
M04 and M08 (see Appendix 10). 
Friday, April 19; Mil rechecked the typed Cabinet 
minute attachment and by three thirty in the afternoon, was 
back at the offices of the Special Programs Branch 
delivering it to M08 for further review. 
Monday, April 22: In the morning. Mil received a phone 
call from M08 seeking clarification on the additional 
positions to be created and the areas of responsibility for 
those positions so that they would be considered comparable 
with positions occupied by other departmental personnel. 
Mil checked these questions with M03 [his superior], before 
a decision to add two Senior Education officers (Class 2) to 
the Cabinet minute was confirmed by Ml 2 [a senior officer of 
the Primary Division], This decision was telephoned to M08 
by Mil. 
By April 22 1985, it was believed by the seconded writer and his 
superiors in the Primary Division that the attachment was complete. 
The officers of the Primary Division had no more contact with the 
minute and its attachments until they heard that approval had been 
granted by Cabinet at its meeting on May 7 1985. During that 
fortnight, the documents proceeded from the officers of the Special 
Programs Branch, through the Director of Planning and Special 
Programs, the Director General, the Minister and so to Cabinet for 
consideration. 
The 'network of events' surrounding the preparation of the 
Cabinet minute and its attachment included several 'incidents' 
considered critical in recasting both the overt and covert components 
of the program carriage agenda. These 'incidents' are now discussed 
in turn. 
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:- 'Incidents' in Recasting the Overt and Covert Agendas 
The previous account of the 'network of events' concerning the 
use of the National Advisory Committee's report included the 
description of an overt agenda of ideas, concepts and values for the 
BLIPS Program's carriage. Three critical 'incidents' contributed to 
the recasting of that agenda. The three 'incidents' are reported 
because they provide additional background for the discussion of 
Commonwealth/State tensions over educational program implementation 
and the monitoring of program carriage acts and events by 
organisational members, propositions 2.1 and 3.2 from Figure 17 
respectively. 
The first 'incident' revolved around the decision to add another 
BLIPS Program proposal to those already discussed before the release 
of the official guidelines. This decision was taken by senior 
officers in the Primary Division, all of whom were familiar with a 
program called Sentence Patterns in Oral Language (SPIOL) which had 
been operating in lower school classes in one of the Regions in the 
case State for several years. It seemed to the officers concerned, 
that the SPIOL Program 'fitted' the BLIPS Program guidelines neatly 
(Field Notes; SP04; 7) and it offered an additional proposal on 
which to expend funds in the limited time available. Furthermore, the 
SPIOL Program required no further developmental work before it could 
be mounted - a fact which made it attractive to those involved in 
preparing the Cabinet minute and attachments. 
At the fourth meeting of the Interim BLIPS Committee, a report of 
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the April 10 meeting between State and Territory education authorities 
and the Commonwealth Schools Commission was presented (see Appendix 
11). The report made reference to conflict between the case State and 
the Commonwealth over certain requirements for the BLIPS Program. It 
also reconfirmed the concept of 'Federal interference' and the 
Commonwealth's 'inflexibility' in allowing the case State to interpret 
the program's guidelines independently. The report led to a 
pessimistic outlook on the Primary Division's ability to 'get away 
with' the kinds of things it had already included on the overt agenda 
(Field Notes; BP03). The observation and interview data are rich 
with commentaries on Commonwealth/State 'differences' explained by 
departmental officers as a Commonwealth desire to control program 
implementation (Field Notes; BP04; 5,6). These differences of 
opinion served to reiterate and reinforce the antagonistic attitude 
which already formed part of the overt agenda for the BLIPS program's 
carriage. In addition, reported concern from 'Canberra' over the use 
of Commonwealth Government moneys for initiatives that the State 
Government usually funded from its own resources (Field Notes: BP04; 
6), provoked the third 'incident' - changing the Mathematics Syllabus 
Development proposal radically. 
Interview data verify the fact that the Mathematics Syllabus 
implementation proposal envisaged before the issuing of the official 
BLIPS Program guidelines by the Commonwealth Government, concentrated 
on the later years of the Primary School. As such a focus was out of 
step with the guidelines, adjustments to make the proposal 'fit' were 
seen as necessary (Field Notes: BP04). However, a redirection of 
Mathematics Syllabus implementation to the lower classes of the 
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Primary School was not able to be entertained because the Commonwealth 
was 'awake up' to the use of its funds for State initiatives (Field 
Notes; BP04). A solution was found quickly in some Mathematics ideas 
which had been raised by a representative of the Department of 
Education's Curriculum Branch[15] at the second meeting of the Interim 
BLIPS Committee. These ideas had not attracted discussion at the time 
(Field Notes: BP02; 2) because of the earlier commitment to 
Mathematics Syllabus implementation. However, in the light of the 
Commonwealth's strict requirements for a literal interpretation (Field 
Notes: BP04) of the guidelines, a decision was taken by senior 
officers of the Primary Division to use the Curriculum Officer's ideas 
as the core of its revised Mathematics proposal. 
Each of the three incidents reported above contributed to the 
recasting of the overt agenda in the carriage of the BLIPS Program as 
the Cabinet minute and its attachments were being prepared. The 
conflict between the requirements of the Commonwealth guidelines and 
the early proposals planned by departmental officers was openly 
expressed amongst people at formal committee meetings. No such 
openness surrounded the conflict which accompanied developments in the 
covert agenda during this 'network of events'. All data used as the 
basis for describing 'incidents' in the developing covert agenda were 
recorded during informal interviews with officers involved in 
preparing the Cabinet minute and Commonwealth Schools Commission's 
submission. Three 'incidents' in the developing covert agenda of the 
BLIPS Program's carriage are now described. The three 'incidents' are 
isolated for discussion in Chapter Five because together they 
encompass data which allow for an analysis of two propositions from 
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Figure 17: proposition 3.4, which links the exercise of power by 
organisational members with resource control; and proposition 3.5, 
which poses the importance of the location of power and the enabling 
and constraining features of positional power in implementation 
action. 
The first 'incident' emphasised the conflict between the Primary 
Division and the Division of Planning and Special Programs over the 
control of the BLIPS Program. The difference of opinion over program 
control was observable in the attendance of a senior officer from each 
Division at the April 10 meeting with Schools Commission officers in 
Canberra. No other State or Territory education authority sent two 
representatives (see Appendix 11). The tensions created by unresolved 
program control were articulated in informal conversations. Officers 
in the Primary Division felt that the Planning and Special Programs 
Division was frustrating the development of proposals by withholding 
procedural information in the preparation of the Cabinet minute and 
Schools Commission submission (Field Notes; SP07; 2). In addition, 
there was a difference of opinion over the appointment of a senior 
officer from the Primary Division to act as Executive Officer for the 
BLIPS Program. This difference of opinion constituted the second 
'incident' in the developing covert agenda. Planning and Special 
Programs Division officers said that the appointment of an officer at 
the 1-15 level to administer the program was inconsistent with the 
appointment of the much lower level V-8 officers who administered 
programs within their own Division (Field Notes: IV04, IV05). 
The following extract from interview data provides evidence of 
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the feelings of officers of the Special Programs Branch once it was 
known that the Primary Division would administer the dissemination and 
operation of the BLIPS Program: 
.,.M04 said that the appointment of a 1-15 had nothing 
to do with the understanding of basic learnings in primary 
schools. He remarked that it was a 'mistake' and that he 
wouldn't be surprised if a few of the 'V-8's around the 
place' applied for the position when it was advertised. He 
added that he might 'have a go for it' himself, but the 
position being non-appealable[16], it probably wasn't worth 
it (Field Notes: IV05; 5). 
The conflict between the two divisions was expressed by officers 
of the Primary Division as a 'battle' which they had 'won' once their 
management of the program had been approved by the Director General 
(Field Notes: SP07; 2). 
The location of program control at the heart of the conflict 
between the two divisions, was also central to the third 'incident' in 
the developing covert agenda. The official BLIPS Program guidelines 
suggested that advice be sought by the Department of Education from a 
range of people with an interest in basic learnings in primary schools 
as it prepared its proposals (see Appendix 3, Item 17), The reaction 
to this suggestion (Field Notes: BP03) is recorded below; 
..,M03 said, 'Can I draw your attention to number 
seventeen?' [referring to the guidelines document] He then 
read the paragraph aloud, 'State education authorities will 
develop, plan and implement the program for 1985. In 
preparing their program proposals, they should consult 
parent and teacher organisations and State Aboriginal 
Education Consultative Groups. They should also arrange for 
co-operative or collaborative activities with the 
non-government sector. ' M03 said that he felt that it was 
this paragraph which suggested the need to reconstitute the 
present Interim BLIPS Committee into an Advisory Committee. 
'Your advices can then go through me to the D.G. and the 
Minister,' he concluded. 
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The fact that the guidelines did not require the establishment of 
a formally constituted program committee as had been the case with 
other Commonwealth Special Purpose Programs in the past[17], enabled 
the membership of the committee to be controlled by senior officers of 
the Primary Division. The outcome of this incident taken together 
with the approval to appoint an Executive Officer from within the 
Primary Division was seen by departmental officers as ensuring that 
Division's control over the carriage of the BLIPS Program in the case 
State (Field Notes: SP07; 2,3). 
In the introduction to this Chapter, it was stated that an 
account of events in the carriage of the BLIPS Program would provide 
the basis for an analytical interpretation of particular acts and 
events and their shaping. The narrative has reported the surface 
features of the program's carriage. In proceeding pages, these 
features are subject to a critical examination so that the general 
problem of the thesis and its contextual and theoretical propositions 
condensed from Chapters One and Two may be systematically discussed 
using specifically selected detailed data from the study. I turn now 
to Chapter Five where that discussion is conducted. 
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END NOTES 
1. It must be pointed out that the choice of the BLIPS Program 
as the vehicle for the study was a coincidence of the timing of its 
introduction by the Commonwealth Government and the timing of field 
work. The identification and interpretation of what happened during 
program carriage and why it happened in the way it did, was not 
reliant upon a particular educational program nor its carriage in a 
particular State Government bureaucracy. In other words, the 'place 
of study' was not the 'object of study' (Meek; 1985; 1). The 
identity of the Australian State used as the 'place of study' is 
therefore protected by referring to it throughout the remainder of the 
thesis as the 'case State'. 
2. The three-dimensional account is reconstructed from 
observation and interview data and documentary material, namely, 
letters, telexes, brochures, minutes and reports gathered during the 
study. The observation and interview data are recorded in three sets 
of field note files covering 873 pages of typewritten text. The three 
files referred to are; 
(i) BP01 to BP06 - formal committee meetings; 
(ii) SP01 to SP31 - semi-formal small group discussions; and 
(iii) IV01 to IV32 - informal interviews. 
An alpha-numeric code is used in all files to protect the 
identity of informants, for example, M01 refers to a male informant, 
F06 refers to a female informant. There is no significance in the sex 
differentiation other than its facilitation of the linkage between 
actors' names and codes during field work. These codes were assigned 
as individuals entered the activity under observation. Sections of 
documents included in the appendices which identify informants or the 
case State have been masked to preserve confidentiality. Finally, the 
personal pronoun used in the field notes reporting occurrences, refers 
to the researcher. 
3. A Cabinet minute is the official means through which 
government departments seek approvals for their actions from the 
Government. A minute is usually a brief written document summarising 
the nature of the decision sought in recommendation form. 
Elaborations of the summary are usually appended to a minute as 
'attachments', 
4. The response to the Commonwealth Government's guidelines is 
prepared as an official document by the Commonwealth Schools 
Commission for public release after Commonwealth Government 
endorsement. 
5. 'Appropriation Legislation' is the name given to the formal 
means whereby the release of funds is sought from the Federal 
Parliament by the Commonwealth Government for the implementation of 
its programs. 
6. This procedure is consistently followed by Commonwealth 
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Government departments and their Ministers as no Commonwealth 
Government programs can be legitimately implemented without Cabinet 
approval. 
7. In some official correspondence the term 'National Advisory 
Group' was used for the National Advisory Committee, 
8. In describing the analytical use to which the 'networks of 
events' and 'incidents' are subject in Chapter Five, it is recognised 
that each network and incident has the potential to assist in the 
examination of multiple items from Figure 17. However, to signal 
order for the later discussion, the thrust for the analysis only, is 
indicated. 
9. The 'Commonwealth funded establishment' is the name given to 
a group of departmental employees whose salaries are paid with 
Commonwealth Government program moneys. 
10. The Public Service in the case State uses a range of salary 
scales to calculate the remuneration of non-teaching administrative 
officers working in the Department of Education. These scales are 
discrete from those used to calculate teachers' salaries. The 1-15 
level on Public Service scales is a senior post with authority over 
all school personnel as well as lesser Public Service ranks. 
11. Relief teachers are employed to take the classes of teachers 
who are participating in activities which take them away from their 
schools. Relief teachers cost on average $100 (approximately) per day 
in the case State. Teacher aides are employed as assistants to 
teachers at a rate of $10.00 (approximately) per hour. The 
supplementary grants referred to were moneys to be added to original 
Regional grants of $12 000. It was envisaged that the supplementary 
grants would raise that base figure to $20 000. 
12. The two Regions mentioned are contrasting in character. One 
is located in the case State's capital city, while the other covers a 
rural area. 
13. The guidelines for the expenditure of Regional grants were 
issued by the Director of the Primary Division under the authority of 
the Director General (see Appendix 12). 
14. The year one to year ten scope of the Mathematics Syllabus 
was consistent with work on departmental syllabuses designed to cover 
the compulsory years of schooling, that is, schooling for children 
aged from six to fifteen years. 
15. The Curriculum Branch is the common name for the Curriculum 
Services Branch. It is a sister branch to the Special Programs 
Branch. Both branches are sub-units of the Division of Planning and 
Special Programs in the case State (see items 8.3 and 9.2 in Appendix 
2), 
16. Appeals do not lie against appointments to positions at the 
1-15 level and above in the case State. As a result, appointments to 
these positions are unchallengeable. 
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17. The formation of representative committees is a feature of 
the management of 'joint programs'. These 'joint programs' are 
Commonwealth Special Purpose Programs designed for collaborative 
implementation by both government and non-government school systems. 
The representation of teacher, parent, community and industrial groups 
on 'joint program' committees is stipulated by the Commonwealth 
Government. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Analysing and Interpreting Data 
"So you're worried that you're not going to spend your 
dough" (Field Notes: SP13; 1). 
The preceding Chapter provided a record of what happened during 
the carriage of the BLIPS Program in the Department of Education of a 
particular Australian State. The three-dimensional account presented 
there recorded a constellation of activities which contributed to 
implementation up to the point where official approvals prerequisite 
to program dissemination and operation in government schools, were 
obtained. The 'longue duree', 'networks of events' and 'incidents' 
were reconstructed from the acts of bureaucrats, defining program 
carriage as a social activity involving organisational members in 
meetings, telephone calls, writing submissions, preparing minutes, 
carrying messages, presenting reports, calculating costs, submitting 
proposals and waiting for approvals. There is no doubt that those 
responsible for the carriage of the BLIPS Program were busy people, 
conscious of their bureaucratic duties and concerned to see proposals 
put in place in accordance with their understanding of 'due 
organisational process. ' 
This Chapter presents an analytical interpretation of the 
consequences of program carriage acts and events, using the contextual 
and theoretical propositions summarised in Figure 17 as a framework 
for discussion. In so doing, the Chapter engages in the theory/data 
dialectic foreshadowed as a critical ethnographic research imperative 
in Chapter Three. The interpretation proffered here is concerned with 
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an analysis of program carriage consequences of which organisational 
members were aware, as well as consequences of which they were 
unaware. This approach has been adopted because it isolates the twin 
tasks of the Chapter as identifying what happens as a result of what 
program carriers do and explaining why it happens in the way it does -
tasks that are central to the problem of the thesis. 
To undertake these tasks, the Chapter is arranged in two parts. 
Part One discusses intended consequences of program carriage activity, 
arguing that much of what bureaucrats do is directed towards: (i) 
monitoring the internal and external realities which impinge upon 
their implementation actions; and (ii) consciously attempting to 
enhance the power and authority of individuals or groups in their 
organisation. Part Two offers an analysis of the results of program 
carriage action of which organisational actors were unaware, 
suggesting that the reinforcement and reproduction of: (i) tensions 
in Commonwealth/State relations; (ii) behaviour consistent with 
functionalist approaches to program implementation; and (iii) 
organisational rules, procedures and positions are unintentional 
outcomes of implementation acts and events. Theoretical conclusions 
drawn from the analysis are addressed in Chapter Six. 
The discussion and analysis in this Chapter are not conducted in 
the sequential fashion in which the 'longue duree', 'networks of 
events' and 'incidents' were presented in Chapter Four. Rather, 
segments of data are drawn to the contextual and theoretical issues 
under examination. However, to maintain coherence with the 
three-dimensional account presented previously, the source of the 
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segments used is identified in the introduction to each part of the 
Chapter. It must be noted also, that for the sake of clarity, actual 
words and phrases spoken by organisational members are reproduced 
inside double quotation marks both in the data segments and the 
discussion. The focus of the segments on particular contextual and 
theoretical propositions from Figure 17 is signalled by using the 
device of a 'partial diagram', as data relevant to those propositions 
are injected into the discussion. I turn now to the first of the two 
parts. 
Part One: Consciously Understood Program Carriage Action and its 
Consequences 
The analysis developed in this part of the Chapter is based upon 
data taken from the first two 'networks of events' described in detail 
in Chapter Four. These networks, it will be recalled, recounted the 
initial development and subsequent recasting of overt and covert 
agendas in the carriage of the BLIPS Program. They yield data 
relevant to a discussion of two of the study's propositions. 
Propositions 2.1 and 3.2 
Figure 19 indicates that data is now brought to bear upon an 
examination of propositions 2.1 and 3.2. 
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Figure 19. Propositions 2.1 and 3.2 
The discussion begins by addressing propositions 2.1 and 3.2 
because of the pivotal position of the latter in the theory of human 
action presented in Chapter Two and because tension in 
Commonwealth/State relations over program development and 
implementation in the former is evident through the revision of action 
purposes and justifications by program carriers. 
In applying the theoretical frame to organisational 
implementation activity in Chapter Two, it was argued that the actions 
of educational program carriers are built upon a conscious 
understanding of the broad purpose for implementation action. In the 
Australian States, that purpose is clearly 'putting into practice' a 
priori Commonwealth Government Programs. It was also implied in the 
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final part of Chapter Two, that program carriers are well aware that 
their activities serve particular organisational purposes. During the 
BLIPS Program's carriage, these purposes were observable, as officers 
of the case State's Department of Education intentionally worked 
towards their organisation's ends. From the very beginning of the 
study, action motivated by a concern for the needs of the Department 
of Education was apparent. Data recorded at the second meeting of the 
Interim BLIPS Committee during the "network of events' surrounding the 
use of the National Advisory Committee's report, illustrate the point: 
...M06 got the meeting under way by recapping the 
status of the Interim BLIPS Committee and its brief to plan 
for the expenditure of funds, even though the final set of 
guidelines had not as yet been received from Senator Ryan in 
Canberra. He reiterated the high priority given to literacy 
and mathematics in the draft report of the National Advisory 
Committee and indicated to the meeting how "fortuitous" it 
was that "work on ELIC and the P-10 Maths Syllabus is so 
advanced. We'll be ready when we get the final green 
light," he said. 
M06 then introduced MIO and FOB and informed members 
that they would present information and budgets for the ELIC 
and Maths Syllabus proposals respectively. 
...F06 got up and began handing around a document of 
some five or six pages outlining the Early Literacy 
In-service Course... 
...F06 then proceeded to speak to the booklet... 
After recapping its early links with Professor Marie 
Clay in New Zealand, she went on to explain the development 
of the in-service course on children's early literacy by Ann 
Darwin in South Australia. F06 said, "Ann visited [the case 
State] in late 1984 and introduced the Language Arts 
Committee[1] and some selected teachers to her work. The 
Language Arts Committee was very pleased with the approach." 
She went on to explain that ELIC was a ten-unit course 
for teachers for one and a half hours per week in the 
teacher's own time. The course in South Australia was led 
by tutors who were teachers. "The tutors are assisted by 
excellent materials," F06 continued. "In [the case State] 
we will be involving children from pre-school and years one, 
two and three. I know that the pre-school does not fit in 
with BLIPS guidelines, so this morning I will concentrate on 
years one, two and three." 
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F06 explained that the program would enable one-third 
of the teachers in [the case State] to "satisfy needs they 
have been calling out for... The program will satisfy 
pretty much all our worries with literacy in the lower 
school." F06 went on, "The D.G. has already agreed to be 
part of the national project which has been funded for first 
semester by the C.D.C.[2] and PEP in Canberra" (Field Notes; 
BP02; 6-8). 
By emphasising the pleasure the Language Arts Committee had with 
the ELIC approach and how it would "satisfy,.,worries" about lower 
school literacy, F06 consciously articulated the Department of 
Education's purposes as the action motivator. In short, the inference 
is drawn from these data that although departmental officers were 
aware of the broad purpose underpinning their activities in the 
implementation of a 'given' Commonwealth Government educational 
program, attention in their discursive acts was directed towards 
purposes which were consistent with departmental goals or the goals of 
a specific sub-unit of the organisation, namely, the Language Arts 
Committee. Concern amongst officers over the weight given to 
departmental purposes was implicit in the discussions as they moved on 
to Mathematics at the same meeting; 
..,M06 said, "Well, over to you M10," 
M10 thanked M06 and began his remarks by saying that he 
had been guided in his thinking about what his conmiittee 
required by two factors - the amount of money available and 
"being realistic," As a result, he explained that his 
committee had decided to place its emphasis in the BLIPS 
budget on the in-service education priority [see Appendix 3, 
p.2, paragraph 4]. However, he also said that he believed 
that the implementation of the new Primary Schools 
Mathematics Syllabus was consistent with all four priority 
areas in the National Advisory Committee's draft report. 
...M06 said, "Am I right in saying that you are looking 
for support from the BLIPS Committee for a curriculum 
innovation which this State has taken on?" Turning to M03, 
M06 continued, "If we are looking for support for a State 
initiative, I don't mean we want to be devious, but how will 
we get on?" 
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M03 replied quickly, "Oh, O.K., but M10, in talking 
about the new syllabus we may need to be devious in 
presenting our focus on the lower school." 
M10 felt sure that he could do this in writing, when it 
was necessary later on. M03 indicated that MIO's committee 
which was a pre-school to year ten [P-10] committee, might 
be seen to be too far outside the final guidelines unless 
care was taken with "any written proposals." 
M10 returned to the explanation of his committee's 
proposal. He said that the submission addressed the 
in-service education necessary for the introduction of the 
new syllabus. M03 interjected here, "With a major emphasis 
on lower primary?" M10 said that he was not sure that there 
would be, because his committee saw a greater need in years 
four and beyond. 
F01 asked why the committee felt that there was a 
greater need in the upper primary school. M10 replied that 
reports from Inspectors and Principals had identified that 
teachers in the upper grades were not using activity type 
materials, were still relying on rote learning and were not 
acknowledging child development. He felt that teachers in 
the lower school were doing a far better job in these 
respects and that problems began to emerge at about the year 
four level. 
M06 asked how other members of the committee felt. 
Both M02 and M03 agreed, with M03 adding, "Yes, from grade 
four onwards, Maths becomes just lists of sums." 
.,,M10 said, "Perhaps we should look at the options we 
have set out in our proposal." M10 handed out a two-page 
document outlining the costs associated with two options for 
the expenditure of BLIPS money on in-service work on the 
implementation of the new Maths Syllabus [see Appendix 8]. 
He continued, "As you can see, option one costs one million 
and if we can get that sort of money, we'll be able to bring 
our syllabus implementation forward a year. That will put 
the syllabus in the hands of all teachers by the end of 
1985" (Field Notes; BP02; 18-21). 
M06's apprehension over the "need to be devious" stemmed from the 
anticipation that the official BLIPS Program guidelines would disallow 
a concentration on Mathematics activity in the upper primary school. 
The program carriers were conscious of an impending conflict with the 
Commonwealth Minister for Education over their desire to meet 
organisational needs in Mathematics as they conceived them. As a 
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result, the warning for "care" to be taken in "any written proposals" 
signals the firm place organisational purposes had in departmental 
officers' actions. In other words, the assertion is made that 
intra-departmental purposes were held to be more important than the 
purposes expected of the BLIPS Program by the Commonwealth Government. 
It is clear also, that officers of the Department of Education were 
aware that there was potential difficulty over the achievement of 
departmental purposes in the face of the legitimate authority of a set 
of program guidelines approved by the Commonwealth Government. (The 
perceived authority of the official program guidelines is discussed 
more fully on pages I8O-I8I.) The justification of action therefore, 
was something which departmental officers repeatedly found essential 
in their program carriage activities. That justification was a 
discursive act aimed at communicating shared rationalisations of 
departmental purposes amongst program carriers. It was accomplished 
through the deliberate monitoring of program carriage acts 
monitoring which was frequently evident in discussions: 
.,,M03 then suggested that the meeting might proceed by 
examining the official BLIPS guidelines page by page [see 
Appendix 3]. He said, "I don't want to prejudice the way 
you read them, but they are presenting us with problems in a 
number of areas." The meeting settled down to reading the 
first page of the document. After a period of silence which 
lasted about one minute, M03 drew the attention of members 
to the third dot in paragraph three of the document by 
saying, "The third dot seems to be pointing to remediation." 
M04 nodded in agreement and added, "And that priority is 
picked up ad nauseam in later pages." 
MO3 called for any further comments on page one of the 
document, and there being none, he asked the committee to 
move on to page two. After allowing some time for committee 
members to read page two, M03 said, "In that paragraph on 
home-school relations there is a clear focus on learning 
gains. I think they're pointing to testing." There was no 
response to this from members as they all had their heads 
down and they seemed to be in deep concentration on the 
document. 
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F01 broke the silence with, "How do you see the 
reference to ELIC evaluation?" 
M03 responded, "I think they really are concentrating 
on evaluating children and that really worries me. Number 
six really worries me as well because we seem here to be 
being required to target again." [Number six reads, 'Because 
the program is concerned with groups of children identified 
as needing special assistance, a major focus will be on 
schools with concentrations of these students.'] 
M06 spoke up and agreed with M03's concern by saying, 
"The first time we talked about BLIPS we did not talk about 
specific targeting." 
F01 interrupted, "Does paragraph six also mean a 
targeting on years one, two and three?" 
M03 and M06 both replied that it did... 
..."We could put ELIC into schools with low 
socio-economic status in [a metropolitan Region] where a 
high proportion of those areas are and report on children's 
gains in the basic learnings." F01 followed this with a 
query about whether F03's proposal, as it was put to the 
committee at the last meeting, could be funded. M04 agreed 
that it could, "If it involved targeting on selected 
schools. If we were able to say we've selected these ten 
schools because of the characteristics of their population, 
there would be no trouble." 
F07 interrupted at this with, "But then others would 
miss out!" M04 countered this comment by explaining "that 
some benefits from targeting could flow to other schools as 
spinoffs." As an example he said that the Department could 
expand what the BLIPS money supported with additional funds 
of its own. He concluded these remarks with the reminder, 
"We have to accept the guidelines and follow them in good 
faith"... 
...M05 broke in at this point and expressed a further 
concern with paragraph nine [from the guidelines document]. 
He read the section aloud. "Difficulties are likely to be 
concentrated in schools primarily catering for low 
socio-economic groups and those from non-English speaking 
backgrounds, or which have significant numbers of Aboriginal 
students," and went on to say, "We don't have any problem in 
identifying non-English speaking kids but there is a Cabinet 
minute that says that we can't identify schools with 
Aboriginal kids in them, so we can't formally target. I 
know that we have a pretty good idea where they are, but 
what do we do here?" 
M04 agreed that there was a problem but he felt that 
there were mechanisms for the identification of these types 
of children though some mechanisms were more accurate than 
others. 
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Ml7 followed by asking, "Doesn't the Disadvantaged 
Schools Program[3] target on these groups?" 
M04 replied, "Yes, there's a big overlap between BLIPS 
and the Disadvantaged Schools Program. Paragraph three [see 
Appendix 3] makes that point but I know that we'll have to 
watch for any double dipping. It'll be on for sure"... 
..,M01, who had not spoken at the meeting before, said, 
"I share the disappointment of the committee with these 
guidelines but I can see a couple of outs. Not that I'm 
trying to suggest that we beat the document, but there are a 
number of outs so that I think that we can broaden it 
legitimately." 
F01 followed this quickly with, "Do you mean 
interpreting it to meet our needs?" 
M03 interjected, "Well they are wanting the widest 
possible impact." 
There was laughter from around the table at this 
comment for a few moments before M04 responded to the 
interjection by asking, "Should we take that and throw it 
back at them, do you think?"... 
...F01 asked, "When does the money have to be spent?" 
M04 explained the procedure in terms similar to those 
he had used at the first meeting. The two main points he 
summarised as, "Salaries have to be spent by 31st December, 
and orders for other contingencies have to be placed by that 
time." 
we?" 
At this F07 said, "We'll have to work quickly, won't 
"Thank God for ELIC," M01 responded. 
"Yes," said M03, "We'll have to redirect F03's approach 
to ELIC into selected schools." 
M04 interrupted here and asked, "What about M10 and his 
Maths proposal?" 
M03 replied that the Maths proposal was a "bit clumsy," 
to which M04 suggested, "If we gave M10 these new criteria, 
he might be able to change his proposal to fit." 
F01 said, "I'm sure he could.".,. 
...M03 said, "For the next meeting we need to work on 
the two things we know we're interested in. It would be 
useful if we agreed that we should have some revised form of 
the proposals for ELIC and Maths after discussion with F03 
and M10." 
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M04 responded, "Those proposals should give us the 
percentage of funds that will remain after ELIC and Maths." 
He then spoke of a notional budget with allocations for 
ELIC, Maths, action research and assessment. [Action 
research and assessment were areas of activity stipulated in 
the BLIPS Program guidelines and committee members had 
discussed them earlier in the meeting. See Appendix 3, page 
6, paragraph 18.] 
M04 said, "It would be good if we can get away with a 
broader budget. It would give us much greater flexibility 
later." 
M03 said, "I still think that there is a need for a 
three-year plan. I don't like adhockery." He felt that this 
could not be done at the moment as "time is of the essence" 
in preparing plans for 1985. Following this M03 said that 
it would be important to have a meeting of the committee 
soon after the holidays to "keep up the momentum." 
M04 said, "I believe that we can have Cabinet approval 
for the acceptance of the funds by then." 
The usual discussion over finding a suitable meeting 
date followed, until it was settled as Thursday, l8th April 
at the Professional Development Centre. 
M03 called for any further business to which M04 
responded, "It will be possible to have ELIC and Maths well 
down the line by then." 
M03 replied, "Yes, M04. We've just got to have F03 and 
M10 reshape their proposals" (Field Notes: BP03; 2-l8). 
The preceding discussion, taken from the third meeting of the 
Interim BLIPS Committee during the 'network of events' surrounding the 
preparation of the Cabinet minute illustrates the deliberate 
monitoring of program carriage action by departmental officers and its 
leverage on the revision of their action purposes and justifications. 
The conversation provides evidence of the modification of proposals in 
the face of the perceived authority of the Commonwealth Government's 
program guidelines and is indicative of the tension in 
Commonwealth/State relations over educational program development and 
implementation. The tone of the meeting, despite M03's denial at the 
outset, was prejudiced against the content of the guidelines document. 
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The search for "outs" so that program carriers could "broaden" their 
activities "legitimately," the immediate recognition of and reaction 
to the humour contained in the answer to the question about 
interpreting the guidelines "to meet our needs," calls for the 
redirection of the ELIC approach and "changing [Maths] to fit," are 
tangible discursive indicators of the monitoring of program carriage 
acts and events by departmental officers. As a result, the view that 
the deliberate, rather than the reflex or automatic monitoring of 
program carriage acts and events by organisational members is 
affirmed. The phrases, to "fit in with," "get away with," "beat the 
document" and "reshape the proposals," reinforce the favouring of 
departmental purposes by program carriers and suggest resistance to 
the acceptance of Commonwealth Government purposes. However, 
departmental personnel recognised the implicit authority of the 
guidelines document and reacted to it as a significant influence upon 
the recasting of proposals on the overt agenda already outlined in 
Chapter Four. This point is illustrated with a data segment taken 
from the fourth meeting of the BLIPS Committee where the report of the 
April meeting with officers of the Commonwealth Schools Commission was 
presented by M03, the BLIPS Program's Executive Officer; 
...Still speaking to his report [see Appendix 11], M03 
said, "We were told forcefully that programs such as ELIC 
cannot be funded completely by BLIPS nor can all of the 
BLIPS money be spent on ELIC." He followed this by 
indicating that there was some concern in Canberra that the 
money would be used on initiatives that the States usually 
funded from their own resources. In this regard M03 said, 
"I'm particularly pleased with our Maths proposals because 
without the BLIPS funds they would not be done. That's 
right isn't it F01?" 
F01 replied, "Yes" (Field Notes: BP04; 8). 
These comments refer to the fact that when M03 heard that the 
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Commonwealth Government would not approve proposals which were usually 
funded from State Government sources, he 'found' the alternative 
Mathematics proposals referred to in Chapter Four and had them quickly 
developed by junior officers prior to the meeting in Canberra. The 
desire of bureaucrats of the case State's Department of Education to 
be seen to be obedient to the Commonwealth authority represented by 
the guidelines, became apparent as the meeting proceeded: 
,..M03 moved straight to the Mathematics proposals 
saying, "As I told you before, I'm very proud of the work 
we've done in Maths. That hasn't been done in other States. 
There are four proposals in Maths and I'll ask F01 to speak 
to them. The first two we couldn't possibly have done 
without BLIPS." While he said this, M03 held up a document 
on which there was a diagram outlining BLIPS initiatives as 
separate from current initiatives in Syllabus development 
and implementation being undertaken by the Department of 
Education. He said that he found the diagram very helpful 
in making the point that the BLIPS money "will not be used 
for current Departmental initiatives in Maths."... 
...After this M03 held up the booklet of Maths 
proposals that had been prepared by F01 and Ml8 and asked if 
anyone wanted a copy. Turning the first page he said, 
"Nobody will be able to say to us that we were using BLIPS 
money to fund the Maths Syllabus" (Field Notes: BP04; 
20,21). 
The implication is drawn from these data that when organisational 
goals are contrary to those legitimated by a higher authority, the 
goals of the superior authority appear to prevail and action purposes 
and justifications undergo substantial change. Nevertheless, whether 
it is intra- or extra-organisational goals which are being served, 
organisational actors take pains to justify that their actions are 
consistent with the requirements of higher authorities. In other 
words, the balance between intra- and extra-organisational goals is 
struck as organisational actors deliberately monitor program carriage 
action. 
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In drawing the discussion together to this point, the claim that 
through the deliberate monitoring of program carriage acts and events, 
departmental officers continually revised and restated the purposes 
for and justifications of their actions, is reiterated. Moreover, 
concurrently, deliberate monitoring enabled them to assume an obedient 
stance in the face of accepted superior power and authority. This 
obedient stance created the impression that the actions of the case 
State's educational bureaucrats were consistent with Commonwealth 
Government intentions. 
The interplay of conflicting intentions was carried by 
departmental personnel throughout the 'network of events' in which the 
Cabinet minute and the submission to the Commonwealth Schools 
commission were being prepared. Overall, the data segments reporting 
the substance of discussions over the ELIC and Mathematics proposals 
confirm that the consequences of program carriage action were firmly 
in the minds of bureaucrats as they ,undertook the planning and 
preparation necessary, before official approvals to proceed with 
dissemination and operation were sought. The discursive revision to 
action purposes and justifications was accompanied by written revision 
to ELIC and Mathematics proposals (see Appendix 4, Attachment 1, pages 
2, 3 and 4), a revision which this analysis suggests, shaped proposal 
purposes and justifications in terms consistent with the discourse of 
the official guidelines and acceptable to approving authorities yet 
which left no doubt that there was continuing tension over the 
Commonwealth Government's requirements. The following conversations 
exemplify this view and typify discussions over the preparation of 
written submissions: 
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...In his explanation to Mil, M04 said, "In the 
description [of proposals] we need to pick up words in the 
guidelines. You have to write the description so that it 
feels like a BLIPS Program using words like 'disadvantaged 
groups', 'literacy', 'numeracy', 'parent participation' and 
so on" (Field Notes; SP03; 4). 
and in similar vein: 
...Mil said, "No, but perhaps if I give you the 
guidelines so that you can use some of the right language, 
it might help." 
"That would be helpful," said M07. "We need to know 
some of the jargon." 
Mil went on to illustrate his point about using the 
right words by referring to parent participation as "more 
than involvement." Both M07 and FO8 explained that in the 
SPIOL Program they did provide for "more than involvement." 
FO8 said, "We're probably covering that but we've got to get 
the phraseology right" (Field Notes: SP04; 9,10). 
The rhetoric sought for official submissions reinforces the 
importance accorded Commonwealth Government directives during program 
carriage. The open search by program carriers to "pick up words in 
the guidelines" so that proposals would have the right 'feel' about 
them through the use of the "right language" is clear evidence of both 
the deliberate monitoring of program carriage acts and events and a 
recognition of the power vested in the official BLIPS Program 
guidelines document. The point is also made that inherent in 
discussions over proposal planning is an understanding of power and 
authority relations both within the Department of Education and 
between it and Commonwealth Government agencies. That understanding 
is carried within practical consciousness by departmental officers as 
knowledge of the legitimacy of competing claims behind the choice of 
action purposes and justifications. Furthermore, this knowledge was 
made explicit in the discourse of program carriage activity as a 
desire to "get the phraseology right," being "proud" of the redesigned 
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Mathematics proposals and the statement that the official guidelines 
should be followed "in good faith." In short, the recognition of the 
power of the Commonwealth Government's BLIPS Program guidelines in the 
rhetoric of written submissions, acted as a public mask for the 
tension in Commonwealth/State relationships over program development 
and implementation - tension which has been readily discernible in the 
tenor of the exchanges presented in these data so far. 
I move now to address two further propositions which relate to 
the conscious understanding of program carriage action. 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.4 
Figure 20 indicates the shift in the focus of the discussion. 
3.0 THEOHLTICAL 
PROIOSITIONS 
1.0 METHODOLOGICAL 
PROPOSITIONS 
2.0 CONTEXTUAL 
PROPOSITIONS 
3.1 Program implementers 
initiate Intended implementation 
activity but their acts and the 
events they provoke, produce 
unintended results which 
reinforce end reproduce the way 
power is used In their orgen-
Isatlons as well ns the rules, 
procedures, positions and 
locations accepted as 
structural conditioners of 
their conduct. 
3,'* In bureaucratic activity, 
the exercise of power le 
related to position end 
location and is manifest 
through resource control. 
Figure 20. Propositions 3.1 and 3.4 
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The discussion of data relevant to the two propositions 
illustrated in Figure 20 is linked with the preceding section. 
Although that section concentrated on the revision of action purposes 
and justifications and coincidental tension in Commonwealth/State 
relations over program development and implementation, there was 
evidence of the importance of power and authority relationships in the 
discursive conduct of program carriers. An examination of 
propositions 3-1 and 3.4 allows for an analysis of the conscious 
understanding of bureaucratic power and its part in achieving intended 
consequences. 
Data recorded in the first two 'networks of events' include 
evidence of the shared understanding between officers of the 
Department of Education, that authority and power within a bureaucracy 
are relative, dependent upon hierarchical positions and intra- and 
extra-organisational administrative structuring. The statement by M04 
- "We have to accept the guidelines and follow them in good faith" 
(see page 177) - indicates a recognition of the power and authority of 
the Commonwealth Government through its Program guidelines, just as 
reference by M05 to the Cabinet minute restricting identification of 
schools with significant numbers of Aboriginal children (see page 
177), presumes the power and authority of the case State Government 
over particular matters affecting program carriage. In addition, the 
point is emphasised here that, in planning for the implementation of 
the BLIPS Program, exclusive use was made of senior officers of the 
Department of Education. M01, M03, M04, M05, M06, M10 and F06 were 
all high-ranking members of the bureaucracy. The other people 
included in BLIPS Committee deliberations were from lesser ranks in 
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the departmental hierarchy and in the main, their input into 
discussions took the form of questions for information or 
clarification. The dominance of conversation by the senior officers 
listed above, underlines a 'taken for granted' understanding that the 
power and authority to pursue organisational intentions is directly 
related to hierarchical position. However, it is to the conscious 
understanding of power and authority, inherent in the discursive acts 
of departmental officers during program carriage, that attention is 
now paid. 
In Chapter Two it was argued that the concept of power, central 
to the theory of human action, lies at the crux of program carriage 
activity. More importantly, it was suggested that because educational 
program carriage is a social activity taking place within a 
bureaucratically organised social system, it is necessary to 
differentiate the concepts of power and authority and their 
implication in the acts and events of program carriage. In defining 
both terms earlier, power was described as the capacity of individuals 
or collectives to achieve intended results while authority was 
explained as collectively legitimated power. In a bureaucracy, both 
are inextricably intertwined in the activity of organisational 
members. It has been argued previously that departmental officers in 
the case State carried a knowledge of power and authority relations 
within their practical consciousness and that the way in which power 
and authority were exercised during discussions, contributed to its 
production and reproduction during the carriage of the BLIPS Program. 
In this analysis, the production of power and authority, unlike its 
reproduction, is viewed as intentional in the actions of the case 
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State's educational bureaucrats. This intentionality provoked 
departmental members to act so that their power and authority was 
enhanced during program carriage. In fact, power and authority 
enhancement for individuals and collectivities or sub-units of the 
Department of Education, was an intended consequence of program 
carriage activity. Such an assertion necessitates a modification of 
propositions 3«1 and 3«4, a task which is addressed subsequent to the 
current analysis. The goal of individual power enhancement is 
illustrated in the following data segment taken from an informal 
interview with M03, the senior officer from the Primary Division who 
was considered likely by his colleagues to become the BLIPS Program's 
Executive Officer: 
...After saying the usual goodbyes, M03 and I left 
M04's office and began the walk back to M03's office. On 
the way, M03 asked me if I would like a cup of coffee. He 
said that he felt the need after such an early start that 
morning. I agreed and so we walked to a nearby coffee 
lounge. While we drank our coffee, he talked briefly about 
the relationship between the Planning and Special Programs 
Division and the Primary Division. M03's concerns centred 
around the Planning and Special Programs Division's 
opposition to the appointment of a 1-15 to manage the BLIPS 
Program. He said that it [the appointment] had been opposed 
by both the Director of Planning and Special Programs and 
the Assistant Director General, but that the Director 
General had agreed to it, in what M03 described 
light-heartedly as "a moment of weakness." M03 was quite 
concerned now that MO8 and Ml4 [senior officers of the 
Planning and Special Programs Division] were insisting that 
the position be advertised in accordance with usual 
procedure for Public Service positions. He argued that this 
would further put back the implementation of the BLIPS 
Program, something that he was alone in feeling a sense of 
urgency about (Field Notes: SP07; 2). 
Individual power and authority enhancement is the subsurface 
subject again, in the following record of interview with Ml2, another 
senior officer of the Primary Division: 
...M12 said that there had been some difficulties 
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associated with the problem of selecting personnel for the 
program. Planning and Special Programs Division had some 
concerns about the level of appointment for the management 
of the BLIPS Program and when Ml 2 had explained his 
justification for the appointment to the Director General, 
that officer had said to him, "Don't talk crap!" Ml2 
reported that he had "stuck to his guns" and argued that the 
people who headed programs needed a certain level of 
"acceptability, credibility and authority"... Ml2 said that 
the initial reaction mellowed to one of support for the 
appointment of M03 as the BLIPS Program's Executive Officer, 
As a result, he said that he had heard a "few rumbles" from 
"other Divisions" - rumbles that included the notion that 
other program managers should be elevated to the 1-15 level 
as well (Field notes: IV10; 5,6), 
Individual power and authority enhancement was closely linked to 
the desire of Primary Division personnel to increase the corporate 
power and authority of their Division; 
...As the meeting was breaking up, I made a point of 
chatting with M06 and asking him why it was that the 
administration of the BLIPS Program was located within the 
Primary Division when other Commonwealth Programs were 
administered from the Planning and Special Programs 
Division. He explained that he had been so concerned about 
the complexity of the PEP administration and Primary 
Division's "poor deal" in gaining access to Commonwealth 
funds in the past, that he had moved to gain control of 
BLIPS. Asked who had made the final decision, M06 said, "I 
guess it was me."... 
...M03 agreed that he and M06 had felt that it was 
critical for the control of BLIPS money to be in the hands 
of Primary people, because M03 said, "We've had so little 
money for so long that we felt that it was about time that 
the Primary Director had some money to spend in Primary 
Division as he bloody well sees fit" (Field Notes; BP02; 
10,11). 
Gaining control of the BLIPS Program's resources was understood 
by officers of the Primary Division as an important ingredient in 
enhancing the Division's power and authority and the power and 
authority of particular personnel within it. The conviction with 
which power and authority enhancement was pursued is underscored by 
the resistance reported above by other departmental sub-unit members. 
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particularly personnel from the Planning and Special Programs 
Division. Reference to the need for the Primary Director to have 
money to spend "as he bloody well sees fit," leaves little doubt that 
Primary Division personnel were aware that financial resources were 
the media through which power and authority could be exercised in a 
bureaucratic structure and the BLIPS Program offered them the 
opportunity to obtain control of a substantial amount of money. Power 
and authority enhancement was justified by the Division's senior 
officers, overtly on the grounds that program management should be at 
a "certain level of acceptability, credibility and authority" but 
covertly because the Primary Division was perceived by some of its 
members to be 'under threat' in concurrent departmental restructuring 
discussions. As M03 explained: 
"The Primary Division is under attack and the BLIPS 
Program is one way of ensuring that M06 has as much support 
as possible in head office" (Field Notes: BP04; 39). 
The sum of this analysis points to a revision of the two 
propositions around which the discussion has revolved. As a result, 
the propositions are restated as; 
3.1 Program implementers initiate intended 
implementation activity, part of which is directed towards 
enhancing their power and authority. At the same time, 
their acts and the events they provoke, produce unintended 
results which reinforce and reproduce the way power is used 
in their organisations as well as the rules, procedures, 
positions and locations which they accept as structural 
conditioners of their conduct. 
3.4 In bureaucratic activity, the exercise of power is 
related to position and location and is consciously manifest 
through resource control. 
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Before completing this part of the analysis it is necessary to 
emphasise the fact that as program carriers consciously pursued the 
enhancement of their power and authority, they did so well aware of 
the relationship of power to position in their organisation and the 
extent of that power within a broader set of power relationships both 
inside and outside the bureaucratic hierarchy of the education system. 
As a result, it is argued that program carriers recognised both the 
immediate and broader political contexts within which they worked 
during the carriage of the BLIPS Program. At times this recognition 
was afforded discursive expression but for the most part, political 
influences were intrinsic to program carriage action. In the case 
State's Department of Education, bureaucrats carried within their 
practical consciousness a knowledge of the prevailing political will, 
and consciously and unconsciously, used that knowledge to identify 
enabling or constraining factors in the achievement of their purposes. 
Discursive reference to potential political constraints on program 
implementation activity was made by departmental officers during the 
first 'network of events' described in Chapter Four: 
...M06 expressed some reservations he placed upon "a 
rather large advisory service." He reminded the committee of 
the fact that "there might be some residual feeling with the 
State Government that we've got to get all those advisory 
teachers back into classrooms, instead of having them 
wandering all over the State." F03 came in quickly with, 
"Oh, they'll be working hard!" At this M06 interjected, 
"Yes, I know that but the Government, I think, may still 
have this residual feeling. You remember the comments about 
'those loafers'. We might be coming out of those feelings, 
but I think that we must walk cautiously." He finished these 
thoughts by saying, "Anyhow, that was only a little 
pessimistic note, keep going" (Field Notes: BP02; 10), 
Past refusal by the case State Government to approve the 
appointment of advisory personnel to assist in educational program 
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implementation had left its impression on officers of the Department 
of Education. Understanding and recognition of political factors like 
this were taken as essential if proposals were to pass unfettered 
through the approval procedures. Such awareness even pervaded 
humorous asides during discussions; 
...M04, who had a lot of experience with Commonwealth 
Programs, said that we really must "wait to see" what kind 
of splitting of the funds between system needs, regional 
needs and school needs is required by Canberra, before any 
decisions about special groups, in-service education or 
parent participation can be made. 
M06 picked this up and said that the committee really 
did need to know what the final guidelines for the program 
were. He said, "It mightn't be a bad idea to phone Canberra 
to see exactly where the BLIPS guidelines are. Would you 
call, M03?" M03 suggested he call [a particular person] in 
Canberra, to which M06 said, "But how are we going to get in 
touch with Canberra when you know everything has to go 
through [the Premier] now. Perhaps you'd just better be 
ringing a friend, MO3." 
There was an outbreak of laughter around the table at 
this (Field notes: BP01; 19). 
The reference to the Premier was based on the fact that the 
political head of the case State had recently instructed the permanent 
secretaries of Government departments to make all initial 
communication with the Commonwealth Government or its agencies over 
federal programs, through the Premier's Department. The laughter over 
the comment about "ringing a friend", suggests that departmental 
members felt the instruction was unworkable. Nevertheless, comments 
related to the political context of earlier program implementations 
were occasionally made in passing: 
...F03 repeated that country people [rural dwellers] 
were certainly included in their plans. She reiterated that 
she hoped that ELIC would be offered to the 3650 teachers in 
the lower school in the State. She admitted that because of 
isolation and the fact that some teachers would not want to 
attend, the coverage may be a little lower but she stated 
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quite forcefully, "Administrators, teachers, remedial 
resource teachers, they're all knocking at the door wanting 
to get in." 
M06 followed this with a laugh, "If it's so good, it 
won't be long before we're out of a job." 
F03 was quick to say, "Oh, it's no miracle. We know 
miracles don't happen." 
M06 then summarised his views by saying that it seemed 
to him that we faced two problems with ELIC. "People may 
see it as a new course that is system imposed and we could 
end up with another MACOS, and our second problem is that it 
seems to me that people have such high expectations of ELIC. 
I'm hearing that it's real good stuff, you know, better than 
Fourex."[4] 
At this there were laughs around the table and the 
committee took a few minutes to settle back to discussion 
(Field Notes; BP02; 11). 
The reference to MACOS , a Primary School Social Studies Program 
called 'Man: A Course of Study', was significant because it was 
banned in the case State's schools almost a decade earlier, after a 
campaign by religious fundamentalist pressure groups[5] depicted the 
Department of Education as an organisation of 'social engineers' 
intent on implementing the program throughout the schools of the 
system to the detriment of children. A recognition of the residue of 
a past political reality is evident in the comment by M06, over the 
wholesale acceptance of a program such as ELIC. The claim that senior 
officers of the Department of Education monitored the wider political 
world for its possible influence on their program carriage activities 
is further corroborated as M04, a high ranking officer of the Special 
Programs Branch, posed the possibility of political motivation in the 
concept of targeting educational program funds: 
...M04 said that he felt that he and his officers had 
played their part "pretty well." They were not the ones 
wearing the "educational hat" and as a result, if the 
Primary Division made a mess of it, they would "have to live 
with it." He lauKhed at this and I thanked him for talking 
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with me as I made ready to leave. As I did so he suggested 
that there might be a lack of concern for an overall 
"targeting philosophy" as he had heard it said that there 
was a relationship between Commonwealth Special Purpose 
Programs and schools on which money was targeted. The 
relationship lay in the fact that targeted schools, by and 
large, were said to fall in Labor electorates. He felt that 
this might be a cynical view but it was also said that in 
the application of moneys in the case State, attention was 
also paid to those in isolated areas (Field Notes; IV05; 
10). 
When it is known that the Commonwealth and State Governments were 
of different political persuasions at the time of the study, namely, a 
Labor Commonwealth Government and an anti-Labor State Government with 
traditional rural support, these comments indicate an awareness by 
departmental officers of the difficulty in serving masters with 
competing political interests in educational program implementation. 
That awareness extended to an understanding of the need to study the 
Commonwealth political context for its influence on the carriage of 
the BLIPS Program in the case State. M08, an officer of the Planning 
and Special Programs Division clearly articulated the 'reading' of 
Commonwealth political events; 
...M08 spent some time indicating to me that the 
Commonwealth Government "really do mean business" and that 
the accountability requirements for the BLIPS Program were 
regarded as "tight." The Commonwealth, he said, was set on 
targeting and the specification of outcomes. M08 was unsure 
that the Primary Division, because it was new to the 
management of Commonwealth Programs, would be as conscious 
of the spirit of the Commonwealth's requirements as it would 
be of its own needs. He reinforced these concerns by saying 
that "Senator Ryan is tight on both" and that her tightness 
was consistent with the forthcoming QERC report. This 
report from the Quality of Education Review Committee 
[QERC], M08 said, was to be presented to the Australian 
Education Council on the following Friday. He added that 
the QERC Report was strong on Commonwealth Programs having a 
limited number of specific objectives both within and across 
programs and that evidence of programs working towards this 
limited number of goals ought to be seen in a program's 
operation. M08 said that he felt personally that the 
Primary Division "hasn't seen that the Commonwealth is fair 
dinkum[6] in insisting on conformity to its requirements" 
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(Field Notes: IV04; 3,4). 
Brief mention only was made by the case State's bureaucrats of 
political influences upon their actions, but they were made during 
committee meetings, planning discussions and interviews nevertheless. 
The remarks identify the broader Commonwealth/State political context 
within which departmental officers worked. They suggest that a 
professional knowledge of the need to temper action so that it 
appeared to conform with the expectations of governments was carried 
for the most part, within practical consciousness by departmental 
officers. This knowledge was rarely brought forward into discursive 
consciousness because those taking part in program carriage shared a 
'taken for granted' understanding of the milieu in which they worked. 
This section of the analysis, therefore, points to the following 
addition to the contextual propositions of Figure 17; 
A recognition and understanding of Commonwealth and 
State political contexts consciously and unconsciously 
influences the actions of bureaucrats during program 
implementation. 
In summarising the discussion of the conscious understanding of 
program carriage action and its consequences, three points are 
emphasised. First, the record of the 'longue duree' in Chapter Four 
provides evidence that all of the proposals finally sent by the case 
State's bureaucrats for endorsement by Commonwealth and State 
Government approving authorities were agreed. This is not surprising 
because the people involved deliberately monitored acts and events to 
ensure that proposal revision resulted in written submissions which 
were consonant with known requirements of those authorities. The 
deliberate 'reading of the minds' of higher authorities suggests that 
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failure to achieve program carriage approvals would be the exception 
rather than the rule. However, it is equally clear that departmental 
purposes were the motivation for action and that those purposes were 
to be surrendered as a last resort, if at all.[7] Second, this 
analysis has put forward the view that many departmental personnel 
knowingly worked towards enhancing the power and authority of 
themselves and collectives with which they were associated. However, 
it has also argued that the enhancement of power and authority was 
constrained by intra-departmental and extra-organisational 
relationships. A more detailed analysis of this phenomenon is 
constructed in the second part of the chapter. Finally, the data 
segments referred to up to this point, illustrate the over-riding 
concern senior officers of the Department of Education had about what 
to do and how to do it. The lack of comment in these data on the 
policy vision of 'equality of educational opportunity' of which the 
BLIPS Program was a derivative, is noteworthy. An explanation of why 
this was so is advanced when proposition 2.2 is discussed in the 
second part of the Chapter. 
I now move to Part Two where an analysis of the consequences of 
program carriage action of which organisational actors were unaware, 
is undertaken. 
Part Two; Unconscious Consequences of Program Carriage Action 
The discussion developed in this part of the Chapter uses data 
from all six 'networks of events' chronicled in Chapter Four. Five 
sections focusing on nominated propositions from Figure 17 constitute 
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the analysis. Again, all sections use the 'partial diagram' device to 
focus the selection of data for discussion. In section one, data 
segments are drawn from the first two 'networks of events' to argue 
the case that organisational members unconsciously contribute to the 
production and reproduction of power and authority through their use. 
Subsequent to this analysis, strips of data recorded in the remaining 
four 'networks of events' are used , in section two, to examine the 
reproduction and reinforcement of power and authority inside the 
Department of Education in the case State; in section three, to focus 
attention on the replication of Commonwealth/State power and authority 
relationships, the repetition of tensions in those relationships, the 
oscillation of organisational power and the constraints placed on 
organisational members by the location of their conduct; in section 
four, to discuss the unconscious structural conditioning of program 
carriage action and the 'sleep-walking' factor evident in adherence to 
set bureaucratic procedures; and in section five, to expose the 
unwitting reliance of program carriers on functionalist approaches to 
implementation and the unintentional reproduction of those approaches. 
I turn first to a discussion of the unconscious reproduction of 
organisational power and authority and the acceptance of positional 
power and authority by organisational members, issues which are 
implicit in proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.1 
Figure 21 is used to indicate the drawing of data to proposition 
3.1 but particularly that part of the proposition which requires an 
examination of the reinforcement and reproduction of organisational 
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power as an unintended consequence of program c a r r i a g e a c t i v i t y . 
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Figure 21. Proposition 3.1 
In Chapter Two it was argued that the concept of power is 
essential to an understanding of human action and its consequences in 
everyday life. In addition, it was suggested that in an 
organisational setting, there is a nexus between power and authority, 
the latter facilitating the exercise of the former. The first part of 
this Chapter has emphasised that organisational actors make conscious 
attempts to enhance their power and authority during program carriage. 
That emphasis is extended here to embrace the view that organisational 
members are unaware that their actions contribute to the reinforcement 
and reproduction of intra- and extra-organisational power and 
authority relationships as well as the way in which power and 
authority are used within the organisation. Data are brought to bear 
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on a discussion of the latter of these two arguments first. 
It has already been established that the case State's senior 
departmental officers used the authority of their positions to advance 
their own purposes. There is no doubt that they did so consciously. 
What is at issue however, is the fact that the statements they made 
and the reception provoked amongst other departmental personnel of 
inferior status contributed to the reinforcement and reproduction of 
their power and authority and its passive acceptance amongst those of 
lesser ranking in the Department of Education, Many examples of this 
phenomenon were observed during the course of the BLIPS Program's 
carriage as senior officers like M03 led discussion with juniors: 
MO3 said that the special groups mentioned in the draft 
report [of the National Advisory Committee] were Aborigines, 
migrants, low socio-economic children and girls and "so help 
me, I really can't see that girls are disadvantaged in 
Primary Schools in [the case State] but Senator Ryan said 
so." 
F02 interjected, "Maybe in sport." 
MO3 replied, "Yes, but not in the basic learnings." 
F02 then changed the subject to suggest that it might 
be possible to link the second and third priority areas so 
that teachers, parents and administrators would work 
together in in-service training programs (Field Notes; 
BP01; 16). 
Two other references to the fact that girls were not a 
"disadvantaged" group in the case State were made during the study by 
MO3 (Field Notes: BP03 and SP02). No argument developed around this 
proposition from amongst either senior or junior members of the 
Department of Education. Once stated, the proposition seemed to be 
accepted as a matter of fact. As a consequence, discrimination 
against girls was not entertained as a subject for proposal planning 
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during the carriage of the BLIPS Program (see Appendix 4, Attachment 
1), even though it had been acknowledged by M03 that Senator Ryan held 
a contrary view. Its inclusion on the overt agenda seemed effectively 
denied by the unchallenged acceptance of the statements made by M03. 
This is surprising when knowledge of recent research and scholarship 
about the disadvantage experienced by girls in schools (Goodnow and 
Pateman: 1985; Blackman; 1984 and the Commonwealth Schools 
Commission; 1984) must have been available to the officers concerned. 
In fact, the Department of Education itself had published a policy 
statement (Education Office Gazette; 1981) which incorporated views 
which M03's comments denied. The position put forward by M03 suggests 
that the departmental policy was held to be rather more symbolic than 
real but more importantly, the position he adopted raised no 
expressions of concern amongst other committee members. 
The dominance of the views of senior departmental officers was a 
feature of discussions over the carriage of the BLIPS Program. The 
lack of debate when debate seemed warranted is exemplified by 
interaction like the following: 
M03 emphasised that the committee would need to develop 
a three-year implementation plan. "I think a three-year 
approach is imperative," he said. "I see this committee as 
one that works out a policy for the best way of helping 
basic learnings in Primary Schools. I feel that as part of 
that policy, ELIC already has a jersey[9] and that 
implementation of our Maths Syllabus would have a jersey of 
some sort." 
There was no discussion of this statement by members of 
the committee. A short pause in proceedings was broken by 
F01 who said, "Excuse me M03, what does ELIC stand for?" 
(Field Notes; BP01; 22) 
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The preceding discussion took place at the first meeting of the 
Interim BLIPS Committee and it is used to substantiate the view that 
the senior officer concerned had already made decisions about the 
matters raised. Other committee members intuitively understood this 
and as a result, no discussion or debate about the merits of the 
proposals or why they were selected to be given "a jersey" was 
pursued. Questioning for information or clarification was the 
predominant mode in which departmental officers of less than senior 
status participated in discussions. Acquiescence to the positional 
power of M03 is the subsurface feature of some of the conversations 
already cited in Part One of this Chapter. One extract is repeated to 
illustrate the point: 
...M03 then suggested that the meeting might proceed by 
examining the guidelines page by page. He said, "I don't 
want to prejudice the way you read them, but they are 
presenting us with a number of problems in a number of 
areas." 
The meeting then settled down to reading the first page 
of the document. After a period of silence which lasted 
about a minute, M03 drew the attention of members to the 
third dot in paragraph three of the official BLIPS 
guidelines [see Appendix 3] by saying, "The third dot seems 
to be pointing to remediation." 
M04 nodded in agreement and added, "and that priority 
is picked up ad nauseam in later pages." 
M03 called for any further comments on page one of the 
document and there being none, asked the committee to move 
on to page two (Field Notes: BP03; 2). 
Both M03 and M04 were senior officers of the Department of 
Education whose statements about the official BLIPS Program guidelines 
seemed to be accepted as authoritative by other committee members. 
The uncontested passage of the views of these authority figures 
underlines the reinforcement and reproduction of power and authority 
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and the way power and authority is used, through program carriage. 
The views of junior-ranking departmental members themselves about 
their compliance, reinforces the claim that those occupying superior 
positions hold sway over departmental opinion making and decision 
taking in the case State. For example, when F02, an Interim BLIPS 
Committee member and primary school Deputy Principal was asked how she 
felt about the plans for the BLIPS Program, she replied; 
that she felt "on the edge of it". She explained that 
her involvement had been minimal even though she would have 
liked to have done more. Nevertheless she had valued the 
fact that she had an early share in the information about 
the program even though she was "on the edge of things." She 
went on to say that the feeling of being on the outer had 
come home to her strongly at the last meeting of the Interim 
BLIPS Committee. There, between M03 and Mil, it was clear 
to her that all of the major decisions about the program had 
been taken by senior officers. "It was cut and dried, bang, 
bang, bang!" she said. To her desire for greater 
involvement she said, "There is no solution," and so she was 
"happy enough" with the way the proposals had come together, 
"under these circumstances" (Field Notes; IV12; 1,2). 
F02's final comment that she was "happy enough... under these 
circumstances" indicates that although she felt "on the edge of it", 
she was in a powerless position to change the situation and so she 
'accepted' the opinions and decisions backed by the power and 
authority of officers senior to her. Similar sentiments are evident 
in the views of Ml 7, another junior-ranking member of the Interim 
BLIPS Committee. When asked how he felt about the BLIPS proposals; 
he replied that he was "happy with the process." He 
said that he felt that he had a dual role on the BLIPS 
Committee. He was there in an "advisory capacity" to put 
forward some input "from time to time" and secondly, he was 
there so that he could gather information on the program for 
communication back to his Principals' organisation. 
Overall, he felt that he was able to fulfil both roles 
"satisfactorily." He said that he and other Principals 
"accepted" that they were not involved in the 
decision-making process and he indicated that he did not see 
himself in that role. He felt that Principals were "quite 
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happy to leave the decisions to those in head office." Ml7 
concluded his remarks by saying, "The fact that we have been 
consulted is enough" (Field Notes: IV07; 1,2), 
The acceptance of and conformity to a non-decision taking role by 
departmental members who described themselves as without power and 
authority in the context of the BLIPS Program's carriage, contributed 
to the reinforcement and reproduction of the power and authority of 
senior officers. By being passive and perceived as such, the active 
power and authority of those in senior positions was replicated. 
I turn now to address the unconscious reinforcement and 
reproduction of existing intra-organisational power and authority 
relationships through program carriage. The analysis of data relevant 
to this dimension is constructed around propositions 2.3, 3.3 and 3-5. 
Propositions 2.3, 3.3 and 3-5 
Figure 22 acts as a reference point around which the discussion 
of the reinforcement and reproduction of power and authority 
relationships inside the case State's Department of Education is 
developed. 
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Figure 22. Propositions 2.3, 3.3 and 3.5 
There were many exchanges involving reference to 
intra-organisational power and authority relationships amongst 
officers of the case State's Department of Education during the 
carriage of the BLIPS Program. The first two 'networks of events' 
recounted in Chapter Four indicated that as the covert and overt 
agendas for the BLIPS Program's carriage were being built, senior 
officers of the Department of Education articulated the need for 
administration of the BLIPS Program "at a high level" for a variety of 
reasons: 
...M05 was happy that the program had been placed in 
M03's hands, because M03's position gave the program "clout" 
and that was essential in getting a program "off and 
running" (Field Notes; IV14; 4). 
...M10 said that he was happy that the right person had 
been selected for the job and that he had no worries about 
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the appointment of a 1-15 to manage the BLIPS program. He 
said that it might have been possible for someone else to be 
brought in - a teacher perhaps - who could have done the job 
as well, but the use of a 1-15 gave the program "a status" 
it would not have been able to get otherwise (Field Notes; 
IV13; 4). 
...M12 illustrated his argument about the need for 
program leadership at a "high level of credibility and 
authority" by pointing to the leadership of F03 in the ELIC 
proposal. He said that F03 had already been able to get the 
program off the ground because of her position and the 
credibility that was attached to the information she gave to 
Principals, teachers and her own ELIC team. Ml2 felt that 
in-service work associated with the BLIPS proposals required 
the "weight of people like the Inspectors" when teachers 
were being told what to do in a particular program (Field 
Notes: IV10; 6). 
It is important to note that these arguments were all put by 
senior officers of the Primary Division, officers who had a stake in 
maintaining and enhancing the power and authority of divisional 
personnel and therefore a vested interest in tipping the balance in 
their favour. Although the three data segments cited above express 
the surface reasons for seeking the appointment of a senior officer to 
manage the BLIPS Program, they mask the 'taken for granted' assumption 
that bureaucratic power and authority were essential requirements for 
the implementation of the program. Active support for 'top down' 
power and authority relationships during program carriage reinforced 
and reproduced the very relationships from which the views themselves 
emanated. 'Top down', or hierarchically conceived power and authority 
relationships were quiescent conditions underpinning many proposal 
planning discussions. In fact, they formed part of the organisation's 
dominant symbolic universe referred to in proposition 3-3. An example 
from exchanges amongst officers of the Primary Division over ideas for 
the dissemination and operation of the ELIC proposal is used to 
illustrate the point: 
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"I'd be worried if we extended a program designed for 
years one, two and three further up the school," said F01. 
M03 picked this up and said, "Yes, but it's designed 
for teachers not children. It's a philosophy. It would pay 
us to let the philosophy be known to teachers further up the 
school." 
F01 responded by saying that she could agree with that 
view, if the proviso was recognised. 
F03 reinforced M03's view by saying, "Yes, it's the 
philosophy we want." 
M06 re-entered the conversation and asked, "Will the 
course seek to develop South Australian clones here?" 
F03 replied after the laughter around the table had 
settled down, "Of course not M06. We'll be modifying and 
adapting the materials for [the case State]." 
M03 said that he would like to ask another question to 
which there was general nodding around the table. "What 
happens to the teachers who are voluntarily pressganged into 
the program?" Again there were laughs and smiles from all 
members of the committee at this comment. F03, still 
smiling said, "That's always difficult." She went on to say 
that she had faced the problem with her SPIOL program. Her 
approach was to rely upon the pressure of the other teachers 
who were anxious to undertake the program, to get the 
reluctant teachers involved. She concluded her remarks by 
saying, "I don't think that those pressganged are any the 
worse for going. I sometimes feel that even though teachers 
may feel pressure from us or their peers, what have they 
lost?" (Field Notes; BP02; 2,3) 
The final paragraph of this data strip highlights part of the 
symbolic universe internalised in F03's remarks. The idea of teachers 
being "pressganged" into implementing a particular program through 
peer and superior pressure helps confirm the proposition that senior 
departmental officers unconsciously relied upon strategies which 
emphasised 'top down' controls and as they did so, they were unaware 
that their behaviour confirmed an automatic reliance on the 
classical' administrative approaches to implementation explained in 
Chapter One. Behaviour consistent with 'Classical Administrative 
Theory' was evident in the simplest of tasks during program carriage. 
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For example, senior officers of the Primary Division were involved in 
stipulating the schools to take part in the BLIPS Program rather than 
in seeking volunteers: 
M03 interrupted to ask, "How were the schools selected, 
F06? What criteria were used?" 
F06 replied that in one Region, the Regional Director 
and Inspectors had made the selection of schools to cover 
the Inspectorial districts. In another, M20 the Staff 
Inspector, had selected the schools, while in a third 
Region, the Regional Director had done the job (Field Notes: 
BP03; 27). 
The selections made by these senior departmental members were 
accepted even though some of the schools chosen were considered to 
fall outside the official BLIPS Program's guidelines (Field Notes; 
BP03; 31). The indirect consequence of these and other directions 
prescribed by senior officers was the replication of 'head office' 
control over the BLIPS Program's dissemination into schools. 
The 'taken for granted' acceptance of 'head office' control as an 
essential part of intra-departmental power and authority relationships 
is intrinsic to concerns voiced over implementation control by senior 
officers such as Ml 2: 
He said that he was worried about an "uncontrolled 
snowballing" of parts of the program. He wanted to ensure 
that there were adequate checks and balances "built in out 
there." He said that he did not want to see "a whole lot of 
teachers doing bits of the program" removed from any 
management in twelve or eighteen months time. He said that 
attention would have to be given to achieve the kind of 
controls he foresaw being necessary (Field Notes: IV10; 
7,8). 
These comments are particularly significant when they are weighed 
against the feelings of anger and disappointment expressed by senior 
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departmental officers over the 'central controls' imposed on their 
implementation activity by the Commonwealth Government. Doing unto 
others what had been done to them, was something which occurred 
without observable evidence of the irony of the actions. That irony 
was repeated on a number of occasions when departmental officers 
talked about implementation activity within their own spheres of 
influence. This previously quoted strip of data makes the case; 
Ml7 followed by asking, "Doesn't the Disadvantaged 
Schools Program target on these groups?" 
M04 replied, "Yes, there's a big overlap between BLIPS 
and the Disadvantaged Schools Program. Paragraph three [see 
Appendix 3] makes that point but I know that we'll have to 
watch for any double dipping. It'll be on for sure" (Field 
Notes: BP03; 13). 
Concern over schools "double dipping," once from BLIPS Program 
funds and once from Disadvantaged Schools Program funds, was 
reiterated at other times in early planning discussions over the BLIPS 
proposals (Field Notes; BP03, BP04). This analysis argues that 
officers of the Department of Education were quite unaware of their 
part in the reproduction of power and authority relationships because 
they moved fluidly from actively seeking approval for an agenda which 
included the implementation of a Mathematics Syllabus (a recognised 
State responsibility and a clear example of "double dipping") to 
expressions of anxiety over potential "double dipping" by schools and 
the need for 'careful watching', all within the space of one committee 
meeting. 
The 'top down' or 'head office' control at the nub of 
departmental power and authority relationships during the carriage of 
the BLIPS Program was not exercised without some discursive reference 
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to its impact by senior members of the Department; 
M06 felt they had been lucky with their plans for the 
BLIPS Program but he said that he recognised that M03 would 
have to face "the worries of crowding in the spending later 
in the year." M06 also said that when the spending in a 
program was "crowded" it was always difficult in "saying so 
to the Regions." This created a frustration in relationships 
with the Regions and the schools in implementing the 
proposals planned. He added, "I guess that head office has 
to cop the crow on this one as well.[8] We've always had to 
and this won't be any different. It's good to have someone 
higher to blame, isn't it?" 
M06 went on to say that Regions and schools would see 
the program as another head office imposition... 
..."You know," he said, "When M26 [a Regional Director] 
complained, I said to him, well, you can say no to the 
money" but he added that M26 was just like him, "happy with 
whatever crumbs he gets" (Field Notes; IV11; 1,4). 
This data strip suggests that the officers involved routinely 
complied with hierarchical power and authority relationships. Being 
"happy with whatever crumbs he gets" is a comment which illustrates an 
automatic acceptance of this condition. In addition, the sentence -
"It's good to have someone higher to blame" - indicates acceptance of 
the 'reality' of bureaucratic power and authority. 
However, although the exchange records an awareness of the 
surface effects of 'head office' control of the BLIPS Program's 
implementation, officers of the Primary Division did not engage in 
discussions about the hidden effects, that is, the way exchanges like 
those cited immediately above, contributed to the replication of 'head 
office' dominance over system activity. 
In summary, the exchanges between senior and junior members of 
the Department of Education as well as statements about the 
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relationships between 'head office' and the Regions, are interpreted 
in this analysis as wholly consistent with the functionalist 
orientation of 'Classical Administrative Theory' referred to above. 
Beneath the surface interaction, there lies an unconscious acceptance 
of hierarchically arranged, bureaucratically legitimated 
intra-organisational power and authority relationships which 
bureaucrats take for granted as facilitators of program 
implementation. The action and acts of organisational members are 
unconsciously conditioned by these 'taken for granted' power and 
authority relationships which, as they are expressed and interpreted 
through acts and events, are continuously reinforced and reproduced. 
Therefore, it is concluded that the substance of propositions 2.2, 3.3 
and 3.5 is supported by the analysis of the data presented. 
I move now to build on this conclusion through a discussion of 
the unconscious replication of Commonwealth/State power and authority 
relationships over educational program implementation and tensions in 
those relationships during program carriage. Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 
are relevant to an analysis of this extra-organisational dimension. 
Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 
Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 which are isolated in Figure 23 indicate 
the locus of the discussion which follows. 
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Figure 23. Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 
As intra-organisational power and authority relationships are 
unconsciously replicated through program carriage, so too are 
characteristics of the relationships with extra-organisational 
individuals and collectives. These extra-organisational relationships 
are reproduced both through their exercise and acceptance during 
program carriage. However, an extension to this argument is 
necessary. Whereas passive acceptance surrounded the use of 
intra-organisational power and authority by senior officers, its use 
by Commonwealth authorities provoked angry and aggressive responses 
amongst the case State's educational bureaucrats before apparent 
acquiescence prevailed. Such responses were built and sustained as 
departmental members reacted to what they interpreted as outside 
controls on their activities. Disaffection with outside controls was 
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differentially articulated by departmental members during the carriage 
of the BLIPS Program, For example, the cautious explanation of the 
'tightness' of the BLIPS Program's accountability requirements by a 
senior officer of the Planning and Special Programs Division recorded 
earlier (see page 193), contrasts sharply with the less cautious 
statements made by M26 after knowledge of the program had reached the 
Regions in the case State; 
M26 emphasised the point that people in the Regional 
Office were all doing enough already. He said, "We want a 
system that doesn't require a lot of letters going back and 
forth with a whole heap of typing and checking by office 
staff. It's alright for Canberra to say you're not getting 
a bloody car, M03. They won't even give us a couple of 
hours typing!" 
Following a slight pause after this strong statement by 
M26, M03 changed the tack a little by saying that it was 
clear to him from the BLIPS Program guidelines and from his 
contact with Canberra, that Susan Ryan wanted "tight 
reporting" on the program from the States, 
"Susan Ryan wouldn't know," M26 said, "With the amount 
of time we've got, most of this money will be wasted!" 
(Field Notes; SP17; 12,13) 
This type of reaction to "tight reporting" exemplifies the angry 
and aggressive stance taken by departmental members to the intrusion 
of Commonwealth directives, perceived by the officers concerned, as 
placing unreasonable demands on the BLIPS Program's implementation. 
This unacceptable Commonwealth version of 'top down' control is 
posited as the root cause of troubled reactions to the expectation of 
strict program accountability discussed by departmental members on 
several occasions; 
Papers were handed around the table, and as M03 was 
about to speak to his report he was interrupted by M05 who 
asked for a recapitulation of what had happened with the 
BLIPS Program so far, for the benefit of M23 [a new member 
of the BLIPS Committee]. 
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M03 began his recapitulation by saying, "Well, BLIPS is 
really money from the Commonwealth Government for what it 
says, basic learning in primary schools." He continued with 
the explanation for some five minutes uninterrupted by other 
members of the committee. He emphasised the program's 
application to the lower primary school, to English Language 
Arts and Maths and its target groups of lower socio-economic 
status children, migrants and Aborigines, "although we^  want 
to benefit all schools where children are at risk." He said 
that any attempt to assist all children in the lower primary 
school was a task not in keeping with the guidelines from 
Canberra. M03 repeated his earlier emphasis on the 
targeting required in the program and "the express desire of 
Susan Ryan" for assessment of children's learning gains "so 
that hard data can be made available to the Commonwealth." 
He spoke of his concerns and worries with this requirement 
and the problems that would arise in assessment with young 
children. He added, "In 1985 we'll try to make do with 
descriptive comment in this area, I think. I've spoken with 
M24 in Research [Services] Branch [see Appendix 2, Item 9.2] 
about the appointment of an evaluation consultant, so that 
perhaps by the end of the three years we'll have a way to 
test these poor little kids" (Field Notes: BP04; 6). 
Through the substance of statements like this, a climate of 
hostility towards the Commonwealth Government and its agency, the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission, was built and sustained throughout 
the carriage of the BLIPS Program. Each time evaluation requirements 
for the BLIPS Program were discussed, similar hostile sentiments were 
expressed. The derogatory phrase, testing "ad nauseam" already 
referred to in part one of this Chapter illustrates the point. It was 
recorded on five occasions during field work (Field Notes: BP03, 
BP04, SP02, SP10 and IV06). On each occasion the phrase was placed 
within the context of aggressive reactions to the perceived imposition 
of Commonwealth Government control over the State's implementation of 
the program. The repetition of reactions against the power and 
authority of the Commonwealth is perhaps best summed up in the 
repeated recitation of the following story by organisational members 
as they interacted over the carriage of the BLIPS program: 
M03 went on to say, "There's a fear in Canberra that 
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the States won't follow the guidelines and that's why 
they're insisting on frequent evaluation and reporting." 
He then recounted the story "running the corridors of 
Canberra" in which Senator Ryan took the PEP submission of 
one of the States with her on a visit to that State to check 
on what was actually being done. "The story goes that she 
could find nothing directly from the submission in operation 
in that State's PEP Program." 
Members of the BLIPS Committee expressed no surprise at 
this story nor were any comments made about it. There were 
however, a few laughs and chuckles from around the meeting 
table (Field Notes: BP04; 7,8). 
This story was recorded four times during the study (Field Notes; 
SP02, SP06, IV01 and IV04). Although there were minor variations in 
the telling by different departmental officers, the message and the 
reaction to it, remained the same; the Commonwealth Government was 
depicted as a powerful extra-organisational body intent on imposing 
controls on the program carriage activity of the case State's 
Department of Education. It must be pointed out however, that 
although an ambience of disagreement with and hostility towards 
extra-organisational control was constructed and maintained in the 
rhetoric of organisational actors, in official communications, 
obedience to superior authority and conformity with established 
procedure prevailed. Anger and aggression amounted to little more 
than intra-departmental verbal posturing, providing a chance for 
officers to share their frustrations by blaming 'a higher authority'. 
Two data segments are used to illustrate this phenomenon; 
I asked M03 how he felt about the BLIPS Program's 
guidelines. 
In reply, he said that given the clashes between the 
Department, the Schools Commission and Senator Ryan, with 
hindsight, they were as good as could be expected. The 
guidelines were still fairly broad, he felt, but they 
included some tightening, particularly with respect to 
targeting. M03 said that he was conscious of his own 
objection to the targeting concept, but under the 
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circumstances, the guidelines were "good enough" (Field 
Notes: IV06; 9). 
This restrained private view contrasts with the more publicly 
voiced aggressive views recorded earlier. However, underneath the 
temperate tone of M03's statement there still lies a feeling of 
antipathy towards the Commonwealth Government. It is significant to 
note that his explanation was provided under the protection of an 
informal interview. His stronger views were expressed and shared by 
other departmental members during planning meetings, for example; 
As they were pulling up chairs, M03 began talking about 
"this car business." He said that he had rung Ml3 [a Schools 
Commission officer] in Canberra after receiving a letter 
through the "D.G." informing them that the car requested for 
the isolated Maths Project had not been approved. M03 said 
that he had asked Ml3, an officer of the Commonwealth 
Schools Commission, whether that meant that the whole 
project had not been approved and Ml 3 had said that that was 
not the case. M03 then asked, "How on earth can the project 
proceed when it is based on travel?" to which he reported 
that Ml3 replied, "It's not policy to fund the purchase of 
vehicles." M03's immediate reaction to that was to say that 
PEP and PCAP [The Priority Country Area Program] had 
"vehicles all over the place." 
M03 said that he was -told by Ml 3 that those programs 
were special cases. 
M08 interrupted here and said, "Tell him that's 
bullshit!" He then added to M03's list, other Commonwealth 
Special Purpose Programs with cars - the Multicultural 
Education Program and the Disadvantaged Schools Program. 
M08 then said that he would make a call [to Ml4 his 
superior officer] about the car. "I'll see if I can get Ml4 
to call Canberra for a verbal turnaround. In the meantime 
if you write a letter to Canberra emphasising that the car 
would be used in isolated areas with a strong migrant and 
Aboriginal population, and hammering the precedent about 
cars in other programs, that should do the trick." 
M03 said that he felt that the fact that they did not 
have enough cars for the State's Inspectors might be worthy 
of mention. 
M08 said, "No, I really think that we should hammer 
precedent. We might also hammer the cost of daily 
allowance, the potential resale of the vehicle with the 
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proceeds of the sale coming back to the program." M08 added 
that he would be surprised if the cars for the other 
programs had been purchased outside the guidelines for those 
programs. "[The case State] doesn't usually go against 
Commonwealth guidelines." 
At this M08 said that he would make the call to Ml 4. 
M03 waited while he was on the phone. After a few 
moments, M08 put the telephone down, turned to M03 and 
reported that Ml4 had said "bullshit" about the car too, and 
advised M08 to send a telex to Canberra requesting a 
turnaround of their original decision. 
"It's bloody ridiculous that we have to do this!" M08 
concluded (Field Notes; SP11; 3,9,10). 
The aggressive reaction by M03 and M08 to the Commonwealth 
Schools Commission's refusal to release funds for the purchase of the 
vehicle is not apparent in the wording of the telex referred to in 
their conversation (see Appendix 6). The intra-departmental verbal 
posturing over the "car business" did not result in a departure from 
set procedure nor in the communication of aggression to the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission. The official nature of the telex 
placed a constraint upon the form of words used to convey 
disagreement. Thus, it was departmental officers in the case State 
only, who were privy to the hostile tone of reactions over the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission's decision. No matter how angry and 
sustained the 'in-house' verbal posturing though, it was clear the 
case State's bureaucrats felt confident to argue openly with the 
Commonwealth Government that its guidelines had been followed in the 
past. Moreover, they were keen to ensure that the Department of 
Education should continue to be seen as publicly obedient to 
Commonwealth authority. The 'vehicle affair' serves as an example of 
resistance to the power and authority of the Commonwealth Government 
during program carriage. Nevertheless, it also serves as an example 
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of the occasional oscillation of power from one organisation to 
another. Although departmental officers did not voice a recognition 
of this phenomenon, it was clear in the Commonwealth Schools 
Commission's decision to provide the funds for the car, that power -
the capacity to achieve a desired result - rested with the case 
State's educational bureaucrats on this occasion. In short, the 
oscillation of power was evident through its effects. The outcome 
over the 'vehicle affair' however, was the exception rather than the 
rule in Commonwealth/State relations during program carriage. For the 
most part, the case State's education officers deferred to the power 
and authority of the Commonwealth Government while tensions in the 
relationship were reinforced through that very action. Thus the data 
examined help confirm the import of propositions 2.1 and 3.1. 
In drawing the analysis of the intra- and extra-organisational 
dimensions together, I emphasise the point that the outward acceptance 
of intra- and extra-departmental power and authority relationships 
shaped the carriage of the BLIPS Program as a rule-governed activity. 
Nevertheless, while departmental members were aware of their 
rule-following acts, they were unaware that this produced and 
reproduced the very bureaucratic rules governing those acts. I move 
now to add substance to this argument by bringing data from the second 
network of events' to bear on proposition 3.6 and a further 
discussion of proposition 3.1. 
Propositions 3-1 and 3.6 
Figure 24 illustrates the shift in the analysis to propositions 
3.1 and 3.6. 
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3.0 THEORETICAL 
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1,0 METHODOLOGICAL 
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5.1 Program implementers 
initiate Intended implementatlon 
activity but their acta and the 
eventa they provoke, produce 
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power is used In their organ-
isations as well »a the rules, 
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1 5.6 There is a 'sleep walking' 
factor in organlsstlonal life 
leading to unrtasoned, purpose-
less and/or repetitive activity. 
Figure 24. Propositions 3.1 and 3.6 
In contextualising the theory of human action within a 
bureaucratic organisation in Chapter Two, it was argued that the acts 
of organisational members and the consequences they initiate, 
contribute to the construction and replication of the structures which 
unconsciously condition action. This phenomenon is manifest through 
the unquestioning acceptance and usage of bureaucratic procedures; 
procedures which are built around hierarchically defined relationships 
between individuals and collectives inside and outside the 
organisation. Such is the regulatory capacity of bureaucratic 
procedures that educational program carriage emerges as an activity 
regulated by precedent rather than an activity responsive to 
educational policy vision through the pursuit of agreed program goals. 
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The strength of this claim is based upon exchanges such as the 
following, amongst organisational members: 
M03 explained that the approvals necessary before the 
appointments of people [to carry out the BLIPS Program 
proposals] were made, were quite complex. In the first 
place, he said, the number of people required for the 
program had been identified in the original submission to 
the Cabinet and approved by it. Having that approval the 
Department was then able to go to the Public Service Board 
to ask that the necessary position numbers be created. The 
Public Service Board, in turn, sent those position numbers 
to Cabinet for approval. Having received that approval, it 
was transmitted to the Department of Education which then 
went about the business of finding people to place against 
the position numbers. Once this was done, the names and 
positions could be returned to Cabinet for final approval. 
M03 concluded, "It's little wonder that frustration builds 
up when a new program has to be put in place" (Field Notes: 
SP10; 2). 
The significance to departmental officers of shared knowledge 
about these and other program carriage procedures was underlined, when 
it was discovered that one employee of junior rank had broken with 
precedent; 
I called in to see M03 just after I had finished 
talking with M06. I asked M03 if he had heard from Canberra 
whether the State BLIPS submission had been approved by the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission. 
He said that he had heard nothing officially, but that 
unofficially the "story was that approval had been granted 
and that a letter is following." 
M03 said that the information had come from M25 (a 
teacher involved with the ELIC proposal), who, "off his own 
bat rang the Chairman of the Schools Commission." M03 shook 
his head at this and reported that when he had told his 
superior officer, M06 had said, "I wouldn't have done that." 
M03 added, "and neither would I." He went on to say that he 
wouldn't have dreamed of doing what M25 had done. It seemed 
to him that M25 didn't understand "the procedures in these 
matters" and he had just taken "his own initiative" and 
called the Commission directly to find out where the funding 
for the ELIC proposal stood (Field Notes; SP09; 1). 
The fact that M25 was able to find out long-awaited information 
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by breaking with precedent was appreciated by neither M03 nor M06. 
The reaction of these officers, for whom acceptance of "the 
procedures" was automatic, emphasises their controlling influence on 
action and identifies the 'sleep-walking' factor in bureaucratic 
activity, described in Chapter Two. The 'blind' following of 
precedent without question, is revealed in M03's excusing the actions 
of the junior M25 as a lack of understanding of "the procedures in 
these matters." The automatic adherence to established protocols by 
departmental officers exemplifies the rule-governed nature of program 
carriage activity and supports the conclusion that the acceptance of 
and disciple-like following of bureaucratic norms, albeit with 
frustration at times, contributed to their maintenance, reinforcement 
and reproduction. In other words, the repetitive following of 
established organisational procedures unconsciously reinforced those 
procedures which in turn reproduced the hierarchically defined power 
and authority relationships embedded within them. Such a conclusion 
makes the action explanations contained within propositions 3.1 and 
3.6 all the more credible. 
I turn finally to an analysis of data which throw light on the 
propensity of organisational actors to routinely seek technical 
solutions of an incremental kind to implementation problems. I do 
this through an analysis of data drawn from the third and fifth 
networks of events' - networks unconsciously dominated by 
functionalist approaches to program implementation. These data are 
selected because of their relevance to an analysis of proposition 2.2 
and the further analysis of propositions 2.3 and 3.3. 
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Propositions 2.2, 2.3 and 3.3 
Figure 25 picks out the three propositions around which the 
discussion of organisational approaches to program carriage problem 
solution is developed. 
1.0 METHODOLOGICAL 
pnorosiTioMS 
2.0 CCMTEXTUAL 
PROrO.SITinHS 
2,2 Educational policy In 
Australia carries a 'vision 
of equality of opportunity 
which is translated by 
Commonwealth Governments 
into Special Purpose 
TTograms which are 
functionalist in their 
characteristics and 
assuroptlona. 
?,5 Program Implementation 
In the Australian 
•"•ducatl^na] sf^ttlng, is 
functionalist in 
orientation and is 
charncterlsod by 'classical 
administrative appioaches.' 
5.0 THEOMETICAL 
rnoposiTiONS 
3 . 5 A dor r lnan t s y m b o l i c 
u n l v ' T s e I s u n c n n r c l o u s l y 
endemic in o r g a n i s a t i o n a l l l f " 
Figure 25. Propositions 2.2, 2.3 and 3.3 
Two exchanges, the first recorded during the preparation of 
contingency plans for the expenditure of excess BLIPS Program moneys 
and the second during planning to utilise Regional grants, are 
particularly important ones in the identification of unconscious 
consequences of program carriage activity suggested by the three 
propositions. They are reported, therefore, at some length. The 
first exchange records a conversation between M03 and M04, officers of 
the Primary Division and the Planning and Special Programs Division 
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respectively, who were faced with the contingency planning task; 
...M03 apologised for being late to which M04 said, 
"That's O.K." He then went straight to the purpose of the 
meeting by saying, "So you're worried that you're not going 
to spend your dough." 
M03 responded to this lead by saying that there was "a 
faint hope" that the Regional allocation of $120 000 might 
be overspent. He said this because of his contact with a 
number of schools and their interest in gaining access to 
the BLIPS funds through the Regions. He followed this by 
asking M04, "If the $120 000 allocated to the Regions turns 
out to be $150 000, do I need to go back to Cabinet for 
another approval?" 
M04 said that he didn't think so. He elaborated on 
this by saying that there was "an interesting idea around 
the ridges" that said if projects varied their expenditure 
by about ten percent, then nobody would worry too much. He 
went on to say that in order to "get rid of" unspent funds 
this year, it might be best to look at "enhancing some of 
the things you're doing this year, while building up on some 
of the items required for next year." 
M03 responded immediately, "Like cars!" 
"Fancy a Director of the Commonwealth Schools 
Commission writing that," M04 said. He then went on to 
explain that there were some problems to be faced in order 
to spend the funds. The payment of salaries created the 
biggest pool of unspent moneys as the positions for the 
BLIPS Program had been budgeted for a full half year. He 
also said that there was no way of putting away unspent 
money for use in the following year. M04 then began to run 
through a list of ideas for the expenditure of funds that he 
had drawn up before he came to the meeting. 
He spoke first of the possibility of paying for 
materials that had already been produced either Regionally 
or centrally. He said, "There could be a few things around 
there that could eat up some of the funds." 
M03 interrupted here and asked M04 if he felt that the 
Commonwealth would be very demanding as far as reporting on 
action research projects was concerned. 
M04 felt that the Commonwealth was going to have to 
accept "whatever we tell them this year." He went on with 
his list, but in doing so, referred to the action research 
idea raised by M03. "Maybe we could commission some studies 
with outside consultants from Colleges of Advanced Education 
et cetera. They could start to look at things that would 
fit in with what you are doing. Studies like that can eat 
up funds pretty quickly. They need typists, research 
assistants, consultants fees and the like." 
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While M04 was talking, M03 was making notes on the 
paper in front of him. 
M04 continued, "What else have I got?" He then 
suggested that M03 might explore the notion of any materials 
development that might support the Maths or SPIOL projects. 
"Those people may be willing to look at a job they would 
like done, farm it out to someone like Production Services 
Branch, and get it done," he said. M04 felt that the whole 
BLIPS Program was open enough so that the kinds of changes 
he was suggesting, could be made without going back to the 
Commonwealth for further approvals. As an example M04 
suggested, "If you said to your Maths people, you've got 
five thousand to ten thousand for a video or an 
audio-visual, they might come up with a great idea. If they 
did, it would eat up the dollars quickly, support your 
program and quite possibly, not waste a lot." 
M03 followed this idea by asking, "Who would I see 
about doing something like that?" 
M04 replied, "Ml9." He then continued with his list of 
suggestions. He said that the Colleges of Advanced 
Education could have a number of tapes that would fit the 
BLIPS proposals and it would be possible to take over the 
costs of reproducing them. To develop a list of the types 
of tapes which might be useful, M03 could look more closely 
into each of the BLIPS proposals to see the scope of the 
resource possibilities. M04 then prompted himself from his 
list and asked, "More in-service in the Regions isn't a 
possibility?" 
M03 shook his head at this and agreed with M04, 
"They're overloaded already." 
M04 went on to suggest that it may be possible to 
enhance the BLIPS activities funded by the case State's 
professional development program. This would be easy enough 
as it would just require M03 to give them a vote code to 
charge things against. He also said that it might be 
possible to encourage individual schools to submit for funds 
to purchase resources to support the basic learnings. 
M03 responded to this idea by saying, "We're doing that 
already." 
M04 followed with, "Well it may be possible to provide 
some enhancement to that part of your program." 
M03 doubted that this would be possible as the Regions 
were worried about their abilities to spend the money they 
had already been allocated. 
M04 continued down his list and referred to seminars 
and conferences as a means of using up funds quickly. 
M03 interrupted here with the thought that it would be 
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worthwhile to pursue the idea of video production with Ml 9. 
M04 agreed before continuing. He spoke of a 
professional library for the schools. A library consisting 
of key books in literacy and numeracy, he felt, would be 
consistent with the BLIPS Program guidelines. 
M03 asked, "Could we justify it?" 
M04 replied, "If the books were specific to 
disadvantaged groups, then you might get away with it. I'm 
sure that we could develop a lot of rhetoric about it. I'm 
not sure of the value of a professional library, but it 
spends money quickly. You could do it just for the schools 
involved in the projects. Say a hundred dollars a school." 
M03 responded, "We could place the stress on 
disadvantage in the books, not necessarily the schools." 
M04 then explained that he had experienced the 
difficulty of "getting rid of funds quickly" during the PEP 
Program. He said that in the first year he had been able to 
fund all Transition Education activities when that had been 
outside PEP guidelines. This had been accomplished because 
the lack of implementation time had enabled them to place 
pressure on the Commonwealth, "and they acceded to it. 
They'll be the last of our worries this year," he concluded. 
After a slight pause, M04 continued, "There might be 
some other creative ideas outside the ones I've said. I 
can't think of much more we could do. He went on to say 
that MIO's Maths aids for schools might be possible. Orders 
could be placed by December leaving distribution for the new 
year. 
M03 then said, "Well, you've given me food for 
thought." 
M04 put forward the further suggestion that it might be 
possible to tie in a feasibility study on "service delivery" 
with the two people who would be employed in the Isolated 
Children's Maths Project. 
M03 said, "You mean in the [named] Region." 
M04 said, "Yes. You could try out something. Bring in 
a couple of teachers to do something on service delivery 
seeing that AUSSAT's not up. You know, in what other ways 
could we deliver service to teachers." He concluded by 
saying that he didn't know whether the idea would be useful. 
M03 shook his head at this and said, "You know, every 
time I blink, the end of the year is a month closer." 
M04 agreed and said, "Yes, one of the good things about 
PEP was that they cut the funds in half this year." 
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Both men laughed at this before M03 said again, "Thanks 
M04, you've given me food for thought. I'll certainly have 
a talk with Ml9." 
M04 followed up his previous suggestion of talking to 
the Colleges of Advanced Education and the Curriculum Branch 
about the republication of old publications. "Ml9 might be 
good for a couple of quickies and you could see LARS 
[Resource Services Branch - see Appendix 2,] for books. 
They can swallow up money like nobody's business. LARS 
seems to be able to find a person to eat up a salary vote at 
any time. Have you paid out any salaries yet?" he asked. 
M03 replied, "Not till Monday." 
M04 then suggested, "If you're seeing Ml6 shortly, it 
might be possible to carry the salaries of some of the 
Curriculum Branch people who have been working on BLIPS. 
People like Ml8 and others." 
M03 asked, "Would it be possible to do that for a short 
time?" 
M04 replied, "Yes, it's a transfer only." He explained 
that the Schools Commission didn't have to know and added, 
"Anyway, those people have been doing a lot of BLIPS work, 
haven't they?" 
After another short pause M04 said, "Well that's all I 
can think of." 
M03 said, "That's beaut M04; Thanks. What about 
entirely new projects? Would there be a problem with the 
turnaround time from the Commonwealth?" 
M04 replied, "I think they'd have to do it for us in 
about three or four weeks. After a further pause he said, 
"What about the idea of the demonstration centre mentioned 
in the QERC Report? We could purchase the resources to set 
up such a centre for next year. That might be worth a go. 
We could put a teacher on to it. We'd need a salary then, 
for a teacher to investigate the project - a feasibility 
study." 
M03 responded to this idea by saying, "The ELIC people 
are saying that the Regions are worried about the resources 
for their own centres." 
"What kind of resources? asked M04. 
"Videos," said M03. 
M04 then went on to say that in terms of reporting to 
the Commonwealth Schools Commission these kinds of changes 
would not get M03 into trouble. "I don't think you'll get a 
rap over the knuckles," he said. "Putting resources into 
demonstration centres would be a good possibility. It would 
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be a quick way of spending money in the Regions - a thousand 
a hit. Anyway, how much have you got left?" 
M03 replied with a laugh, "Oh, we're way behind 
already." 
M04 responded as he got to his feet to leave with the 
story of an additional component just received for PEP to be 
spent on Aboriginal education. It amounted to $200 000 and 
they were now faced with the task of "trying to dream up 
ways of spending it. It's bloody stupid," he said. 
After hearing this M03 nodded his head in agreement and 
asked M04 if he could have "the list." M04 passed it over to 
M03 before saying his farewells and leaving the room (Field 
Notes; SP13; 1-10). 
The instrumental concern of these two officers with program means 
rather than program goals or the policy vision of 'equality of 
educational opportunity' described in Chapter One, is implicit in 
their interaction over the problems posed by the need for contingency 
plans. M03 and M04 felt that these 'back-up' plans were essential if 
all of the BLIPS moneys were to be committed by the end of the 
calendar year. They seemed to accept as sacrosanct, the strictures 
placed on them by set procedures and they automatically adjusted their 
solution-seeking behaviour to 'fit in' with those procedures. For 
example, the commitment date of December 31 was regarded as absolute 
as was the BLIPS Program's financial allocation. All moneys, these 
officers understood, had to be committed whether they could be 
productively spent or not. Sending back excess funds had rarely, if 
ever, been countenanced within the case State's Department of 
Education and it was not entertained on this occasion. In fact, no 
discussion over the return of surplus funds was recorded during the 
study, though spending the full program allocation commanded the 
complete attention of departmental officers during contingency 
planning. In addition, recourse to past spending strategies, like 
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providing books, running conferences, adding to Regional grants, 
reproducing existing materials and paying salaries, are all 
illustrative of technocratic solutions to the implementation problems 
perceived by these officers. The admission by M04 that spending money 
on a "video or an audio-visual" might "not waste a lot" indicates the 
over-riding concern both officers automatically had in serving the 
administrative needs of the Department of Education, rather than 
working towards the policy vision from which the BLIPS Program had 
been derived. M04 summed up this concern on another occasion when M03 
asked him whose side he was on in program implementation: 
"I'm on the side of spending money," he said (Field 
Notes; BP03; 25). 
In the second exchange selected for this discussion, the fixation 
of departmental officers with instrumental questions during program 
carriage was apparent again, when Regions were asked to develop plans 
for expending their grants according to the guidelines in the 
information booklet authorised by the Director General (see Appendix 
12). These guidelines were the subject of the following Regional 
meeting between the BLIPS Program executive officer (M03), a Regional 
Director (M26), an Inspector (M27) and an in-service education officer 
(M28): 
After an exchange of views about the last episode of 
the TV program 'Yes Minister' and a great deal of laughter, 
M27 summed up by saying that the whole program was modelled 
on the case State Department of Education to which M26 
added, "Well, it is the Minister's favourite program." 
After the laughter had subsided, M26 said, "O.K., 
BLIPS." 
M03 asked M26 if he had received the small draft 
information booklet that had been sent out, to which M26 
said, "Yesterday." 
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M03 continued, "Well, it might be best if I talk about 
it with you." He then told the group that there had been 
$120 000 allocated from the BLIPS moneys for the Regions to 
spend in Regional, district or school action research 
initiatives. 
At this, M26 said that he had been confused about the 
money. He clarified that the $120 000 was for the State and 
that, of that, there would be $12 000 for his Region. 
Getting M03's nod at this, he then asked,"What's its 
breakdown?" 
M03 said, "That's up to the Region to decide. It 
should decide which level to take initiatives in itself." 
M26 asked if the guidelines really meant that the 
Region should be in the business of promulgating programs in 
reading and maths in disadvantaged schools. 
M03 replied, "Yes." 
M26 asked if these Regional initiatives would be in 
addition to the 'head office' Mathematics Projects and the 
ELIC program. 
M03 addressed this question by asking if he could go 
through all of the guidelines in the information booklet. 
M26 nodded and said "Yes." 
M03 began by explaining that all of the proposals that 
had been submitted to Canberra had been approved, except for 
the car for the isolated maths proposal in the [named] 
Region. 
M26 interjected, "You should have asked for a horse and 
buggy!" 
There was laughter from the others in the group at 
this. 
M27 added to the laughter when he said, "No good asking 
for one. You should have asked for five!" 
When the laughter began to die down, M26 said, "O.K. 
Page one." 
M03 said that he had taken page one straight from the 
Commonwealth Government's guidelines. He indicated that he 
felt that this information should go to all schools. 
M26 asked, "Do you want it to go to all schools in this 
Region?" 
M03 replied, "Yes," and added that the information 
booklet would be reproduced in the form of a leaflet. 
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M26 then said quite forcefully, "Why should all schools 
get it when the priority areas are low socio-economic, 
aborigines and migrants? If every school in this Region 
gets the information, then we get 140 submissions to go 
through and if some of the schools don't fall into any of 
the categories, then they're wasting their time and mine." 
He went on to say that he felt that a list of schools needed 
to be developed to cut down on what would be a mountain of 
work... 
...M26 said, "You know, we had the same trouble with 
PEP. You have to make up your mind whether you're going to 
run a program that will be watered down but open to 
everybody, or whether you're going to make it available only 
to some." M26 added that this wishy-washy kind of direction 
"leaves you in a quandary all the time"... 
...He then changed the focus of the conversation by 
saying, "O.K., We've got some sorting out to do." 
M28 agreed with this and added,"If we make it open to 
everybody, we'll have to sift through a lot of replies." 
M26 said, "I'd like to avoid that"... 
...At this point M28 said, "I think that we'd be able 
to pick a core of schools that would fit the criteria right 
now. Of the ones left, there would be some who could fiddle 
the figures so that they made themselves fit the criteria." 
M26 came in with, "Say we've got 40 schools. What will 
we do with those 40? Do we write to them with information 
and give them the opportunity to develop a program? If so, 
would $300 each be enough? If we picked those 40, there 
might be another 40 who could prove that they meet the 
criteria. So that makes 80 schools that we could give only 
$150. What can you do with $150? That's not even enough to 
buy the staff of a big school a hamburger each!" 
M27 came into the conversation here with, "You always 
face a problem when you offer schools lolly. The good ones 
will go after it. If you select the guy who's not doing 
anything and give him the lolly, then you're rewarding his 
laziness. That's silly!" 
M26 followed this with the question,"Should we offer 
all of our schools funds from the regional office, or should 
the Inspectors offer something in their districts? With 
anything left, should we hit specific schools? We could 
keep $2000 for the Region, give $1500 to each Inspector's 
district and keep $4000 for submissions from schools." 
To this idea M03 said, "I can't see anything wrong with 
that." 
M27 responded to M26's idea by saying that he saw an 
administrative problem developing for the Inspectors if 
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money was assigned to them in their districts. 
M26 responded with, "Well, we could have half Region 
and half school." 
M27 agreed with this. 
M26 added that the region would not be able to monitor 
a whole lot of submissions from schools. "We're flat as a 
strap now," he concluded. 
M27 addressed this point with the argument that if a 
program had a sound submission and had been judged as 
worthwhile at the beginning, it did not require time 
consuming monitoring. 
M26 disagreed strongly with this view. "If we don't 
monitor any program closely, then we're throwing public 
money down the drain. At the very least we must undertake 
to go through a report from every school involved. Look at 
our experience with all the Disadvantaged Schools Program. 
Where is the evaluation of that?" he said. 
M27 agreed with M26's last point by saying that there 
was no Regional evaluation. "I don't comment on the 
Disadvantaged Schools Program submissions after they're 
approved," he said. 
M26 emphasised the point that people in the Regional 
Office were all doing enough already. He said,"We want a 
system that doesn't require a lot of letters going back and 
forth with a whole heap of typing and checking by office 
staff. It's alright for Canberra to say you're not getting 
a bloody car. They won't even give us a couple of hours 
typing!" 
Following a slight pause after this strong statement by 
M26, M03 changed the tack a little by saying that it was 
clear to him from the BLIPS Program guidelines and from his 
contact with Canberra, that Susan Ryan wanted "tight 
reporting" on the program from the States. 
"Susan Ryan wouldn't know," M26 said. "With the amount 
of time we've got, most of this money will be wasted!" 
...M26 followed this with, "O.K. Let's divide the 
money in half. Half for a Regional project, half for 
application by schools." 
At this M28 said, "I still think that we need a set of 
criteria on which to base our choice of schools for a 
Regional project. Otherwise, some schools are going to ask 
why did he_ get it and not me?" 
M27 responded, "Well, those fellers will just have to 
be told that's the way it crumbles." 
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There was a great deal of laughter at this and when it 
had subsided, M27 continued, "Everybody knows that something 
in depth is better than a whole lot of little bits." 
M26 reiterated, "Well, is everybody happy about this 
breakup?" There were nods and noises of agreement from 
around the group. 
M28 asked, "Who should the schools send the submissions 
to?" 
M26 replied, "Regional Office." 
M28 asked, " Who will adjudicate on them?" 
M26 replied, "The Inspectors of the schools involved." 
M27 asked,"Are you going to let them buy materials?" 
M03 came in with, "I'm leaving that up to the Region, 
so long as the priorities are followed." 
"What if schools want to buy a meal for an after-school 
program?" M27 asked. 
M03 replied, "That's feasible." 
M26 expressed the opinion, "We'll have to be pretty 
tight so that everyone gets a fair chop. If we had a lot of 
submissions for $2000 jobs, we'd have to cut them down by 
nine tenths. $2000 might have to be 2000 pence." 
"Well does that satisfy you, M03," M26 asked. 
M03 nodded at this and said, "Yes." 
M26 summarised again that they would allocate roughly 
half for the Region and half for submission by schools that 
were selected from the Region (Field Notes: SP17; 1-17). 
The outcomes of this meeting are indicative of behaviour which is 
consistent with an automatic acceptance of functionalist orthodoxy in 
implementation planning. The discussion over the "breakup" of 
Regional grants was characterised by a lack of debate about the BLIPS 
Program's goals, priorities and targets. Attention was paid to 
administrative issues of concern to the officers involved because of 
their responsibility to account for the expenditure of public funds. 
Without seeking justifications for their actions, they 'played' with 
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several ways to divide the funds before settling upon "half for the 
Region and half for submission by schools." At no stage during the 
meeting, nor in subsequent meetings (Field Notes; SPl8, SP19 and 
SP20), was this initial arbitrary division of moneys challenged by 
departmental officers. The fact that the "breakdown" of funds had 
been nominated by the Regional Director was sufficient to ensure that 
it went unquestioned. The data segment from this meeting also 
highlights several other unconscious consequences of program carriage. 
The antagonistic references to Senator Ryan and the banter about the 
"horse and buggy" in place of the car, are indicators of the 
repetition of hostile attitudes to the Commonwealth Government by 
senior departmental officers mentioned in part one of this Chapter. 
When it is known that these attitudes were part of the discourse of 
program carriage in the Department of Education and when this 
knowledge is coupled with the fact that junior ranking members seemed, 
for the most part, to accept the opinions of their superiors without 
demur, it is clear how those attitudes were produced, reinforced and 
replicated in the organisation. Moreover, the Regional Director's 
concern to ensure that there was nothing "wishy-washy" about 
directions to schools, together with the need to monitor "any program 
closely " so that public money would not go "down the drain", is a 
precise signal that even at the Regional level, the concept of 'top 
down' or 'head office' control of program implementation had lost none 
of its administrative vigour, though the level of its application had 
changed. 
Of the three propositions which introduced this section of the 
analysis, the data supports the intent contained in propositions 2.3 
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and 3.3. There is little doubt that the program carriage behaviour of 
the bureaucrats involved was consistent with the organisation's 
dominant functionalist symbolic universe which was characterised by 
instrumental and technical solutions of an incremental kind, together 
with 'classical' administrative approaches to implementation planning. 
Proposition 2.2 is supported by omission rather than commission. 
Departmental officers viewed the BLIPS Program as another function 
requiring standard implementation structures and as a result, the 
translation of policy vision into administrative measures proceeded 
automatically, unencumbered by idealistic debate. 
In tying Part Two of the Chapter together, reference is made to 
the way in which organisational discourse contributed to the 
unconscious shaping of program carriage activity. In Chapter Two, it 
was asserted that through discourse, people shape their social worlds 
and create and convey intersubjectively shared meanings. In addition, 
it was argued that while they are engaged in everyday activity, actors 
quite unconsciously participate in discourse production and 
reproduction which results in meaning reinforcement and replication. 
It is argued here, that officers of the Department of Education in the 
case State used a particular 'genre of discourse' - a discourse which 
drew from and contributed to a particular symbolic universe in the 
organisation. Indeed, through that discourse a functionalist approach 
to program implementation was unknowingly constructed by departmental 
officers. Certainly the data from the study do not record the use of 
the words 'functionalist approaches to implementation' by departmental 
members. However, the discourse of program carriage discussions 
carried within it, a realist ontology, positivist epistemology and a 
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determinist view of human nature. The interaction over agenda casting 
and recasting, the 'vehicle affair', contingency plans. Regional 
grants and the other data segments used in this Chapter underline the 
conclusion that departmental officers accepted the education system of 
which they were members as a 'real' structure, something which had an 
objective status and a sense of permanence and authority independent 
of their own minds. The discourse which infused program carriage 
presumed the objective existence of bureaucratic social structures and 
unconsciously presupposed that this definition of organisational 
reality was shared amongst all members of the Department of Education. 
The interchanges over the choice of the BLIPS Program proposals 
suggest that departmental officers presumed that knowledge was a 
commodity which could be transmitted from those at the centre of the 
department who had it, to those at the periphery in the schools, who 
did not. In short, knowledge, like the education system itself, had 
an objective existence in the shared understanding of departmental 
members. This assumption implies that those involved in program 
carriage were meaning-takers, not meaning-makers. Moreover, it is 
argued that conversations amongst departmental officers exemplified a 
determinist view of human nature. That view was contained within and 
constructed by the discourse of program carriage. Program carriers 
seemed to take for granted that teachers could be changed in 
particular ways through exposure to implementation activities 
legitimated by departmental authority. The analysis reveals the fact 
that the functionalist orientation to implementation activity embedded 
in the discourse of departmental personnel, is unconsciously consonant 
with the 'Classical Administative Theory' which unwittingly informed 
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the carriage of the BLIPS Program. Furthermore, the discourse 
encountered during the study contained a 'taken for granted' 
understanding of the power relations explicit in 'classical' 
approaches to program administration. This understanding was never 
overtly discussed by program carriers but it is clear that the imporc 
of intra- and extra-departmental power and authority relationships was 
carried within bureaucratic discourse. Indeed, discursive expression 
recognised and accorded power and authority to particular individuals 
inside and outside the Department of Education, while at the same 
time, the powerlessness of lower-ranking members was conveyed. 
In sum, the data segments used for this analytical interpretation 
are illustrative of the 'genre of discourse' which is automatically 
held to be appropriate amongst organisational members. During the 
study, especially in discussions of the proposals for the BLIPS 
Program, logistical matters like dates, costs, locations and timelines 
dominated. Key concerns amongst proposal planners revolved around how 
to spend money before the end af the calendar year. The expression of 
these concerns exposed an emphasis on a 'technical' rather than on a 
'visionary' view of policy. Such an emphasis is consistent with the 
functionalist orientation of the discourse outlined earlier. 
Overall, the striking feature about the discursive expression of 
departmental members during the study, was the preoccupation with the 
'how' questions, that is, how to get proposals planned and approved 
within the constraints of the Commonwealth Government's BLIPS Program 
guidelines and established and accepted State Government procedures. 
The instrumental questions which dominated the planning discussions of 
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program carriers are indicative of an unknowing adherence to the 
Macro-rationalistic and Technical-systemic approaches to program 
implementation explained in Chapter One. The program carriage 
practices followed are symptomatic of a syncopic acceptance of the 
orthodox functionalist tradition in the construction of organisational 
meaning through the discourse of its members. Finally, nowhere in the 
study was a questioning of functionalist approaches to educational 
program implementation encountered. Because of the organisation's 
symbolic universe, officers of the Department of Education were 
steeped in their use and as a result, were unaware of their intrinsic 
contribution to the way the BLIPS Program was carried in the case 
State's bureaucracy, before its eventual release for dissemination and 
operation in government schools. 
This Chapter has presented a contextualised analysis of the study 
data around two principal elements of the theoretical frame elaborated 
in Chapter Three, namely, the conscious and unconscious consequences 
of program carriage action within the case State's Department of 
Education. It has also drawn into the theory/data dialectic, the 
contextual and theoretical propositions condensed from Chapters One 
and Two. The Chapter has adopted the position that the people 
involved in the carriage of the BLIPS Program were busy people, 
anxious to carry out their responsibilities within the rules, 
procedures and regulations they perceived as governing their actions. 
Nevertheless, concomitantly, the analysis has shown that both the 
intended and unintended consequences of those actions have more to do 
with organisational maintenance than they have to do with working 
towards a policy vision. 
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I turn now to the final Chapter where I address this theme in a 
presentation of theoretical conclusions derived from the study. 
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END NOTES 
1. The Language Arts Committee is a committee responsible to the 
Director of the Primary Division in the case State. It is charged 
with the tasks of reviewing and developing the Syllabus or course of 
study in English Language Arts for primary school children in 
government schools. 
2. The Curriculum Development Centre (C.D.C.) is a Commonwealth 
Government educational agency. It co-ordinates and develops 
curriculum projects with a national application. 
3. The Disadvantaged Schools Program operates in schools with a 
significant number of children from Aboriginal, migrant, low 
socio-economic and isolated backgrounds. Schools which seek to become 
part of the program must show that the composition of their student 
population falls within nominated limits, before they are accepted as 
'disadvantaged schools. ' 
4. 'Fourex' is a popular beer brand name in Australia. 
5. An extended account of the political activity surrounding the 
banning of the program, 'Man: A Course of Study', is provided by 
Smith and Knight (1978). 
6. 'Fair dinkum' is an Australian colloquial expression meaning 
'to be serious' about an issue or 'to mean what you say.' 
7. As the study did not pursue the implementation of the BLIPS 
Program past the carriage stage, data on the translation of written 
intentions into dissemination and operation practice, are not 
available. 
8. To 'cop the crow' is an Australian colloquial expression 
meaning, 'to take the blame.' 
9. To 'have a jersey' is an Australian colloquial expression 
meaning 'to be accepted' or 'to be regarded as part of a team.' 
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CHAPTER 6 
Drawing Theoretical Conclusions 
"Vrhose side are you on?" 
"I'm on the side of spending money" (Field Notes; 
BP03; 25). 
The starting point for this thesis was an interest in scholarly 
writing and research into policy implementation over the past 
generation and a concern over implementation outcomes in Australian 
education. This interest and concern gave impetus to the drive to 
explore what happens during educational policy implementation and to 
explain why it happens in the way it does. Chapter Six now draws the 
threads of the thesis together. To do so, it first recapitulates in 
summary form, the substance of the five preceding chapters; second, 
it proffers a series of conclusions consistent with the analysis and 
interpretation of data presented in Chapter Five; third, it welds 
that interpretation and those conclusions into a tentative 
conceptualisation of program carriage activity through an adaptation 
of the theory of human action advanced in Chapter Two; and finally, 
it suggests fruitful lines for further research into the 
implementation of educational programs in bureaucratically organised 
education authorities. I turn now to a summary of the thesis up to 
this point. 
The Thesis Summary 
In the introduction to Chapter One, it was argued that 
educational policy and its implementation in a federal political 
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system like Australia's, is problematic. It was suggested that policy 
implementation literature is replete with descriptions of the 
inability of policies to live up to their makers' expectations. It 
was also shown that common practice in Australian educational policy 
development and implementation has increased rather than decreased in 
recent times. This has occurred in spite of the strength of the 
implementation 'failure', 'adaptation' and 'resistance' claims 
advanced in the literature. Chapter One then proceeded to review 
literature in the policy and implementation fields in order to 
ascertain their informing orientations. The review, arranged against 
the backdrop of Burrell and Morgan's (1979) paradigms of social 
theory, underscored the correlation between underpinning assumptions 
of the policy concept and policy and implementation theory. The 
resulting argument pressed the case that functionalist assumptions 
have dominated and continue to dominate these related fields. In 
fact, the position was taken, that in the Australian federal political 
system, Commonwealth and State governments have come to rely 
increasingly upon the cornerstone of functionalist implementation 
approaches - 'Classical Administrative Theory' - in the implementation 
of educational programs. Although the review illustrated the 
functionalist emphasis embedded in the policy and implementation 
fields, several potential 'breaks' with orthodoxy were identified. 
These 'breaks', it was suggested, occurred because the policy and 
implementation fields had been slowly shifting ground over a 
generation or more, from the objectivism of functionalist social 
theory towards the subjectivism of interpretivist social theory. 
Recent writings in both fields, it was argued, have exhibited 
ambivalence towards the subjective/objective characteristics of human 
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nature, ontology, epistemology and social science methodology. This 
ambivalence was uncovered, first, in explanations by Lowi (1970) and 
Dye and Zeigler (1978) linking policy theory with the concepts of 
power and domination, second, in Young's (1982) and Smith's (1982) 
anti-functionalist approach to the definition of policy as 'vision' 
and third, in the work of House (1983) and Fullan (1982) in their 
recognition of the personal as opposed to the systemic character of 
implementation activity. 
The literature review facilitated the creation of three 
conditions for the thesis. First, the 'softening' of the strictly 
functionalist approach to policy and implementation theory through the 
'movement' towards interpretivism mentioned above, pointed the way to 
the need for a theoretical frame for the study which recognised the 
significance of both individual action and social structures in the 
human activity associated with policy implementation. Second, the 
review, together with the earlier description of Commonwealth/State 
relations in Australian education, contributed to a sharpening of the 
problem of the thesis as; 
What happens to educational policy and programs in the 
hands of program implementers and why does it happen in the 
way it does? 
This general problem provided the impetus for the later more 
specific stipulation of the three purposes of the study as; 
(i) to identify what happens to policy vision and 
program goals and means in the hands of people charged with 
implementation responsibility; 
(ii) to isolate what happens as a result of what they 
do; and 
(iii) to interpret why it happens in the way it does. 
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Third, the review provoked the formation of a summary proposition 
about the implementation of educational programs, a proposition 
directly related to the functionalist orientation to policy and 
implementation theory already explained and illustrative of the 
problem of the thesis. The summary proposition asserted that: 
When confronted with implementation responsibilities, 
educational program implementers rely upon functionalist 
implementation approaches which emphasise central control, 
system needs, technocratic solutions of an incremental kind 
and the acceptance of rational organisational procedures. 
The first of the three conditions provided the link between 
Chapters One, Two and Three, while the second and third were addressed 
through the presentation and analysis of the study data in Chapters 
Four and Five. The first Chapter concluded with the definition of the 
terms 'policy', 'program' and 'implementation', stipulating for the 
purposes of consistency for the remainder of the thesis, that the 
study was limited to that part of program implementation called 
program 'carriage'. These limits also narrowed the study down to 
program carriage activity surrounding Commonwealth Government Special 
Purpose Programs within State Government education bureaucracies in 
the Australian federal setting. 
Chapter Two undertook the elaboration of a theory of human action 
using analyses of human conduct in the stream of events of everyday 
life. The theoretical work of Giddens (1976, 1984) was used as a base 
to isolate major components and key concepts in a theorisation of 
human action as both consciously and unconsciously conditioned conduct 
resulting in intended and unintended consequences. Recourse was made 
to Giddens' theoretical ideas because they tied interaction between 
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individual action and physical and social structures in all human 
conduct. The theoretical frame developed in the Chapter explicated a 
reciprocal relationship between the key concepts of structure, namely, 
social rules and time-space locations and their interplay with the 
purposes for, justification and reflexive monitoring of acts, all key 
concepts of action. The interaction between action and structure, it 
was argued, resulted in acts which initiated intended and unintended 
consequences both of which fed back upon the unconscious conditioning 
and conscious understanding of conduct. The theory articulated the 
view that as human beings act in the world, they simultaneously 
produce and reproduce the very structures implicated in their actions. 
The Chapter concluded with the application of the theory to the 
actions of educational program implementers within an organisational 
setting and the argument that because action and structure are 
invisible for the most part, while acts and events are observable 
phenomena, interpretations of what program implementers do are 
facilitated by direct act and event observation. 
This theme was addressed in Chapter Three where it was argued 
that the methodological implications of the theoretical frame 
developed in Chapter Two warranted research approaches which fell 
under the inclusive term 'qualitative methodology'. The Chapter then 
proceeded to review tenets from phenomenology, ethnomethodology and 
symbolic interactionism because their common features suggested that 
there is much to be gained by the qualitative researcher in 'getting 
close to participants' as they engage in social activity. An 
examination of ethnography revealed that 'getting close' to 
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participants is accomplished through the use of a range of data 
gathering techniques which provide the means for researchers to 'make 
sense' of actors' 'taken for granted' constructions of reality. 
Moreover, it was shown that the data gathering technique, participant 
observation, complements the ethnographer's assumption that what 
people say and do is consciously and unconsciously shaped by their 
social and physical locations. The examination of ethnography 
justified participant observation as the data gathering technique for 
the study and emphasised the 'closeness' to organisational discourse 
that could be gained through its use. A record of discursive acts, it 
was argued, was essential to an interpretation of the way 
organisational members construct their realities and sustain their 
organisational lives. At the same time, the position was taken that 
participant observation allowed for the retention of a record of 
events in program carriage, a record considered essential in providing 
a foundation on which to build an analysis of the effects of program 
carriage activity. Finally, the Chapter aligned itself with critical 
ethnography by adopting a theoretical stance towards data. In doing 
so, it endorsed the view that the researcher is both instrument and 
analyst developing interpretations of human activity through the 
dialectical interrogation of theory and data. 
Chapter Four presented an account of acts and events in the 
carriage of one Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Program by 
educational bureaucrats in a State Government education system in 
Australia, This was done to provide contextual coherence for the 
later selection and analysis of data in Chapter Five, The account 
traced the activities of officers of the Department of Education in 
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the case State as they prepared a program designed to address Basic 
Learnings in Primary Schools (BLIPS) for dissemination and operation 
in government schools. By using field-note files, brochures, letters, 
minutes and other documents collected during the course of the study, 
the carriage of the BLIPS Program in the case State was traced from 
its inception federally, up to the point where all Commonwealth and 
State Government approvals mandatory for its implementation in schools 
were achieved. 
Before recounting particular acts and events in the carriage of 
the program, a collection of the methodological, contextual and 
theoretical propositions advanced in the first three Chapters was 
made. These propositions were recapitulated in condensed form and 
used as nodal points for the selection and presentation of data 
relevant to the account. That account was presented in three parts so 
that a broad picture of activity as a 'longue duree ' of events over a 
sixteen-month period was painted first, before more specific details 
were described in a series of six 'networks of events' and several 
'incidents' within them. The recording of the 'longue duree' 
emphasised the complex path to eventual implementation approval 
encountered by the BLIPS Program as officers of the case State's 
Department of Education followed accepted bureaucratic and political 
procedures in planning for its dissemination and operation in schools. 
The six 'networks of events', namely, the development of program 
carriage agendas by bureaucrats, the recasting of those agendas by the 
same officers as they interpreted acts and unfolding events, the 
appeal against the decision by the Commonwealth Schools Commission not 
to fund the purchase of a motor vehicle for work in an isolated area. 
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the appointment of a classified public service officer to administer 
the BLIPS Program's implementation, the development of 'contingency 
plans' to expend anticipated excess funds and the involvement of 
Regions in the program carriage process, were described more fully to 
establish sufficient ground for their later analytical interpretation. 
It was argued that together, these descriptions created the necessary 
background for an understanding of the theoretical discussion of data. 
In particular, it was foreshadowed that the 'networks of events' and 
'incidents' were to be used in Chapter Five in the discussion of the 
structural shaping of program carriage action, the analysis of program 
carriers' purposes for and justifications of action, the 
identification of the reflexive monitoring of program carriage acts 
and events and the isolation of intended and unintended consequences 
of their activities. Furthermore, it was argued that the descriptions 
provided the base for an examination of the linkage of power with the 
control of organisational resources, the identification of power 
oscillation in and between the organisations involved, an exploration 
of the enabling and constraining influence that the location of social 
interaction placed on the conduct of organisational actors and 
finally, the analysis of the 'taken for granted' reliance placed by 
departmental members on functionalist approaches to program 
implementation activity. 
The collection of condensed propositions which had introduced 
Chapter Four was then addressed in Chapter Five in two parts. Part 
One discussed the intended consequences of program carriage activity, 
consequences which were consciously understood by program carriers, 
while Part Two examined unintended effects of the conduct of 
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departmental officers. In summary form, the interpretation drawn from 
the discussion of data concluded that in the case State's Department 
of Education, bureaucrats acted in ways which were consistent with 
their organisation's purposes in general or the goals of sections of 
the department in which they worked. As a result, intra-departmental 
purposes for program carriage activity were held to be more important 
than the original goals of the BLIPS Program which had been determined 
outside the case State by the Commonwealth Government. Nevertheless, 
departmental officers undertook to present an acquiescent face to the 
program originators as they carried the program through official State 
and Commonwealth Government procedures towards the approvals necessary 
for its dissemination and operation in the case State's schools. In 
other words, departmental officers continuously adjusted the purposes 
for and justifications of their actions by deliberately monitoring 
program carriage acts and events as they occurred both inside the case 
State and at the Commonwealth level. At the same time however, these 
bureaucrats took great care in the rhetoric of their written 
communication with the Commonwealth Government to ensure that their 
official plans for the BLIPS Program were consistent with its 
requirements. 
The discussion of intended program carriage effects further 
argued that one of the principal purposes served by the carriage of 
the BLIPS Program was the enhancement of the power and authority of 
the Primary Division in the case State's Department of Education. 
Power and authority enhancement in fact, was consciously pursued by 
several officers as an intended consequence of their involvement with 
the carriage of the program. The means to achieve that enhancement 
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was seen to lie in the control of allocated resources. Officers of 
the Primary Division argued, in the face of resistance by members of 
other sub-units of the Department of Education, that gaining control 
of program resources was the most important ingredient in enhancing 
individual and collective power and authority. 
Data presented in the last section of Part One of the Chapter 
were used to support the claim that program carriers consciously 
operated to ensure that they did not antagonise their political 
masters. To guarantee this, departmental officers monitored the 
broader social and political context in which they worked and from 
time to time references were made that showed the extent to which this 
often 'taken for granted' knowledge impinged upon program carriage 
activity. In short, a deliberate professional 'reading' of the 
political and social climate accompanied program carriage action as it 
occurred. 
The most important of the unintended consequences of program 
carriage activity was the reinforcement and reproduction of 
organisational power and authority relationships. These unintended 
products of program carriage activity resulted as departmental 
officers in senior positions dominated BLIPS proposal planning. The 
dominance of senior officers was facilitated through the passive 
acceptance of their ideas, opinions and directions by their juniors. 
In other words, positional power and authority was unwittingly 
confirmed through self-confessed compliance when officers perceived 
themselves to be in inferior bureaucratic positions in different 
organisational settings. 
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The discussion of data in Part Two of the Chapter also took the 
view that the reinforcement and reproduction of the power and 
authority of certain senior departmental officers was extended during 
program carriage to other intra- and extra-organisational power and 
authority relationships. In particular, hierarchically conceived 
relationships within the educational bureaucracy of the case State 
were reinforced and reproduced during BLIPS proposal planning. 
Indeed, 'top down' approaches to projected dissemination and operation 
plans substantiated the unconscious replication of 'head office' 
control over the implementation of the BLIPS Program. A 'classical' 
administrative approach to the management of implementation was 
adopted as a matter of course by officers of the Department of 
Education as they carried the program within the 'head office' of the 
bureaucracy and planned for its dissemination and operation within the 
system at large. Such an approach by the case State mirrored and 
repeated that pursued by the Commonwealth Government. 
The Chapter then turned to argue that even though antagonism 
towards Commonwealth Government influence over implementation activity 
in the case State was often voiced by organisational members, the 
formal compliance with the wishes of superior authorities was a 
feature of program carriage on the surface at least. This feature had 
the effect of reproducing existing Commonwealth/State power and 
authority relationships in administrative matters over the 
implementation of the BLIPS Program, while it reinforced 
anti-Commonwealth feelings amongst the case State's educational 
bureaucrats. In this regard, the location of interaction over 
Commonwealth Government 'interference' in the BLIPS Program's carriage 
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was considered a critical factor. On the one hand, the location of 
interaction outside the Department of Education constrained the 
program carriage rhetoric to courteous and deferential statements in 
official communications while on the other hand, it enabled 
departmental officers to adopt a verbally aggressive posture within 
their own territory. Together, these two phenomena served to 
reinforce and reproduce the tone of existing Commonwealth/State 
relationships over educational program implementation. The result of 
the 'vehicle affair,' which was regarded as a 'victory' over the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission by the case State's bureaucrats, 
exemplified the tense quality in those relationships. 
A case was also made during the analysis and interpretation of 
data, that throughout the carriage of the BLIPS Program, the activity 
of departmental officers was rule-governed in spite of frequent 
criticisms of the very rules and procedures they followed. This fact 
contributed significantly to the unconscious reproduction of those 
rules and procedures as people went about their implementation work. 
At the same time, it was argued that functionalist approaches to BLIPS 
proposal planning dominated activity during program carriage. These 
approaches relied implicitly and unquestioningly on past 
'centre-periphery' practices and viewed Regions, schools and teachers 
as knowledge deficient and in need of 'pressure' and 'control' during 
implementation, while concentrating on the administrative and 
instrumental concerns of committing, spending and accounting for the 
program's financial allocation within a specified time. 
The discussion of unintended consequences concluded with the 
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claim that the discourse of program carriage was 'taken for granted' 
by departmental officers and was unconsciously reproduced in their 
interactions with others over the implementation of the BLIPS Program. 
The reproduction of the discourse itself, it was argued, helped to 
explain how the unintended consequences of program carriage activity 
occurred. 
I move now to the presentation of a series of general conclusions 
consistent with the purposes of the study and the data interpretation 
offered in Chapter Five. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions from the study are arranged around the three 
research purposes restated earlier in this Chapter. First, I turn to 
what happens to policy vision and program goals and means when an a 
priori educational program is placed in the hands of program carriers. 
The case account justifies the argument that there is no 
distinction made by educational bureaucrats between the concepts 
'policy' and 'program'. In fact, the two words are used 
interchangeably in 'professional' activity. This lack of distinction 
however, does not explain the paucitj^  of attention given to what this 
thesis has called 'policy as vision'. Program carriage appears as a 
visionless activity. It was previously argued that for Australian 
education, equality of educational opportunity has been the 
consistently held 'vision' for well over a decade. There was no 
evidence during the study to suggest that that vision was an informing 
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one for those taking program carriage responsibility. Program 
carriers were more 'on the side of spending money' than on the side of 
reaching for ideals. The educational administrators involved seemed 
far more concerned with procedural matters than with creating ways in 
which the vision behind the BLIPS Program could be achieved. As a 
result little attention was paid to the goals of the educational 
program proffered to them for implementation. Rather, they were 
concerned with ways to 'cover' the priorities and targets defined by 
the program guidelines because priorities and targets were the 
tangible benchmarks against which program accountability was to be 
checked. Preference for and concentration on priorities and targets 
is understandable when it is known that program carriers viewed some 
of the BLIPS Program's goals as serving the interests of outsiders 
rather than their own perceptions of the case State's organisational 
needs. Program goals which did not 'fit' perceived systemic needs 
were contested and where opportune, modified through proposal 
planning, to become more appropriate ones. Because of this there is a 
reconstruction of program goals during program carriage, a 
reconstruction which biases the program towards the host organisation. 
These views lead directly to the conclusion that the greatest concern 
of bureaucrats during program carriage is with the means at their 
disposal. These means include not only the money available but also 
the personnel, rules and procedures bound up in bureaucratic activity. 
Nevertheless, what happens to program money is of paramount importance 
to program carriers. Who will control it, how it will be done, how 
the funds will be committed and expended and how they will be 
accounted for are issues which dominate program carriage discussions. 
With these matters assuming the significance they do, it is 
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understandable that policy and program goals receive scant attention. 
They are not the stuff of administrative accountability statements. 
Second, I draw some general conclusions about what happens as a 
result of what educational bureaucrats do during program carriage. I 
prefix these remarks with the recognition that bureaucrats work long 
and hard at planning meetings, informal discussions with colleagues, 
writing submissions, minutes and letters, making phone calls, 
preparing budgets, presenting reports and so on. These constitute the 
'busy work' of daily bureaucratic professional activity and on the 
surface they appear to be what happens when an educational program is 
'carried' through organisational approval procedures prior to 
dissemination and operation within the schools of the system. 
However, beneath these surface features, it is clear that inside 'head 
office' sections, program carriage is much more about quite 
deliberately grasping opportunities to enhance intra-organisational 
power and authority than it is about addressing educational policy or 
any derivative program goals. This outcome of program carriage 
activity is justifiable in the minds of the bureaucrats involved 
because increased power and authority facilitate their ability to 
achieve their purposes within the organisation - purposes which they 
perceive to be more consistent with organisational goals than the 
goals of extra-organisational authorities. 
The conclusion that program carriers rely upon functionalist 
approaches to implementation is confirmed. In fact, as educational 
bureaucrats go about their planning, they exhibit behaviour which is 
quite clearly in tune with functionalist assumptions about human 
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nature, ontology and epistemology, largely because these assumptions 
have been embedded in bureaucratic discourse and activity for 
generations. They remain unquestioned, cemented in the habits of 
day-to-day organisational interaction. As a result, program carriage 
effectively reproduces bureaucratic dependence upon central control 
and instrumental solutions to implementation problems while at the 
same time, it exhibits its conformist character through the repetition 
of past program carriage procedures. Taken in concert, the continuous 
use of these approaches results in a strong tendency within 
educational organisations to incremental adjustments in the status quo 
even when confronted with potentially 'visionary' programs. System 
maintenance rather than system change prevails. 
The protection of intra-organisational interests as opposed to 
the ready adoption of extra-organisational policies or programs is a 
direct result of program carriage activity. While the study warrants 
this general conclusion, it is understood that the protection of 
interest is a complex matter in -the Australian federal setting, having 
its roots in the preservation of traditional States' rights retained 
after federation in 1901. It is asserted here that the carriage of 
Commonwealth Government Special Purpose Programs in the States 
contributes in a subliminal way to the reproduction of States' rights 
feelings, at least amongst politicians and bureaucrats involved in 
implementation activity at the State level. There is little doubt 
that this is an unintended consequence of program carriage because no 
discursive reference to the maintenance of States' rights was 
encountered throughout the study. While this outcome exists as a 
consequence of program carriage, improvements in Commonwealth/State 
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co-operation over educational program implementation are likely to be 
marginal in the short term and incremental rather than revolutionary 
over the longer term. 
Third, I offer an explanation of why the results of program 
carriage activity occur as they do. To focus the explanation, I use 
Figure 26 which represents a theorisation of program carriage action 
inside government bureaucratic organisations. 
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Figure 26. Program carriage action in government bureaucratic 
organisations 
Figure 26 reiterates the relationship between structure and 
action, acts and events, general components of the theory of human 
action previously presented in Figure 15 but applies them to program 
carriage action undertaken by people in government bureaucracies. In 
doing so, the diagram implies an emphasis on program carriage as 
activity which revolves around individual and collective human 
conduct. In using the figure, a traverse is made of it, from left to 
right. 
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Program carriage activity is undertaken by people who impose 
action governors upon themselves quite consciously. These governors, 
illustrated in the rectangle on the far left of the diagram, manifest 
themselves as adherence to organisational procedures, recourse to 
precedents, deference to intra- and extra-organisational protocols and 
obedience to guidelines set by superior authorities. Simultaneously, 
the time-space location of activity is an unconscious influence on the 
character of interaction over program carriage. In particular. Figure 
26 identifies the fact that organisational members sometimes act in 
'taken for granted' ways which match the time-space context of the 
action. At other times, during program carriage, organisational 
actors are conscious of the rule-governed nature of their conduct. 
Nevertheless, for the most part, they remain unconscious of the 
implication of time-space locations in it. The 'taken for granted' 
time-space location of action however, is distinct from the temporal 
awareness of organisational actors who are always conscious of the 
impact of procedural timelines on their conduct. In short, the 
structures which bureaucrats innately and consciously implicate in 
their own action, influence program carriage action purposes. The 
diagram illustrates this direct influence with the unbroken lines 
connecting the rectangles and squares on the left of the figure. The 
squares themselves represent the purposes for and justifications of 
program carriage action. Here it is argued that inside bureaucratic 
organisations, with their propensity for specialising sub-unit 
administrative groupings, bureaucrats adopt overt and covert purposes 
for action. These purposes are frequently articulated, together with 
justifications based upon the desirability of meeting intra- and/or 
extra-organisational needs, so that they may gain adherents within 
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particular sub-units of the organisation or in the organisation 
overall. The diagram implies that program carriers are well aware of 
the covert and overt purposes for their program carriage actions as 
well as their justifications. It also illustrates the direct link 
between program carriage action purposes and justifications in the 
acts of speaking with others in the organisation and communicating 
through letters, minutes and other media, and the feedback link 
amongst them, through deliberate act monitoring by all organisational 
members. 
Towards the right of Figure 26, the circle represents the acts of 
program carriers which initiate events or the consequences of action. 
These are illustrated on the far right hand side of the diagram. The 
broken line which links intended and unintended consequences indicates 
the existence of a further feedback phenomenon. For example, the 
unintended reproduction and reinforcement of a functionalist 
orientation to individual and collective action feeds back upon 
program dissemination and operation plans contributing to their 
characteristics. At the same time these intended and unintended 
events feed back upon the conscious and unconscious shaping and 
understanding of program carriage as it is occurring. 
The conceptualisation of program carriage presented in Figure 26 
is regarded as applicable to any bureaucratically arranged 
organisation confronted with the implementation of a priori policies 
and programs. It shows that although dissemination and operation 
plans are obvious outcomes of the actions of bureaucrats, these 
outcomes are only part of the consequences of program carriage. 
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People both wittingly and unwittingly, through the way they conduct 
themselves in daily organisational life, through their acceptance of 
and contribution to organisational discourse, through their deliberate 
acquisition of power and authority or their passive acceptance of the 
power and authority of others, implicate themselves in the 
reproduction and reinforcement of existing patterns of organisational 
activity. In sum, program carriers contribute much to organisational 
maintenance while they contribute a little to the dissemination and 
operation of policies and programs as they were initially intended. 
This conceptualisation of program carriage as a precursor to 
dissemination and operation, explains much of what occurs when 
educational programs are offered for implementation between tiers of 
government in a federal system. It also offers a foundation for 
explicating what happens when different organisational levels within a 
bureaucratically organised education system take up policies or 
programs presented to them by superior authorities. It is 
hypothesised now, that the effects of program carriage are felt 
whenever implementation expectations are placed on a program initiated 
outside a system or sub-system level. Program carriage then, as an 
entity in itself, may be a significant contributor to the way in which 
policies and programs are ultimately implemented in schools. In other 
words, the shaping of programs by 'head office' carriers may be 
replicated by organisational members at regional, district or school 
levels when they are confronted with programs put to them for 
implementation. Thus, the intended and unintended effects of program 
carriage may repeat themselves in new contexts and contribute in no 
small way to total system reproduction. If this is the case, 
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'failure' to change practice so that policy 'vision' becomes 
educational reality is offset by 'success' in maintaining, reinforcing 
and reproducing shared understandings of organisational life. 
The theoretical explanation of program carriage presented above 
has resulted from reflection on the theory data dialectic presented in 
Chapter Five. As such it is a tangible outcome of critical 
ethnography but an outcome which requires questioning in the light of 
further data. This task suggests the need for additional research, 
the character of which I now address. 
Research Implications 
The premise that program carriage is integral to but an 
identifiable entity of implementation, needs investigation through a 
study of the carriage concept at successive levels within 
bureaucratically organised systems. Such a study requires a precise 
monitoring of programs in the hands of regional, district and school 
administrators in order to check the existence of a discrete planning 
activity and to ascertain the effect it has on the pursuit of policy 
and program goals in these circumstances, as well as the effect it has 
on organisational sub-unit life. Qualitative research of this kind 
should be designed so that a deeper probe into the sources of the 
prevailing functionalist orientation to implementation is made. 
Research needs to get closer to the realities of administrators and 
teachers as they undertake the implementation tasks prescribed by 
others. If this is done, one of the important research tools to 
emerge will be an implementation discourse data bank. This and the 
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'closeness' to actors' realities referred to above, will contribute to 
redefinitions of implementation activity, which in the long run, may 
accumulate and be available for the development of substantive theory. 
This thesis has also suggested that at the heart of the 
difficulties between Commonwealth and State education authorities over 
implementation activity lies a longstanding residue of State's rights 
feelings in Australia. Such an interpretation calls for more detailed 
work with politicians and bureaucrats at both the Commonwealth and 
State levels to ascertain if and why this is so, not only in 
educational matters but also in other State Government administrative 
areas. 
The importance of organisational discourse in the everyday 
conduct of program carriers has been incorporated in the 
conceptualisation of program carriage presented earlier. The power of 
this discourse in the production of program carriage consequences 
should be subject to a sharply focused study so that the questions of 
how feelings of power and authority and powerlessness amongst 
different organisational members are conveyed and confirmed as they 
engage in implementation activity, and why this is so, are addressed 
more searchingly. 
The types of studies to which this thesis points, have the 
potential to add to a deeper understanding of what happens as 
educational policies and programs are implemented and to more 
theoretically critical explanations of why it happens as it does. 
Justifiably, research of this kind will direct attention away from the 
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study of the development of educational policies and programs or the 
assessment of their effects in schools, because as Rein (1983: 113) 
says: 
between the [policy] inputs and outputs there lies a 
terrain that is still fairly unexplored: the question of 
how policies change as they are translated from 
administrative guidelines into practice. 
This thesis has begun some of the exploratory work suggested by 
Rein. However, there is much more to do in different organisational 
contexts using alternative theoretical perspectives as the tools for 
analysis. Herein lies the imperative for future educational policy 
implementation research, for the bias in the current literature feeds 
from and is fed by functionalist, rather than humanistic 
interpretations of implementation action. Therefore, a shift towards 
policy implementation research which seeks to deconstruct the forms of 
domination implicit in the routine, rule-governed, 'taken for granted' 
activity of organisational actors is essential. The results of this 
kind of research have the potential to uncover unreflective 
educational policy implementation activity, so building a foundation 
to empower people to break through organisational orthodoxy. 
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Appendix 1. 
A letter seeking approval to observe the activities of the officers of 
a State Government Department of Education. 
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10 December, 1984 
The Assistant Director 
Curriculum Services 
Department of Education 
Dear 
Many thanks for your help and advice about the approvals necessary for my 
Ph.D. study... 
... As a result, I am seeking approval to focus my study on the 
Commonwealth Government policy for Basic Learnings in Primary Schools 
(BLIPS). As a researcher using qualitative methods, I want to 'get inside' 
the policy carriage process as it actually operates with BLIPS and though I 
can anticipate a number of data gathering tasks that will be necessary, I 
don't want to foreclose on the instrumentation for the study before I 
begin. I would prefer to be led along by actual occurrences in an 
endeavour to understand what happens to educational policy during policy 
carriage and why. 
The first stage in the study then would require approval to participate as 
observer on the State BLIPS Committee at the earliest possible opportunity 
after the guidelines for the policy are received from the Schools 
Commission ... 
... If this brief description of the nature of my study requires any 
elaboration, please give me a call at the university. 
Yours sincerely. 
yu<X 
Neil Dempster 
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Appendix 2. 
A diagram depicting the organisational structure of the case State's 
Department of Education. 
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Appendix 3. 
An advance copy of the BLIPS Program guidelines and its accompanying 
letter from the Commonwealth Schools Commission. 
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*^ ' ' . Le.;; vrtv 
COMMONWEALTH SCHOOLS COMMISSION 
ACTING 
CHAIRMAN 
PO DO( ,''4, V '.->->r, 
Australian Capflal T.'frito'y ;- i06 
leiTt^iTono i;:02i 69 >i?-i 
1 3 MAR 1985 
Direc to r -Genera l 
Department of Educat ion 
Dear _^.^_^^____ 
I am writing to advise you that the Minister for Education, 
Senator Susan Ryan, has now advised the Commission of her 
decisions on the implementation of the Basic Learning in 
Primary Schools Program in 1985, and to seek your co-operation 
and assistance in the introduction of this program. 
Following consideration of the Commission's advice, based on 
the report of the Advisory Committee on Basic Learning in 
Primary Schools and its recommendations, the Minist'ir has now 
approved a revised structure for the program which has been 
incorporated into program guidelines for 1985. An advance copy 
of these is attached for your information, prior to 
availability of copies for broader distribution. 
As the program guidelines indicate. State education departments 
and non-government education authorities will be responsible 
for developing proposals for the implementation of the program 
for 1985 and for submitting these to the Commonwealth Minister 
for approval. The guidelines approved by the Mini^^ter indicate 
clearly the need for measures to be proposed by authorities for 
reporting on the progress of the program and for assessing its 
effects on the basic learning of the target group of children. 
The Commission will be discussing with education authorities 
means by which they can meet these requirements. I believe the 
best way for this to occur would be for consultations to be 
held in Canberra involving-Commission and Curriculum 
Development Centre staff responsible for program administration 
and monitoring and a representative from each State. For a 
number of practical reasons it will not be possible for this to 
occur before the first week of April, but this will allow you 
the opportunity to give some preliminary thought to issues you 
may wish to raise during the discussions. Unfortunately, it 
will not be possible for the Commission to meet travel or other 
costs associated with these proposed meetings. It would be 
appropriate, however, for these to be charged to program funds. 
1 ^  M\^' -^ 
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I would be grateful if you could let me know if these proposed 
arrangements are acceptable. If your Department (or authority) 
is able to take part in the consultations I have proposed, 
perhaps you could let me know the name of the officer whom we 
should contact about timing and other details. The 
Commission's contact officers for the Basic Learning in Primary 
Schools Program are Mr D Peck (062 866080) who will be overseas 
from 15 March to 26 March, and Dr Peter Williams (062 866082). 
Yours sinceirely 
Lyndsay Connors 
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COMMONWEALTH SCHOOLS COMMISSON 
BASIC LEARNING IN PRIMARY.SCHOOLS PROGRAM 
GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION - 1985 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program is a new 
program to operate in 1985, 1986 and 1987, The Commonwealth 
Government has provided i6.969 million to support the program 
in 1985, and has indicated its intention to maintain this level 
of funding in real terms in 1986 and 1987, 
2. To establish the program, State education departments 
and non-government authorities should develop program proposals 
for 1985. The Commission believes this arrangement should 
allow the program to be implemented at an early date. Details 
of the procedures which are to apply are set out later in these 
guidelines. 
3. The objective of the Basic Learning in Primary Schools 
Program is to provide assistance to raise the levels of 
achievement of primary school children in basic subjects. 
Particular emphasis is to be placed upon 
improving students' performance in reading, 
writing, speaking, listening and mathematical 
skills 
the acquisition of skills in these basic areas in 
the early primary school years (Years 1-3) 
priority for children who are not achieving 
adequately in areas of basic learning or who are 
at risk in terms of full participation in 
education beyond the primary school 
the integration and co-ordination of existing 
Schools Commission specific purpose programs ajjd 
of initiatives already begun by State and 
Territory authorities 
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PROGRAM PRIORITIES 
4. In 1985 the Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program 
will focus on and provide support for three priority areas i 
Professional Development Programs: providing intensive 
programs to improve primary teachers' understanding of language 
and mathematics learning, and developing their skills in 
teaching and observing children with learning difficulties and 
in curriculum design and adaptation; these programs could be 
school-based and/or system initiated and might involve the use 
of consultants, field staff or regional officers. 
Home-School Relations and Parental Participation; developing 
methods of effective parental participation in children's basic 
learning activities with a clear focus on the "i^^rning gninn in 
literacy, communications and mathematics which can be effected 
through concerted, deliberate parent-teacher partnerships. 
Curriculum Change: developing and planning curriculum, 
teaching modules and relevant materials in language and 
mathematics at the school and system level with activities 
closely linked with professional development to ensure wide 
dissemination of theory, principles, methods and effective 
practice; there should be a special emphasis on research and 
development in mathematics curriculum. •• 
5. The ultimate focus of the progriam is on improving the 
performance of junior primary students encountering, or likely 
to encounter difficulties with basic learning. The projects 
and activities mounted to address these three priorities should 
be developed to ensure that the program's fundamental 
objectives are met. Their success must be assessed in terms of 
their contribution to improved learning by the target group of 
children. For example, the impact on children's reading 
ability of a whole-staff program of professional development 
such as the Early Literacy In-Service Course is of primary 
importance, and appropriate means of assessing and evaluating 
this must be planned, implemented and reported. A similar 
approach should be adopted with projects aimed at enhancing 
children's learning through more active and effective 
participation in their schooling by parents. Assessing the 
impact of curriculum change in reading, writing or mathematics 
is a longer terra task, but when authorities plan such an 
initiative, their evaluation proposals must provide for the 
inclusion of relevant data on, and the assessment of, the 
progress in children's performance in the skills and learnings 
for which the curriculum change was designed. 
6. Because the program is concerned with groups of 
children identified as needing special assistance, a major 
focus will be on schools with concentrations of these 
students. The Commission expects that these schools will be 
specifically identified. The means by which this is to be 
accomplished are discussed in the paragraphs below. Education 
authorities will be responsible for co-ordinating, monitoring 
and reporting upon school based projects. 
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7. In the initial stages of the program priority in the 
allocation of funds may be given to system initiatives in 
in-service education and curriculum development, the 
application of which should occur first in schools identified 
as having significant numbers of children needing assistance. 
A proportion of funds should be devoted from the outset to 
projects in individual schools in which the emphasis should be 
on action research to develop more effective parental 
participation in children's basic learning, to undertake 
curriculum development and adaptation, and to develop new 
approaches to teaching in the basic areas of learning. School 
authorities should give consideration to the establishment of 
pilot programs in chese areas. 
8. The Commission is not prescribing the means by which 
government and non-government authorities should determine 
those children or schools which will be part of the program. 
However, measures will need to be applied to enable children 
not performing at an adeguate basic level, or likely to 
encounter future difficu 11ies' in basic subjects to be 
identified clearly. These measures should also be such as to 
ensure that the performance of these children subsequent to the 
support provided under the program can be assessed and reported 
to education authcrities and the Schools Commission. 
9. The Commission acknowledges the difficulties in 
determining what an adequate level of performance in basic 
subjects for individual students might be, especially those in 
the early primary years. It is not advocating widespread 
application of norm-referenced tests, though it does not 
exclude the possibility of their use. It does envisage the use 
of diagnostic instruments, appropriate criterion-referenced 
measures, and cumulative student records based upon teacher-- -
observation of pupils' learning styles and mastery of specific 
skills, in the process of identifying those in need of special 
assistance. It also believes that children whose future 
education is at risk because of difficulties in basic subjects 
are likely to be concentrated in schools primarily catering for 
low socio-economic groups, and those from non-English speaking 
backgrounds, or which have significant numbers of Aboriginal 
students. Education authorities already have means of 
identifying such schools. 
10. The Commission will expect education authorities to 
advise it of the processes proposed to ensure that the benefits 
of the program are properly focussed on this target group of 
students, and to provide it with details about the children and 
schools involved. 
11. The problems which the Basic Learning in Primary 
Schools Program is designed to address exist in many schools, 
and the Commission wishes the program to have the widest 
possible impact. For this to come about, schools having 
significant enrolments of the target group of students might 
receive direct benefit from program resources for only a part 
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of the period for which funds are provided. Once particular 
projects supported through the program (such as whole staff 
participation, in a major intensive professional development 
program the introduction of a new language arts or mathematics 
curriculum, or a pilot scheme of parental participation in the 
K-3 reading program) have been mounted successfully, resources 
would be applied to projects in new schools where other 
students are in need of special support, 
12. As part of their program plans for 1985, education 
authorities will advise the Commission of the procedures they 
have developed for such an implementation of the program. It 
will also be essential for them to develop effective means of 
monitoring and evaluating the progress in basic learning of 
children in schools where projects have been supported under 
the Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program and to report to 
the Commonwealth on this. The basis on which this is to be 
done will be determined following early consultations between 
the- Commission and government and non-government authorities. 
13. The Commission recognises that authorities will 
already have undertaken substantial preliminary planning for 
the introduction of the Basic Learning in Primary Schools 
Program, and the implementation of projects which are 
consistent with the program structure and framework outlined in 
these guidelines should not be delayed. Plans for 1985 should 
be submitted to the Commonwealth Minister for approval as soon 
as possible. The Commission also encourages education 
authorities to undertake preliminary planning for subsequent 
years of the program. 
14. In developing their plans for the implementation of 
the Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program, government and 
non-government education authorities will need to give 
consideration to ways of sharing and disseminating the outcomes 
of program activities across all schools; specific reference to 
this should be included in program proposals. The Curriculum 
Development Centre of the Commission will have the major 
responsibility for information sharing and dissemination at the 
national level. The National Curriculum Information Network 
will be utilised in dissemination activities, and the 
Curriculum Development Centre will contact authorities in the 
near future about dissemination and collection of information 
on the program's operations and on the educational questions it 
has been introduced to address. To facilitate this work, the 
Commission and the Curriculum Development Centre will designate 
officers to take responsibility for national dissemination 
activities; these officers will also provide a consultancy 
service to systems and authorities on the operation of the 
program and on requirements for program and project 
documentation. 
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FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS 
15. Table 1 shows the distribution of the funds available 
among States and Territories and among government and 
non-government schools. 
Table 1 
Al loca t i ons for t he Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program 
in Government and Non-Government Schoo l s , 1985 
S t a t e / 
Terr i to ry 
Government 
Schools 
Non-government 
Schools To ta l 
$ ' 000 $ ' 000 t' 000 
New South Wales 
Vic to r ia 
Queensland 
Western A u s t r a l i a 
South A u s t r a l i a 
Tasmania 
Northern T e r r i t o r y 
Aus t r a l i an C a p i t a l 
T e r r i t o r y 
1 
1 
688 
221 
935 
560 
527 
238 
162 
182 
427 
378 
209 
131 
125 
75 
31 
80 
2 
1, 
1 
115 
599 
144 
691 
652 
313 
193 
262 
TOTAL 5, 513 1,456 6, 969 
ADMINISTRATION 
16. The Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program is to be 
administered separately for government and non-government 
schools. 
Government Schools 
17. State education authorities will develop, plan and 
implement the program for 1985. Itt^,^reparing';their.,j>rogram 
ipjpposals 'they-should consult parent arid'"teacher.^organisations. 
and>Stat.e;vAboriginal;-Education, Consultative -^ Groups . They 
should also arrange for co-operative or collaborative 
activities with the non-government sector. B^tesef detailed^ 
p^SnsAfare "to/.be submitted, to .the^ - Commonwearth---Minister for: 
E;3iiicati-on Lf or ..approval on the advice of the Schools 
Commission. The Commission is also to be provided with regular 
information during the 1985-87 triennium on Mpgireas-^made.-in 
"•""^implementation of the progrsgt, as well as" advice on the 
'ect'sii:o'fv;.the,»:measures-being , taken,under'^BSiic^rogram on 
children's learning in the basic areas. The Commission will be 
discussing with State education authorities appropriate ways 
for this advice to be gathered and supplied. 
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18. In developing and planning the implementation of its 
programs. State authorities should ensure that consideration is 
given to each of the issues listed below, and that their 
proposals in relation to each of them are clearly indicated in 
the documentation of the program : 
priority for children identified as having 
special needs with particular emphasis on 
improved performance for those in years 1-3 in 
reading, writing, communication, the use of 
number and other mathematical skills 
arrangements for a,ssessi'ng^;'educational' 
i'fliproVe'meht in "the-t:hiIdren:! identif ied-..as'ireeding 
special .assistance with basic subjects 
implementation plans that ensure the ^ Application, 
of<.program funds is concentrated and - focusaed't>to-
enable -an .adequate assessment^ to be made, of,-.vthe 
effect.-of the approaches adopted 
appropriate machinery for reporting on progress'-
arid outcomes to ..education., autho fa ties and the 
Schools Commission 
the extent to which each of the three stated 
priority areas of the program are to be addressed 
interaction and consistency in approach with 
other Commonwealth specific purpose progTams 
(e.g. Participation and Equity, Professional 
Development, Disadvantaged Schools) 
links with major related national initiatives -
Early Literacy In-Service Course, *fethemat:xcs•. 
Curriculum and Teaching Project 
use of action-research as a central strategy for 
improving teaching and learning in the basic 
subjects 
use of expertise from the tertiary sector to 
assist with teacher development, evaluation of 
program processes and educational outcomes 
Non-government Schools 
19. Non-government systems will present their proposals to 
the Commonwealth Minister for Education for approval, on the 
advice of the Commission, and following consultations on the 
lines set out above for government school authorities. Similar 
procedures will be followed for non-systemic non-government 
schools. The Commission will hold discussions with 
non-government authorities in the States to arrange 
collaborative activity within the sector in the operation of 
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the Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program. Because it is 
important for there to be co-ordination between sectors in the 
development and implementation of plans, formal discussions 
between the sectors should take place before plans are 
f inali sed. 
CO-ORDINATION 
20. The success of the Basic Learning in Primary Schools 
Program will depend upon close co-operation between education 
authorities and the various elements of the Commission's 
special purpose programs. The Commission will facilitate this 
and will consult education authorities on means of bringing 
about greater integration of effort in the negotiations on the 
introduction and implementation of the Basic Learning in 
Primary Schools Program foreshadowed elsewhere in this document. 
21. A priority should be given under the Commission's 
Professional Development Program and the Disadvantaged Schools 
Program to initiatives, projects and activities which 
complement and support the objectives of the Basic Learning in 
Primary Schools Program. For example. Disadvantaged Schools 
Program projects focussing upon literacy and numeracy 
activities (which are already priority areas within the 
Disadvantaged Schools Program) should be given emphasis over 
the next three years. 
22. The Participation and Equity Program and the Basic 
Learning in Primary Schools Program should be closely 
integrated. Th'°^*;formel3^hD^lld^Aprovidec^Tes^urcea to support^ '^ ii^ ':^ ^ 
t'hei^ xippe^ p^rimary.i.'school,, activiti'es aimed at meeting thevneeds.- i 
fe^chiidrlemLwijtlvjDasi^ problems> who,-arec about..tocffexiteKij 
S^ gm'dMry^ T'.'schoo'irsi. 
ACCOUNTABILITY 
23. The Commission will be entering into discussions with 
government and non-government education authorities about the 
accountability arrangements for the Basic Learning in Primary 
Schools Program. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
24. As noted earlier in these guidelines, the Basic 
Learning in Primary Schools Program has been introduced as a 
three year program. Planning to span this period should 
provide for activities and initiatives in accordance with the 
strategies and priorities outlined in the preceding sections. 
It should be noted that the Quality of Education Review 
Committee, which is to report to the Government in April, has 
been specifically asked to advise on the priority of attaining 
higher basic skill standards for primary school students, and 
its findings on this could have implications for future 
priorities and directions in the Basic Learning in Primary 
Schools Program in 1986 and 1987. 
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Appendix 4. 
A State Cabinet minute and its attachment recording approval to 
proceed with the implementation of the BLIPS Program. 
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C 0 !•; F I D E i-.' T I A L 
C A B I iC E T M I :•] U T E Copy No 
IMH^MB,_Ith_jaax^__l_98J_ 
Decision Wo. 
Submission No. 41389 TITLE: Commonwealth Schools Commission 
Funded Basic Learning m Primary 
Schools Programme. 
CABINET decided:-
That the proposed application for Commonwealth funds for 
the Basic Learning m Primary Schools Programme for the 
1985 calencar year presented m Attachment 1 to the 
Submission, be endorsed, 
TY^-t subject to CorrjT.cn-wcclth approval being 
obtained -
(a) the approver Commonwealth funded establishment of the 
Department of Education be increased by eighteen positions, 
as outlined m Attachjnent 2 to the Submission. 
(b) approval be given for the purchase of one Ford Falcon 
Station Wagon, for use m the Project "Mathematics Learning 
m Isolated Schools". 
CIRCULATION: Department of Eduoation and copy to Minister. 
"" Premier ' s" Department and" copy to Premier and Treasurer. 
Public Service Board. 
Treasury Department and copy to Deputy Premier and 
Minister Assisting the Treasurer. 
Depart.Tient of Mapping and Sur-veying and copy to Minister 
State 'Stores Board, 
All other Ministers for perusal and return. 
lea True cooy 
Secretary to Cabinet 
ATTACHMENT 
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PROPOSED APPLICATION FOR COMMONWEALTH FUNDS FOR BASIC LEARNING IN 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS (BLIPS) FOR THE 1985 CALENDAR YEAR 
A. CENTRAL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT $108 i^ 68 
As a means of co-ordinating, monitoring and reporting on the 
overall BLIPS program, it will be necessary to establish a 
central Administrative Unit within the Primary Education 
Division. There will be considerable liaison networks to be 
developed with each of the project leaders and personnel as well 
as regular information bulletins to disseminate. A BLIPS Program 
Executive Officer at a 1-15 level will be appointed together with 
an Administrative Assistant, and an Education Officer Special 
Duties will be engaged to advise on how to evaluate changes in 
teacher attitudes, improvement in teacher performance, attitude 
changes in parents, and improvements in children's attitudes and 
performances. The central Administrative Unit would be 
responsible for ensuring that programs are evaluated and reports 
prepared. This unit will also be allocated funds to support 
centrally initiated action-research. 
B. LITERACY PROPOSALS 
1. THE ELIC PROJECT $290 000 
The Early Literacy Inservice Course (ELIC) Project is 
designed to improve children's performances in reading and 
writing by improving the quality of teaching from preschool 
to Year 3. Whereas ELIC is aimed at reaching all teachers 
in the lower school, it will initially deal with teachers in 
clusters of schools. These school clusters will ensure ease 
of contact for tutors but will also ensure that target 
schools will be identified as having significant numbers of 
cnildren with particular needs ie. of low socio economic 
background, non English speaking groups, or children from 
aDoriginal or • ^ • • • • • • • l descent. As a 
multimedia professional development program for teachers, it 
aims to help them observe and diagnose children's 
performances with reading and writing and thus detect 
children "at risk" in early stages of schooling. From this 
basis, teachers can then design programs to cater for the 
particular needs of these children. 
A National ELIC project has been initiated involving all 
States and Territories-, wclncHH^g both government and 
non-govermieja* scnogis, and a project team has been 
established to won^ in • • • • • ^ • • i Schools. It is 
proposed to allocate funds to-aasiat this project team so 
that a group of tutors will be trained in 1985 and then 
provided with necessary support materials for them to 
conduct inservice workshops in their own district. The role 
of these tutors will be to identify and prepare the schools 
for ELIC, to conduct workshops, to prepare materials, and to 
assist teachers in programs in particular classrooms. This 
will necessitate working with principals and school policy 
Development groups, as well as with parent groups. It is 
also proposed to conduct a week long residential course for 
training Field Officers to use AUSSAT facilities in the 
implementation of ELIC with teachers in isolated 
communities. The project team will require consultancy 
support, administrative support and travelling expenses for 
the tutor-trainers. Co-ordination will be provided by a 
Project Officer whose salary will be paid from the BLIPS 
funds. 
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Procedures for the assessment of the longer term impact of 
the ELIC project have been established and the focus in 1985 
will be on changes in teachers' classroom practices, and the 
development of children's literacy skills in the target 
schools. 
2. THE SPIOL PROJECT $50 000 
Sentence Patterns in Oral Language (SPIOL) project aims to 
assist primary school children in the development of 
effective communication skills. Funds will be provided for 
professional development programs and materials aimed at 
assisting teachers observe and assess the deficiencies in 
children's oral language patterns in early primary grades. 
This assessment enables a teacher to focus on the most 
advanced level of language to which a child can listen with 
full understanding, and then to devise a program which will 
encourage a child to use more advanced sentence structures. 
In this way, speaking is the platform from which an 
experiential approach can be devised to assist communication 
through other forms of language ie. writing and reading. 
The SPIOL Project is particularly relevant for children 
whose parents use a language at home different from that of 
the classroom, and has proved most effective for children 
with a linguistically deprived background. Thus it is 
proposed that funds be provided for the SPIOL Project to 
concentrate on schools identified as having concentrations 
of these types of children. A.V. material will be prepared 
to disseminate teac-hing ideas to these schools. As well as 
providing teacher workshop information, it is proposed that 
this material will be used in communicating to parents the 
need for providing a rich background of language experiences 
in the home. 
NUMERACY PROPOSALS 
1. PARENT PARTICIPATION IN MATHEMATICS LEARNING $8i< 000 
This project is designed to enhance children's learning of 
mathematics by helping parents and teachers communicate more 
effectively about mathematics learning. This will be 
directed particularly towards helping parents improve their 
ability to foster mathematics learning in the home for 
children aged 5 to 8 years. The major focus will be on 
schools in low-socio economic communities where parents have 
had difficulty in 'fostering mathematics learning in the 
home. It is proposed that booklets and leaflets will be 
developed and trialled in 1985 for extension and use in 
1986/87. Funds will be made available for the appointment 
of an Education Officer Special Duties who will liaise with 
a range of parents from a variety of socio economic and 
ethnic groups. Perceptions of parents regarding mathematics 
need to be gauged so that the project can develop materials 
with which parent groups feel comfortable. This may require 
the use of appointed persons to work on a part-time basis so 
that a suitable range of parent groups contribute. There 
will also be a need to engage consultants with particular 
expertise in the fields of education and communication, 
particularly during the developmental phase of the project. 
This project will support the implementation of a revised 
Mathematics Syllabus in schools from 1985 and will assist 
teachers in communicating with parents about the 
requirements for young children as proposed by the revised 
syllabus. Evaluation of the project will be in terms of 
changes in parent perceptions of mathematics learning. 
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2. OBSERVING PROGRESS IN MATHEMATICS $79 000 
As a means of assisting children to develop basic 
mathematical understanding and skill, this project will be 
the development of an in-service course aimed to assist 
teachers of children in Years 1 to 4^ in the primary school 
to identify and help children "at risk" in their early 
school mathematics program. Two Education Officers (Special 
Duties) will be appointed to commence the development of 
print materials which focus attention on mathematical 
processes and on the significance of what children do and 
say as they engage in mathematical tasks. 
This will lead to the development of an audio-visual package 
of materials which will then be used extensively from 1986 
in workshops aimed at improving teachers' skills as they 
apply to observing children in mathematical situations, to 
interpreting these observations, and to acting appropriately 
to stimulate further progress. The selection of schools 
will be on the basis of those where there are significant 
numbers of children in years 1, 2, 3, and ^ who are 
considered to be "at risk" in -the learning of mathematics. 
Evaluation will be in terms of the nature of change in 
classroom practices and what types of changes occur in child 
outcomes. 
3. MATHEMATICS LEARNING IN ISOLATED SCHOOLS $99 000 
This project is designed to improve the learning of 
mathematics in years 1 to 4 by developing teacher resources 
for the implementation of the revised rrathematics syllabus, 
taking into account the special needs of isolated and 
aboriginal children. It is proposed to identify eight 
schools as target schools in 1985 in terms of isolation, 
aboriginal children population, and numbers of children at 
risk. Two advisory teachers will De trained during a 
three-week inservice course to come to an understanding of 
the new syllabus and guidelines, and their implications for 
teaching. It is proposed that these two advisors be based 
in a central town and provided with a vehicle to share, and 
sufficient allowance to enable them to service the eight 
target schools. The advisors will work with teachers and 
students to develop resources that encourage the use of a 
variety of concrete, visual, and auditory material and which 
promote the use of oral language in the mathematics program. 
To assist in this enterprise it will be necessary to provide 
each target school with a bank of materials in sufficient 
quantity to ensure a rich learning environment in 
mathematics. Resource materials written and trialled in 
these schools will become part of the guidelines for the 
revised syllabus or produced as an addendum for isolated or 
aboriginal schools. It is expected that the advisors will 
work with teachers, and administrators in evaluating the 
impact that occurs on children's learning of mathematics. 
4. MATHEMATICS PROJECTS COORDINATION $88 000 
Da'^ ing 1983-84 a review of the Mathematics Syllabus for 
Years 1-10 was developed within the Department of Education. 
The syllabus takes into account current knowledge about the 
structure of mathematics knowledge and the learning of 
mathematics. It aims to help all children achieve the 
highest level of mathematical proficiency possible. 
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This syllabus development proposed that action be taken to 
disseminate and successfully implement the '-10 Mathematics 
Syllabus over the next four years. The inclusion of the 
above projects to commence from 1985 would require that the 
services of a small project co-ordination unit be 
established within the Curriculum Services Branch of the 
Education Department and allowances made for computer 
facilities. It is proposed that a Projects Officer and an 
Administrative Assistant be appointed to oversee the BLIPS 
projects for years 1-3- An essential task of the 
co-ordination unit will be to conduct a seminar for teacher 
participants, project leaders, consultants, and evaluators 
to familiarize all concerned with the principles, theory and 
philosophies underlying each of the numeracy projects. 
D. REGIONAL ACTION RESEARCH PROGRAMS $120 000 
A proportion of the funds will be devoted from the outset to 
projects, either initiated at Region or school level, in which 
emphasis is on action-research to develop more effective 
participation in children's basic learning in literacy and 
numeracy, to undertake curriculum development and adaptation to 
meet the particular needs of children from groups of non-English 
speaking descent, or from low socio economic communities or from 
groups considered at risk. This could include new approaches to 
the teaching in areas of literacy, communications, and 
mathematics and initiatives to encourage parent participation. 
Measures will be applied to enable children not performing at an 
adequate level to be identified. It is also expected that 
Regions/schools will advise of proposed procedures to assess and 
report on the impact of their programs. To tnis end an 
allocation of $12 000 will be set aside for distribution to each 
Region. 
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PROPOSED USE OF REVENUE AVAILABLE UNDER COMMONWEALTH 
FUNDING FOR BASIC LEARNING IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS (BLIPS) PROGRAT^ . 
JANUARY - JUNE I985 
(a) The ELIC Program 12 000 
1.8% Admin. Charges 216 
TOTAL January - June 1985 12 216 
JULY - DECEMBER 1985 
(a) The ELIC Program 278 000 
(b) The SPIOL Program 50 000 
(c) Mathematics Projects 
Projects Co-ordination 88 000 
Parent-Participation Project 84 000 
Observing Progress Project 79 000 
Isolated Schools Project 99 000 
(d) Regional Action-Research 120 000 
(e) Central Administration Unit . 80 468 
Central Support Initiatives 28 000 
1.8^ Admin. Charges 16 316 
TOTAL July-December 1985 922 784 
TOTAL 1985 935 000 
ATTACHMENT 2 
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PROJECT 
PROPOSED ADDITIONAL COMMONWEALTH FUNDED POSITIONS 
POSITIONS NUMBER 
Central Administrative 
Unit 
ELIC Project 
Mathematics Projects 
BLIPS Program Executive Officer (1-15) 1 
Education Officer (Special Duties) 1 
Administrative Assistant i 
Projects Officer (Senior Education 1 
Officer III) 
Advisory Teachers 7 
Projects Officer (Senior Education 1 
Officer III) 
Education Officers (Special Duties) 3 
Advisory Teachers 2 
Administrative Assistant 1 
SUNMARi 
Program Executive Officer 1 
Senior Education Officers (III) 2 
Education Officers (Special Duties) 4 
Administrative Assistants 2 
Advisorv Teachers 9 
TOTAL 1F 
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Appendix 5. 
A letter and attachment from the Commonwealth Schools Commission 
endorsing the case State's proposals for the implementation of the 
BLIPS Program. 
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(COMMONWEALTH SCHOOLS CXDMMISSION 
GHAlRrvWsl 
S D 5 / -bio 
PC Box 34 Wooen 
Australan Cacxtal Territofy 2606 
Teteofiooe (062) 89 7124 
2 6 JUN 1985 
, — ^ 
D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l of E d u c a t i o n 
H B I ^ H H I^epar tment of E d u c a t i o n 
PO-Box 3 3 
Dear 
STATES GRANTS (SCHOOLS ASSISTANCE) ACT 1984_ 
BASIC LEARl.^ ING IK PRIMARY SCHOOLS PROGRAM" ' 
The Minister for Education, Senator the Hon. Susan Ryan, has 
asked me to let yo« know that pavmem: has been authorised for 
proqram5_ to be conducted I n J U J ^ J j ao^vernment schoo-1 <:; in 
1985. Jetai 1.5. are mcl'ude^ ;i n Sche_duj.e 1. attached to this 
letter. 
I appreciate that it may not have been possible for your 
Department to identify the schools to be involved in the Basic 
Learning in Primary Schools Program prior to the submission of 
your proposal. I note that your submission does give some 
indication of the target groups of students that will have 
involvement in the Program, and I look forward to receiving 
•'G«etails of specific schools that will be involved in the 
Program as soon as the information is available. 
Your submission represents an appropriate balance between the 
priority areas for the Basic Learning in Primary Schools 
Program. However, while action-research forms a central 
strategy in your Department's implementation of the program, 
the submission contains very little indication of concrete 
proposals for action-research. The Schools Commission would 
expect to receive specific details of action-research proposals 
as they are developed and implemented, 
I understand that the Mathematics Learning in Isolated Schools 
with Aboriginal or Migrant Students Project envisages the 
purchase of a motor vehicle. It is considered inappropriate 
that Program funds should be used for this purpose, and payment 
in relation to the project has therefore not been authorised. 
As soon as a revised proposal is received in the Commission, it 
will be processed without delay. 
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The grants must be committed to the approved programs by 
31 December 1985 and you will be reguired to certify by 30 June 
1986 or such later date as the Minister determines, that the 
funds have been applied to the approved programs. You will 
also be reguired to submit a statement that summarises how the 
funds have been applied. The approved format for this 
statement will be forwarded to you in further correspondence. 
f 
Arranqements have been made for a chegue for i5B9,000 to be 
forwarded to you by your State Treasury, This amount 
represents a three-guarter payment for 1985 for the first claim 
under the Basic Learning in Primary Schools Program. A 
guarterly amount, being the balance of the payments of 4918,700 
authorised pursuant to the Act, will be advanced to your State 
Treasury, as set out in the attached Schedule 2. 
I wish success to those responsible for carrying out the 
programs, 
Yours sincerely 
r 
^a4^ttr •air-'-'-^ 
Garth Boomer 
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qTA-^t^q r ;D&MTq ( q r n o n r . S A S S I S T A M C R ) ACT i q R 4 
n p q r t ^ X ^ T i n M n^ D T ^ O O R A M S 
c r a n t p p : I H H ^ ^ H I H n p D ; = i r t m p n t o f E d u c a t i o n 
1 . ^ < = n t r a l i i - ^ ' ^ i n i = ; r . r a t i v ^ r i n i t 
i u n i t w i l l h p o q t a h l i s h p ^ t o <=n.=^urp t h a t B a s i c T , p a r n i m i n 
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»- n 
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oroTpr':q. Op-^ ' oroipr^ will fostpr school-na r pnt intpr=»ction 
irnnrnv^ iPnTninq outcomps for tarqpr qronos. The qranf- will 
nl'^n "T."^r =:]rh pxnpnsps as '•,pminars an^ nrodiiction o^ 
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^n allocation of '|l2?,'^nn to reqion.^; and schools will nprmit 
(ti9^nnn to bp spt asidp for distribution to each ppqion, Thpqp 
nrmoi-rc wi •" 1 hp exopctP'^ to focu.=; on 'ipvploninq more pffpctiv* 
oq r-. ] c 1 oar 1 on in ohildrpn's basic learninq in literacv an'^ 
n umoj-qr-v; ro Dndprtak-^ curriculum dpvelonment ani adaptation to 
•noph r'nc oarticular nppi«^ of children of non-Fnqlish sopakina 
•'^ ac''n roiin-^, fro^ low socio-economic commnn i t i PT. , or from aronn'^ 
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G r a n t : $ 2 9 5 , 2 2 0 
5. N a t h e m a t i c s in Early P r i m a r y S c h o o l i n g (MLPS) 
Ine MEPS p r o j e c t s will focus on c h i l o r e n at risk aged 5 tc 
& j e a r s , who will be a s s i s t e d to o e v e l o p p r o f i c i e n c y in tut ut^e 
ct n.a t her„a t ical t r o c e s s e s and c o n c e p t b throuv^u e x p e r i e n c e v. iii. 
c o n c r e t e i;.aterials, oral l a n g u a g e and rra theraa t ica 1 prececal.'. 
Tne three p r o j e c t s to be tunoed will incluce : 
Parent r.a r t ic ipa t ion in tsat hema t ics L t a r n i n g - which 
IS df;£igneo to e n h a n c e c h i l o r e n ' s l e a r n i n g of 
rT.ather;itiC£ tv nel[-ing p a r e n t s anc teacher:^ 
corrifTji: 1 Co te rr.orc e f t e c t i v e l y abOut ma thcT.a t ics 
l e a r n i n g ( $ 8 4 , 0 0 0 ) ; 
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nbqervinq Rroqrpsq in '^lat hemat i cs - will permit thp 
^pvelonmpnt of an au^io-visnal packaqe, rpsultinq fro"i 
dpvploomont of an insprvice conrsp aimed to assi?'" 
teachprs of chilrlrpn in Years 1-4 to idpntifv an'i hplo 
chiliren at risk in thpir p=^rlv sohool mathematics 
r rnn ram, ( 4;''Q , nq n ) ; 
•'lathprnatics Iparninq in Isolate'^ Schools with 
^boriqinal or Miqrant Studpnts - to develop teachpr 
ruc-i^ irrp^ . for "-ho i mn 1 pmpnt a t i on of thp revispH 
-af-h^marics nroi.^cr, taKinn into account the snecial 
HPP^Q of iqnlato^, miarant and Aboriqinal childrpn 
(4;f^ Q , non ) . 
-T-hpqp oroi<=cts will comolPFiont the current Department 
initiativps in thp Mathematics 1-lh Proiect. 
'^valuation nrocpHuros will iitili?,p formativp evaluation bv 
school st-af^ an-i nroiect participants, recordinq of 
obsprvations on studpnts, an^ externa] evaluation, 
i small oroi'^ct co-ordination unit will be established, with 
one o*" thp manor tasks bpinq to conduct a seminar for tpachpr 
oa rt ic m a n - s , oroipct leadprs, consultant.s and evaluators to 
familiarise them with thp principles and philosoohips 
unHerlvina the pro^pcts ($RB,nr)n). 
Grant : 4;34n,nnn 
'^otal '^rant: 1;niR,70n 
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SCHEDULE 2 
BASIC LEARNIlTG IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS PROGRAM 
GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS: 
PAYMENT AUTHORIZED PURSUANT TO S.22{1) OF THE 
STATES GRANTS (SCHOOLS ASSISTANCE) ACT 1984 
GRANTEE FIRST 
QUARTER 
$ 
SECOND 
QUARTER 
$ 
THIRD 
QUARTER 
$ 
FOURTH 
QUARTER 
$ 
TOTAL 
Department 
of Education 
PO Box 
689,000 229,700 918,70( 
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Appendix 6. 
A telex from the case State Department of Education to the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission seeking approval to purchase a motor 
vehicle, a request previously included in its formal submission. 
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'J M 
E.[)UCN A A 6 2 l l t : 
0/-: }7. ^ .85 9 . f . 
'^OnriONl^EALTH SCHOOLS COM^II SS I ON 
THE CJrhllSSION'S Lt^-SR 0.^ ::£ JUNE, 1985, PERTAINING TO THE 
BASIC LSARNIN'- i,V -RI^^^Y SCHOOLS PROGRAM- RE'^ERS. 
IT IS REQUESTED THAT ^HE DECISION NOT TO FUND A MOTOR VEHICLE FOR 
THE iMHErlATICS LEARMNS IN ISOLATED SCHOOLS PROJECT, BE 
f:EiLi\'SIDERED, 
H 5 INC ICA TED IN DCCU."iENTATI ON FORUARDED PREVIOUSLY, THIS PROJECT 
i:M'L\'ES I'HE DE\'EL<:'!^riEN~ OF RESOURCES BY TEACHERS IN A NUMBER OF 
.:::^ATE[ SCHOOLS' ; . ' . ' ' - •",-'£ ASSISTANCE 0!^ ADVISORY TEACHERS. 
.. -,H"..'L.\_:- BE NOTED 'HAT ~HE FRQjECT IS BEING MOUNTED IN A LARGE 
.T H H I I ^ B B I J I J I I ^ ^ B I I I I REGION, AND THAT THE CAPACITY 
F..'t: :!'n.E^ S: ^•^E ^ D: I S C •" V T E A C f^ E R S IS AN IN'^EGRAL PART OF 
. - v . - . i DELIYE''^. ' - . - . . T I COS^S WILL BE A CHARGE TO THE PROJECT. 
:r.L yuR CHASE C'F A '.E^^CC^E IS MORE COST-
Er^EC'IvE THAN EI^^EF '-:E .'^A'^-MENT OF MILEAGE ALLOWANCES OR VEHICLE 
-^REi AE ffiE I^^I'Irii. -/i'^LA^- IS RECOUPED BACK INTO THE BLIPS 
r^..-C:^'•>'•• ^PON SALE / ^ " - £ ['F^ICLE. 
-: S:-CL'LC ^LEO BE NO~E: 'H.-^-' MOTOR VEHICLES HAVE BEEN PURCHASED 
li.v H H H H H -•"'• ^'^•^ - ' - - " ^ l='ROM COMMONWEALTH FUNDS PROVIDED FOR 
crC'lC PURPOSE ^~:-C:P--"S. 
VijjR EARL^ CONSIDERA~I''N AND RES.'^ONSE BY TELEX WOULD BE 
AEFRECIATED. 
::STANT DIRECTOR 
•CIAL 'ROGRAMS 
••ARTMENT OF EDUCA'ION 
COPY FOR YOU' 
INFORMATin* 
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Appendix 7. 
A telex from the Commonwealth Schools Commission notifying the case 
State's Department of Education of the transmission of funds for the 
purchase of a motor vehicle. 
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Appendix 8. 
A draft outline of proposed Mathematics Syllabus implementation 
expenditures for the case State Department of Education. 
OPTION (ALL TEACHERS) 
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PHASE 1 1985 (Nov. ) 
InatrvJoet 
All administrative staf'f, all teachers in Classes ^,5 schools, 
1 teacher/year level/school in Classes 1,2,3 schools. 
(3 200 teachers (Classes 1,2,5 - Classes h,5 close) S say $100, 
$320 000 ± $80 000) 
V- TRAVEL (to Regions by seminar personnel): $100 000 
PHASE 2 1986 
Administrative staff and year level representatives inservics 
all remaining staff m accordance with pre-determined objective 
(to be reached prior to Phase 3) - $300/school for materials/print 
and non-print especially szructured maths materials. 
$350 000 
PHASE 3 1986 
All teachers - 1 day's inservice on any one of four days during each 
vacation (day to be accounted for in PFD allocation) - school staff to 
decide appropriate day. 
Travel: e.g. Classes '^,5 teachers + ? 
$100 000 
N.B. POLICY CHANGE REQUIRED. (Teachers to leave schcols; 
directions to be given to schools.) 
PHASE 4i 1987 
All teachers new to system - 1 day's inservice (admissicis, readmission." 
Teacher release $100 000 . . ^ ^ „__ 
Travel $ 30 000 " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^° 
COSTS 
p.l 
p.2 
P.3 
P.^ 
Teacher release 
Travel 
Materials 
Travel 
Teacher release/Travel 
TOTAL 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$1 
320 
100 
350 
100 
130 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
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O P T I O N 2 (ADMIN. + YEARS 1,2,3 FEACHEHS) 
PHASE 1 
AM for OptJon J, but 1 Taacher from each yaar level 1,2,3. 
$160 000 ± 4 0 000^ 
Travel (to Regions etc.) $100 000 
PHASE 2 
No change 
$350 000 
PHASE 3 
No change 
$100 000 (largest component of option 1, this phase is Class 4,5 
schools, i . e . 1 car/school) 
PHASE 4 
No change 
Teacher release 545 000 
Travel $1^ 000 - $59 000 
COSTS 
p.l Teacher release $160 000 
Travel $100 000 
p.2 Materials $350 000 
P.3 Travel $100 000 
P . 4 Teacher release/Travel $ 59 OOP 
TOTAL $769 000 
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Appendix 9. 
Extracts from the draft report of the Advisory Committee for the Basic 
Learning in Primary Schools Program. 
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DRAFT REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
FOR THE 
BASIC LEARNING IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS PROGRAM 
4 December 1984 
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20. 
43. After examining other groups of prirriary schools for 
which special claims have been made, the comnattee concluded 
that the impact of the program's funds would be seriously v.'eakenec 
if targeting oii conventionc-i lines was aoopled. In addiljc^n, 
many students experiencing the problems whiich trie progran, has 
been established tc> address couJc be selectively exciuaed. 
^•^'• The comiirattee concluded that it should nc>t see}; to h5\'e 
any schools identified as particular targets for the program. 
Rather, it would be more appropriate for priority to be attached 
to measures addressing the m.ajor issues upon which the program 
should concentrate, System.s and authorities, through their programi 
policy bodies, should develop means of ensuring that these issues 
are addressed m ways that ensure the focus is upon the students 
experiencing greatest difficulty and upon schools m which tney 
are concentrated. ,. .--
L \ 
Proposed Areas for Action 
45. The comm.ittee has identified major areas for priority 
action under the Basic Learninq m Primiary Schools Program.. It 
has decided to limit these priority areas to ensure that program, 
activity IS concentrated on those aspects where the greatest 
need for action exists. It recomjnends that the programi's resources 
be used to support projects and activities m the follov;inq areas: 
Curriculum Change: developing and planning curriculum,, teaching 
modules and relevant materials m language and mathemictics at 
the school and system level with activities closely linked to 
teacher in-service to ensure wide dissem.mation of theory, 
principles, methods and effective practice; there should be a 
special emphasis on research and development in mathemiatics 
curriculum. 
In-service Programs: providing intensive programis to improve 
prim.ary teachers' understanding of language and miathemiatics learninq, 
and developing their skills m teaching and observing children 
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with learning difficulties and m curricuiu" design and adaptaticr.; 
these programiE could be schoci-based anc/cr sj'Stcr initietec 
and m:icht invoJ\-e the use of consultants, fielc staff or :nspertcrs 
;. .-^o.;:^o. _;.. 
/-N • . — 
Home-School Relations and Parental Participation: 
methods of cevei c^ i r.c effective parental p-art i cit = 11 c 
basic iearr.ir.c cctiv_ties anc mere open arc cc--cperaT: ve relati 
ships and cetter understanding between parents and teachers. 
Special Groups: special measures to m.eet the needs of grouts 
such as Abcrigines, students from non-English spea>:ing backgrounds, 
those from low socio-econom,ic circumstances; tne particular needs 
of girls should also be given special attenticr.. 
46. Systems and authorities should develop program:S and 
activities m these priority areas for the 19S5-87 period. While 
it IS convenient to deal v.-itn these priority areas separately 
m this section, it is not expected that activities will be under-
taken m isolation. There need to be close links, for examicle, 
between curriculum, development and in-service activities m relation 
to literacy and numeracy. Planning of program.s should reflect 
this interrelation between priorities, 
CURRICULUM CHANGE 
4". The continuation and extension of the review and develcpm.en-
of language "curricula and related teaching m.aterials being under-
taken in most Australian States, and the dissem.mation of mformatic: 
about nev; approaches to the teaching of language m the lower 
primary school should have high priority for support and assistance 
under the program, Wnile m.uch of this work will occur at the 
system or authority level, it could also be an appropriate field 
for school-based activity. Several of the schools visited by 
the committee illustrated what can be achieved at this level. 
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Appendix 10. 
An earlier draft of the attachment to the Cabinet minute included in 
Appendix 4, showing comments inserted by M04 and M08. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
PROPOSED APPLICATION FOR COMMONWEALTH FUNDS FOR BASIC LEARNING IN 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS(BLIPS) FOR THE 1985 CALENDAR YEAR 
A. CENTRAL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
As a means of co-ordinating, monitoring and reporting on the 
overall BLIPS program, it will be necessary to establish a 
central Administrative Unit within the Primary Education 
Division. There will be considerable liaison networks to be 
developed with each of the project-leaders and personnel,as well 
as regular information bulletins-to disseminate. A BLIPS Program 
Executive Officer at a 1-15 levgl will be appointed together with 
an Administrative Assistant.^ Ot io cxpi5crfccra tha^^^ Education 
Officer Special Duties will be engaged to advise on how to 
evaluate changes in teacher attitudes, improvement in teacher 
performance, attitude changes in parents, and improvements in 
children's attitudes and performances. The central 
Administrative Unit would be responsible for ensuring that 
prog-f^ ams are evaluated and reports prepared. This unit will also 
be allocated seias funds to support centrally initiated 
action-research. 
B. LITERACY PROPOSALS 
1. THE ELIC PROJECT 
Tne Early Literacy Inservice Course (ELIC) Project is 
designed to improve children's performances in reading and 
writing by improving the quality of teaching from preschool 
to Year 3. Whereas ELIC is aimed at reaching all teacher's 
in the lower school, it will initially deal with teachers in 
clusters of schools. These school clusters will ensure ease 
of contact for tutors but will also ensure that target 
schools will be identified as having significant numbers of 
children with particular needs ie. of low socio economic 
bacKground, non English speaking groups, or children from 
aboriginal or~]H||||[HHI^^H^^^I descent. As a 
multimedia professional development program for teachers, it 
aims to help them observe and diagnose children's 
performances with reading and writing and thus detect 
children "at risk" in early stages of schooling. From this 
basis, teachers can then design programs to cater for the 
particular needs of these children. 
A National ELIC project has been initiated involving all 
States and Territories, including_ both government^^and ^ _^ ^^ _^ ,,^ ^^  
non-government schools, and a fff^^C-^^ttft^-fe'e-'fcuEor^rabiers 
hav€—been—tnai-fied to work as—aHDro3ecIZi«^~inJ|B^JP||PI|||H 
State Schools. It is proposed to allocate funds to^this 
projectt'so"'that a group of tutors will be trained in 1985 
and then provided witn necessary support materials for them 
to conduct inservice workshops in their own district. The 
role of these tutors will be to identify and prepare the 
schools for ELIC, to conduct worKshops, to prepare 
materials, and to assist teachers in programs in particular 
classrooms. This will necessitate working with principals 
and school policy development groups, as well as with parent 
groups. It is also proposed to conduct a week long 
residential course for training Field Officers to use AUSSAT 
facilities in the implementation of ELIC with teachers in 
isolated communities. The project team will require 
consultancy support ^asd ee-opd-ination-and it is proposed •^, 
that-this-bo-providod by a .ProjjaDteLOffioor ^ ff^ ese—salary ^ be 
subdf^ s^ed-fPorR-the-Bfal-PS fundo.^ and «r provioiorj ef 
administrative support and travelling expenses for the 
tutor-trainers. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
PROPOSED APPLICATION FOR COMMONWEALTH FUNDS FOR BASIC LEARNING IN 
PRIMARY SCHOOL:(BLIPS) FOR THE 1985 CALENDAR YEAR 
A. CENTRAL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT %ifJ%G^ 
As a means of co-ordinating, monitoring and reporting on the 
overall BLIPS program, it will be necessary to establish a 
central Administrative Unit within the Primary Education 
Division. There will be considerable liaison networks to be 
developed with each of the project.leaders and personnel,as well 
as regular information bulletins-to disseminate. A BLIPS Program 
Executive Officer at a 1-15 lev^l will be appointed together with 
an Administrative Assistant.^ St. io Gxp<?8'^ i^  t h o ^ ^ Education 
Officer Special Duties will be engaged to advise on how to 
evaluate changes in teacher attitudes, improvement in teacher 
performance, attitude changes in parents, and improvements in 
children's attitudes and performances. The central 
Administrative Unit would be responsible for ensuring that 
programs are evaluated and reports prepared. Tnis unit will also 
be allocated agnta funds to support centrally initiated 
action-research. 
E. LITERACY PROPOSALS 
1. THE ELIC PROJECT $26^ 000 
Tne Early Literacy Inservice Course (ELIC) Project is 
designed to improve children's performances in reading and 
writing by improving the quality of teaching from preschool 
to Year 3. Whereas ELIC is aimed at reaching all teacher's 
in the lower school, it will initially deal with teachers in 
clusters of schools. These school clusters will ensure ease 
of contact for tutors but will also ensure that target 
schools will be identified as having significant numbers of 
children with particular needs ie. of low socio economic 
bacKground, non English speaking groups, or children from 
aboriginal o r ~ ^ ^ ^ H H | | | | H | | | H B descent. As a 
multimedia professional development program for teachers, it 
aims to help them observe and diagnose children's 
performances with reading and writing and thus detect 
children "at risk" in early stages of schooling. From this 
basis, teachers can then design programs to cater for the 
particular needs of these children. 
A National ELIC project has been initiated involving all 
I -I j t ^ \ States and Territories, including both government^and ^  ^ _^^ ,^ ^^ ^ 
"• . J ' non-government schools, and a ff^du^^^f-^tfft^^'e-iiiEor-'lira'rners 
^^^-'^^ • hav€—beeru-trai-fied to work a£—aH^r^ec:t-l«^^~iT^]BH|||||^^H 
State Schools. It is proposed to allocate funds to^this 
.,,-^,.-'>••• "• " project^so'^that a group of tutors will be trained in 1985 
_. .• -; ,.-,,-.'-- and then provided with necessary support materials for them 
to conduct inservice workshops in their own district. The 
role of these tutors will be to identify and prepare the 
schools for ELIC, to conduct workshops, to prepare 
materials, and to assist teachers in programs in particular 
classrooms. This will necessitate working with principals 
and school policy development groups, as well as with parent 
groups. It is also proposed to conduct a week long 
residential course for training Field Officers to use AUSSAT 
facilities in the implementation of ELIC with teachers in 
t^lT) isolated communities. The project team will require 
^uTn fUs>.i>»rw consultancy support ^ aad ee-opd-inat4on-and it io proposed •^, 
T*.-jea<-i tbat-this-be provided by a-^PGjfl0tt:.OffioGP-wheee-sal;ary ^ te 
7 3ub6^3¥sed-gFom—the-^fcl-PS- funda^ ond 100 pcoviDiisin of 
administrative support and travelling expenses for the ~J 
tutor-trainers, c^c-j.-^ r,T^ C-. „-•- 0^  pr^^A^r^ n<, ^ Pn^j^.c-^ c^,e^ 
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2 . OBSERVING PROGRESS IN MATHEMATICS $79 OOO 
As a means of assisting children to develop basic 
mathematical understanding and skill, this project will be 
the development of an in-service course aimed to assist 
teachers of children in Years 1 to 4 in the primary school 
to identify and help children "at^  risk_" in their^early 
school raatnematics program. • -it-is^ "pr'?$^ dSe3-^ ;li^ -'tVi'ere^ '^"' 
-th'ree'-^ tnrast-s-to-tfi'e-pf^ '-ject. The^f^^St whioh-io proposed 
gefi--^ 8§-and 1986-^ wi-lrl-^ -be the development of print materials 
which focus attention on mathematical processes and on the 
significance of wnat children do and say as they engage in 
mathematical tasks. 
This will lead to the development of an audio-visual package 
of materials which will then be used extensively .i»=^ !^  
second-thr.uot from 1986y The third^wril invol'^ e workshops 
aimed at improving teachers' skills as they apply to 
observing chilaren in mathematical situations, to 
interpreting these observations, and to acting appropriately 
to stimulate further progress. The selection of schools 
will be on the basis of those where there are significant 
num'Ders of children in years 1, 2, 3, and 4 who are 
considered to oe "at risk" in the learning of mathematics. 
Evaluation will oe in terms of the nature of change in 
classroom practices and what types of changes occur in child 
outcomes. 
3. MATHEMATICS LEARNING IN ISOLATED SCHOOLS $99 000 
This project is designed to improve the learning of 
mathematics in years 1 to 4 by developing teacher resources 
for the implementation of the revised mathematics syllabus, 
taking into account the special needs of isolated and 
aboriginal children. It is proposed to identify eight 
schools as target schools in 1985 in terms of isolation, 
aboriginal children population, and numbers of children at 
risk. Two advisory teachers will be trained during a 
three-weeK inservice course to come to an understanding of 
the new syllaDus and guidelines, and their implications for 
teaching. It is proposed that these two advisors be based 
in a central town and provided with a vehicle to share, and 
sufficient allowance to enable them to service the eight 
target schools. The advisors will work with teachers and 
students to develop resources that encourage the use of a 
variety of concrete, visual, and auditory material and which 
promote the use of oral language in the mathematics program. 
To assist in this enterprise it will be necessary to provide 
each target school with a bank of materials in sufficient 
quantity to ensure a rich learning environment in 
mathematics. Resource materials written and trialled in 
these schools will Decome part of the guidelines for the 
revised syllabus or produced as an addendum for isolated or 
aboriginal schools. It is expected that the advisors will 
work with teachers, and administrators in evaluating the 
impact that occurs on children's learning of mathematics, 
4. MATHEMATICS PROJECTS COORDINATION $88 000 
During 1983-84 a review of the Mathematics Syllabus for 
Years 1-10 was developed within the Department of Education. 
The syllabus takes into account current knowledge about the 
structure of mathematics knowledge and the learning of 
mathematics. It aims to help all children achieve the 
hignest level of mathematical proficiency possible. 
.^ji^M^-^^ 
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This syllabus development proposed that action be taken to 
disseminate and successfully implement the 1-10 Mathematics 
Syllabus over the next four years. The inclusion of the 
above projects to commence from 1985 would require that the 
services of a SITBII project co-ordination .unit be 
k'<,^.y.,~cl~. established within the Curriculum ^m?ij''rG\\ of^'the Education 
Department and allowances nHde.,for computer facilities. It 
is proposed that a ProXect' Co-ot^'^^^ter and an^ r^^/o.p.^..^ ^si^iA-'hlrA L 
Administrative Assistant De appointed/^ l5^'"^ii^ essential /**V' 
task of the co-ordination unit will be to conduct a seminar ^^ 
for teacher participants, project leaders, consultants, and ^^ 
evaluators to familiarize all concerned with the principles, 
theory and philosophies underlying each of the numeracy 
projects. 
D. REGIONAL ACTION RESEARCH PROGRAMS $120 000 
A proportion of the funds will be devoted from the outset to 
projects, either initiated at Region or school level, in vrtiich 
emphasis is on action-research to develop more effective 
participation in children's basic learning in literacy and 
numeracy, to undertake curriculum development and adaptation to 
meet tne particular needs of children from groups of non-English 
speaking descent, or from low socio economic communities or from 
groups considered at risk. This could include new approaches to 
the teaching in areas of literacy, communications, and 
mathematics and initiatives to encourage parent participation. 
Measures will be applied to enable children not performing at an 
adeq'uate level to 'oe identified. It is also expected that 
Regions/schools will advise of proposed procedures to assess and 
report on the impact of their programs. To this end an 
allocation of $12 000 will 'oe set aside for distribution to each 
Region. 
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ATTACHMENT [} ^.JUc. 
PROPOSED USE OF REVENUE AVAIL.ABLE UNDER COMMONWEALTH 
FUNDING FOR BASIC LEARNING IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS (BLIPS) PROGRAM 
JANUARY - JUNE 1985 
(a) The ELIC Program 12 000 
1.8% Admin. Charges 216 
(a) 
TOTAL January - June 1985 12 216 
JULY - DECEMBEP 1985 
Tne ELIC Program Z^ 000 
(b) The SPIOL Program 50 000 
(c) Mathematics Projects 
Projects Co-ordination 
Parent-Participation Project 
Ooserving Progress Project 
Isolated Scnools Project 
(d) Regional Action-Research 
(e) Central Administration Unit v^§S^ '^ «^t^  '^ r-o '^if 
Central Support I n i t i a t i v e s 2~? "000 
88 
84 
79 
99 
120 
^ 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
'^6^ 
.%% Admin. Cnarges • 1 5 ^ 8 / ^ 3 / ^ 
T^A^ July-DeceT.oer 1985 9 2 2 ^ 8 <\-:i.1 ~'S-<-f-
;TAL 1985 93V524 
> ^ 
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ATTACHMENT / 
PROJECT 
PROPOSED ADDITIONAL COMMONWEALTH FUNDED POSITIONS 
POSITIONS NUMBER 
Central Administrative 
Unit 
ELIC Project 
Mathematics Projects 
BLIPS Program Executive Officerf^^v 1 
Eaucation Officer CSpecial Duties") 1 
Administrative Assistant 1 
' i<r (' 1 
Edut)ation -Officer(^ Spec4arl Duties) 1 
Advisory Teachers 7 
Projects Go-oriiiaator''"CE09£^ )s 
Education Officer*(Special Duties) 3 
Advisory Teachers 2 
Administrative Assistant 1 
S U M NA A-IA-->_I 
r<-..-^^L' <' c-^'.-<L C > 
3-
n . 
-o >, 
Tb'N~vS\_ \<r 
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Appendix 11. 
A report from the case State's representatives at the meeting between 
State, Territory and Commonwealth education authorities after the 
release of the official BLIPS Program guidelines. 
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REPORT ON MEETING WITH SCHOOLS COMMISSION 10 APRIL, 1985, REGARDING THE BASIC 
LEARNINGS IN PRIMARY SCHOOL PROGRAM. 
In attendance; 
Schools Commission; 
A.C.T. 
Northern Territory; 
1.1 CSC representatives emphasized that Senator Ryan desired "different structural 
arrangements" to those recommended by the advisory committee, and had modified 
the guidelines regarding (a) committee!s) to run the program. It was also 
stated that Senator Ryan had a role m the targetting concept being applied to 
BLIPS, and in the firmness of measurement required by the guidelines. 
Delays in receipt of the guidelines resulted from the above modifications and 
Senator Ryan being on leave. "Notes relating to the Basic Learning in Primary 
School Program" (attached) were tabled, and it was indicated that the Commission 
would negotiate with Senator Ryan on their publication. 
The Notes, arising out of the work of the Advisory Committee set up in 1984 
to develop the Program, discuss a range of options and philosophies relating 
to the Program. The CSC representatives indicated that they might not be able 
to provide final answers during the meeting, but would see Senator Ryan by 
12.4.85, and pass answers along to States in the week of 15.4.85. 
1.2 States provided brief verbal discriptions of the initiatives they would pursue 
under BLIPS. There was unanimous concern with targetting of schools, assessment 
procedures, the shortened timelines, and the de-emphasis on longer term 
programming, resulting from the uncertain impact of the QERC report post-1985. 
Some States also sought a general emphasis broader than the K-3 focus in the 
guidelines. 
2 .1 Targetting- issues and principles 
CSC representatives indicated that there was not likely to be substantial 
variations to the guidelines, and that Senator Ryan wanted tangible evidence 
of outcomes for this program. 
Schools will need to be specifically nominated, and systems will have to 
indicate how they will focus on needy children. However, the CSC would argue 
for maximum flexibility in interpreting the targetting guideline, with 
Senator Ryan. 
...12 
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CSC representatives indicated that there was no expectation of an Index of 
schools being set up, as for D.S,P. Systems should be able to go with various 
options - e.g. 
(a) begin with schools that were ready for involvement; assist targetted 
schools to become ready, and then focus on those targetted schools; 
(b) schools selected could be those just above the DSP cut off; 
(c) clearly DSP schools could be involved, but BLIPS should not become a 
supplementation of DSP; 
(d) DSP could be used to supplement BLIPS, thus leaving other schools to be 
targetted in BLIPS; 
(e) systems could go for clusters of schools, and explain their selection 
in terms other than via surveys explicitly carried out. 
However, regardless of how schools were selected, an explanation of the 
selection process will be required, in the submission to the CSC. 
(At a later stage in the meeting, it was indicated that schools would not 
necessarily n6ed to nominate schools in the initial submission if time constraints 
were too pressing, but that this information would have to follow), 
2,2 Measurement of program outcomes 
It was indicated that Senator Ryan may want "hard data" on outcomes, and that 
this would have to be checked. 
State representatives indicated very clearly their opposition to the application 
of standardized tests to young children, and their support for information 
drawn from cumulative record keeping resulting from the monitoring of behaviours 
being developed under the various projects. 
A number of options were then considered, including: 
I 
(i) a focus on teacher development in the first year would be acceptible, 
provided that a linkage was made with what is going on with the children, 
(this grew out of the concern that cumulative data would not be 
available in the first instance). 
(ii) look at what teachers are doing now, and compare with improvements that 
teachers make in their teaching skills. 
(iii) use descriptive information in the early stages, rather than test results. 
(iv) use previously developed measures that do relate to project areas 
(though there was general concern that such measures frequently did not 
exist, especially in maths.) 
(Reference was made to ACAP - Australian Co-operative Assessment Program -
Materials available for maths testing, and currently developing measures in 
language testing.) 
One State indicated concerns with the potential use of data by the Commonwealth, 
for comparability purposes. 
. . ./3 
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2 3 Pilot programs and action research 
There was general support for action research being incorporated into BLIPS 
pro3ects. CSC representatives also viewed action research as a way of trying 
out parent involvement, and equity issues (eg, gender and cultural differences), 
at minimal cost. 
Action research projects at the school level could be approved by the State. 
2.4 Submissions and approvals for 1985 - format - critieria for assessment. 
2 . 7 Administrative and operational issues 
There were no particular formatting requirements for submissions. All Para. 
18 requirements were to be addressed in the submission, with sufficiently 
detailed descriptions and costings. Submissions would deal with 1985 proposals 
only, and as indicated in the guidelines, Commonwealth approval would be 
required before funds were made available. 
Payments would be made quarterly, but the first payment would include the first 
two quarters. 
Concerning the relationship between each of PEP, DSP,HI^^B, and BLIPS, it 
was accepted that systems may be too far advanced to rearrange budgets to create 
a financial relationship between the programs for 1985. If this were so, the 
financial relationships should be foreshadowed for 1986. 
The CSC representatives sought a deadline by the end of May for receipt of 
submissions by the CSC, as they did not want difficulties in getting funds 
committed during the calendar year. It was pointed out that the delay in 
receipt of guidelines would mean almost inevitably such difficulties towards 
the end of the year, and that if funds did not arrive before the end of the 
1984/85 financial year, it would not be possible to charge relevant costs 
already incurred, against BLIPS funds. CSC representatives then gave a 
commitment to turn submission approvals around within four weeks, and accepted 
the tactic of providing a part pfoposal in the first instance, to be followed 
by a complete proposal at a later date. They also accepted that States may 
need to go with a contingency plan, at some stage. 
It was accepted that funds could be used for teacher release for inservice 
and developmental work; and for costs of disseminating information to schools 
not involved in the Program. 
2 .5 Reporting to the Commission 
CSC representatives sought a short description and "somewhat evaluative" 
report of progress from States twice yearly - m the first instance, August 
1985 and January 1986. This would be independent of the formal accountability 
requirements, and would enable Senator Ryan to comment on the progress of the 
Report. 
It remained unclear whether the CSC would write to States seeking information 
in specific projects, or whether it would be expected for States to provide 
information automatically on all projects. 
.,./4 
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2.6 National Co-ordination and Dissemination 
CSC representatives canvassed the idea of a person being contracted to work 
for both the CSC and CDC, on information gathering and dissemination. This 
person would have no role in Program management, but would facilitate the 
dissemination of information only. Consultation with the States would follow, 
if the idea was pursued. 
3 Relationship between BLIPS and other National Initiatives(ELIC AND MCTPJ. 
CSC representatives indicated that as ELIC had been negotiated separately 
with States, BLIPS could not fund commitments made in that negotiation. 
However, BLIPS could fund ELIC activities as well, which could be co-ordinated 
with the broader project. 
4. Quality of Education Review 
The Review was due at the end of April, and apparently would be on time. 
Its content was not discussed. However, it was stated that QERC had potential 
implications for all CSC special purpose programs, and for general recurrent 
funds (resource agreements). 
A/Assistant Director Assistant Director 
Curriculum (Primary) Special Programs 
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Appendix 12. 
The case State's official brochure about the BLIPS Program including 
information on Regional Grants and their access by schools. 
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